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Introduction
An epic written in blood...
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Shortly before Easter in the year 1188, an English
archbishop of Canterbury went to Wales on a recruitment
drive. Thousands of miles away, war had broken out in the
eastern Mediterranean and the archbishop, whose name
was Baldwin of Forde, had been tasked with recruiting

several thousand able-bodied fighting men to join an army
that was being deployed there.
It was, on the face of it, not an easy assignment. For those
who decided to join up, the journey by land and sea to the
east and back would take at least eighteen months. It would
cost a lot of money. There was a high chance of shipwreck,
robbery, ambush or death from disease long before the
destination - the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem, in
Palestine - was ever reached. The chances of coming home
with much in the way of plunder were negligible. Indeed, the
prospect of coming home at all was dauntingly slim.
The enemy commander - the Kurdish sultan of Egypt and
Syria, Salah al-Din Yusuf ibn Ayyub, colloquially called
Saladin - was highly capable and had already inflicted a
series of devastating defeats on armies of the western
Christians generically known as ‘the Franks’. The

previous summer he had crushed a huge army in the field,
imprisoned the king of Jerusalem, seized the holy relic of
Christ’s cross, and evicted a Christian government from the
city of Jerusalem. The only sure reward for participants in
the war to take revenge on Saladin would be redeemed in
the afterlife, where it was assumed that God would look
favourably on participants, granting them a smoother,
swifter entry into paradise.
Although in a religious age obsessed with tallying and
remitting sin this was a more enticing offer than it might
seem today, Baldwin nevertheless had his work cut out, as
he and his entourage slogged through Wales from town to
town: preaching, persuading and whipping up enthusiasm
for a war against an enemy none of his audience had ever
seen, in a land vanishingly few had never experienced
outside their imaginations.
In a small town called Aberteifi, in west Wales, a young

married couple reacted to Baldwin’s arrival by having a
fight. The husband had decided he wanted to sign up for the
crusade. His wife was adamant he was going nowhere.
According to the writer Gerald of Wales, who travelled with
Archbishop Baldwin and kept a vivid record of the journey
(although he sadly omitted the couple’s names), the wife
‘held her husband fast by his cloak and belt, and publicly...
prevented him from going to the archbishop’.! They
struggled and she won. But, wrote Gerald, her victoiy proved
horribly short lived: ‘Three nights afterwards, she heard a
terrible voice saying, “You have taken my servant away from
me, therefore what you must love shall be taken away from
you.’”
That evening, lying in bed, she accidentally rolled over in
her sleep and smothered to death her infant son who was
sharing her bed. It was a tragedy. It was also, she realized,
an omen. Although by now Archbishop Baldwin

had moved on, the distraught couple went to see their
diocesan bishop to report the dreadful accident and beg
forgiveness.
Only one solution presented itself. They all knew what it
was. Those Christians who had agreed to leave to fight
Saladin advertised their status as sworn, holy warriors in the
army of Christ by stitching a cross made of cloth onto the
arm of their clothes.
The wife sewed on her husband’s cross herself.
*
This is a book about the crusades: the wars fought by
Christian-led, papal-sanctioned armies against the
perceived enemies of Christ and the church of Rome during
the Middle Ages. Its title, Crusaders, reflects both its theme
and its approach. For a long time during the

Middle Ages there was no single word to describe ‘the
crusades’ as we have today come to think of them: a series
of eight or nine major expeditions from western Europe to
the Holy Land, supplemented by a series of other,
tangentially connected wars fought from the sun-baked
cities of the north African coast to the frozen forests of the
Baltic region. Yet from the earliest days of the phenomenon
there certainly was a word for those who participated. The
men and women who took part in these penitential wars in
the hope of spiritual salvation were known in Latin as
crucesignati - those signed with the cross. In that sense,
then, the idea of the crusader preceded the idea of the
crusades, and that is one reason why I have preferred it
here.
More importantly, however, the title Crusaders reflects
the approach to storytelling that I have taken in this book.
It is composed of a series of episodes featuring people who

were involved in the crusades, arranged sequentially and
chronologically to tell a tableau history that spans the period
at large. The individuals whom I have charged with taking
us on our journey are the ‘crusaders’ of the book’s title, and
they are an ensemble cast who I hope, together, can tell us
the story of crusading from the front line.
In choosing these crusaders I have deliberately cast my
net wide. I have selected women and men, Christians of the
eastern and western churches, Sunni and Shi’a Muslims,
Arabs, Jews, Turks, Kurds, Syrians, Egyptians, Berbers and
Mongols. There are people here from England, Wales,
France, Scandinavia, Germany, Italy, Sicily, Spain, Portugal,
the Balkans and north Africa. There is even a band of
Vikings. Some have central parts to play, others mere
cameos. But this is their story.
The result, taken as a whole, is an avowedly pluralist
history of crusading. Historiographically, that is to say

that it does not focus exclusively on the establishment,
survival and collapse of the crusader states of Palestine and
Syria and wars against Muslims in those regions. Rather, it
places that central strand of the story in the context of the
concurrent histories of official crusades fought on the
Iberian peninsula, the Baltic, eastern Europe, southern
France, Sicily and Anatolia, and unofficial, populist
movements raised elsewhere. Narratively, it means that our
story is carried along by a multitude of people, a collective
who will together provide a kaleidoscope of intriguing and
colourful perspectives on their shared age.
That, at any rate, is the aim. Of course, as I submit this
book I am acutely aware of - and profoundly grateful for the many excellent surveys of the crusades that have been
written in recent years. Perhaps the greatest, despite its age,
remains Sir Steven Runciman’s glorious three-volume

chronicle, A History of the Crusades (1951-4); but more
recently English-language readers have been also blessed by
the publication of Christopher Tyerman’s God's War: A New
History of the Crusades (2006), Thomas Asbridge’s The
Crusades: The War of the Holy Land (2010), Jonathan
Phillips’s Holy Warriors: A Modern History of the Crusades
(2010), the third edition of the late, great Jonathan RileySmith’s The Crusades: A History (2014) and Paul M. Cobb’s
The Race for Paradise: An Islamic History of the Crusades
(2014). All of these books are superb guides to the period
and, although throughout the narrative here I have confined
myself to quotations exclusively from primary sources, I
have been deeply reassured to have these exemplary modern
works of history on my shelves - alongside hundreds of other
books and articles, both general and specialist, by other
scholars. Without the work of generations of crusades
historians

past and present, this book would simply not have been
possible.
Crusaders is presented in three sections. The first covers
the period in which the many strands of thought, activity
and warfare that influenced the crusading movement
developed, from the 1060s onwards. It builds towards the
astonishing story of the First Crusade and culminates with
the fall of Jerusalem in July 1099.
The second part of the book picks up the story a few years
later, at the start of the twelfth century. It traces the growth
and development of the crusader states in Syria and
Palestine, keeps an eye on the wars between Christian rulers
and the Islamic powers in Spain (known as the Reconquista)
and explores the spread of crusading beyond those two
theatres into a new realm around the shore of the Baltic Sea.
The narrative of this section of the book is anchored by two
major crises: the loss of Edessa in 1144,

which triggered the Second Crusade, and the fall of
Jerusalem to Saladin in 1187, which provoked the Third.
The final part of the book charts the desperate efforts of
western Christendom to win back Jerusalem in the first half
of the thirteenth century, followed by the decline of the
crusader states in the east after the rise of the Mongol and
Mamluk empires. It also describes the dramatic expansion
and politicization of crusading ideology and institutions
during and after the papacy of Innocent III, and the process
by which crusading was turned upon new enemies: inside
and outside the church, real and imaginary. In keeping with
its commitment to telling a story long and broad, Crusaders
does not conclude in 1291 with the final collapse of the
kingdom of Jerusalem, but in 1492, with the completion of
the Reconquista and the transmission of crusading’s urges
and energies west, to the New World. Lastly, a brief epilogue
then sketches the

survival and mutation of crusading memory up to the
present day.
Each chapter of this book could be, and in most cases has
been, a full-length study in itself. I hope the general reader
will be inspired by what follows to delve deeper into the
history of crusading, and those who have read more in this
period will appreciate the approach I have taken to the
material. As with all my books, I hope most of all that this is
a story which will entertain as well as inform. For, as Sir
Steven Runciman once wrote, ‘the romantic stoiy of the
Crusades was an epic written in blood’.a
So it was. And so it is. Let us begin.
Dan Jones
Staines-upon-Thames
Spring, 2019

PARTI
Trial by Ordeal

The Count and the Imam
He perceived two means by which he
would profit, one for his soul and the
other for his material benefit...

Count Roger of Sicily lifted his leg and farted. ‘By the truth

of my religion/ he exclaimed, ‘there is more use in that than
in what you have to sayl’i
His advisors stood chastened - and a little perplexed. The
count before them was in his late forties and salted to his
bones with the experience of military campaigning in
southern Italy and the islands of the central Mediterranean.
As a young warrior he had been described by one flatterer as
‘tall and well-made, a most fluent speaker, shrewd in
counsel, far-sighted in the planning of things to be done,
cheerful and pleasant to everyone’.- In middle age, he had
hardened somewhat, and was not one to waste his words on
fools.
The plan the advisors had recommended had seemed like
a good one, as courtiers’ plans very often do, before they are
shredded by the critiques of short-tempered potentates. Not
far across the sea from Sicily - roughly 75 miles (120 km) at
the closest point - lay the remains of

what had in ancient times been called Carthage, afterwards
the Roman province of Africa, and now, in the late eleventh
century, Ifriqiya/ Its cities - including the capital Mahdia
(al-Mahdiyyd) on the coast and Kairouan (Qayraivari),
inland, where a vast mosque and school had for many
generations been frequented by the greatest philosophers
and natural scientists in north Africa - were under the shaky
command of a crumbling dynasty of Berber Muslims known
as the Zirids. The countryside was controlled by various
Arab Bedouin tribes sent from Egypt to drive the Zirids out.
Political stability was collapsing. Here lay warm and fertile
farmlands. There sat prosperous port towns. All ripe for the
taking? Roger’s counsellors thought so, and they had
therefore recommended to their testy overlord the proposal
of a cousin whom one source names only as ‘Baldwin’.’
This Baldwin had come into possession of a great army

of Christian soldiers and was casting around for somewhere
godless to conquer. He had asked Roger’s blessing to come
to Sicily and use it as a launch pad for an invasion of Ifriqiya.
‘I shall be a neighbour of yours,’ he had exclaimed, as
though this were good news. But Roger of Sicily was not
feeling neighbourly. Ifriqiya was undoubtedly ruled by
various followers of Islam, he said, but those infidels
happened to be sworn partners of the Sicilians in
agreements that kept the peace and allowed for a rich
exchange of goods in the island’s markets and ports. The last
thing he wanted, he ranted to his gathered minions, was a
cousin imposing on his hospitality, waging a reckless war
that would disrupt Sicilian trade if it was successful and cost
him a lot of money in military support if it failed.
Ifriqiya may indeed have been vulnerable, but if anyone
was going to exploit that, it was going to be Roger himself.

He had spent the last two and a half decades - almost his
entire adult life - carving out his rule in the region, and it
would have been a limp end indeed if he were now to put it
at risk in pursuit of some harebrained scheme cooked up by
a kinsman who had never troubled the soil of the island with
his sweat.
If this Baldwin wanted to fight Muslims, said Roger, he
would have to find a different part of the Mediterranean in
which to go about his business. There were plenty of places
he could name that would be preferable to Sicily’s back yard.
He summoned Baldwin’s personal envoy to his presence and
informed him of his decision. If his master were really
serious, he said, then ‘the best way [to proceed] is to conquer
Jerusalem’.*
And that is how it all began.
Roger, count of Sicily was eleventh-century Europe’s
ultimate self-made man. He was bom around the year

1040 as the youngest of twelve sons sired by a minor
nobleman from Normandy called Tancred of Hauteville.
Given the protocols of inheritance, being bom even as a
second son implied a lifelong burden of fortune-hunting
rather than easy inheritance: to have eleven brothers ahead
of you was a disaster. But by the end of the centuiy the
Normans had begun to conquer their way around western
Europe. They took command of Saxon England in 1066. At
the same time, southern Italy fell under their gaze.
Opportunities may have been limited for younger sons
within Normandy itself, but for anyone prepared to travel,
opportunity abounded. As a young man, therefore, Roger
had left his homelands in what is now north-west France
and set out for territory that had already called many of his
kinsmen and countrymen: the rich but unstable southern
Italian regions of Calabria and Apulia.
Toe and heel of the Italian boot, Calabria and Apulia

were lands where resources were plentiful, authority was
contested and an ambitious young man with a yen for
politics and warfare might make his name. Other Normans
of the Hauteville clan had already found success here,
fighting against the rival superpowers in the region:
principally the Byzantine Greeks and Roman popes, both of
whom regarded the Normans with suspicion bordering on
alarm. The most successful of them included Roger's
brothers William Iron Arm, Drogo and the exceptionally
gifted Robert Guiscard (in Old French, guischart means
cunning or sly). By the time Roger arrived the first two were
dead and Robert Guiscard had laid claim to the title of ‘count
of Apulia and Calabria’. But there were plenty of adventures
to be found. The family had earned the submission of the
people of southern Italy by chopping off their noses, hands
and feet and gouging out their eyes.s The Normans’ tribal
history told of their descent from a

Scandinavian warlord called Rollo who had converted to
Christianity mainly as a means of ensuring that men of all
manner of kingdoms would bend their knee to his
command.* Neither Roger nor Robert ever lost the Viking
touch for persuasion at the end of a sword.
Thanks in large part to this reputation for extravagant
violence, not everyone approved of the Norman invasion of
southern Italy. In the opinion of one eminent churchman of
the age, the Normans were ‘the most foulsmelling rubbish
in the world... sons of filth, tyrants who have risen from the
rabble’.- But from the middle of the century onwards, the
papacy took a different view, as successive popes softened
their hostility to the Normans and began to view them as
rough-edged but practically useful potential allies who
could be employed to advance the agenda of Rome. In part
the papacy reached this conclusion under duress: in 1053
the Normans had

destroyed a papal army on the battlefield and taken
Nicholas’s predecessor, Pope Leo IX, prisoner. Be that as it
may, in 1059 Pope Nicholas II nevertheless granted the
Haute ville family sway over Calabria and Apulia, and
permitted them to fly a papal banner- before their armies on
the battlefield: an honour he bestowed upon Robert
Guiscard in exchange for a gift of four camels. And this was
not just an acceptance of the status quo. The pope
speculated that one day, one of the Norman clan might ‘with
the help of God and St Peter’ also conquer and rule Sicily:
the large triangular island across the Straits of Messina had
been under Arab rule since the ninth century .a This would
represent a major advance in papal ambitions to bring the
whole of southern Italy firmly under the sway of the Roman
church.* If the Normans could do that, ran the reasoning,
then all the disruption caused on the mainland in the many
decades since the

arrival of these rough-necked northerners might just have
been worth it.
*
The conquest of Sicily appealed strongly to Roger and his
brother Robert Guiscard, although not quite for the same
reasons as it appealed to the pope. Pleasing God could quite
satisfactorily be done locally by founding and maintaining
communities of monks and nuns, praising Christ and
observing the saints’ feast days. Fighting an expeditionary
war to seize and subjugate an island 1,000 square miles
(2,500 sq km) in size, with a coastal length of nearly 930
miles (1,500 km) and a large region of volcanic mountains
in its centre was an act of piety that required more
substantial, earthly justification.
Fortunately, on Sicily there were plenty of reasons to be

found. Wet in the winter and hot in the summer, the island
contained some of the finest farmland in the Mediterranean,
producing prodigious quantities of grain by agricultural
methods much improved under the rule of its Islamic emirs.
Rice, lemons, dates and sugar cane thrived. Sicilian
workshops produced cotton and papyrus. Calm waters kept
fishermen busy; pilgrim tourists from Muslim-ruled
southern Spain stopped for refreshment as they headed to
Mecca to perform hajj. Coastal towns including Palermo,
Syracuse, Catania, Messina and Agrigento were hub
marketplaces in the central Mediterranean where
merchants from the Middle East and north-east Africa could
do business with those working trade routes through central
and western Europe. The local population, comprising Arab
and Berber Muslims, Greek Orthodox Christians and Jews,
represented a lucrative tax-base, as the emirs had

demonstrated by following the Islamic practice of imposing
an infidel tax known as jizya on those nonMuslims who did
not wish to convert.
All this being so, the papal hymn of Sicilian conquest sung
to Roger and Robert Guiscard in 1059 made a lot of sense.
As a Sicilian monastic chronicler called Geoffrey Malaterra
told the story, when
that most distinguished young man Roger... heard that Sicily was in the
hands of the unbehevers... he was seized by the desire to capture it... He
perceived two means by which he would profit, one for his soul and the other
for his material benefit, if he could bring over to Divine worship a country
given over to idolatry

Money and immortality: these two, timeless temptations
proved more than enough to coax Roger and Robert
Guiscard across the Straits of Messina in a series of
invasions beginning in the early 1060s. Taking Sicily from

the Arabs was neither easy nor quick, but when the Norman
brothers focused their full attention, bringing naval
blockades and warriors who were small in number but
expert in the Norman style of fighting - with light armour
and heavy cavalry, large wooden shields and siege towers they proved very difficult to resist. They exploited the
rivalries of Islamic factions on the island, who had at times
in the past hired Christian mercenaries from mainland Italy
and were more than willing to collaborate with the Norman
armies to further their own ambitions for political
supremacy.11 They indulged in base but effective
psychological warfare: raping their enemies’ wives or
sending carrier pigeons soaked in blood to announce their
victories. As a result, Palermo fell in 1072, following a fivemonth siege. By the mid-io8os most of the island was under
Norman command. The inveterate adventurer Robert
Guiscard left to seek further excitement

fighting in the Byzantine empire, pushing Norman rule into
Dalmatia, Macedonia and Thessaly, and leaving his younger
brother Roger to rule more or less as he pleased as count of
Sicily.
By 1091 the conquest of Sicily was complete and Roger
was revelling in his role as one of Europe’s most admired
Christian overlords: entertaining marriage proposals for his
daughters from the kings of France, Germany and Hungaiy,
establishing bishoprics across the island that were obedient
to the papacy (rather than the eastern patriarchs of the
Orthodox church) and overseeing a population that
remained as richly variegated between faiths and cultures as
it had ever been. Roger built and patronized churches and
monasteries on Sicily - an act of conventional piety for any
ruler of the age, particularly one who had an awkward
amount of human blood on his hands. The mosque in
Palermo, originally built as a

Byzantine basilica, was converted once again, this time into
a church observant of the Latin rite. On occasion he seems
to have forced defeated Muslim rivals to convert to
Christianity.- The jizya system was effectively reversed, so
that Muslims rather than Christians now paid a tax (the
censum or tributum) for the right to their unbelief.?' Jews
also paid a tallage. But Roger was in no sense creating a
theocracy. Indeed, visiting churchmen from further north in
Europe tut-tutted at the fact that Roger not only allowed
Muslims to serve in his armies but (so they said) actively
refused to allow them to convert to the cause of Christ.^ And
the count himself was pragmatic more often than he was
dogmatic when he presented himself to his subjects. Copper
coins known as trifollari, minted for use by his Christian
subjects, showed Roger as a glorious Christian knight on
horseback carrying a holy lance and were inscribed in Latin
with his name, Count Roger

(ROQERIVS COMES).-. Yet each gold tari - a coin minted for
use by his Muslim subjects - carried an Arabic inscription:
‘There is no God but Allah, Muhammad is the prophet of
Allah.’ Others of Roger’s Arabic coins and his charters in the
same language referred to him variously as imam, malik
and sultan: lord, sovereign and king.*
*
What, though, are we to make of the perplexing stoiy of
Roger’s refusal to extend his success in Sicily by sponsoring
an invasion of Ifriqiya? The tale comes down to us via a
scholar called Ibn al-Athir, who lived and died in Mosul
(today in Iraq) between 1160 and 1233, and whose
masterpiece was a magisterial chronicle confidently entitled
al-Kamil fil ta’rikh: The Perfect Work of History.
Ibn al-Athir was a serious historian who devoted

hundreds of thousands of words to a story of the world
beginning with the Creation and continuing up to the
political and military struggles of and between the wider
Islamic world in his own lifetime, upon which he cast a
panoptic and often highly insightful gaze. Given the age
through which he lived, crusaders and their motives were
naturally high among his interests, and he gave serious
thought to the origins of the holy wars that flared up
spectacularly and often around the Mediterranean basin
during his lifetime. His decision to place the responsibility
at the door of Roger of Sicily (whom he characterizes as
coarse, smelly and cynical - the very archetype of the
crusader lord) is important, even if it should not be taken
wholly at face value/- The character of Baldwin’ is probably
meant to signal Baldwin I, future king of Jerusalem, but
there is no corroborating evidence that this exchange
happened.

Possibly Ibn al-Athir in his account was conflating what
he knew with hindsight of the origins of the crusades in the
Holy Land with a particular story of more local origin and
flavour. In 1087, according to the chronicler Malaterra,
Ifriqiya had come under amphibious attack from an army
raised by merchants from Pisa, ‘who had set out to do
business in Africa only to suffer certain injuries’.^ In a much
less grotesque and colourful telling than Ibn al- Athir’s,
Malaterra simply says that the Pisans offered to award
Roger the crown of Ifriqiya if he would help them take the
city of Mahdi a. Roger demurred on the ground that he had
only relatively recently agreed a peace treaty with the
authorities there. He made no mention of Jerusalem.
According to Malaterra, the Pisans made their own deal with
the Zirid ruler and accepted a cash payment to leave Mahdia
alone.
Yet there is more to it than that, still. When Ibn al-Athir

introduces his story about Count Roger and the state of
Ifriqiya, he does so by setting it in a broad Mediterranean
context. At around the same time that the Normans were
conquering Sicily and menacing the coast of Ifriqiya, he
wrote, they also ‘took the city of Toledo and other cities of
Spain... Later they took other parts, as you shall see’.i* And
indeed, so ‘they’ did. In Spain, north Africa, the islands of
the Mediterranean and elsewhere, clashes between rival
rulers obedient to different faiths were commonplace during
the decades before the First Crusade began.
These were not wars of religion - indeed, religion was
often veiy plainly secondary to commercial and geopolitical
considerations.!* But they were wars between religious
men, and they had consequences that lasted for generations
thereafter, so that they could still be seen to be playing out
in Ibn al-Athir’s day. The collapsing together of wars fought
for territoiy and wars that were

waged on the basis of faith and dogma, with the goal of
spiritual supremacy, was to play a key part in launching 200
years and more of conflict that would come to be expressed
primarily in terms of a battle for the one true faith.

* Today this is the eastern Mahgreb: that portion of north Africa’s coastal littoral
roughly covered by north-eastern Algeria, Tunisia and north-west Libya.
: A few years later a papal banner was sent to another Norman lord: William the
Bastard, duke of Normandy, flew it before his armies when he invaded England in
1066.
i Interestingly, Roger’s demonstrative flatulence was one detail not unique to Ibn
al-Athir. Geoffrey Malaterra records an instance of a Norman army besieging
Palermo in 1064, during which campaign the army was plagued by tarantulas.
'Anyone who was stung by them found himself filled with gas and

suffered so much that he was unable to keep the same gas from coming out his
anus with a disgusting rattle.’ Wolf, Kenneth Baxter (trans.), The Deeds of Count
Roger of Calabria and Sicily and of his Brother Duke Robert Guiscard: by
Geoffrey Malaterra (Ann Arbor, 2005), p. 114.

Poets and Party Kings
Now that they are strong and capable,
the Christians desire to recover what
they have lost by force...

As Sicily began its fall to the Normans in the 1070s, the

island crumbling city by city before the assaults of Count
Roger’s barbarian soldiers bearing shields shaped like giant
teardrops, a young Muslim poet scooped up his family and
fled. His name was Ibn Hamdis (’Abd al- Jabbar Ibn
Hamdis) and he was twenty-four years old. Bom in Syracuse
around 1054, he had grown up in genteel comfort as the son
of a well-to-do household, enjoying and absorbing a literary
education which left him with a lifelong facility for the
popular Arabic verse that was a hallmark of high culture at
the time. This talent enabled him to make sense of the
destruction, pain and loss he would see during his long and
eventful life. It would also make his name and grant him
access to the many learned courts of the Islamic
Mediterranean.
Leaving Sicily was a wrench to his soul, and his departure
left him forever in mourning for the turbulent island of his
birth. 1 have been banished from Paradise,’

he once wrote; nostalgia and homesickness permeated the
poetry he continued to compose until well beyond his
eightieth birthday.? But if exile was painful, it was also
profitable. After leaving Sicily, Ibn Hamdis headed west and
became a salaried companion to one of the greatest artistic
patrons of his day, Muhammad al-Mu’tamid ibn Abbad,
king of the taifa of Seville. Al-Mu’tamid, approaching his
fortieth birthday when Ibn Hamdis arrived, was himself a
gifted poet; he had inherited his word-smithery from a
brutish but eloquent father, al- Mu’tadid, whose relentless
military campaigning made Seville one of the most powerful
states in the region and whose methods of dealing with his
enemies were positively treacherous, including on one
occasion suffocating a group of visiting diplomats to death
in his palace bathhouse.*
Al-Mu’tamid was a somewhat less devious ruler than his

father and a more talented composer of verse. * He adopted
Ibn Hamdis as one of a number of lyrical sparring partners
and placed him on his payroll. Thus did the Sicilian exile
take up residence in one of the most intellectual and sensual
courts of the west, where the illicit pleasures of wine and
casual sex were freely available and life was, he wrote,
‘excusable only when we walk along the shores of pleasure
and abandon all restraint’.* Ibn Hamdis yearned eternally
for his homeland but things were, at least momentarily,
good.
*
Seville’s pre-eminence was relatively new. Had a young
Muslim man of letters sought refuge in the region a century
previously, he would have raced without hesitation to
Cordoba, the regional capital of the Umayyad

caliphate: a megacity of half a million inhabitants and one
of the most sophisticated, awe-inspiring metropolises in the
entire world, where scientists, astrologers, philosophers and
mathematicians explored the mysteries of the universe
while artisans and architects tested the boundaries of
artistic perfection. But in 1031 the Umayyad caliphate had
collapsed and Cordoba had sunk into intellectual torpor, its
libraries looted, books burned and its famous workshops
fallen idle.
Out of this vacuum had emerged several dozen small,
nominally independent kingdoms - taifas - of which Seville
ranked the foremost (the others included Malaga and
Granada, Toledo, Valencia, Denia, the Balearic Islands,
Zaragoza and Lerida). The taifa — the word means
independent princely state, and is sometimes translated as
‘party kingdom’ - of Seville comprised a large swathe of
Islamic southern Spain, or al-Andalus. The city of Seville,

which lent its name to the kingdom, lay some 125 miles (200
km) north of the Strait of Gibraltar, organized around an
alcazar (castle or palace) on the banks of the Guadalquivir
river. Its dominions stretched at their furthest points from
Silves and the Algarve on the Atlantic coast of modem
Portugal, to Murcia in the east. Under the rule of alMu’tamid’s dynasty, known as the Abbadids, Seville had
swallowed up many of the petty kingdoms that surrounded
it, and incorporated fine farmland, busy ports and strategic
trading routes linking north Africa to the European
mainland. It was famous for the quality of its musical
instruments, crimson cloth dye, sugar cane and olive oils.
The prevailing attitude of its governing class was explained
in verse by al-Mu’tamid’s father. T divide my time between
hard work and leisure, / Mornings for affairs of state,
evenings for pleasureU.
Al-Mu’tamid’s rule marked the apogee of Seville’s

power, and had he been a luckier ruler, or faced with
somewhat different challenges, it is possible that he would
have steadily continued to expand Seville’s frontiers until he
had reunited all the taifas into something that once again
resembled the Umayyad caliphate, which collapsed shortly
before he was bom. As it turned out, he presided over its
miserable disintegration, heralded in the first place by a
king from the other end of Hispania: Alfonso VI of Castile
and Leon.
*
Around 250 miles (400 km) north-north-east of Seville lay
the soaring, turreted stone walls of Toledo, once the mighty
capital of the Visigothic empire, and now replete under
Islamic rule with fine bridges and public baths,
marketplaces and mosques. Toledo bestrode the wide,

swift River Tagus - the longest waterway in Iberia,
originating in the Montes Universales and emptying 620
miles (1000 km) later into the Atlantic at Lisbon. Its valley
and basin was frontier land, a contested liminal zone
beyond which lay territory controlled by the Christian kings
of northern Spain. There, as in the south, the country was
divided between rival rulers who shared a religion but
quarrelled and jostled constantly for supremacy. Galicia,
Leon, Castile, Aragon, Navarre and Barcelona were the most
prominent of these northern states. And just as in the south,
one state and one ruler superseded the others in power and
influence.
From 1072 until his death in 1109 on the cusp of his
seventieth birthday, King Alfonso VI was that ruler. His
nickname was ‘El Bravo’, and he was determined to live up
to it. He held the crowns of Castile and Leon and ruled over
Galicia and parts of Navarre. By territory and by

reputation he was the foremost Christian monarch below
the Pyrenees. He was described by one admiring chronicler
as ‘a Catholic in all respects’ and ‘so terrifying to evil doers
that they never dared to show themselves in his sight’.*
Another wrote that he was ‘of great strength in both
judgment and arms to a degree rarely found among mortal
men’.?.
This was conventional praise, undoubtedly (and Alfonso
has left far fainter and less romantic an impression on the
Spanish popular imagination than his sometime retainer
Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, better known to history as El Cid) but
these encomia were nonetheless reflective of the fact that, in
roughly the same way as al-Mu’tamid dominated the taifas
of southern Spain, so Alfonso held sway in the north. His
rise to power came after he overthrew his younger brother,
Garcia, to seize Galicia, and subsequently profited from the
violent demise of his elder brother

Sancho, who was murdered by trickery during a siege.
During the course of his long life he took five wives and two
concubines, fought numerous battles against Christian and
Muslim foes and collected an impressive number of
grandiose titles, including, from 1077, the sobriquet
imperator totius Hispaniae (emperor of all Spain). This was
ambitious rather than strictly accurate: his imperium
stretched from the Atlantic coast of Galicia in the west to
Barcelona in the east, and was never fully secure below the
Tagus, where al-Mu’tamid and several other taifa kings paid
massive financial tributes known as parias to Alfonso to be
left in peace. But if the title did not quite reflect political
reality, it certainly indicated Alfonso’s direction of travel. He
was determined to expand his kingdom's frontiers, and it
was a bold ruler indeed who dared to stand in his way.

During the second half of the eleventh century the ambitions
of Alfonso and Christian princes like him were strongly
encouraged from the papal court in Rome. There were of
course ancient historical links between Rome and Spain the conquest of Hisponia had been a major theme of
expansion for the Roman republic from the third century BC
until its submission to Augustus in 19 BC; the province
thereafter remained part of the Roman empire for nearly
half a millennium. By the eleventh century AD popes sat
where consuls and tyrants had once ruled supreme, and they
had a similar form of conquest in mind. From the 1060s
successive pontiffs took up the idea of bringing Christian
parts of Spain under formal spiritual obedience to Rome:
pushing to eliminate the Mozarabic liturgy followed by
many Arabized Christians throughout

the region in favour of the Latin one, and asserting their
right to direct religious affairs and take financial tribute
from the Christian peoples there.
In this they were partly following the crowd, for there was
a growing interest in affairs below the Pyrenees on the part
of knights, holy men and ordinary pilgrims from all over
western Europe. Warriors saw the opportunity to earn their
fortune fighting in the frequent petty battles between the
many rulers of the kingdoms and taifas. Monks following
the reformed Cluniac rule (named for its origin at Cluny in
Burgundy during the tenth century) were increasingly eager
to introduce their observance into monasteries. Pious
laymen who wished to cleanse their souls of sin followed the
penitential road to Galicia known as the Way of St James,
which led to the shrine of the apostle, known as Santiago de
Compostela: one of the holiest sites in the Christian world.
This could be a

dangerous journey: one French guidebook of the early
twelfth century issued grave warnings of the deadly
impurity of the river water beside the road, and the loose
morals of the people who dwelled there, such as Navarrese
farmers who ‘practise unclean fornication’ with their mules
and mares.* But the journey was worth the discomfort.
Miracles were frequently reported along the Way: soldiers’
lances planted in a field near Sahagun had grown leaves; St
James had revived a traveller wrongly hanged for theft; he
had healed a young man who cut off his own penis in
atonement for the sin of fornication.* And in the distant past
- it was rumoured to have been in the year 834 or 844 - St
James had supposedly appeared in armour at a battle
against Spanish Muslims, helping Christian forces to
victory, which earned him the nickname Santiago
Matamoros: St James the Moor-slayer.
It would have been remiss for any occupant of St Peter's

throne to ignore these trends, and from the 1060s papal
proclamations were issued giving the explicit backing of
Rome to efforts to expand the reach of Christian princes in
Spain. In 1063 Pope Alexander II offered to absolve some of
the sins of French or Italian knights who ‘determined to set
out for Spain’ - the implication from other letters of around
the same time is that in ‘setting out for Spain’ such knights
were going to fight Muslims.- The ultimate destination of
these fighting men would be the town of Barbastro, which
was loyal to the Muslim ruler of Zaragoza. The chronicler
known as Ibn Hayyan related a siege of forty days conducted
by knights whom he generically called ‘the Christians’, who
in fact hailed from as near as Catalonia and as far away as
Normandy and southern Italy. The siege initially seemed to
have been be concluded in peaceful fashion, when the
Christians cut off Barbastro’s water supply by blocking an
aqueduct and the

desperately thirsty citizens offered slaves and bribes for
peace. But soon afterwards a massacre began, in which
orders were given for a general looting and slaughter.
‘Upwards of six thousand Muslims fell by the swords of the
Christians,’ wrote Ibn Hayyan, detailing a panicked
stampede of Barbastro’s inhabitants towards the city’s walls
and gates, which led to many suffocating to death in a crush.
Atrocities including the rape of daughters before their
fathers and women before their husbands followed, and a
merciless butchering of civilians was claimed by the
chronicler to be ‘invariable custom with the Christians
whenever they took a town by force of arms... such were the
crimes and excesses committed by the Christians on this
occasion that there is no pen eloquent enough to describe
them’.u
With its cosmopolitan knightly presence, papal sanction,
spectacularly bloodthirsty methods and explicit

invocation of a religious agenda, the attack on Barbastro in
1063 plainly foreshadowed many of what would later come
to be seen as the essential elements of Christian ‘crusading’.
In the context of Spain in the late eleventh century,
however, it was significant because it heralded a shift
towards a more aggressive policy of expansion - (later to be
referred to as the ‘Reconquista’ or ‘reconquest’) by the
Christian states of the north. Inevitably this expansion was
directed towards their Muslim neighbours in the taifas, and
it continued to be heartily encouraged by Rome. Gregory VII
was elected pope following Alexander Il’s death in 1073 and
wasted no time in issuing his own views on Spanish
conquest.
‘We believe... that the kingdom of Spain belonged from
ancient times to St Peter in full sovereignty,’ wrote Gregory
at the beginning of his papacy. Notwithstanding Alfonso
Vi’s own claims to be the emperor of all Spain,

this was all the encouragement required. When Alfonso sent
one of his lords south into Granada to collect the paria
tribute due from that taifa’s prince, ‘Abd Allah, the latter
made it clear that he understood exactly which way the wind
was now blowing. In a passage recorded in his brilliant
chronicle, known as the Tibyan, ‘Abd Allah summed up the
new position: ‘Al-Andalus originally belonged to the
Christians. Then they were defeated by the Arabs... Now that
they are strong and capable, the Christians desire to recover
what they have lost by force.
*
Abd Allah wrote these lines in the 1090s but hindsight did
not exactly cloud his judgement. The massacre at Barbastro
was followed by a series of concerted campaigns, directed
by the ubiquitous Alfonso VI. In

either 1082 or 1083 following a series of increasingly
extortionate demands for tribute payments, al-Mu’tamid of
Seville decided to stop paying parias to Alfonso. To
underline his point, and evoking his father’s worst excesses,
he executed the ambassador Alfonso had sent to make the
demand.!* In response, Alfonso launched a series of attacks
on Seville in the summer of 1083. His troops sliced directly
through the middle of al-Mu’tamid’s lands, and Alfonso
himself rode all the way to Tarifa, trotting his horse into the
waves breaking on the beach, beyond which the rugged
coastline of north Africa was clearly visible. ‘This is the very
end of Spain, and I have set foot upon it!’ he declared.
A year later he set his sights on a prize closer to home: the
city of Toledo, where the ineffectual Muslim ruler al- Qadir
had been deposed by his disgruntled people. Affecting to do
right by a dispossessed fellow-monarch,

Alfonso besieged Toledo. The city was overrun by 6 May
1085. But al-Qadir was not returned to power; instead he
was shipped off to Toledo’s one-time colony of Valencia to
serve as a puppet ruler there. In Toledo, Alfonso took direct
control of what had until very recently been one of the
mightiest cities in Muslim Spain. The conquest was
therefore a watershed, both politically and symbolically. It
shocked the Islamic world.** ‘We are caught up with an
enemy who will not leave us alone: How can one live in a
basket together with snakes?’ wailed one observer.^ Alfonso
now controlled a huge stretch of the Tagus valley, and a very
large number of Muslims both within and outside the walls
of Toledo now found themselves living not in a taifa but
under the protection of a Christian king.
Alfonso avoided the lamentable butchery that had been a
feature of Barbastro two decades earlier; he guaranteed
freedom of Islamic worship in return for an annual tax

and allowed the central mosque in Toledo to remain in
Muslim hands. Yet he was not entirely a paragon of
tolerance: in 1086 he justified his conquest of Toledo to a
clerical audience on the grounds that he had known ‘it would
be pleasing in the sight of the Lord if I, Alfonso the emperor,
under the leadership of Christ, were able to restore to the
devotees of his faith the city which wicked people under the
evil guidance of their leader Muhammad had taken from the
Christians’.^ And he augmented his self-aggrandizing title
of ‘emperor of all of Spain’ with another: the equally
vainglorious ‘emperor of the two religions’. The battle to
make good on Alfonso’s bold claims would occupy Christian
rulers of Spain for the next four centuries.
The poet-king al-Mu’tamid had been roundly humiliated
by Alfonso, who with the fall of the taifa of Toledo now
became his direct neighbour. To protect

himself, therefore, al-Mu’tamid looked south, across the
Gibraltar strait, to Morocco and western Algeria, where
power lay in the hands of a notoriously vicious and
puritanical sect of Berbers known as the Almoravids (almurabitan). The Almoravids followed a punitively strict
interpretation of Qur’anic law, covered their faces with veils,
based themselves in fortified monasteries known as ribats
and had precious little time for the sensual indulgences of
al-Mu’tamid’s own court, where, in the king’s own words, ‘I
walk amid squadrons of beautiful women who add lustre to
high rank. And through the weapons of my warriors scatter
darkness / the wine handed round by young women fills us
with light. V. Their leader, Yusuf ibn Tashfin, called himself
emir of the Muslims (amir al-muslimiri), and possessed a
similar level of self-belief to the accursed Alfonso. The
Almoravids’ conquests in north Africa left no room for
doubt about

their martial ability. Asking for their assistance in alAndalus was by definition asking for trouble. But alMu’tamid had little choice. On the fall of Toledo he invited
Yusuf ibn Tashfin to invade, justifying it with the bleakest
humour: he would rather herd camels for the men from the
south, he said, than guard a pigsty for the infidels.
He was, in effect, giving up his kingdom. In the early
summer of 1086 the Almoravids poured across the strait
and, having been sweetened by generous gifts from the
supine prince of Seville, marched on Alfonso’s armies,
heavily defeating them at the Battle of Sagrajas (Zallaqa) on
23 October. Alfonso was seriously injured, stabbed through
the thigh in hand-to-hand combat by a black African soldier,
whose dagger penetrated so deep that it pinned Alfonso’s leg
to the padding of his saddle.* He lost 300 knights and
around half of his 2,500-strong army, but the wound to his
prestige was even greater. A later

Moroccan chronicler called it ‘one of the most celebrated
victories in al-Andalus... by which God... cut off Alfonso’s
ambitions’.^ Yusuf sent the severed heads of the
vanquished Christians to the cities of al-Andalus, loaded in
great grisly piles on wooden carts.- He then went home,
leaving Alfonso in possession of Toledo. Both of them had a
great deal to think about.
When al-Mu’tamid had sent for the Almoravids he had
known that he was making a pact with the devil, and in 1090
the awful consequences of his strategy became plain. Yusuf
was undoubtedly committed to preserving the Islamic
sanctity and unity of al-Andalus, but after consulting legal
experts in Morocco he concluded that this did not oblige
him to preserve the thrones of the weak and helpless party
kings of the taifas. The willingness of the latter to pay
tribute to the infidel monarchs of the north left them fatally
compromised, and - Yusuf reasoned -

ripe for deposition by someone better suited to defending
Islam.
When in September the Almoravids attacked and deposed
al-Mu’tamid’s neighbour kings in Malaga and Granada, it
became horrifyingly plain what was coming next. In the
summer of 1091 Yusuf turned on al-Mu’tamid and besieged
Seville. In a hideous irony, al-Mu’tamid sent a plea for
assistance to King Alfonso, who was far away fighting
against another taifa lord in Zaragoza. He answered the call,
but too late. In November Seville fell. Al-Mu’tamid’s sons
were forced to hand over the keys to the alcazar, and the
poet-king was taken away by ship to prison in Morocco. He
had sealed the fate not only of his kingdom but of all the
other taifa states, which by the end of the century had
almost all submitted to the Almoravids, to become part of a
north African empire that owed religious obedience (at least
in theory) to the Abbasid

caliph, far away in Baghdad. Little territory had been won
back from the Christian states of the north, although the
parias were no longer collected. Otherwise al-Mu’tamid’s
policy had been a total failure.
*
The sight of al-Mu’tamid leaving his kingdom was evidently
a pitiful one. The poet Ibn al-Labbana, a contemporary and
friend of Ibn Hamdis in the now disbanded circle of literati
who had once frolicked at the court of Seville, wrote:
I will forget everything except that morning beside the
Guadalquivir when they were taken onto the ships like the
dead to their graves...-?

The lamenting was evidently justified, for al-Mu’tamid also
wrote bitterly of his downfall, while in prison in Aghmat.
I say to my chains,
don't you understand?
I have surrendered to you. Why, then, have you no pity, no
tenderness?^

He was murdered in 1095. His rival Alfonso VI lived on until
1109 when he died while still defending Toledo from
Almoravid attack. In an attempt to curry favour with the
Muslims living under his rule, he had taken as a concubine
a woman called Zaida, one of al-Mu’tamid’s daughters-inlaw. But this was as far as his accommodation with Islam
went.
Ibn Hamdis, meanwhile, was outcast once again.

Thirteen years after arriving in Seville from Sicily, he had
seen his adopted homeland go the same way as his
birthplace: ripped apart by warfare and seized by a foreign
invader - albeit on this occasion an Islamic rather than a
Christian one. Ibn Hamdis fled when al-Mu’tamid was
captured in 1091 and subsequently wandered for the rest of
his life between the courts of Ifriqiya, Algeria and Morocco,
where he lived by his pen before ending his days in Majorca.
He died blind, alone and full of regret, nearly eighty years
old, in 1133. In his verse he advised others to avoid at all
costs his own experience. ‘Chain yourself to the country
which is your beloved homeland,’ he wrote, ‘and die in your
own abode.

3
Empire Under Siege
The most sacred empire of the Greek
Christians is being sorely distressed...

On 2 December 1083, the Byzantine princess Anna
Komnene was born - quite literally - to the purple, in the

Porphyry Chamber at her father’s Great Palace of
Constantinople. Her birth was slow and difficult, but later in
her life she would repeat with pride the story her mother
liked to tell to explain a labour that lasted more than fortyeight hours. As the date of Anna’s birth approached, her
father, the Byzantine emperor, was absent. The court
nervously awaited his return from war against the Normans
of southern Italy. Her fifteen-year- old mother, making the
sign of the cross over her own hugely swollen belly, vowed
not to be delivered of a child until her husband was safely
home. This caused some concern in the palace, since the
emperor’s return was feared to be still a month distant. But
fortunately he arrived in time for his firstborn to be healthily
delivered. To Anna this ‘very clearly signified even in [the]
womb the love I was destined to have for my parents in the
future. For thereafter, when I grew to womanhood and
reached

years of reason, I had beyond doubt a great affection for
both of them alike, i
To be bom a princess of Byzantium was a privilege; to
emerge into the world in the Porphyry Chamber more
glorious still. The room looked out over the Bosphorus
Strait, with a view of the harbour and the spariding blue Sea
of Marmara beyond. Square-sided, with its walls tapering to
a pyramid roof, the chamber was paved and clad with
marble ‘generally of a purple colour... but with white spots
like sand sprinkled over it’.* Porphyry was an imperial
stone, originally mined from quarries in the eastern deserts
of Egypt. Elsewhere in Constantinople it had been used to
construct
the
Column
of
Constantine,
which
commemorated the city’s establishment as a new capital for
the Roman empire in the fourth centuiy AD. Purple was the
imperial colour, reserved for the use of the imperial family
alone. Emperors wore purple clothes dyed

with a foul-smelling extract made from sea snails. They
hung their palaces with purple decorations. They even
signed documents using purple ink. And only the children
of reigning emperors could be born in this purple-walled
room: those who were became known as
porphyrogennetos and porphyrogenneta. Anna was one of
this exclusive royal group, and she was eternally grateful for
it.
Anna’s imperial parents were Alexios I Komnenos and his
wife, Irene Doukaina. Irene was the daughter of a highranking military officer and a Bulgarian aristocrat. Alexios
was a hard-nosed general who had swept into power as
Byzantine emperor in a coup during the summer of 1081,
two years before his daughter was bom. Anna Komnene
described both her parents in glowing terms: Alexios
‘reminded one of a fieiy whirlwind... his dark eyebrows were
curved and beneath them the gaze of his eyes was

both terrible and kind... his broad shoulders, muscular arms
and deep chest, all on a heroic scale, invariably commanded
the wonder and delight of people’. Irene, meanwhile, ‘stood
upright like some young, proud, always-blossoming shoot,
each limb and her whole body in perfect symmetry and
complete harmony... her face shone with the soft light of the
moon... there were rose blossoms on her cheeks, visible a
long way off.* As for Anna herself, bom and raised in palatial
splendour on the banks of the Bosphorus, she showed an
early and lifelong hunger for learning, letters, rhetoric and
philosophy. She surrounded herself with scholars, whom
she patronized richly and loved to debate. She was known to
one of them as ‘wise Anna, absolute intellect, home of the
Graces’..*
Anna Komnene’s gift to both her beloved parents and to
scholarship was to compose, late in life, a long history of her
father’s reign: the first major western history by a

woman. Written in Greek and with a heavily exculpatoiy
skew, her book, known as the Alexiad, narrated, justified
and excused the events between Alexios’s rise to power in
1081 and his death in 1118. It provided an extraordinary
insight into the fraught politics of the Byzantine empire at
the turn of the twelfth century. The Alexiad was alive with
gossip, insider knowledge, portraits of Byzantines, their
friends and their foes, battle stories, tangled tales of political
intrigue and effortless scholarly allusions to historians of
past times. Despite Anna’s bias towards her father - a man
she described as being of ‘supreme virtue’ - her book still
revealed in its colourful prose the pressures that mounted
upon the empire and its emperor during the 1080s and
1090s.* Above all, it explained Alexios’s fateful decision in
1095 to ask western Christian rulers to help him stabilize his
realm, which eventually opened up the east to crusader
armies, who poured forth

with extraordinary and epoch-shifting results.
*
The Byzantine empire into which Anna Komnene was bom
was, although linguistically and culturally Greek, in fact the
lineal descendant of the Roman empire. The name, a
historians’ term coined in the later Middle Ages, derives
from its capital city: Constantinople, which had once been
called Byzantion or Byzantium (today it is Istanbul). But in
Anna and her father’s day, people described both city and
empire in quite different terms. In AD 330 the city was
consecrated by Constantine the Great as a ‘New Rome’
(Nova Roma) - a strategically placed metropolis on the
intersection of several trade routes and militaiy
superhighways, from where Roman emperors could govern
Roman interests in the eastern

Mediterranean - regions such as Egypt, Thessaly, Thrace,
Asia Minor, Syria and upper Mesopotamia. It was eveiy inch
a Roman city, packed with elegant buildings and great civic
spaces, including a forum and hippodrome. After the
Roman empire was partitioned in AD 395, Constantinople
became the capital of the eastern empire and it stood defiant
when the ‘old’ Rome was sacked fifteen years later and the
western empire collapsed. Seven centuries on from these
upheavals, Anna, her family and everyone else still referred
to Byzantium in classical terms. Alexios was the ‘Roman
emperor’. His people were the Romans. They lived in the
Roman empire or ‘Romania’. Even Arabic speakers
concurred: this was the Bilad al- Rum (Land of the
Romans).*
In the mid-eleventh century Byzantium still commanded
a vast swathe of territory besides Constantinople and its
immediate environs. In the west

the empire extended to Apulia and Calabria in Italy and
Dalmatia at the northern end of the Adriatic Sea. In the
Balkans, virtually everywhere between the Danube and the
Peloponnese theoretically answered the emperor’s call, and
his authority also reached to the northern shores of the
Black Sea and the Crimean Peninsula. The islands of Crete,
Rhodes and Cyprus in the eastern Mediterranean all fell
under imperial rule. And overland, stretching off towards
the Middle East, Byzantine dominions included Asia Minor,
Cilicia, the coastline of greater Syria including the city of
Antioch, the upper reaches of the Tigris and Euphrates
rivers, and the salty waters of Lake Van, formed by the
volcanic mountains that today mark the borderlands
between Turkey, Azerbaijan and Iran. All of this, in theory,
was ruled from Constantinople, where Alexios could most
often be found in his favourite residence: the redeveloped
and heavily fortified Palace of

Blachemae in the north of Constantinople, just inside the
vast walls that protected the city5s landward approach.
Or perhaps not quite all. For when, in 1081, Alexios seized
the throne from the hapless Nikephoros III, he found that
the imperial crown came with a long list of problems. For a
start, aristocratic rebellions of the sort he himself had led
against Nikephoros continued to be fomented, and these
were now exacerbated by the fact that, as a usurper, the
twenty-five-year-old Alexios’s right to rule Byzantium was
inherently open to question. Just as serious were the
external threats that loomed in the further reaches of the
empire. In Italy (as we have seen) the Norman adventurers
Robert Guiscard and Roger I of Sicily had taken Calabria
and Apulia, and were consolidating their gains in that part
of the world by subjugating Sicily - itself once a Byzantine
colony, before the days of the Arabs. The Normans were also
pushing

into the Balkans: after a thumping battlefield victoiy over
imperial troops in 1081 at Dyrrhachium (Dyrrakhion, or
Durres in modem Albania), Robert Guiscard had set his
sights on snatching the imperial territories of Macedonia
and Thessaly.
Meanwhile, in the north, imperial possessions were being
continually harassed from the direction of the Danube by
the Pechenegs (Patzinak), a semi-nomadic tribal people
with an aptitude for bracing, relentless violence, which they
deployed at various times against all their neighbours,
including the Byzantines. Anna Komnene often called the
Pechenegs ‘Scythians’, a catchall term for the innumerable
peoples who lived north of the Black and Caspian Seas.
Finally, in the east there loomed a Turkic people known
as the Seljuqs, who presented a menace eveiy bit as
persistent as the Normans and as dangerous as the

Pechenegs. Much like the Pechenegs, the Seljuqs were a
loose federation of Turkic tribesmen originally from the
Oghuz-speaking regions of the central Asian steppe. By
Anna Komnene’s day they had already conquered much of
Persia, converting to Sunni Islam along the way. A
bureaucrat called Ibn Hassul, who worked for the Seljuqs,
wrote that ‘God has created them in the shape of lions, with
broad faces and flat noses. Their muscles are strong, their
fists are enormous... They ascend high mountains, ride in
the face of danger, climb distant peaks, raid narrow abysses
and go deep into unknown lands.’: Expert horsemen and
fierce warriors, the Seljuqs had swept into Anatolia during
the 1070s. In August 1071 imperial forces had suffered a
humiliating defeat at Manzikert in eastern Anatolia, where
they were routed by troops under Alp Arslan, the Seljuq
sultan.: Since then the Seljuqs had been busy carving out
their own empire in Asia Minor, which

would come to be known as the sultanate of Rum.
Understandably hostile to these pillagers of the empire,
Anna characterized the Turks (TovpKot - she did not use the
term Seljuq) as treacherous barbarians.* Another nearcontemporary called them ‘winged serpents... bloodthirsty
beasts... the savage nation of infidels’.* They were certainly
as effective as their reputation suggested. By 1085 the
Seljuqs had either taken or were on the verge of taking cities
throughout the empire, as far west as Smyrna, barely 185
miles (300 km) from Constantinople. By 1091 the empire
was beset on all sides. Word had spread as far as the courts
of western Europe that Byzantium was teetering on the
brink of collapse. Not for the first time, the barbarians were
at the gates of Rome. And so, like his contemporary alMu’tamid, the king of the taifa kingdom of Seville, Emperor
Alexios calculated that his best hope of saving his throne was
to encourage others to do his

fighting for him.
*
Alexios’s decision to counter the threats against the
Byzantine empire by appealing outside the realm for
support was not especially novel. In fact, military alliances
were the way of the world in Byzantium, where the sheer
size of the empire often demanded forms of political and
military realpolitik, not stiff-necked dogmatism, let alone
faith-based policymaking. As his problems mounted,
therefore, the emperor began to look for allies wherever he
could find them.
On 29 April 1091 Alexios dealt decisively with the
Pechenegs, by drawing their forces into battle and
annihilating them on a plain beside Mount Lebounion, near
the mouth of the River Hebros (Marica) in Thrace. It

was a stunning rout - perhaps his greatest militaiy victory.
And the key to his success was the fact that the Byzantine
army was bolstered that day by another group of tribal
warriors, called the Cumans. There was little love lost
between the Byzantines and the Cumans: Anna described
them as longing to gorge on human blood and human flesh
and... more than ready to amass booty from our territories'.But, bribed sufficiently, they helped Alexios win a
thundering victory. Describing the battle, Anna naturally
gave her father a starring role:
Charging into the midst of the enemy... hacking at his immediate adversaries
and with loud cries striking fear into those far off... A whole people,
numbered not in their tens of thousands, but in countless multitudes, with
their women and children, was utterly wiped out on that day.”

If the Pechenegs were relatively simply dispatched,

however, the threat from the Seljuq Turks in the east was of
a different order. In part this stemmed from Alexios’s
ambiguous dealings with the Seljuqs in the first decade of
his reign. Despite their frequent incursions into Byzantine
territory, the emperor had at times extended the hand of
friendship to the Turks. Before the Battle of Dyrrhachium in
the first year of his reign he had asked them for militaiy
assistance against the Normans, and during the 1080s had
cultivated a working relationship with the Seljuq sultan
Malik-Shah in Baghdad as well as several high-ranking
Turkish chieftains on the ground in Asia Minor. Alexios’s
aim was appeasement, by way of striking up collaborative
rule in those towns of Asia Minor that the Turks coveted,
and which he felt could be entrusted to Turkish lords happy
to co-operate with imperial policy, on condition that they
defend them against rebellious imperial vassals or other
enemies from further abroad.- At one point the

emperor even considered a proposal from Malik-Shah
suggesting a marriage between Anna and the sultan's eldest
son, a deal that only fell through because Anna had been
betrothed at birth to a Byzantine princeling of her mother’s
family.• In trying to manage the Seljuqs like this, Alexios
was playing with fire, but he had few better options.
As it turned out, by 1091 the policy of cautious cooperation with the Seljuqs had spectacularly failed. In that
year Malik-Shah died, to be replaced as sultan by a son who
quickly proved to be much less accommodating. Soon
enough, friendly Turkish governors of Byzantine
strongholds were replaced by hostile ones. And four years
later, in 1095, the whole fragile system had comprehensively
fallen apart. The Turks were in control of cities from Antioch
in the east to Nicaea, Nikomedia and Smyrna in the west,
and controlled the entire Aegean coast

of Asia Minor. In the Balkans, tribesman from Serbia were
raiding south into imperial territory, requiring militaiy
expeditions to see them off. Alexios’s resources were
stretched perilously thin and the burden of constant
campaigning, together with the cost of bribing allies, was
draining the treasury. Debasements of the gold coinage had
seriously undermined its worth and credibility. Mutinous
rumblings could be heard everywhere in Constantinople,
supported by the aristocracy, military, court and church
alike. Alexios had come to power by means of a coup, his
subjects began to mutter; why should he not be removed the
same way?* The emperor was facing a grave crisis. And in
those circumstances, Alexios chose a course of action that
would prove fateful, if entirely in character: he decided to
appeal to the west for assistance.

*
Considering the difficulties the Normans had caused
Byzantium over the years, it might be thought odd that in
the 1090s Alexios chose to look for help in the veiy direction
from which tormentors like Robert Guiscard had come. For
Anna Komnene, writing with hindsight, the people of
western or ‘Latin’ Europe could be described generically as
‘Kelts’ and they were as a rule the last group she would ever
recommend trusting. Yet in the mid-iO9Os her father’s need
was great, and his experience suggested that from time to
time one did come across a Kelt who was not totally
unreliable. At the beginning of his reign Alexios had paid the
German emperor Henry IV a massive tribute of 360,000
gold marks to attack Robert Guiscard in Italy: a valuable
piece of business that distracted the Norman from his
assaults on Byzantine possessions.^ A decade

later Alexios’s greatest military victory - the obliteration of
the Pechenegs at Lebounion in 1091 - had been aided by 500
knights from Flanders, sent by their overlord, Robert, count
of Flanders,* who had met Alexios on his way back from a
pilgrimage to Jerusalem in 10893s Not all Kelts were bad.
And just as Alexios was prepared to turn to the Turks or
Cumans as allies when he felt it expedient, so he was more
than happy to appeal to the Christians of the west if it
seemed to be in the empire’s best interests.
In 1091, around the same time as the great Battle of
Lebounion, a letter was sent from Constantinople to ‘Robert,
lord and glorious count of Flanders, and to all the princes in
the entire realm, lovers of the Christian faith, laymen as well
as clerics’. It complained that ‘the most sacred empire of the
Greek Christians is being sorely distressed by the Pechenegs
and the Turks, who daily ravage it’. The author of the letter
also told horror stories

of atrocities being committed elsewhere in the empire by the
Turks: holy places destroyed, decapitations rife, bishops
sodomized, boys forcibly circumcised and forced to urinate
over their own blood in baptismal fonts, rapists deflowering
‘virgins in front of their own mothers and forc[ing] them to
sing wicked and obscene songs until they have finished
having their way with them’. The author cried that ‘almost
nothing now remains [of the empire] except Constantinople,
which they are threatening to snatch away from us very
soon’ and he begged the count of Flanders to send Christian
warriors for the love of God and for the salvation of the
‘faithful Greek Christians’.^
Who wrote the letter is not at all certain. It has been
claimed as the work of Alexios himself. It has been
dismissed as a total forgery. But what is not disputed is that
other similar appeals were made on Alexios’s behalf all
across the west. From 1091 a campaign of urgent pleas

for help went out to noble and royal courts all over Europe,
wailing of atrocities and grotesque offences against
Christian propriety. Ambassadors were sent far and wide,
tugging on heart-strings and purse-strings alike. In Venice
lucrative trading privileges were dangled before the doge,
including tax exemptions, legal immunity for Venetian
merchants and exclusive access in the best parts of ports
throughout the empire - all in return for financial support
for the empire’s depleted treasury. In France and Germany,
Byzantine diplomats brought gifts of relics for churches,
coupled with dire warnings of the imperiled state of
Christendom and Christians throughout the east, whose
fate, they claimed, depended on the whole Christian
community throughout the world, pulling together against
the depravity of ‘pagans’. Tacked on to the tales of woe in
the empire were drastic tales of pilgrims being abused and
holy places defiled in Syria and Palestine - including in

Jerusalem, the city of Christ’s ministry and Passion. The
intention behind these horror stories was clear and
deliberate: to stir up Christians in the west against the
enemies of Byzantium, in the hope that they would come to
the emperor’s assistance against the supposed perpetrators.
*
Alexios, although much put-upon, was not stupid.
Throughout his reign, whenever he sent for help from
faraway powers, he did so in the knowledge that the policy
might backfire. In appealing to the west for help against the
Turks bearing down on Asia Minor he was well aware of the
reputation of the warriors he was calling in to join the fight.
They were not quite the veiled Islamic puritans who had
crossed from Morocco to southern Spain at the

beckoning of al-Mu’tamid of Seville. But the Franks were
nevertheless notorious for their ‘uncontrollable passion,
erratic character and their unpredictability, not to
mention... their greed for money... which always led them to
break their own agreements without a scruple’.!- Alexios
knew this, wrote his daughter, but he called for them
anyway. What he was not expecting was that ‘the whole of
the west and the entire people living between the Adriatic
and the Straits of Gibraltar migrated in a body to Asia,
marching from one end of Europe to another with their
whole households in tow’.!«
Yet that is what happened. Alexios’s wheedling call from
the east was more effective than he, Anna, or indeed anyone
around them - including their Turkish tormentors - could
have imagined. For it was refracted, modified and delivered
to a willing audience by a dangerously brilliant orator, Pope
Urban II. The response he incited among his

flock would warp the course of history in the Mediterranean
and beyond for centuries.

- Rather embarrassingly, at Manzikert (26 August 1071) Alp Arslan took the thenemperor Romanos IV Diogenes prisoner, then patronized him by setting him free
on payment of a large ransom. On his return to Constantinople Romanos faced a
string of rebellions, following which he was deposed and horribly blinded. He died
of infection consequent to his wounds in 1072.
i Anna’s intended was Constantine Doukas, son of the deposed former emperor
Michael VII Doukas (r. 1071—8), porphyrogennetos and, from 1081 to 1087, the
official ‘junior emperor’ to Alexios. Before his betrothal to Anna Komnene,
Constantine had been betrothed to Olympias, a daughter of Robert Guiscard. The
annulment of this betrothal served as a pretext for Robert’s invasion of imperial
territories. Not for nothing has the word Byzantine become in modem times a
byword for ‘bewilderingly complex’.
i Robert I, count of Flanders, had a Norman connection: his sister Matilda married
William the Conqueror, the first Norman king of England (r.

1066-87).

4
Deus Vult!
You must hasten to carry aid to your
brethren dwelling in the East...

Pope Urban II was elected by a partial conclave of
cardinals in the Italian coastal town of Terracina on 12

March 1088. It was not a very auspicious start to a papacy.
Terracina lay around 50 miles (80 km) south of Rome, but
the traditional seat of the papacy was barred to Urban and
his friends. Instead, the throne of St Peter was occupied by
an antipope known as Clement III: a puppet and factotum
of the Holy Roman Emperor, the headstrong 38-year-old
Henry IV. Henry’s imperial troops blocked the gates, and
the capricious populace were given to rioting at the arrival
of would-be pontiffs who did not meet their approval. The
previous year, in his capacity as cardinal-bishop of the
Roman port of Ostia, Urban had presided over the
consecration of the short-lived Pope Victor III in the Eternal
City. But now his turn had arrived, he found himself being
installed at a minor cathedral in a second- string seaside
resort.
Urban was used to grander things. He was bom Odo of
Lageiy in the 1030s to a noble family of Chatillon-sur-

Marne in the north-eastern French province of Champagne.
The German chronicler Bernold of St Blasien described him
as ‘distinguished for his piety and learning’.; The cardinalbishopric of Ostia, which he held for a decade from 1078,
was prestigious, and had earned him work as a papal legate
and diplomat to the imperial court in Germany. There Odo
had endured some unpleasant hardships, including being
briefly imprisoned at the emperor’s behest. He had thus
learned a great deal about the poisonous political rivalry
between the Holy Roman Empire and the Holy See. The
Holy Roman Emperor, who was usually also king of the
Germans and the overlord of a swathe of central Europe,
was usually crowned by the pope, in a tradition reaching
back to the time of Charlemagne. But in the latter half of the
eleventh centuiy cordial relations between emperors and
popes broke down completely. Although this meant Urban’s
coronation was

an anticlimax, it also left him constantly alert to projects
that could help bring the community of Christendom back
together - a wish that was eventually and spectacularly
realized in the crusades.
*
Although Urban had ascended, in a fashion, to office of
pope, the formative years of his life had come with a tonsure
and not a mitre on his head, for he had spent much of his life
as a monk at the magnificent and vastly influential abbey of
Cluny in Burgundy. Cluny was the command centre for a
large and vigorous network of religious houses that had
sprung up and spread across western Europe during the
tenth and eleventh centuries. The abbey was founded by
Duke William I ‘The Pious’ of Aquitaine in the year 910; he
dedicated it to St Peter and

granted the brothers who lived there freedom from
oversight by any authority save that of the papacy. The
monks spent their lives in never-ending, very solemn cycles
of worship known as perpetual prayer, which they offered
amid a complex of soaring buildings including a majestic
abbey church, the second rebuilding of which began in the
year of Urban’s election to the papacy.: Cluniacs did not
reinvent monasticism wholesale, but they popularized a
much stricter form of the Benedictine Rule that had been in
use since the sixth century. They disdained physical labour,
which they considered distracting from contemplative life,
and instead embraced a more rigorous approach, conducted
in magnificent surroundings but with a puritanical attention
to the principles of silence, prayer and solitude.
Just as significantly as remodelling the daily routine of
monasticism, Cluny pioneered a new way of organizing

monks and their houses. Their members comprised the
Cluniac Order - a body of churchmen whose shared identity
emphasized an overarching, international unity as well as
deep seriousness of purpose, dignity, opulence and a
bombastic approach to church building.
Whereas traditional Benedictine monasteries were
standalone communities following the same Rule under
independent abbots, Cluniac houses were part of a tightly
controlled collective in which Cluny was the leader.
‘Daughter’ houses, no matter in which realm they were
situated, were classed as priories, and each was answerable
to the abbot of Cluny.3 By the end of the eleventh century
there were more than 1,000 of these daughter houses: some
original foundations and others monasteries that had been
transferred wholesale by their benefactors to the Cluniac
system.
When he was a young man Odo of Lageiy had travelled

to Cluny and joined the prestigious mother house. He
arrived - and flourished - under the tenure of the great
statesman and future saint Abbot Hugh (Hugh of Semur;
later St Hugh of Cluny). Hugh’s extraordinary physical
energy, force of personality and close connections with the
leading kings and noblemen of his day provided a model for
a career in high politics from within the cloister and the
abbot proved a patron of Odo’s throughout his life:
promoting him to the lofty position of prior of Cluny,
thrusting him towards high diplomatic circles, and
remaining a close counsellor all his life. Odo loved the place;
he said later in life that Cluny ‘shines like another sun over
the earth’.* It fuelled his passion for centralization and
church reform. It informed his opinions on relations
between
Christians
and
Muslims
around
the
Mediterranean, and the transformative power of mass
popular pilgrimage. So although Odo departed Cluny in

1078 for Rome, to join a new master-mentor - the equally
formidable Pope Gregory VII - much of what he learned in
Cluny stuck with him until his dying day. The issues in which
Cluny had been entangled and the structures through which
it worked shaped his papacy, and consequently influenced
the whole development of the crusades.*
*
Nestled away in the Maconnais in southern Burgundy, more
than 500 miles (800 km) from Muslim Spain, 700 miles
(1,130 km) from Sicily and 1,200 miles (1,930 km) from
Constantinople, Cluny appeared to be far removed from the
front line of tensions between Muslims and Christians in the
eleventh century. Yet its recent histoiy told a different story.
Only 100 years earlier, the abbot of

Cluny had been a shy and bookish disciplinarian by the
name of Majolus (954/6-994), so pious that he had a habit
of bursting into tears of rapture on a near-daily basis.Majolus had seen conflict between Muslims and Christians
at close quarters. In 972, the abbot was travelling through
the Alps when he and his companions were set upon by
emigre Arabs from al-Andalus who had set up a fortified
enclave at Fraxinet (Jabal al-Qilal — today La GardeFreinet, near St Tropez). These Arabs kidnapped Majolus,
offered him the chance to convert to Islam, and, when he
refused, clapped him in irons and threw him in a cave,
sending word to Cluny that the monks could have him back
for 1,000 pounds of silver.* Fortunately for Majolus, Cluny
was flush with coin. Thus the good abbot arrived back in
Cluny in one piece and lived another twenty years,
displaying a miraculous ability to heal dog-bites and cure
ailments like blindness,

paralysis and fever. The Arabs of Fraxinet, however, were
less fortunate. The following year, 973, Count William I of
Provence avenged Cluny’s honour by raising an army and
routing Majolus’s kidnappers on a plain beside Fraxinet
known as Tourtour. Every one of them was put to flight,
enslaved or killed. Although all this had occurred before
Odo’s time, it was a famous story with two powerful lessons.
First, the enemies of Cluny and Christ could be easily
conflated. Second, punitive military action was often the
only language such people understood.
The gripping yarn of Majolus’s adventure with the Arabs
was not the only way in which Cluny influenced Odo’s
worldview, for the abbey was also intimately invested in the
Reconquista, the war between the Christian kingdoms of
northern Spain and the Muslim taifa kingdoms of the south.
Cluniac houses could be found all along the roads from
France and northern Italy into Spain, for prestigious

monasteries were placed deliberately as stopping points
where pilgrims to Santiago de Compostela or volunteers
heading to join the Spanish wars could sleep, eat, pray and
marvel at holy relics as they travelled down through the
Pyrenees.- Moreover, as the Christian kingdoms of Spain
expanded, Cluniac monks set up new houses in their wake,
providing hubs for the indoctrination of Mozarabic
Christians and Muslim converts and impressing lords and
peasants alike with their reputation for celebritas, probitas
and sonctitas (fame, probity and holiness).*
During Odo’s time at Cluny, connections between Spain
and the abbey had been strong and personal. Abbot Hugh
was a confidant, advisor and uncle to the great Reconquista
warrior king Alfonso VI of Castile and Leon, and the monks
of Cluny therefore took care to pray for Alfonso’s well-being
and salvation (considering Alfonso had locked up one of his
brothers and may have had a

hand in killing the other, there was plenty to pray for). In
recognition for Cluny’s role in laundering his soul and
enriching his kingdom’s spiritual well-being and tourist
industry, Alfonso made sure the order was lucratively
rewarded. From 1077, he sent 2,000 gold pieces (aurez)
every year to Cluny, with larger one-off payments on
request. This lavish commitment, which allowed Abbot
Hugh to build on such an enormous scale, was funded by
Alfonso’s punitive tribute-taking from taifa kings such as alMu’tamid of Seville, al-Muqtadir of Zaragoza and alMutawwakil of Badajoz.- The chain of appropriation was
clear: Alfonso took from his unbelieving neighbours and
invested, via Cluny, in the glory of the church.
Here, then, was a model for Urban’s vision of the church
at large: centralized, expansionist, alive to the possibilities
of popular devotion, particularly when they involved longdistance travel, integrated with the priorities and even the

families of secular kings, and thoroughly approving of
attacks on the forces of Islam in the Mediterranean theatre.
It is telling indeed that one of the former Cluniac Urban’s
most eye-catching actions in the first year of his papacy was
to issue a bull granting the Spanish city of Toledo (snatched
by Alfonso from Muslim rule in 1085) primacy in all
spiritual matters below the Pyrenees. He later appointed
Bernard of Sedirac, a one-time Cluniac monk, as the first
archbishop of Toledo. In his confirmation of this
appointment, Urban noted approvingly that:
Through the efforts of the most glorious king Alfonso and with the hard
work of the Christian people, after the Muslims were expelled, the city of
Toledo was restored to the rite of the Christians... [We] offer great thanks to
God, as is fitting, for the fact that he granted to the Christian people in our
time so magnificent a victory.ii;

It was a neat and alluring calculus: what the warrior had
plundered, the pope sanctified.
*
Cluny, then, left its mark. Yet this was only part of the story,
for as Pope Urban II, Odo was just as deeply swayed in his
pontifical thinking by the agenda of his most belligerent
predecessor: the great ‘reform pope’ Gregoiy VII. Bom
around 1015 in Tuscany, and given the peasant name
Hildebrand by parents of far humbler stock than Urban’s,
Gregory was an abrasive, relentless pontiff: small and
feeble-voiced, but propelled through life by a combination
of almost unbelievable high-handedness, pugnacity and
self-belief. His friend, the intellectual Peter Damian,
famously described Gregory as a ‘holy Satan’. His enemies
called him far worse.

Between his consecration as pope in 1073 and his death
in 1085, Gregory made it his mission to transform the
standing of the papacy throughout Christendom, following
- and extending - a tradition reaching back to the papacy of
Nicholas II (1059-61). Causes that received the enthusiastic
attention of reformers included simony (the buying or
selling of church offices) and clerical marriage. But at the
heart of the ‘Gregorian’ reform programme was an
insistence that all secular rulers - be they emperors, kings or
anything besides - should acknowledge the supremacy of
Christ’s vicar on earth. In 1075 Gregoiy published his
Dictatus Papae, which laid out in strident terms the political
spine of his papacy: twenty-seven axioms asserting
doctrines of absolute papal supremacy and infallibility,
declaring that all popes were by definition saints, and
assigning to them the sole right to call synods, pick bishops,
judge the most important cases in the church

courts and depose kings and emperors who displeased
them.M
This blisteringly forthright view of what it meant to be a
pope was more than just a matter of egotism or tyranny on
Gregory’s part. It was also the cause for a bitter and lengthy
feud with the Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV, during the
course of which Gregory excommunicated Henry three
times and the emperor in turn declared Gregory deposed,
sponsored his own antipopes and used military force to
install them in Rome. In retaliation, Gregory struck up his
own military alliance with the distinctly ungodly Robert
Guiscard and the Normans of southern Italy (this alliance
was a mixed success: in 1084, while defending Gregory
against his enemies, the Normans sacked and burned half of
Rome).
The dispute between Gregory and Henry IV is generally
known as the Investiture Contest, in reference to the

polarizing question of whether emperors or popes were best
qualified to ‘invest’ (i.e. appoint) bishops. But it mutated
into a struggle that outlived both men and poisoned western
Christendom, pitting churchmen and kings against one
another, with occasionally murderous consequences.^ And
it had a marked effect on Urban's papacy from the very
beginning. Odo’s very choice of the name ‘Urban’ spoke to
his desire to rebuild bridges that Gregory had burned
(Urban I, who died in AD 230, had been noted for his skilful
dealings with schismatics). He sought a common cause
behind which he could rally the faithful of western
Christendom. It was just such a cause he perceived in 1095,
the seventh year of his papacy, when ambassadors of the
beleaguered Byzantine emperor Alexios I Komnenos
appeared below the Alps. They came to ask Urban for his
help rallying Christian troops to come to the aid of their
poor brothers in the east, who were

being butchered, so they said, by the rampaging Turks.
*
In the first week of March 1095 Alexios’s ambassadors
found Urban at Piacenza in Lombardy, a way-station for
pilgrims on their way to Rome, besides the banks of the
River Po. Technically this was territory subject to the Holy
Roman Emperor, but in reality the people had rejected
Henry IVs authority - riled, perhaps, by the fact that five
years earlier Henry’s partisans had gouged out the local
bishop’s eyes.2H Urban was in Piacenza holding a synod, a
church council, whose goals were to debate and pronounce
upon issues ranging from royal scandal to run-of-the-mill
ecclesiastical reform. The pope was very fond of holding
synods - he would convene ten in his eleven-year reign. And
according to the official record, the one at Piacenza

was particularly well attended, with 4,000 clergy and
30,000 laymen present. There were so many delegates that
several sessions were held outdoors in the open fields.
There was plenty for the attendees at Piacenza to hear.
Representations were made by diplomats from the king of
France, Philip I, whom Urban had excommunicated as
punishment for illegally divorcing his wife, on the grounds
that she was insufficiently fertile and too fat, and instead
taking up with his mistress, who was, inconveniently,
married to the count of Anjou, a querulous individual known
as Fulk the Repulsive. Complaints were heard from the Holy
Roman Empress, Praxedis, that her husband Henry IV was
an abusive spouse. Less salacious business included detailed
injunctions against simony and schismatics and aberrations
in the church calendar. These were important elements of
Urban’s reform programme, but none would carry the
lasting impact of the Byzantine

delegates bearing bad news.
Who the ambassadors were, when exactly they arrived
(the synod sat from 1-7 March) and exactly what they said is
lost to history.1* But an account written by Bemold of St
Blasien preserved the substance of what was said. The
ambassadors, wrote Bernold,
humbly implored the lord pope and all Christ's faithful people to give him
some help against the pagans in defence of the holy Church, which the
pagans had already almost destroyed in that region, having seized that
territory up to the walls of the City of Constantinople. The lord pope
therefore encouraged many men to give this help, so that they even promised
on an oath that, with God's help they would go there and with all their might
give their most faithful help against the pagans to that emperor.y

Go east, said Urban, to the thousands of laymen and clerics
assembled. Astonishingly, they took him at his word.

Urban’s decision to lend his backing to Alexios Komnenos
was not impulsive, nor even new. From early in his papacy
he had encouraged Christian kings such as Alfonso VI and
Roger, count of Sicily who were engaged in wars against
Islamic rulers. With respect to the Byzantine empire, he had
already opened tentative negotiations to improve relations
between the estranged Roman and Greek churches: at one
point he had travelled to Sicily (where Latin and Greek rites
were both used) to take Count Roger’s advice on precisely
this matter.* The two halves of the church had been in
formal schism since 1054, torn over fundamental
theological arguments about the nature of the Holy Spirit, a
vicious disagreement about whether leavened or
unleavened bread was appropriate for the Eucharist and an
inability to come to terms over the order of precedence of
the pope in Rome and the patriarch of Constantinople. Just
as he wished to heal the

imperial-papal schism in the western church, so Urban was
also eager to find ways to bridge the much larger division
between east and west.
Urban would also have known very well that two decades
previously, following the Byzantines’ disastrous defeat to
the Turks at the Battle of Manzikert in 1071, Pope Gregory
had sent letters to the great and good of western
Christendom, filled with bold but ultimately futile
declarations that he intended to ‘bring aid to Christians who
are grievously afflicted by the most frequent ravagings of the
Saracens’.^ In the 1070s these calls had aroused mild
interest and little action. In the 1090s, however, there was a
much greater and entirely genuine threat to Constantinople.
Meanwhile, Alexios’s propaganda had sought to combine
cries for help in Asia Minor with lurid tales of outrages
committed against pilgrims and shrines in the Holy Land at
large, with

bloodthirsty (and often entirely fabricated) accounts of
Jerusalem steeped in blood and the whole Christian world
in jeopardy. ‘Lest you should lose the kingdom of the
Christians and, what is greater, the Lord’s Sepulchre, act
while you still have time,’ read the anonymous letter
addressed from Constantinople to Robert count of Flanders.
‘And then you will have not doom, but a reward in heaven.»
As we have already seen, the authorship of that letter to
Robert of Flanders is a matter of some debate. Yet the
argument it crystallized - eliding the fate of Constantinople
with that of ‘the Lord’s Sepulchre’, (i.e. Jerusalem) - was
exactly that which Urban developed after he received the
imperial envoys in Piacenza. Having concluded his business
there, the pope turned not for Rome, but set off over the Alps
to begin a summer tour of persuasion, preaching and
exhortation in southern

France. He met with leading noblemen and princes of the
church - regional strongmen such as Raymond, count of
Toulouse (also known as Raymond of Saint-Gilles), Odo,
duke of Burgundy and Adhemar, bishop of Le Puy, whose
voices carried immense weight with their countrymen.
Through them and others he gave voice to appalling tales of
eastern cruelty, later recounted in gory detail by salacious
chroniclers: stories of Turks running riot over the Christian
territories of Byzantium and Jerusalem, raping, killing,
circumcising and torturing God’s faithful with abandon.
As Urban laid out this seemingly dire situation in the east,
which had stirred his heart to pity, he talked up his mission
for his papacy - a policy that would drag Christendom back
towards unity. He was looking for the support of large
numbers of fighting men for a militaiy expedition to the east,
he said: men who would answer the

plaintive call of Byzantium, but who could also be sent
onwards to attack the enemies of Christ defiling the Lord’s
sacred spaces. The first goal would be Constantinople. The
final destination would be Jerusalem.
*
Urban’s tour drew to an end with two great flourishes. In
October 1095 he returned to the abbey of Cluny, where his
path to the papacy had begun a quarter of a centuiy earlier.
His old mentor Hugh was still the abbot, and although he
was facing financial difficulties thanks to the Almoravids’
conquests in Spain, which had cut off his lucrative supply of
tribute money from taifa kings such as al-Mu’tamid, he had
not given up on his central passion for building. The new
abbey church was well underway, a holy building site
spiralling towards the sky. In a grand

ceremony Urban stood next to Hugh and officially blessed
the high altar. He stayed at the abbey for a week, during
which he announced that on 18 November he would
convene another great synod, 90 miles (150 km) away at
Clermont, which was to last ten days. The most powerful
men in the region were encouraged to attend, and did so in
huge number. Twelve archbishops, eighty bishops and
ninety abbots answered the pope’s call. The message that
they would receive was hardly a secret, for Urban had been
spreading it relentlessly about the countryside for the entire
summer. Nonetheless, it was the ceremonial finale of his
tour, and not to be missed.
The exact text of Urban’s sermon at the Council of
Clermont has been lost, but a number of nearcontemporary
and partly reliable accounts tell us of its content. It was
given on 27 November 1095, at a rally held outdoors on a
day when winter was rushing in. According

to a chronicle written several years after the fact by a priest
called Fulcher of Chartres, Urban rehearsed some of his
familiar bugbears, inveighing against simony, heresy,
peace-breaking and abuse of bishops. Then, however, he
launched into a rallying cry that would echo down the
centuries, speaking of ‘an urgent task which belongs to
both you and God’.
He continued:
You must hasten to carry aid to your brethren dwelling in the East, who
need your help for which they have often entreated.
For the Turks, a Persian people, have attacked them... and have advanced
as far into Roman territory as that part of the Mediterranean which is called
the Arm of St George [i.e. Constantinople]. They have seized more and more
lands of the Christians, have already defeated them in seven times as many
battles, killed or captured many people, have destroyed churches, and have
devastated the kingdom of God.
Wherefore with earnest prayer... God exhorts you as heralds of Christ to
repeatedly urge men of all ranks whatsoever, knights as

well as foot-soldiers, rich and poor, to hasten to exterminate this vile race
from our lands and to aid the Christian inhabitants in time...
For all those going thither there will be remission of sins if they come to
the end of this fettered life while either marching by land or crossing by sea,
or in fighting the pagans. This I grant to all who go, through the power vested
in me by God

Fulcher’s account of Urban’s speech made no mention of
Jerusalem, but a later writer known as Robert the Monk
reported that Urban called on his audience to
set out on the road to the Holy Sepulchre, deliver that land from a wicked
race and take it yourselves... This royal city at the centre of the world [i.e.
Jerusalem]... begs and craves to be free, and prays endlessly for you to come
to her aid. Indeed, it is your help she particularly seeks because God has
granted you outstanding glory in war above all other nations... So seize on
this road to obtain the remission of your sins, sure in the indestructible glory
of the Holy Kingdom.

After this, wrote Robert, the crowd began to yell as one:
‘Deus vult! Deus vult!’ (God wills it! God wills it!).*
At the conclusion of the pope’s rousing monologue,
Adhemar, bishop of Le Puy rose in a neatly choreographed
move and begged on his knees to be allowed to travel on this
glorious expedition. So too came declarations of support on
behalf of Raymond of Toulouse. The crowd, enraptured by
the sight of these great men vowing to undertake such a bold
and ambitious errand, duly broke into a mass frenzy of
penitence, beating their chests and pushing forward to the
pope to beg absolution for their sins before they returned to
their homes to prepare for their new task.
Urban told all who wished to join his great pilgrimage to
the east to mark themselves out from their neighbours with
‘the sign of the Cross on [their] forehead or chests Once
again, they took him at his word. From that point on,

the practice of literally ‘taking the cross’ would become an
essential piece of the visual grammar of crusading. The
theatre at Clermont had been a roaring, fearsome triumph,
which - although it could not have been known at the time would be imitated for generations afterwards. The ‘great
stirring’, later to be known as the First Crusade, had begun.
*
In the nine months that followed, a veritable battalion of
pious clerics went forth to the towns and the countryside of
France and beyond, calling on people to join the new
movement. The exemplar was the pope himself, who held
huge rallies in places like Limoges and Le Mans, Toulouse
and Tours, Montpellier, Nimes and Rouen. As he toured he
celebrated Masses, blessed church altars, glad-handed

nobles, donated and translated relics (including numerous
small fragments of the Holy Cross which had been brought
up from the papal collection), wore his white-and-gold
papal tiara in ceremonial splendour, gave sermons in the
open air and exhorted fellow Christians to take up arms,
roam far from their homes and kill other human beings.
Those who heard him obeyed his call. At Clermont, Urban
had tried to temper his rabble-rousing with instructions that
only those men who were fit, rich and able to fight should
join his army, and warned of the disgrace that would
descend on those who took the cross but did not travel. Yet
as it transpired, his problem would not be backsliders, but
unsuitable enthusiasts for the new mission who could
neither be stopped nor controlled.
In a sense, this was understandable. A pope riding beyond
the Alps, leading a huge entourage packed with cardinals,
archbishops, bishops and other dignitaries

across hundreds of miles of the French landscape was a
once-in-a-lifetime sight, and it had gladdened - and
maddened - the hearts of the Christians who saw it. It had
been a hard time of late. A succession of droughts, famines
and plagues had ravaged western Europe since 1092,
leaving the populace weak and fragile; some of the poorest
had been reduced the previous summer to scrabbling in the
earth for weed roots to eat.” By 1095 and 1096 these
troubles had eased, but in their place had arrived
spectacular heavenly portents, including meteor showers,
eclipses and peculiar aurorae, which painted the skies vivid
and wondrous hues and encouraged apocalyptic thinking.Against this backdrop, Urban was offering a chance to atone
for the sins that goaded God into inflicting discomforts on
his people. The message was all the more potent when
Urban talked of Jerusalem as well as Byzantium - with its
obvious significance as the city at the

centre of the world, and the location of Christ’s Passion and
his empty tomb.
Soon, therefore, Urban’s armed pilgrimage was alive with
volunteers. ‘Many people of varied calling, when they
discovered that there would be remission of sins, vowed to
go with purified soul where they had been ordered to go,’
wrote Fulcher of Chartres. ‘How fitting, and how pleasing it
was to us all to see those crosses made of silk, cloth-of- gold
or other beautiful material which these pilgrims, whether
knights, other laymen or clerics sewed on the shoulders of
their cloaks.’**
When Urban gave his sermon at Clermont, he had hoped
to set the church militant on the march. He had succeeded
beyond his wildest dreams.

’ Historians call this second rebuilding of Cluny’s abbey church 'Cluny III’; when
complete it would be the largest church building in the world.
- The slaughter of the archbishop of Canterbury Thomas Becket by knights loyal
to Henry II of England was directly linked to the same long-running dispute.
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The Preacher’s Tale
Take the helmet of salvation and the
sword of the spirit, which is the word of
God.

The tens of thousands of Christians in western Europe

who felt themselves awakened by Pope Urban’s call to arms,
and by his agents’ intensive preaching tour in 1096, included
people of all ranks. They ranged from great counts and
archbishops who could raise large sums of money for the
crusade and lean on their substantial followings of knights
and servants to join it, down to ordinary villagers who
lacked any sort of means except for faith. Some came from
towns and cities, others from the countryside. There were
those who volunteered because they sought adventure and
others who genuinely felt the need to defend Christendom
against heathen attack - the ‘barbarians in their frenzy’, as
Urban put it.i Many, like a knight called Nivelo of Freteval,
from the county of Blois in northern France, were strongly
attracted by the promise of remission of sins: Nivelo had
made a living out of menacing poor villagers in Blois with a
gang of other violent men, and he now saw an opportunity
to offset his

guilt by fighting in a pilgrim army ‘to obtain the pardon for
my crimes which God can give me’.- Few, however, made
such an impression on writers of the time as the peculiar
figure of Peter the Hermit: an ageing, wizened religious
recluse from Picardy who became the first and in many ways
the least likely crusade leader, gaining both honour and
notoriety as he took the first of the Christian armies out of
the west and along the Danube towards Constantinople.
Charismatic and widely travelled, Peter was a character
who fascinated, excited and appalled his contemporaries in
roughly equal measure. He came from the city of Amiens,
but by his own account had roamed far and wide during his
life, and been to the Holy Land and Constantinople long
before Urban began preaching war in the east. Certainly he
was full of energy and was a highly persuasive speaker: a
populist demagogue who knew how

to light up both the dreams and the prejudices of his fellow
countrymen and whip them into a state of godly animation
that matched his own. The chronicler Guibert of Nogent,
who clapped eyes on Peter during the height of his
popularity (and did not entirely approve), described him
sniffily as wearing ‘a woolen tunic, which reached to his
ankles, and above it a hood; he wore a cloak to cover his
upper body, and a bit of his arms, but his feet were bare’. But
Guibert had to admit Peter was ‘very generous to the poor
with the gifts he was given... restoring peace and treaties
where there had been discord before. Whatever he did or
said seemed almost divine.’* Another writer described Peter
as having extraordinaiy powers of persuasion, which
attracted ‘bishops, abbots, clerics, monks... then the most
noble laymen, princes of different domains... all the
common people, as many sinful as pious men, adulterers,
murderers, thieves, peijurers, robbers;

that is to say every sort of people of Christian faith, indeed,
even the female sex’..* He was so revered that poor folk
would pluck hairs from the tail of his donkey to keep as
relics.
Part of Peter’s success was that he told a good stoiy about
his own life. As it was later recounted, he had been to
Jerusalem on a pilgrimage as a young man, and while he was
there Christ had petitioned him in a dream, giving him a
letter that asked him to stir up his fellow believers for a
mission to liberate Jerusalem from Muslim rule. Peter said
that once he awoke, the patriarch of Jerusalem had
approached him with the same request, and this
subsequently inspired him to pitch the concept directly to
Alexios Komnenos and Pope Urban.- In other words, Peter
the Hermit claimed to be the first mover and spiritual
architect of the mission that the pope had preached at
Clermont.

For all his undoubted talents, Peter was a congenital
braggart. So while it is plausible that he may indeed had
been advocating a millenarian, penitential invasion of
Jerusalem by the faithful before the cause was officially
adopted as church policy at Clermont, he may equally have
simply latched onto the popular mood of early 1096 and,
with or without seeking the formal backing of the papacy,
gone out and preached for all he was worth. But whether we
now believe his story is irrelevant. What mattered in 1096
was that he was stunningly effective at spreading the word.
As Urban and his bishops rumbled grandly around
southern, western and central French lands, negotiating
with experienced military and religious leaders the best way
to raise an army with a realistic chance of success, recruiting
the best soldiers, administering oaths, appointing
competent commanders and advising those who wished to
join the army on financing and

provisioning, Peter the Hermit beat his own path about
northern France, the Rhineland and western Germany, in
areas that were largely neglected by papal preachers. As he
bounced along on his bare feet, he encouraged a more
spontaneous, populist approach to the task at hand, inviting
anyone and everyone who felt the spirit to come along and
have a go. As a result, those who answered his call ranged
from minor nobles and knights with experience on the
battlefield to people who could most generously be
described as non-combatants, and whom Urban had
explicitly warned not to think of joining the action:
clergymen, the elderly, women, children and those so poor
or destitute that they had very little else to do.:
Pope Urban stated that the departure date for his crusade
should be 15 August 1096: the Feast of the Assumption, the
holiest day of the summer. But five months before the
official launch date, at Easter, Peter the

Hermit’s motley band of followers - later called the People’s
Crusade - was already on the move. They did not travel as
one, but in staggered waves and individual bands, ranging
from companies of experienced military campaigners like
the eight knights and dozens of foot soldiers who followed
the French lord Walter of Sans Avoir (‘the Penniless’) in one
of the earliest departures, to a band of thousands of peasants
who walked east behind a miraculous goose and a nannygoat whom they believed to have been possessed by the Holy
Spirit.* Peter himself marched brandishing a letter of divine
authority he claimed had literally fallen from the skies. They
were a varied and idiosyncratic bunch. But by the early
summer of 1096 the first factions of this bumptious populist
movement had already started to appear in Byzantium.
By the time they got to Constantinople, many already had
blood on their hands.

*
For all the enthusiasm for holy war that swept through
western Europe in the 1090s - whether spread by Urban and
his official preachers or the freelance efforts of Peter the
Hermit and other demagogues - an awkward paradox lay at
its heart. How could the followers of Jesus Christ
contemplate going to war in the name of a man whose whole
ministry was ostensibly founded on forgiveness? In the
Sermon on the Mount, Christ said: ‘Blessed are the
peacemakers, for they will be called the children of God/?
Yet here were God’s would-be children mustering a war
band on a scale unheard of in the history of the church. The
fact that they did so with so little disturbance to their
collective conscience tells us much about the astonishing
plasticity of thinking that had become a hallmark of
Christianity in its first millennium.

Jesus of Nazareth was a man of peace. Worldly when he
needed to be, and even prone to fits of anger, the Christ
described in the Gospels repeatedly stated his preference for
meekness over aggression and suffering over revenge. Yet as
Urban understood well, Christ’s personal interest in turning
the other cheek did not entirely override the vast JudeoChristian literature produced over thousands of years that
advocated precisely the opposite.
For all Christ’s soothing words, the Old Testament, which
was still profoundly important to medieval Christians,
depicted a jealous God, forever smiting oppressors and
demanding spectacular punishments for the iniquitous:
eyes for eyes, teeth for teeth and stoning to death for
gluttons, drunkards. Sabbath-breakers and sodomites.* A
popular text like Maccabees, which narrated the adventures
of a dynasty of Israelite freedom fighters, presented a world
in which guerilla warfare, forcible

circumcision and mass slaughter were go-to tactics for
God’s warriors.- Stories like these seemed to demonstrate
that while a servant of God could look like Christ, he might
equally well resemble Judas Maccabeus: ‘In his armor, he
was like a giant. He took up his weapons and went to war;
with his own sword he defended his camp. He was like a
ferocious lion roaring as it attacks.’*
Nor was militarism confined to the Old Testament. St
Paul, reformed sinner, apostle and letter-writer
extraordinaire, was deeply fond of martial analogies. His
epistle to the Ephesians encouraged them to be Christ-like
in all their doings, by taking up ‘the helmet of salvation and
the sword of the spirit’.- Paul’s message, pacifist as it was,
nonetheless adopted a violent analogy that was easily
misconstrued. And Paul was no outlier. John of Patmos’s
Book of Revelation was positively gleeful about the
bloodbath he thought would accompany the end times

(which at the beginning of the second millennium seemed
to lie just around the comer). In one lurid passage
predicting the fate of two prophets, John wrote:
The beast that comes up from the Abyss will attack them, and overpower
and kill them... For three and a half days some from every people, tribe,
language and nation will gaze on their bodies and refuse them burial. The
inhabitants of the earth will gloat over them and will celebrate by sending
each other gifts, because these two prophets had tormented those who live
on the earth.11

The two prophets were eventually resurrected. But once
more the tone was set. Christ may have abhorred violence,
but warfare, killing, bloodshed and even genocide
nevertheless remained familiar parts of Christian exegesis.
Several hundred years after Paul and John’s deaths, the
problem of marrying Christian faith with worldly violence
had not gone away. Rather, it had been crystallized by the
fact that Christianity was taken up in AD 380 as the official

religion of the Roman empire. Now urgent triangulation was
required between the amiable character of Christ's teaching
and the realities of statecraft in an empire that existed by
virtue of military conquest, subjugation and war. Plenty of
serious minds applied themselves to this task, drawing upon
a history of political thought going back at least to Aristotle
(d. 322 BC), from which had emerged the concept of the ‘just
war’: violence that was regrettable but legitimate and even
moral, so long as it was undertaken to protect the state and
would ultimately serve to produce or restore peace.*
In the fourth century AD this theme was given a
specifically Christian bent, first by Ambrose, bishop of
Milan, and then, most powerfully, by St Augustine of Hippo.
Augustine was by no means a man of war: he was a
theologian and philosopher, whose portfolio of concerns
ranged from the nature of original sin and divine grace to

the morality of orchard-filching and wet dreams.* Yet he
understood that once Christianity had swapped the status of
renegade cult for that of imperial creed, the tenets of faith
would have to be made compatible with the demands of an
empire built for war. In City of God Augustine put up a
robust defence of Christianity’s place within the Roman
state, arguing that ‘the wise man will wage just wars... it is
the injustice of the opposing side that lays on the wise man
the necessity of waging just wars’.* Elsewhere he suggested
four clearly identifiable conditions under which a war could
be considered just: it was fought for a good cause; its
purpose was either to defend or regain property; it was
approved by a legitimate authority; and the people doing the
fighting were motivated by the right reasons.
Augustine was a pragmatist - and Augustinian
pragmatism would remain the order of the day after his
death. When the western Roman empire crumbled and its

former possessions were carved up between tribes from the
Germanic north, Latin Christianity quickly adapted to a
culture in which fringe wars of imperial expansion or
defence gave way to the feuds of petty kings and warlords.
Once again, Christian thinkers found ways to mould faith to
their surroundings, seeking alternately to circumscribe and
sanctify violence. Tenth-century churchmen devised the
twin concepts of the Peace and Truce of God, both of which
were actively promoted at synods like Urban H’s at Piacenza
and Clermont. The Peace of God was a sworn promise made
by knights and other warriors to abstain from attacking the
poor, weak, helpless or pious at any time. The Truce of God
was similar: an oath taken by warriors to observe periods of
total peace, during which they would not attack one another
either. The church also began actively blessing warrior kings
and even welcoming them into the traditions of martyrdom.
Thus the saints of

the church included St Oswald, king of Northumbria (d.
641/2), whose conquests throughout the British Isles were
deemed by writers like the Venerable Bede to be offset by
his enthusiasm for baptisms and pre-battle prayer; and
William of Gellone (d. 812/14), a Toulousain duke who slew
thousands of Spanish Muslims in the late eighth century
before retiring to see out his days as a monk.
When the great conqueror Charlemagne was crowned
Holy Roman Emperor by Pope Leo III on Christmas Day in
the year 800, the pact between warrior kings and the Latin
church was cemented, and by the eleventh centuiy
Christianity - in the west at least - was a religion happy to
embrace those who killed and maimed, so long as they did
so with respect for the liturgies and the property of the
church. So it was that successive popes from the 1060s had
been able to justify handing out papal war banners to men
like the rambunctious Norman brothers Robert

Guiscard and Roger, count of Sicily; why papal cheerleading
for wars against Muslims and other unbelievers in Spain had
been consistent for several decades; and why in 1074
Gregory VII had seen nothing unconscionable in proposing
to take an army of God to avenge the Byzantines after their
defeat to Alp Arslan’s Turks at Manzikert. It was also why
the sight of Urban and Peter the Hermit, churchmen high
and low, making their way around France and earnestly
preaching a doctrine of a holy war based on personal
penitence and collective justice, was, while certainly
unusual, not entirely new.*
*
In the late spring of 1096, having been deliberately provoked
to a crescendo of Christian chauvinism by the preachers, it
was unsurprising that the early crusaders

who left the Rhineland on Peter the Hermit’s inspiration
were on the lookout for anyone who might be perceived as
an enemy of Christ. They did not have to travel very far from
home. The first targets and victims of the crusading
vanguard were not the dread infidels at the gates of
Constantinople, but communities of Jews living in cities of
western and central Europe, such as Cologne, Worms,
Speyer and Mainz.
One of the small-time leaders who came to the fore in the
first half of 1096, influenced strongly by Peter and the
populist strand of crusade preaching, was Emicho of
Flonheim: a wealthy nobleman judged by one chronicler to
be ‘of very ill repute on account of his tyrannical mode of
life’.* In 1096 Emicho’s band was part of a contingent of
12,000 Rhineland crusaders who assembled in Mainz.
There they launched a grotesque attack on the city’s Jewish
population. ‘As they were led through the cities of

the Rhine and the Main and also the Danube, they either
utterly destroyed the execrable race of the Jews wherever
they found them (being even in this matter zealously
devoted to the Christian religion) or forced them into the
bosom of the Church,’ wrote the same chronicler, revealing
the anti-Semitic bigotry he shared with Emicho, even as he
disapproved of the count’s character.iThe Jewish people of Mainz had already heard of the
terror that was barrelling along the highway before it
arrived in their city: there had been house and synagogue
burnings in many nearby cities, along with beatings, mass
murders and the theft of large amounts of money from Jews
involved in the moneylending business that was forbidden
to Christians by canon law. When the attacks began many
Jews sought protection from Rothard, archbishop of Mainz,
who offered around 700 people shelter ‘in the very spacious
hall of his own house, away

from the sight of Count Emicho and his followers, that they
might remain safe and sound in a very secure and strong
place’. But the hall was neither secure nor strong enough to
resist the depravity of the crusaders, who besieged the
archbishop’s residence at dawn, smashed down the doors
and began a massacre in which, according to the chronicler
Albert of Aachen:
They killed the women... and with their swords pierced tender children of
whatever age and sex. The Jews, seeing that their Christian enemies were
attacking them and their children, and that they were sparing no age,
likewise fell upon one another, brother, children, wives, and sisters, and thus
they perished at each other’s hands. Horrible to say, mothers cut the throats
of nursing children with knives and stabbed others, preferring them to perish
thus by their own hands rather than to be killed by the weapons of the
uncircumcised

This was by no means a sight unique to Mainz. In Worms,

Isaac son of Daniel was hauled through the muddy streets
by a rope tied around his neck, his tormentors challenging
him to convert or die. Eventually, as his tongue was popping
out of his head, Isaac drew his finger across his own throat.
The crusaders and townspeople of Worms around him
needed no further invitation: they cut off his head.w In
Wevelinghofen, north of Cologne, mass suicides took place
as young men and women threw themselves into the Rhine
and fathers killed their children rather than see them fall
into the hands of the enemyWhether this orgy of antiSemitic violence was inspired by the crusaders’ widely
shared agenda of revenging Christ's betrayal at the time of
His crucifixion, or whether it simply represented the
bloodlust of a frenzied mob who could not wait to exercise
their righteous fury is probably unanswerable.- But the sad
effect on the Jews of Mainz was clear. ‘From this cruel
slaughter of the Jews a few

escaped,’ wrote Albert of Aachen, noting that of those few,
several were forcibly baptized into Christianity. ‘With veiy
great spoils taken from these people, Count Emicho... and
all that intolerable company of men and women then
continued on their way to Jerusalem, directing their course
towards the Kingdom of Hungary.’*
The road that the first vanguard of the crusaders had chosen
was a well-trodden one, along which many generations of
pilgrims and merchants travelling to and from the east had
walked before, stretching back at least until the fourth
century AD. Emerging from southern Germany, the route
initially tracked the course of the Danube, taking those who
followed it out of the Alps and down through forests, fields
and marshland, on a long

dogleg towards Belgrade. From here, an ancient Roman
route known as the Via Diagonalis (or Via Militaris) could
be picked up, which ran all the way through the Balkans to
Constantinople. In total, the journey was around 1,250
miles (2,000 km): a massive distance to travel by foot, and
one on which regular re-provisioning and friendly relations
with local rulers were vital. As the various bands of the
People’s Crusade inspired by Peter the Hermit discovered,
this was far from straightforward.
The first problems arose in Hungary. Although this was
nominally friendly territory, ruled by a Christian king,
Coloman I, anyone who knew the history of that realm
would be aware that Hungarian rulers had only converted
to the way of Christ in the early eleventh century, and the
most recent bloody anti-Christian uprisings were well
within living memory. Hungary was not organized as a
western-style feudal aristocracy, but rather as a semi

tribal kingdom potentially very dangerous to westerners
unfamiliar with such a different world. It was alien territory,
where wise heads would have counselled caution. Instead,
far from home and fired up, many of the early crusaders
behaved atrociously and were rewarded in kind.
The first members of the People’s Crusade who entered
Hungarian territory were the small party led by Peter’s ally,
the well-to-do minor French lord Walter of Sans Avoir.
Reasonably unthreatening and too small to be a serious
burden on foreign countryside, Walter and his followers
were granted safe conduct through Hungary, which
included the right to buy food and other supplies at local
markets. They made it safely through the kingdom, and
were picked up at Belgrade by Byzantine guides who saw
them on their way to Constantinople.
Two weeks behind them came Peter the Hermit, with

his heavenly letter in his hand and between 15,000 and
20,000 people at his back - some of them armed and even
trained for war, but an equal number of them pilgrims with
little or nothing to their name. Having vented some of their
spite on the Jews of the Rhineland, these brigades also
crossed Hungary in June with relatively little trouble. But
the next wave, following in their wake, fared veiy differently.
In July, two separate bands of German crusaders aroused
the extreme ire of King Coloman by pillaging and abusing
local populations, with one serious skirmish beginning after
a gang of crusaders ‘stabbed a certain young Hungarian in
the market street with a stake through his private parts’.*.*
Unwilling to tolerate this abuse of his people or his
hospitality, Coloman sent in his troops, first to disarm and
then to kill troublemakers. And when the violent Count
Emicho of Flonheim’s larger and virulently bellicose forces
arrived at the beginning of

August, Coloman simply closed his borders. This prompted
Emicho to lay siege to a border fortress at Wieselburg, which
lasted three weeks. It ended with the Hungarians scattering
Emicho’s army to the wind.*. The door to further populist
crusading bands was, at least temporarily, closed.
Ahead, in Byzantine territory beyond Belgrade, trouble
was also mounting. Although Alexios’s imperial authorities
had taken care of the first, small bands of crusaders, and
even organized markets policed by officers who could speak
western languages, as the numbers of westerners
congregating in Byzantine territory swelled from hundreds
to tens of thousands, tensions and outbreaks of fighting
became the norm, with running battles breaking out against
local Greek militias in Nish (Nis) and along the road to Sofia.
By now the crusaders’ mere presence was becoming a
serious cause for concern.

The imperial princess Anna Komnene remembered the
trepidation felt in Constantinople when the populace
learned that the first of the long anticipated ‘Frankish
armies’ were these unruly hordes. Anna heard people
snigger that the leader was called ‘Koukoupetros’ - literally,
Peter the Cuckoo - and she noted that a plague of vinestripping locusts heralded his arrival. This cuckoo’s armies,
she said, contained a few warriors surrounded by ‘a host of
civilians, outnumbering the sand of the seashore or the stars
of heaven, carrying palms and bearing crosses on their
shoulders’.^
Predictably, their arrival in the capital on 1 August
occasioned further uproar, as ‘these men, lacking as they did
a wise prince to lead them’, were soon ‘destroying churches
and palaces in the city, carrying off their contents, stripping
the lead from the roofs and selling it to the Greeks’It took no
time at all for Alexios to weary of

seeing his city torn to pieces, so he encouraged the united
forces of Peter the Hermit and Walter of Sans Avoir to cross
the Bosphorus and set up camp in Kibotos to await
reinforcement. But here, once again, patience proved
beyond them. Anna recorded that once in Asia Minor the
crusaders acted ‘with horrible cruelty to the whole
population; babies were hacked to pieces, impaled on
wooden spits and roasted over a fire; old people were
subjected to every kind of torture’.
Now it became apparent that, no matter how impressive
Peter’s recruitment drive had been, and how astonishing his
achievement in merely raising and marching a huge
volunteer army across 1,250 miles (2,000 km) of mostly
foreign terrain, the armies of the People’s Crusade were
seriously out of their depth. They were reliant for survival
on supplies Alexios sent across the Bosphorus and beyond
that, on whatever they could find to pillage from among

the Greeks and Turks of the immediate area. They were also
now highly vulnerable to attack, for once east of
Constantinople they were in territory contested between the
Byzantines and the Seljuqs of Rum. After a group of German
and Italian knights seized an abandoned castle near Nicaea
called Xerigordo, they were besieged by a force of Turks
summoned by the warlord Qilij Arslan I, who ruled Nicaea
and controlled enough of Turkish Asia Minor to call himself
a sultan.
Laid under siege in the castle during a broiling Anatolian
midsummer, the crusaders at Xerigordo suffered appalling
thirst, reduced to drinking horse blood and human urine to
survive. Weakened, they were eventually annihilated by an
army composed of ‘men of war who were very experienced
with the hom-and-bone bow and were veiy mobile archers’.
Eventually agile Turkish horsemen stormed the castle,
kidnapped a few of

the prettiest and most youthful crusaders, slaughtered the
rest by various inventive means (including tying them to
posts and shooting arrows at them) then made a hillock
from the corpses, which they left to rot as a warning to
subsequent Latin armies who approached Nicaea from the
west.** The main body of the army camped at Kibotos
demanded that their leaders take revenge with a march on
Nicaea. But this only prompted further assaults by Turkish
troops. By the time autumn arrived, the pilgrims and
warriors of the People’s Crusade had been sunburned,
starved and harried into submission. On 21 October Qilij
Arslan launched a major attack on Kibotos itself, killing
Walter of Sans Avoir and several others, and breaking up the
sorry remains of the surviving crusader army.
Peter the Hermit escaped this horrible fate and scuttled
back across the Bosphorus to Constantinople. He would
preach another day, and remained a constant, if now

largely peripheral, figure on the crusade as it unfolded. But
many of his followers had been killed, while those knights
who made it out of Kibotos alive now found themselves at
large without commanders. It was plain that they - and
everyone else - urgently needed generals with gravitas and
experience. Alexios Komnenos had sent to the west to
summon God’s armies. In the spring of 1096 it seemed
entirely possible that he had instead opened the back door
of the empire to a pack of devils.

Crusaders to the Holy Land, 1095—1149, https://www.dhi.ac.uk.
i According to Guibert of Nogent’s account of Urban’s sermon at Clermont, the
pope gave the example of the Maccabees to explain why ‘it is also justly granted
you, Christian soldiers, to defend the liberty of your country by armed endeavor’.
This passage of Guibert’s is pungent with justification after the fact, but the
example was clearly one he assumed would appeal to his readers. Levine, Robert
(trans.) The Deeds of God through die Franks: A Translation of Guibert de
Nogenfs Gesta Dei per Francos (Woodbridge: 1997), p. 43.

’ Papal agents firmly discouraged those who would be a drain on resources from joining the mission. In one memorable case, the bishop of Toulouse had a tough time
convincing one well-off woman, Emerias of Altejas, that she was not fit to fight the infidel and should instead concentrate her philanthropy on founding a paupers’ hospice
closer to home. See her record in A Database of
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March of the Princes
Standfast all together, trusting in Christ
and in the victory of the Holy Cross.
Today, please God, you will all gain
much booty...

te decreed that Robert Guiscard’s son Bohemond would
grow up to be a prince. Even as a baby his parents knew he
had an outsized destiny. His baptismal name was Mark,
but his father took one look at the size of the child and
awarded him his peculiar-sounding nickname in reference
to a mythical giant, Buamundus Gigas, whose
entertaining deeds Robert had heard recounted at a
dinner party .i It would turn out to be an apt moniker. In
adulthood Bohemond travelled the world, involved
himself in many hair-raising adventures and impressed,
even if he did not delight, everyone he met. He made ‘a
fine figure even among the greatest’, wrote one admiring
chronicler.* Another saw ‘a hero of great stature’.:* A third
described a ‘great warrior’ and ‘very distinguished man’.*
The author of the epic crusading poem known as the
Chanson d’Antioche lauded Bohemond as ‘noble and
brave’.* Anna Komnene thought him spiteful, malevolent,

deceitful, treacherous, inconstant, greedy, bitter, a
congenital liar and a ‘supreme mischief-maker’ who
surpassed ‘in his villainy and sheer gall’ all the other Latins
who made their way through Byzantium.* But even she had
to admit that he was magnetically beautiful: tall, broadchested and handsome, with large hands, captivating light
blue eyes and a fair complexion, his hair cut short around
his ears and his chin shaved quite smooth, both
provocatively out of keeping with a world in which tresses
and beards were the usual symbols of machismo.-

The First Crusaders* March from
Constantinople,
lOftTzzftQ

Despite being out of step with mainstream fashions,
Bohemond was ambitious, cunning and a natural warrior
highly adept at siegecraft. Like his father Robert and his
uncle Roger, count of Sicily, he discovered that the most

reliable way to get ahead in the world was with a sword in
one’s hand, and he had been blessed with the physicality and
family connections to do just that. Anna Komnene’s scorn
was earned at length: Bohemond joined his father’s military
attacks on Byzantium in the early 1080s, as the Normans of
southern Italy attempted to expand their territories into the
Balkans. In 1088 he claimed the Italian title of prince of
Taranto, a grand rank awarded to allow for the fact that he
was deprived of any substantial territory to rule when his
father died in 1085 (the prestigious duchy of Apulia was
settled on Bohemond’s insipid half-brother Roger Borsa).
But what Bohemond lacked in patrimonial lands he made
up for with long experience on the battlefield - his resume
included command of a division of the Norman army at the
famous Battle of Dyrrhachium. Bohemond was in the prime
of his martial life when the Latin world began to mobilize
behind

Pope Urban’s preaching in 1095. He surmised that the new
crusade would be the making of him - and he was right.
*

Much of what is known about Bohemond’s crusade was
recorded by an anonymous and energetically sycophantic
follower whose chronicle, known today as the Gesta
Francoruin (Deeds of the Franks'), narrates the prince of
Taranto’s crusading career from 1096 onwards. Describing
Bohemond’s decision to join the movement, the author gives
the impression of a lord seized spontaneously by the spirit
of the Almighty:
He was besieging Amalfi [between July and August 1096] when he heard that an
immense army of Frankish crusaders had arrived, going to the Holy Sepulchre
and ready to fight the

pagans. So he began to make careful enquiries as to the arms they carried, the
badge which they wore in Christ’s pilgrimage and the war-cry which they shouted
in battle. He was told, ‘they are well- armed, they wear the badge of Christ’s cross
on their right arm or between their shoulders, and as a war-cry they shout all
together “Deus vult! Deus vult! Deus vult!”’ Then Bohemond, inspired by the Holy
Ghost, ordered the most valuable cloak which he had to be cut up forthwith and
made into crosses, and most of the knights who were at the siege began to join him
at once.?

This is a good story, but it rather stretches the imagination
to believe that the worldly and well-connected Bohemond a member of the Norman clan who had provided armies to
protect Gregory VII and Urban from their enemies in the
Holy See - heard of Urban’s great project only when he saw
the armies of Christ march past his field tent. That the
crusade required the attention and involvement of men of
status had been made plain from the start and proven by
counter-example during the People’s Crusader

Thus Bohemond - who spoke Greek and perhaps some
Arabic too, knew the Komnenoi well and had experience
fighting around the fringes of Anatolia - was almost
certainly taken into Urban’s confidence early on. His sudden
conversion to crusading during the siege of Amalfi in the
summer of 1096 was a pantomime; all that was surprising
was that he had hidden his intentions for so long.
There was a strongly Norman flavour to much of the
leadership of the First Crusade. True, Raymond, count of
Toulouse, and Bishop Adhemar of Le Puy, the great baron
and bishop who had been the first to join the crusade at
Clermont, were men of the French south, while Philip I of
France’s brother Hugh, count of Vermandois - another highprofile recruit - was signed up to ensure the involvement of
the Capetian royal dynasty/ But most of the other
prominent ‘princes’ (as they were generically, if

not completely accurately, known) were either Normans or
closely connected to the Normans. One major contingent
was raised by Robert ‘Curthose’, duke of Normandy, and
Stephen, count of Blois: son and son-in- law respectively of
the late William the Conqueror, king of England.- Another
was commanded by Godfrey of Bouillon, duke of Lower
Lorraine, and Baldwin of Boulogne: brothers whose father
had fought alongside the Conqueror at the Battle of
Hastings. They brought with them Robert II, count of
Flanders, whose aunt Matilda had been the Conqueror’s
wife. And then there was Bohemond, representing the
southern branch of the Norman diaspora. With him rode his
twenty-year-old nephew Tancred of Hauteville, his cousin
from Salerno known as Richard of the Principate, and so
many other knights of their family circle that Bohemond’s
uncle, Roger, count of Sicily, who notoriously scorned the
notion

of crusading with a great guff of disgust, ‘was left almost
alone’ .*
What possessed all these men - some of the mightiest,
richest and most feared lords in the west - to leave their
homes and join the crusade was a matter on which
contemporaries gave various opinions.i-1 The need of the
eastern church was certainly taken seriously.^ The promise
of remission of sins was another huge attraction,
particularly to those who sinned for a living: knights and
other warriors of the sort who dominated the Norman
courts (the Gesta Francorum laid special emphasis on
remission of sins, implying that the prospect of soullaundering really mattered to Bohemond and his circle).*
Reviving the glories of a half-remembered golden age of
church-approved militarism also had its appeal: one
chronicler suggested that the princes were encouraged to
‘not fall short of, but be inspired by, the courage of your

forefathers’Finally, there was the promise of plunder.
Geoffrey Malaterra, who knew the southern Normans well,
claimed that Bohemond went crusading for the sake of
conquest first and his soul a distant second. This was slightly
unfair: faith, glory and gold could not easily be disentangled
(one of Bohemond’s army would return from the east
delighted to have acquired something he considered far
more precious than coin or a lordship: a lock of hair of the
Virgin Mary).* In truth, there were myriad reasons why
noblemen and knights went crusading in 1095-6; what
mattered in the end was that they went.

*
Working to the pope’s suggested deadline of 15 August, and
setting off in staggered waves by divergent routes, so

as to ease the logistical demands on the territories they
crossed, Bohemond and the other princes departed for
Byzantium during the late summer and autumn of 1096, just
as the People’s Crusade was petering out. Their followers
numbered perhaps 80,000: knights, squires, servants,
clerics, cooks, navigators, grooms, engineers, translators,
unarmed pilgrims, women, children and many more
besides. Chroniclers described vividly the scenes in towns
and households across Europe, as husbands filled with
godly wanderlust bade their wives goodbye - or else packed
up their whole families for the trip of a lifetime - while
knights mortgaged their homes to raise the capital they
needed for an expedition expected to last a year or more.
Some, like Ralph the Red of Pont-Echanfray and Hugh the
Berserk, who came from Montescaglioso in southern Italy,
were experienced soldiers used to fighting in the Normans’
wars (Ralph had served both Bohemond

and his father before taking the cross). Others were leaving
home for the first time. Bohemond’s militaiy chaplain,
Ralph of Caen, who wrote a crusading biography of Tancred
of Hauteville, described the latter’s mood as the crusade
began:
It was as if the vitality of the previously sleeping man was revived, his
powers were roused, his eyes were opened and his boldness set in motion...
His soul was at a crossroads. Which of the two paths should he follow? The
Gospels or the world? His experience in arms [now] recalled him to the
service of Christ. This twofold opportunity for struggle energized the man.!'

*

That energy would serve the princes well on the journey
that awaited. Bohemond and Tancred crossed the Adriatic
in October 1096, landing in the Balkans and setting off

eastwards along the pilgrim road through Macedonia and
Thrace that had been known since Roman times as the Via
Egnatia. Others, like Godfrey of Bouillon, went overland
through Hungary, along the route followed by the People’s
Crusade. Bohemond’s 3,000-4,000 troops were probably
the smallest of the princely armies, and at first he did not
seem to be in any sort of hurry. His men fairly traipsed, their
pace averaging a paltry 3 miles (5 km) a day. They celebrated
Christmas at Kastoria and did not see Constantinople until
Easter. Yet the sluggish pace was not a sign of apathy.
Bohemond realized that he was by some stretch Alexios
Komnenos’s least favourite Latin warrior; he slowed his
army’s pace to a crawl in order to avoid appearing overintent on pouring troops into the Byzantine capital. He also
insisted that his men refrained from robbing and
antagonizing Byzantine subjects. In return, Alexios made
sure that Bohemond’s army was

escorted watchfully and respectfully by two of his highranking household advisors known as kyriopalatios, who
kept strife with suspicious locals to a minimum.!'
On 1 April 1097 Bohemond halted his army at Rusa
(Keshan), around 120 miles (190 km) from Constantinople,
and travelled on to the capital with only a personal retinue,
to be received by the emperor in the north of the city at
Blachemae, his fabulous palace newly restored at prodigious
expense. Even for a man long acquainted with Byzantium,
Constantinople was a fabulous sight, described in rapt terms
by Robert the Monk as ‘equal to Rome in the height of its
walls and the noble structure of its buildings’. Behind
soaring defences a constellation of beautiful churches held
the greatest collection of Christian relics in the world including a vial of the Holy Blood, chunks of the Holy Cross,
the crown of thorns, body parts of all the apostles and seven
saints’

heads, including two belonging to John the Baptist.!
Whether Constantinople was pleased to see Bohemond
was another matter. Rival accounts of Bohemond’s first
appearance in Byzantium were shot through with hostile
intent. To Anna Komnene, Bohemond personified the
perfidious Latin, ‘a born peijurer’ who hoped ‘to seize the
imperial capital itself.^ Pro-Norman writers called Alexios
‘the wretched emperor’ and ‘the tyrant’ who was ‘wily and
smooth-talking, a prolific and ingenious deceiver’.**
However, when Bohemond arrived in Constantinople
bygones were momentarily bygones.^ Norman-Byzantine
rivalry may have dated back nearly twenty years, but enmity
gave way to cautious familiarity now that Bohemond arrived
as a friend and not a nuisance. Crucially, Bohemond knew
how to handle the emperor, which was generally a matter of
extreme flattery, no matter how insincere. The same
realization took time to

dawn on the other princes. When Hugh of Vermandois
wrote to announce his journey to the imperial court - where
the inheritors of Augustus and Constantine were
accustomed to sit enthroned in purple, guarded by giant
mechanical lions and attended by dozens of eunuchs - he
introduced himself as ‘king of kings, the greatest of all
beneath the heavens’ and demanded that ‘I should be met
on my arrival and received with the pomp and ceremony
appropriate to my noble birth’.^ Anna Komnene scoffed:
‘absurd’.
Bohemond knew better. Although always wary (there was
a minor diplomatic incident when he accused the emperor
of poisoning his food) he nevertheless devoted himself to a
gratuitous show of charm, accepting the emperor’s
smothering hospitality and his lavish gifts of jewels and
trinkets with good grace. Just as importantly, he ensured
that his men refrained from wreaking any

avoidable damage on Byzantium.
Most significantly for the course of future crusades,
during Bohemond’s stay in Constantinople he took a vow of
allegiance to the emperor that resembled very closely a
feudal oath of homage. Then he cajoled, bullied and
browbeat many of the other princes who had been arriving
at the city’s gates since the previous December into doing
the same. In some cases this aroused considerable
antipathy. Nevertheless, oaths were taken on relics
including the Holy Cross and crown of thorns by Godfrey of
Bouillon, Hugh of Vermandois, Robert of Flanders, Stephen
of Blois, Tancred of Hauteville and many of the lesser lords,
all of whom vowed to restore to the empire any Turkish-held
towns and strongholds that they might capture along the
road to Jerusalem.- Even Raymond of Toulouse, who
detested the emperor, grudgingly committed not to damage
his property. In turn Alexios

swore he ‘would not cause or permit anyone to trouble or
vex our pilgrims on the way to the Holy Sepulchre’. He also
awarded the crusading princes eye-poppingly large gifts of
treasure and expensive religious vestments and dangled the
prospect of land-grants far to the east of Asia Minor assuming the crusaders got there.**
Bohemond’s sudden display of subservience towards
Alexios confused the author of the Gesta Francorum: ‘Why
did such brave and determined knights do a thing like this?
It must have been because they were driven by desperate
need.’^ Another chronicler marvelled that the mighty Latins
had been prepared to bend their knees to ‘the puny Greeks,
laziest of all people’.^. In fact self-interest loomed large on
both sides. Alexios had invited the armies into his territories
and fully intended to see them deployed clearing the Turks
from Asia Minor before they disappeared off towards
Jerusalem. The crusaders, for

their part, could not hope to proceed without the emperor’s
goodwill and financial support. Bohemond himself had
arrived with the smallest army and lowliest standing among
all the princes; he realized there was much to be gained in
prestige and power if he could become the man who held the
eastern and western leaders together. To that end
Bohemond even petitioned the emperor to appoint him as
his domestikos - a title which would connote supreme
command in Asia Minor - but Alexios demurred; Bohemond
could not ‘out-Cretan the Cretan’, said Anna.* Their
exchange of oaths, brokered by Bohemond, effectively
cemented a relationship that would - for a time - yield
spectacular results for both sides.
*
With Easter celebrated, homage sworn, and tens of

thousands of troops - including 7,500 heavy cavalry and
perhaps six times as many light infantry - waiting across the
Bosphorus on the western tip of Asia Minor, there was little
point in wasting time. At the beginning of May Bohemond
and the other princes marched their armies south-east
towards the first target agreed with the emperor: Nicaea, the
Seljuq sultan of Rum, Qilij Arslan’s capital. They arrived and
set up camp on 6 May. A week later they laid the city under
siege.
Bohemond had attacked plenty of cities in his life, but at
Nicaea he encountered formidable defences. Huge walls,
punctuated with towers topped with catapults, protected
three sides of the city.** A large lake called Askania
(Ascanius/IznzA:) rendered the fourth side inaccessible to
the besiegers while allowing resupply of food, firewood,
armour and other provisions to the citizens within. Robert
the Monk reckoned it "the chief place to which no other is

equal in Anatolia’.^. The princes camped in orderly fashion
around the walls (Bohemond’s men took up their position
before Nicaea’s main gates) to effect a land blockade while
their engineers built siege engines. One eyewitness saw
battering rams, mobile sheds to protect sappers known as
‘sows’, ‘cats’ and ‘foxes’, wooden towers and petrariae, or
stone-throwing catapults.** When these were constructed
an exchange of missiles to and from the battlements began,
with occasional skirmishing between besiegers and
besieged. ‘The supporters of Christ deployed their forces
around the city and attacked valiantly,’ wrote Robert the
Monk. ‘The Turks, fighting for their lives, put up strong
resistance. They fired poisoned arrows so that even those
lightly wounded met a horrible death.
Soon, amid the sawing and hewing of half-built warmachines, the crash of stone pelting stone and catcalls from
the ramparts, came more ominous shrieks. On 16

May the woods behind the crusaders suddenly sprang to
life: a relieving army sent by Qilij Arslan came forth,
‘exulting in their certainty of victory, bringing with them
ropes with which to lead us bound into Khorasan [i.e. as
slaves to be taken to Persia]They charged the besiegers and
a major engagement began outside the city walls.
The relievers may have assumed that one crusading army
was much like another, and that the princes’ armies would
be as easily dispatched as Peter the Hermit’s followers had
been the previous year. They were soon disabused of the
notion, beaten backwards by a cavaliy charge commanded
by Raymond of Toulouse and Bishop Adhemar. Large
numbers were killed on both sides, and grisly retribution
followed. The crusaders decapitated corpses and flung the
severed heads over Nicaea’s walls. The citizens let down
grappling hooks from the ramparts, fishing for Latin
soldiers, whose bodies they hanged in

mockeiy from the towers.
On 1 June sappers tunnelled beneath one of Nicaea’s
towers. That night they set fire to the wooden struts
supporting their mine, collapsing it and bringing down a
section of the wall above. Now a breach existed where efforts
to storm the city could be focused. A daily contest began, in
which crusading troops attempted repeatedly to rush the
breach, while the defenders inside the city piled up rubble to
barricade it. For those involved it was almost impossibly
exciting. ‘I do not think that anyone has ever seen, or will
ever again see, so many valiant knights,’ exclaimed a Latin
eyewitness. «>
However, after several inconclusive days of this, the siege
was slipping into stalemate. As long as the city could be
supplied via the lake, it could tolerate any amount of
bombardment. What broke the deadlock was action
undertaken not by Bohemond and his Latin allies, but by

the emperor they had taken such care to woo. Alexios had
held back from the action at Nicaea, having no desire to take
part in a fight he had hired foreigners to pick on his behalf.
But he had crossed the Bosphorus and hung back a day’s
ride away, monitoring events from the safety of a
magnificent marquee shaped like a city, with a turreted
atrium, which took twenty camels to transport.* To
represent him among the princes he sent one of his most
trusted military advisors, a grizzled, jocular Arab-Greek
eunuch by the name of Tatikios, who had fought against
Bohemond’s father, Robert, in the 1080s, and who was
distinguished both by his exemplary military record and his
missing nose, in place of which he wore a golden prosthesis.
Even more valuably, Alexios sent a small flotilla of ships,
dragged 25 miles (40 km) overland from the shores of the
Bosphorus by oxen and men wearing leather straps on their
shoulders. These were launched

quietly into Lake Askania, in readiness for a major
combined assault.
At daybreak on 18 June the flotilla set sail across Askania
towards Nicaea’s waterfront. Crewed with heavily armed
turcopoles (imperial mercenaries recruited from the same
ethnic group as the enemy), the vessels floated slowly and
ominously into view of Nicaea’s defenders. On the landward
side, a heavy assault by siege towers and catapults was
taking place. As Robert the Monk wrote:
[When] those in the city saw the ships, they were terrified out of their wits
and, losing the will to resist, fell to the ground as if already dead. All howled,
daughters with mothers, young men with young girls, the old with the young.
Grief and misery were everywhere because there was no hope of escape.

Having held out for more than seven weeks, the Nicaeans’
spirits were broken. They sued for a truce, and the

garrison (along with Qilij Arslan’s wife and children)
surrendered to be taken off to prison in Constantinople. As
the city fell, there was plunder aplenty: some of the Frankish
knights now treasured curved Turkish scimitars, taken from
the dead hands of the enemy. The fall of Nicaea had
proceeded from a model of co-operation between Latins and
Byzantines. ‘It was Gaul that assured it, Greece that helped
and God who brought it about,’ remarked Ralph of Caen,
with satisfaction.*
*
In line with the oaths sworn, Nicaea was handed over to
Alexios, who showered the Latin princes, including
Bohemond, with gifts and handed out alms to the rank and
file of the crusader army. Ten days later, having refreshed
and revived themselves, and taken counsel from

the emperor about the best way to fight the Turks in the field
(as well as receiving his gracious permission to leave)" the
princes packed up their camp and struck out eastwards into
the Anatolian interior. They divided their army into two
divisions, who were to follow parallel roads towards an
abandoned Roman military encampment at Dorylaeum
(Dorylaion), about four days’ march away. The first division
was led by Raymond of Toulouse, Bishop Adhemar, Godfrey
of Bouillon and Hugh of Vermandois. The second was
headed by Bohemond, Tancred and Robert Curthose, duke
of Normandy. A long and difficult summer march across
Asia Minor awaited them. Qilij Arslan would assuredly be
rallying his own troops for another attack.
It did not take long for Qilij Arslan’s next strike to come.
As Bohemond’s army approached Dorylaeum, which lay at
the confluence of two valleys, in the early morning of 1

July, ‘an innumerable, terrible and nearly overwhelming
mass of Turks suddenly rushed upon [them]’.* The author
of the Gesta Francorum recalled hearing cries of ‘some
devilish word I do not understand’ - surely the Islamic battle
cry of Allahu Akhbar (‘God is great’).* Chroniclers suggested
(with poetic licence) that more than a quarter of a million
Turks, reinforced with Arab soldiers, descended on
Bohemond’s army, forcing them to scramble a defence in
which knights repelled the first waves while lighterarmed
foot soldiers pitched a defensive camp in which the noncombatants could be protected. This formation held for a
while but it was clear that, separated from Raymond,
Godfrey and Adhemar’s army, the Latins were badly
outnumbered. As the Turks closed in on the camp, eveiy able
person was deployed: women shuttling water to refresh men
near the front line and cheering encouragement. Despite
being outnumbered and

occasionally panicked, with leaders including Bohemond
contemplating a disorderly retreat, the crusader ranks did
not break up. According to the Gesta Francorum, a
motivational motto was passed down the line. ‘Stand fast all
together, trusting in Christ and in the victory of the Holy
Cross. Today, please God, you will all gain much booty.’<7
In later years the Battle of Dorylaeum would gain
legendary status as the moment the First Crusade truly
sprang to life. The writer Raymond of Aguilers, who
travelled in the retinue of Raymond, count of Toulouse,
reported on sightings within the Latin lines of miraculous,
ghostly protectors: ‘Two handsome knights in flashing
armour, riding before our soldiers and seemingly
invulnerable to the thrusts of Turkish lances.’* That these
sounded remarkably like the heavenly warriors who were
said to have protected Judas Maccabeus in ancient times

was probably no coincidence.- It was certainly the first time
that a full-scale battle had been fought against Turkish
mounted archers, whose tactics of lightning raids and
feigned retreat under a hail of arrows were designed to
cause chaos in enemy ranks and drag them apart, inviting
cavalry to attempt pursuit rather than holding a disciplined
formation. Alexios had sent the golden-nosed eunuch
Tatikios out with the princes in order to advise them on
resisting this stratagem (and the motto of ‘stand firm’
suggests that his words were heeded). Nevertheless, it was
eveiything that Bohemond and Robert Curthose could do to
keep their warriors from abandoning camp and fleeing in
confusion, as they sent desperate word to the other princes
to huriy across country and reinforce them.
A brutal contest of devastating arrow-shot against
butcheiy at close quarters lasted from around 9 a.m. until

midday. For one perilous moment a rout looked possible
when the Turks broke through into the middle of the Latin
encampment. Raymond of Toulouse charged into the valley
with several thousand of his own knights, fresh to the
battlefield; the Turks turned tail and fled, hoping to fight
another day. The Franks, overwhelmed with relief and
puffed up with pride in having survived, celebrated by
chanting belligerent verses from the Old Testament (‘Thy
right hand, O Lord, hath dashed in pieces the enemy’),
buried as martyrs all the dead who wore a crusader’s cross,
plundered and desecrated the corpses of those who did not,
and prepared to continue their march eastwards.
So under the leadership of Bohemond and the other
princes, the debacle of the People’s Crusade was gradually
forgotten. Robert the Monk later imagined a furious Qilij
Arlsan berating Turkish troops he encountered running
away from Dorylaeum. ‘You are totally insane. You have

never come up against Frankish valour or experienced their
courage. Their strength is not human: it comes from heaven
- or the devil.*! Fanciful this may have been, but Qilij Arslan
did not attempt to engage the crusader army on the
battlefield again. In a way, he did not need to. Buoyed by
victory, the princes decided to head for the vast city of
Antioch that lay at the gates between Anatolia and Syria. A
three-month summer trek through bitterly hostile
countryside awaited them. They would have enough
problems as it was.

- The long of France was still excommunicated in 1095, and therefore persona
non grata.
i William the Conqueror died in 1087, and was succeeded in England by the

second of his three sons, William 0 Rufus (d. 1100).
i A third head of John the Baptist could be found in Damascus.
$ Cretans had a reputation for slyness. The modern idiom is: ‘don't bullshit a
bullshitter’.
- Alexios had little interest in joining the Franks on their journey further east: he
was not secure enough in his political position in Constantinople, and feared
attack in the western territories if he were to depart for the east.

7

The Longest Winter
The earth was covered with blood...

The men and women who had joined the march of the
princes overland from Constantinople to the Holy Land had
set off knowing that it would be brutally and even fatally
hard work. Tested by force of arms at Doiylaeum,

they subsequently endured three months of discomfort,
want and danger as the columns of armed and unarmed
pilgrims, tens of thousands strong, headed south-east in the
direction of Iconium (Konya), and beyond it, Antioch.
Ahead of them Qilij Arslan’s Turks operated a scorchedearth policy, abandoning cities and withdrawing garrisons,
and removing stores of livestock and foodstuffs, gold, silver,
church ornaments and anything else useful to the Frankish
armies.
These wasting tactics were not subtle, but they were welljudged to exacerbate the Latins’ difficulties as they
marched. The princes, acting on the advice of Alexios and
his deputy, the gold-nosed eunuch-general Tatikios, had
deliberately plotted a circuitous route east through Asia
Minor, including a 180-mile (300 km) digression through
the Taurus mountains. The aim was to win back Alexios’s
lost territoiy - and they succeeded. With little serious

opposition they recovered several important Byzantine
cities from Turkish rule: Antioch-in-Pisidia, Iconium,
Heraclea, Caesarea-in-Cappadocia, Coxon and Marash.
Liberating Jerusalem may have been the crusaders’
ultimate ambition, but the princes had not forgotten their
duty to Byzantium and their oaths to its emperor.
The Siege of Antioch, 1097-98

This was all very helpful to Alexios, back in
Constantinople: a worthy return on the many gifts and
feasts he had lavished on the Frankish leaders during their
visit to his capital. But for the crusaders it made for a long
expedition through terrain every bit as menacing as the
Turkish mounted archers who occasionally appeared to
harass them. Long stretches of the arid Anatolian plateau
consisted of steep, uneven, uninhabitable country;
negotiating it provided the penitential misery so many
crusaders had sought when they took the crossu The writer
Peter Tudebode, a priest from Civray, near Poitou, recorded
that ‘hunger and thirst beset us at every turn. Our only food
consisted of spiny plants picked at random and rubbed off
[peeled] by hand... many of our knights took to foot because
most of the horses died.’* As their mounts collapsed,
fighting men were forced to ride oxen, using goats, sheep
and even dogs to carry their packs. The

crusaders were ‘overwhelmed by the anguish of thirst’. One
writer described the agonies of pregnant mothers
miscarrying their children on the roadside through severe
dehydration: ‘Their throats dried up, their wombs withered,
and all the veins of the body drained by the indescribable
heat of the sun and that parched region.’*
From time to time the armies passed through fertile and
well-watered terrain such as in Pisidia, where drought and
heat gave way to bounty, ‘delightful meadowlands’ where
the rank and file of the crusaders could refill their waterskins and forage or bargain for supplies, while the princely
leaders enjoyed surroundings ‘most fruitful for the hunts in
which the nobility enjoyed amusing themselves and taking
exercise’.^ Even this, however, was not quite safe. When the
army stopped to camp near one wooded region, Godfrey of
Bouillon was attacked by a gigantic bear, which ripped him
from his horse with its claws, tried to maul his

throat and ‘roused all the forest and mountains with its
dreadful roaring’. In panic, Godfrey got his sword tangled
up in his legs and cut one of his own calf muscles to the
sinew. Only the quick-thinking and bravery of a peasant
called Husechin saved Godfrey’s life: he leaped on the bear
and stabbed it through the liver. The count survived and was
treated by army doctors; the bear was portioned up for its
fur and meat. But ‘the whole army was thrown into
confusion by the wicked news’.
Another source of confusion lay with Godfrey’s brother
Baldwin of Boulogne. As the crusade army passed Heraclea,
and prepared to branch off on to its loop into the Taurus
mountains, the headstrong Baldwin decided to peel away
from the main body of troops, and take his men south in the
direction of Tarsus (Tarsos), in Cilicia. This was a vividly
storied city: site of the first meeting between Mark Antony
and the Egyptian empress Cleopatra, and

the birthplace of St Paul the apostle. It also lay close by the
Mediterranean coast, in prime position to help maintain a
supply chain between Byzantium and the coastal littoral of
Syria and Palestine - should the crusaders ever get that far.
Ralph of Caen described Tarsus as marvellous for ‘the
heights of its towers, the length of the walls, the prideful
stature of the homes’.* It was so rich that it attracted not
only Baldwin of Boulogne but another of the princes:
Bohemond’s young cousin Tancred of Hauteville. They took
Tarsus easily, as the Armenian and largely Christian citizens
of Tarsus threw open the gates without meaningful
resistance. But serious violence did occur after an argument
between the princes over whose banner should be flown
above the captured citadel. Tempers frayed, then snapped,
and swords and lances were readied, with the lords’ knights
attacking one another in a

bloody melee. ‘It seemed insane that those who had set out
together against an enemy should turn on each other/
sniffed Ralph of Caen. But turn on each other they did,
engaging in running hostilities as they pushed on through
Cilicia. By the time they rejoined the main crusade armies at
the Armenian town of Mar ash around the middle of
October, they had captured towns including Adana and
Mamistra. But the first cracks in control had been exposed.
*
They came down from the mountains into Antioch in midOctober 1097. The city was a fine sight to behold. Founded
by the Seleucids in the early fourth century BC at a ford in
the valley of the river Orontes, and mightily fortified during
the sixth centuiy CE by the eastern Roman emperor

Justinian the Great, it had grown to become a magnificent
outpost at the frontier between empires of the west and east.
The Amanus (Nur) mountains to the north of the city
contained passes connecting Syria with Asia Minor. To the
north-east, the Orontes valley opened into a stagnant
marsh, beyond which lay the broad plains of the Aleppo
plateau, and further on still, Mesopotamia. To the west
Antioch was served by a new Mediterranean port, St
Simeon,: which was small but adequate to the city’s needs
and destined to boom during the twelfth century. And its
natural defences were awe-inspiring. ‘The rivers and
mountains ran along its flanks. The city was even joined up
to the flank of the mountain [Mount Silpius/Habib-I
Neccar] with walls reaching up to its summit and a citadel
built there as well/ wrote a gob-smacked Ralph of Caen.?
Stephen, count of Blois wrote to his beloved wife Adela
reporting that Antioch was 'bigger than one can imagine,

extremely strong and unassailable’, and reckoned that
inside its walls were ‘five thousands courageous Turks... as
well as an infinite number of Saracens... Arabs, Turcopoles,
Syrians, Armenians and other peoples’.*
Yet for all this apparent natural security, Antioch was also
deeply unstable. Far beneath the city in the earth itself, a
complex junction of three tectonic faults caused frequent
and calamitous earthquakes. One major tremor in AD 115
brought buildings toppling down and nearly killed the
Roman emperors Trajan and Hadrian; another in AD 526
killed around a quarter of a million people and caused fires
that burned the city almost to the ground. Appropriately,
the politics of Antioch were also turbulent and even
murderous: the long view of Antioch’s history was one of
rebellion, upheaval and invasion.
Antioch had served Roman, Arab and Byzantine masters,
but at the time the crusaders appeared before its

walls, it was in the care of a Seljuq emir called Yaghi- Siyan.
He had been governor of Antioch since that proud city had
been prized away from Byzantium’s grasp by the Great
Seljuq sultan Malik-Shah, in 1084. He was an aged man,
wrote one chronicler, with an enormous head, ‘wide and
hairy’ ears and long white hair and a beard that flowed all
the way down to his navel.* But as ruler of Antioch, he had
much to cause him to stroke that lush beard in alarm. Under
Malik-Shah the Seljuq sultanate was briefly stable, unified and vast. The sultan’s authority covered, in theory at least,
territory from Merv and Transoxiana in the north-east to the
Persian Gulf in the south-east, and the shores of the Aegean,
Black and Mediterranean seas in the west- Rivals were at
bay: advances in Anatolia by Qilij Arslan and the so-called
Seljuqs of Rum kept the Byzantines at arm’s length; while in
southern Syria and Palestine the Seljuqs maintained a

stranglehold over the crumbling Shi’ite dynasty of Egyptian
caliphs known as the Fatimids.
Yet when Malik-Shah died in 1092, however, Yaghi- Siyan
and the other Seljuq emirs like him, who held cities such as
Aleppo, Damascus, Mosul and Homs, were suddenly
plunged into a state of self-inflicted crisis and civil war. A
power struggle for control of the sultanate broke out
between Malik-Shah’s brother and sons, the effects of which
rippled out swiftly through the empire. Each emir looked to
himself, his own city and his own private ambitions rather
than the well-being of the empire itself. Petty rivalries and
shifting allegiances abounded. Yaghi-Siyan, who supported
Malik-Shah’s brother Tutush in his bid for the sultanate,
was left uncomfortably insecure when Tutush was killed in
battle in 1095 by armies loyal to Malik-Shah’s fifteen-yearold son, Barkiyaruq.

Yaghi-Siyan was not removed from his post in Antioch,
but he could no longer automatically assume the support or
confidence of the young sultan Barkiyaruq in the various
Seljuq capitals of Isfahan, Baghdad and Rayy. He also had
to deal with the fact that his near-neighbours and fellow
emirs in Syria were divided by the factional lines that had
emerged during the succession period, and that not all of
them could be relied upon to ride to his aid should Antioch
come under attack. So in 1098 when the crusader princes
came down into the Orontes valley, he was far from perfectly
prepared to defend either his city or the honour of the
Seljuqs.
Word had been spreading throughout Syria at least since
December 1096 that ‘the armies of the Franks had appeared
from the direction of the sea of Constantinople with forces
not to be reckoned for multitude’. Ibn al- Qalanisi, a
chronicler based in Damascus, remembered

that ‘as these reports followed one upon the other, and
spread from mouth to mouth, far and wide, the people grew
anxious and disturbed in mind’.- News of the Latins’ victory
at Dorylaeum preceded them: ‘a shameful calamity to the
cause of Islam/ harrumphed Ibn al-Qalanisi. What was not
clear was the moment at which the crusaders could be
expected - which is why in October 1097 Yaghi- Siyan was
not to be found readying Antioch for its imminent assault,
but was instead on campaign with a fragile coalition of other
emirs in central Syrian
When the news arrived that Bohemond and the other
princes had crossed the Orontes at a fortified rivercrossing
known as the Iron Bridge, bickering broke out among the
emirs as to the best response. Yaghi-Siyan scrambled back
to Antioch, but he was not immediately joined by his
comrades. It was a mark of the lack of confidence that the
Antiochene governor felt towards the

fate of his city that his first action was to expel all the
Christian men who lived there, to guard against an uprising
from within. Messengers were then dispatched to
Damascus, Mosul and every other city within the Seljuq
empire imploring the lords there to send troops to prevent
the Franks from overturning his rule and establishing a
foothold in Syria from where they could begin to raid south
towards Jerusalem. This delay in organizing resistance was
of enormous assistance to the princes. ‘Our enemies the
Turks, who were inside the city, were so much afraid of us
that none of them tried to attack our men for nearly a
fortnight,’ recalled the author of the Gesta Francoruin.
‘Meanwhile we grew familiar with the surroundings of
Antioch and found there plenty of provisions, fruitful
vineyards and pits full of stored com, apple trees laden with
fruit and all sorts of other good things to eat/ii The Muslim
chroniclers recalled events in

rather less bucolic terms: the Franks ravaging, slaughtering
indiscriminately and inciting the inhabitants of castles and
forts in the region to rise up and murder their garrisons..*
This occurred most helpfully - or unhelpfully - in Artah,
known as ‘the shield of Antioch’, which guarded the city 5s
eastern approach.^ People noted that a strange comet had
been seen passing through the heavens for twenty days in
midsummer; increasingly this looked like an omen.*
The first crusaders, led by ‘the gallant Bohemond’, arrived
before the gates of Antioch on the evening of Tuesday 20
October, and barred the main road into the city ‘so that noone could go out or come in secretly by night’.15 The
following day the main army drew up behind them on the
banks of the Orontes and set about mounting as full a
blockade as they could muster at key points on the city's
gargantuan perimeter. They allowed the expelled

Christians to camp with them, although there was some
suspicion that this was inviting espionage, since the men’s
wives and children were being held under Yaghi-Siyan’s
protection - and therefore also at his mercy - inside the city
walls. To protect the army from mounted sallies from within
the city, the princes dug a large ditch in front of their main
camp. Patrols were set to prevent essential goods and
supplies from being brought into the city - Ibn al-Qalanisi
reported the price of essential commodities like olive oil and
salt in Antioch fluctuating wildly according to the success or
failure of smugglers who braved the Frankish guard.*. The
main challenge to the crusaders was the sheer size of the city
- its sprawl across the valley made a full blockade extremely
difficult to maintain and its massive walls negated the
possibility of blasting in by battering ram and catapult. Yet
Yaghi-Siyan, for his part, could not be in the least confident
of a co

ordinated effort of sufficient strength to drive the Franks
away. Both sides dug in for a long and unhappy winter.
*
As the crusaders camped outside Antioch, and the various
emirs of northern Syria debated the best way to come to the
aid of Yaghi-Siyan in his hilltop citadel, one of the Frankish
princes was notable by his absence. Baldwin of Boulogne,
having diverted from the main army twice during the march
through Asia Minor, did so a third time before the descent
towards Antioch, taking a route of his own across the
Orontes and on to the Euphrates, where he found his way to
the city of Edessa. The governor of Edessa, an Armenian
Christian called Thoros, who ruled as a puppet of the
Seljuqs, had sent word to Baldwin asking him to free him
from subservience. Baldwin

reached the city in mid-Februaiy 1098, invested it with his
troops, persuaded Thoros to undertake a public ritual in
which he hugged Baldwin to his bare chest and thereby
adopted him as his son, then set about leading a combined
crusader-Edessan army around nearby cities and forcing
the Turks there into obedience or death. But very soon after
his arrival Baldwin incited - or at least declined to prevent a popular coup in which his newly acquired father was
murdered. On 10 March Baldwin was officially proclaimed
as doux (a Byzantine style for ruler) of Edessa. He translated
the title to a more familiar, western style: becoming ‘count’
of the county of Edessa, but otherwise made a deliberate
effort to adapt his appearance to the Armenian manner,
growing his dark-brown hair and beard long and dressing in
a toga. He married an Armenian nobleman’s daughter,
whom tradition has come to call Arda, although in private
his lifelong preference

was for the company of men.* That was neither here nor
there. Baldwin had established the first Latin ‘crusader’
state in greater Syria. It would not be the last.
As Baldwin overran Edessa, back in Antioch Yaghi- Siyan
could still look out from his mountain citadel and see the
rest of the crusader armies arrayed before his gates and up
and down the sides of the valley. It was not an encouraging
sight. The Latins had been resupplied at the beginning and
end of the winter by western ships arriving at St Simeon by
way of Cyprus - Genoese shipping appeared in November,
followed by twenty-two English and Italian vessels in March
1098, whose crews formally secured the port, as well as
nearby Latakia, for the crusading army.« North of the city
walls, on a hill known as ‘Malregard’, engineers who had
arrived on one of these boats constructed a small fort. The
princes had also made significant gains in the local area, as
Bohemond, Tancred,

Godfrey of Bouillon, Robert of Flanders and Robert of
Normandy spread out and raided towns subject to the rule
of either Antioch or neighbouring Aleppo. Moreover (and
very significantly), envoys from the Ismaili Shi’ite Fatimids
in Cairo had been received, and a non-aggression pact
agreed.
Yet these successes could not hide the fact that the
crusaders were suffering. They had endured for more than
six months the dreadful privations of a winter siege exposure, malnutrition and disease - as well as fighting off
major attacks on foraging parties led by the rulers of Aleppo
and Damascus, who had belatedly raised themselves for the
task of assisting Yaghi-Siyan. Stephen of Blois wrote to his
wife expressing his horror that the searing summer heat of
Anatolia had given way to a winter of ‘extremely cold
temperatures and an endless downpour of rain’ that was
little different from those of north-west

Europe.^- Ralph of Caen complained of winds so strong
that ‘neither tent nor hut could stand’. Horses died and
people starved. ‘Rust seized hold of all the iron and steel
weapons. Shields lost their nails and leather coverings...
Bows lacked their sinews and arrows were bereft of their
shafts.’ The princes, Ralph wrote, endured the same
miserable conditions as the poor - although he noted that ‘it
was much harsher for nobles inasmuch as the peasant is
tougher than the noble’.* Spirits were dropping everywhere.
Tatikios left the siege in February 1098, apparently with the
intention of returning to Constantinople to request more
troops. Peter the Hermit, who had travelled overland with
the princes’ crusade, but kept a much lower profile than on
his own misadventure in 1095-6, also tried to abandon the
city and had to be dragged back and berated by Bohemond
for his disloyalty.
Spring brought relief from the elements, but stalemate

continued until the start of June when the deadlock was
broken, perhaps inevitably, by Bohemond. He was the most
experienced and wily of the princes; during the winter
months when there had been regular danger of relief
expeditions from Aleppo and Damascus, the other princes
had voted him their overall commander. This was a
significant shift in the military organization of the crusade until this point they had been under the nominal authority
of Alexios Komnenos and the spiritual guidance of Bishop
Adhemar of Le Puy. At the end of May, Bohemond
demonstrated why his colleagues had invested their faith in
him. As told by the Mosuli chronicler Ibn al- Athir, ‘after the
siege of Antioch had lasted long, the Franks made contact
with one of the men garrisoning the towers, who was a
Greek-speaking
armourer’.This
armourer
was
Bohemond’s key to unlocking Antioch. Ibn al-Athir gave his
name as Ruzbah, while according to Ibn

al-Qalanisi he was an Armenian called either Nayruz or
Fayruz. On the Christian side, Fulcher of Chartres recorded
an exciting but perhaps fanciful story that Christ had
appeared to the armourer in a dream three times and
convinced him to sell out the city.* Whatever his name and
his backstory, he changed the course of the siege - and
Bohemond’s career. Via secret messages exchanged with
Ruzbah/Fayruz, Bohemond promised him a rich reward if
he would turn traitor.
On 2 June 1098 Bohemond’s gambit was launched.
During the afternoon a large contingent of the crusading
army began a phoney march off into the Syrian interior to
convince the defenders that the siege was being lightened or
withdrawn. That night, however, they returned, to find a
ladder made from bull-hide let down from one of the three
towers under Ruzbah/Fayruz’s watch. At a signal from their
mole, a party of crack troops shimmied up the

ladder, overpowered the guards at the top of the tower and
began to bellow ‘Deus vult!’ to their comrades below. Shortly
after, a gate was unlocked and men bearing Bohemond’s
blood-red banner poured through. ‘They all came running
as fast as they could and entered the city gates, killing all the
Turks and Saracens whom they found there,’ wrote the
author of the Gesta Francoruin, who took part in the
assaults Dawn was breaking over Antioch.
The trumpet blasts that announced the presence of
Bohemond’s men on top of the ramparts roused YaghiSiyan from his bed; he found his men panicking. Their panic
was infectious. Incorrectly assuming the citadel had fallen
to the Franks, the emir ‘was seized with fear, opened the city
gate and left in headlong flight with thirty retainers’, wrote
Ibn al-Athir. ‘That was a boon for the Franks. Had he held
firm for a while, they would have perished A* Instead, his
small party rode helter-skelter in

the direction of Aleppo, hoping to save their necks if not
their city.
In the end, Yaghi-Siyan saved neither. After several hours
on the road Tie started to lament and bewail having
abandoned his wife, his children and the Muslim
population’. Then, overcome either by heartbreak or
heatstroke, he fell from his horse insensible. ‘An Armenian,
who was cutting firewood and came across him at his last
gasp, killed him, cut off his head and took it to the Franks at
Antioch,’ reported Ibn al-Athir.* The huge, big-eared,
bearded trophy was presented to the Latin princes in a bag.
And it was far from the only head to be taken as the city fell
to a massacre, led by the crusaders and supported by
insurgent Christians from among the population. Ibn alQalanisi reckoned ‘the number of men, women and children
killed, taken prisoner and enslaved from its population is
beyond computation’.^ Since it

began in the half-light of the early morning, the killing was
indiscriminate; the German chronicler Albert of Aachen
wrote that ‘the earth was covered with blood and the corpses
of the slaughtered... the bodies of Christians, Gauls as well
as Greeks, Syrians and Armenians mixed together’. Several
hundred fled to the citadel at the pinnacle of the city: the
only place Bohemond’s forces could not overrun. But in the
scramble up a steep path to reach it, many fell over the edge
and ‘perished with broken necks, legs and arms and all their
limbs in an incredible and amazing fall’.-?
*
The fall of Antioch could not have come at a more propitious
moment for the crusaders, for as their scouts had been
telling them with increasing urgency for several

weeks, a huge relieving army was gathering, assembled
under the leadership of the new sultan’s militaiy
commander, Qiwam al-Dawla Karbugha, atabeg of Mosul
(‘atabeg’ was a term denoting a regent or military governor
ruling on behalf of a young or absent emir). Karbugha
gathered troops from Damascus, Sindjar, Homs, Jerusalem,
Asia Minor and elsewhere to form an army that one fevered
writer improbably numbered at 800,000 cavaliy and
300,000 infantry.^ During May, Karbugha’s purple war
banner and the many and varied others of his allies had been
raised near Edessa, where for three weeks they besieged the
new ruler, Baldwin. Once news of Antioch’s fall reached
them, however, they left Baldwin and marched west,
arriving in the Orontes valley just four days after YaghiSiyan had abandoned his post.
The tables were turned. The crusaders occupied the city
(although not the citadel) while outside the walls there

gathered a huge army intent on bringing them out. But there
was one key difference. Whereas Yaghi-Siyan had sufficient
supplies to see the population of Antioch through nine
months of blockade, now the stores were almost dry. The
effectiveness of the crusaders’ own embargo had ensured
there was no food left.
Realizing what was about to happen, thousands fled the
city before Karbugha’s army sealed it off. They included
Stephen of Blois, who claimed (or feigned) illness and took
as many as 4,000 pilgrims and warriors with him to seek
refuge in the friendly city of Alexandretta. This reduced the
pressure on resources in Antioch, but shattered morale.
Bohemond did all he could to berate and shame those who
tried to desert, but rumours whipped around the city that
the princes wished to sue for peace. It was said that back in
Constantinople, Alexios Komnenos declined a request to
send reinforcements. Bishop

Adhemar did his best to rally the spirits of the dejected
pilgrims, but the best spin he could put on the situation was
martyrdom: ‘Let us stand firm and die in the Lord’s name as
is the purpose of our journey ABy the third week of June Karbugha had sealed off
Antioch, and conditions inside the city were already
appalling. ‘Our men ate the flesh of horses and asses, and
sold it to one another,’ remembered the author of the Gesta
Francorum. ‘So terrible was the famine that men boiled and
ate the leaves of figs, vines, thistles and all kinds of tree.
Others stewed the dried skins of horses, camels, asses, oxen
or buffaloes.’*.- Ralph of Caen recorded people boiling soup
with the leather from the soles of old shoes.*
Driven to the brink by heat, hunger and the intensity of
the conflict, people inside and outside Antioch began to
experience signs and visions. A meteor fell into the

besiegers’ camp on the night of 13-14 June. The Gesta
Francorum tells the vividly embellished tale of Karbugha’s
mother, a soothsayer, who warned her son against attacking
the crusaders. Having ‘studied the planets and the twelve
signs of the Zodiac and all kinds of omens’, she had ‘found
prognostications that the Christian people is fated to defeat
us utterly’, and that Karbugha himself would eventually be
killed in the course of a great war.**
Meanwhile, inside Antioch a poor pilgrim from Provence
called Peter Bartholomew began to dream of St Andrew the
Apostle, who told him that buried in the church of St Peter
was a relic of the Holy Lance which had been used to pierce
Christ’s side on the cross. On the morning of 14 June, amid
much fanfare, a hole was dug in the church, into which Peter
jumped, ‘clad only in a shirt and barefooted’. He duly
retrieved the head of the lance, and was rewarded with much
jubilation from his weaiy

comrades and a final visit from St Andrew, who brought
Jesus Christ along with him and commanded Peter to kiss
the Lord’s bloodied foot.** Not everyone believed Peter’s
miraculous discovery, and some months later he was
subjected to an ordeal by fire to test the veracity of his
claims, which resulted in him dying in agony from severe
burns.*. But in mid-June it was a thread on which the
starving and dejected crusaders - whose fighting ability was
diminishing with every horse they ate - could hang their
slender hopes of survival.
The moment of truth came on the morning of 28 June.
The crusaders - commanded by Bohemond, captained by
the princes, fortified by the Holy Lance, and rendered
desperate by the fact that they faced certain death by
starvation if they waited any longer - sallied out of Antioch
looking for a fight that would decide their campaign.
Karbugha had sworn they would be shown

neither mercy nor terms, sending a message to the holders
of Antioch that ‘my sword alone will eject you’.** The atabeg
was playing chess with one of his officers when the gates of
the city swung open and the six divisions of the bedraggled
Frankish armies marched out, white-frocked priests and
monks chanting at the head of their lines, and other
churchmen calling for God’s protection from the walls of the
city above. He rose from his board and ordered his troops to
form up.*-.
A light rain was falling. The Franks were almost entirely
on foot, with no more than 200 horses fit for battle in the
entire army. Their ragtag appearance was exacerbated by
the presence of a regiment of Tafurs - pauper-warriors who
carried large wooden shields and whose reputation for
ferocity was bolstered by stories that they enjoyed eating
their enemies: ‘They carved them into joints in full view of
the pagans and boiled or barbecued them... then

they gobbled them eagerly without bread or any seasoning,
saying to each other: “this is absolutely delicious, much
better than pork or roast gammon.”’* But if the crusaders
were weak and rough around the edges, they were also
disciplined and fighting for their survival. Karbugha,
meanwhile, commanded an ambivalent army that when
pressed into battle split into its component factions. The
leaders bickered about the best tactics for resisting the
Frankish sortie, and the hesitancy spread to the troops, who
were spread far too thinly around the huge city’s perimeter
to fight.
Bohemond and the princes urged their men forward into
a battle on the banks of the Orontes in which they swiftly
overwhelmed the portion of Karbugha’s forces posted there,
then fought off an attack from the rear. Panic spread
throughout the rest of the Muslim army. Instead of standing
to fight, they simply melted away. Karbugha also

ran, along with the last of his officers, leaving behind the
non-combatants and a company of volunteers who had
sworn to fight as mujahidin, seeking martyrdom. “The
Franks slew thousands of [Karbugha’s troops] and seized as
booty the provisions, money, furnishings, horses and
weapons that were in the camp,’ wrote Ibn al-Athir. There,
many atrocities were committed: children were trampled
beneath horses’ hooves; women were speared through the
bellies with lances. One great prize of war was Karbugha’s
large pavilion, designed ‘in the style of a town with turrets
and walls of various colours and silks’.^ The participants
could scarcely believe their victory. Raymond of Aguilers,
who fought among the crusading ranks that day, later gave
thanks to St Peter and St Paul for delivering them, l>ecause
through those saintly intercessors the Lord Jesus Christ
brought this triumph to the pilgrim church of the Franks’.t
Inside Antioch, the garrison holding the citadel

surrendered. Against all the odds, the crusaders had taken
one of the great cities in Syria. Ahead of them, Jerusalem
now beckoned.

8

- Antioch’s ancient sea-port, Seleucia Peria, had silted up and fallen into disrepair
by the fifth century AD.
i The Seljuqs therefore dominated the major overland trade routes which
bottlenecked through the Middle East as they connected the markets of Europe
with the workshops of central Asia and China.

Jerusalem
The rulers were all at variance... and so
the Franks conquered the lands.

When Najm al-Din Ughazi ibn Artuq, co-ruler of
Jerusalem, was sober he was a force to be reckoned with:

an audacious general and politician and one of the most
competent of all the petty emirs within the troubled Seljuq
empire. But he was also an incorrigible drunkard, and when
tempted by the wine-skin or the fermented mare’s milk that
was a staple intoxicant in Turkic nomadic culture, he was
prone to disappear on enormous benders. The inevitable
debilitating hangovers often rendered him incapable even of
movement for days on end.’ These dipsomaniacal urges
made him unpredictable. He was capable of sadistic
violence, frequently ordering that his prisoners be tortured
to death: buried alive or strung up by their feet and riddled
with arrows. A penchant for cruelty was hardly unusual for
the age: Ilghazi’s ally and contemporary Tughtakin, ruler of
Damascus,: enjoyed beheading his enemies and having their
skulls fashioned into bejeweled ceremonial drinking cups;
among the crusaders, torture and mutilation were practised
without

compunction upon enemies and suspected spies.* But even
in a ferocious age Ilghazi left an impression on his
contemporaries as a practitioner of inventive atrocity.
The Siege of Jerusalem, June-July 1QQQ

*
•

Ilghazi and his brother Sokmen had inherited the
governorship of Jerusalem in 1091, following the death of
their father, Artuq, who had been in the post since 1079.
Like Artuq, Ilghazi and Sokmen were appointed under the
authority of the Great Seljuq sultan Malik-Shah. But like all
Seljuq governors during the fractious 1090s, Ilghazi and
Sokmen had found their positions increasingly tenuous
after Malik-Shah’s death. Their problems came to a head in
August 1098, directly after the fall of Antioch, when siege
engines including more than forty huge trebuchets appeared
before Jerusalem’s famous walls and started bombarding
them with stones, causing large portions to collapse. The
siege lasted ‘somewhat more than forty days’, recorded Ibn
al-Athir.-’ It was a sudden and violent attack conducted with
acquisitive purpose and religious zeal. It caused Seljuq rule
in Jerusalem to collapse. And it paved the way directly for
epochal change

in the politics of the Holy Land. But it was not the work of
the crusaders.
The stone-throwing monsters that appeared outside
Jerusalem in 1098 were in fact sent by an enemy of much
longer standing: the Fatimids of Egypt. The Fatimids were a
dynasty of Ismaili Shi’ite Muslims - adherents of a branch of
Islam whom the Seljuqs, loyal to the Sunni Abbasid caliph
in Baghdad, considered heretical. Doctrinally the
differences between Sunni and Shi’a reached back to the
seventh century AD: the product of poisonous divisions
among the Prophet Muhammad’s immediate relatives and
descendants. The Fatimids of the eleventh century claimed
descent and legitimacy from Muhammad’s daughter,
Fatimah, and her husband Ah. From their origins among
Berber tribes in Algeria in AD 909, the Fatimids had risen
swiftly to command an empire that at its largest stretched
from the Mahgreb to the Red

Sea littoral in Arabia, and a long way north into Syria. By
1098 the empire had collapsed considerably in extent and
authority from its peak, and was riven by schism and
factionalism.i But it was still a force to be reckoned with
around the eastern Mediterranean. Fatimid caliphs
embodied what they considered to be supreme spiritual
authority from their seat in Cairo, while their viziers
dispensed political and military power on their behalf.
Fatimid naval galleys prowled the seas between the Nile
delta and Asia Minor and their generals were capable of
projecting force overland as far north as Damascus. There
was absolutely no love lost between the Seljuqs and the
Fatimids, since they vied for influence over the same ports,
the same trade routes, the same tribute-paying towns and
the same holy sites. Indeed, such was their enmity that
Islamic chroniclers of the time suspected the Fatimids of
actively welcoming the crusaders into Syria,

hoping they would weaken the Turks’ hold on the Fatimid
sphere of influence, by creating a Christian buffer zone
between their lands and those of the Seljuqs.* Whether this
was true or not, it was veiy clear that the Seljuqs’ woes at the
siege of Antioch were far from a cause for solidarity between
all Muslims. Rather, they were a chance for opportunist gain
between entrenched and implacable enemies who had been
at each others’ throats long before the Latins showed their
faces.-The leader of the Fatimid forces who attacked Jerusalem
in 1098 was a vizier who went by the immodest name of alMalik al-Afdal (‘the excellent prince’). The thirteenthcentury scholar and biographer Ibn Khallikan praised alAfdal as ‘an able ruler’ who ‘possessed a superior judgment’
and an unlimited appetite for conspicuous displays of
consumptions Al-Afdal owned at least 100 goldembroidered turbans, wrote Ibn Khallikan,

which hung on individual gold hooks in the ten sitting
rooms of his palace apartments. He had more livestock and
treasure than could be counted, used a jewel- encrusted
golden inkhorn and supplied his female slaves with golden
knitting needles. When he arrived before Jerusalem he
brought what Ibn al-Qalanisi called ‘a strong askar [army]’
and an unwavering desire to seize the city from the two
brothers who held it.
The ferocity of the bombardment al-Afdal unleashed on
Jerusalem was more than Ilghazi and Sokmen were able to
resist. After the walls were breached, al-Afdal’s men fought
their way in to the citadel and offered the brothers their lives
in exchange for a businesslike transfer of the city to Fatimid
control. ‘He showed kindness and generosity to the two
emirs,’ wrote Ibn al-Qalanisi, ‘and set both them and their
supporters free.’’- Al-Afdal could afford to be generous, and
Ilghazi and Sokmen knew the

game was up. They headed north towards Damascus, to
fight another day. The vizier went home to Egypt, leaving a
man called Iftikhar al-Dawla in charge of the Holy City. By
mid-September 1098 all was quiet once more in Jerusalem.
But it would not remain that way for long.
*
Five hundred miles (800 km) to the north, the crusaders
were starting for the first time to wobble in their purpose.
The fall of Antioch had been an enormous coup, but it also
exposed divisions in their leadership, centred around the
role and ambitions of Bohemond. In the first week of July
1098 the garrison inside Antioch’s hilltop citadel had
surrendered formally into his hands, rather than to the
princes en masse or to the papal legate Adhemar of Le Puy
as their spiritual chief (Adhemar, as it happened, died on 1

August 1098, passing his legatine authority to a Flemish
clergyman called Arnulf of Chocques). Bohemond received
the city gladly and moved in as its new ruler.
This power grab was immediately controversial. The
oaths Bohemond and the rest of the princes had sworn to
Alexios Komnenos the previous year suggested that whoever
took command of Antioch would only be a stopgap ruler
subject to the emperor’s approval, as had been the case in
cities the crusaders had overrun across Anatolia. Yet
Bohemond, having raised his flag over the citadel, now
showed precious little desire to see it lowered in favour of
the imperial banner. In the face of fierce dissent, voiced
most forcefully by Raymond, count of Toulouse, who
invested parts of the city with his own troops, Bohemond
asserted that as the first princely entrant to Antioch he
ought to be the one to keep it. He cited the emperor’s failure
to support the crusaders with

an army from Byzantium during their darkest hours. ‘How
can it be right for us to renounce what we have won by our
own sweat and toil?’ he asked, according to Anna
Komnene.a For Anna, Bohemond’s behaviour at Antioch
epitomized his double-dealing and fecklessness and
informed her generally scathing portrait of him. For
Raymond and others, this was the height of selfish
irresponsibility. Having emerged as the foremost secular
leader of the crusade during the march across Asia Minor,
Bohemond now appeared to be bailing before Jerusalem
was in sight. But nothing - not even the fierce objections of
Raymond - would change his mind. After all the blood
spilled and the misery endured at Antioch someone needed
to take responsibility for holding the city against
insurrection or Seljuq reconquest. Bohemond decided he
was that man, and in doing so he established a second
crusader state to sit alongside Baldwin’s fledgling county

of Edessa. The principality of Antioch, a powerful gateway
state between Byzantium, Cilicia and northern Syria, would
endure for nearly two centimes. As Bohemond went about
securing the frontiers of his new appanage, it was clear that
his attention was no longer on Jerusalem.^
With Tatikios and Stephen of Blois having both headed
back west towards Constantinople, Baldwin absent in
Edessa and Adhemar in his grave - the bishop was buried in
the very same hole from which the Holy Lance had been
retrieved - it was a depleted crusader army that finally
moved off south from Antioch in November 1098.
Squabbling between Bohemond, Raymond and the other
princes had made for a demoralizing four-month hiatus in
their march, and divisions continued between the leaders
even as they departed for the next stage of their adventure.
According to the chaplain Raymond of Aguilers, ordinaiy
pilgrims and soldiers had begun to mutter of cowardice

among the princes and to talk of either mutiny or desertion,
saying to one another: ‘My goodness! A year in the land of
the pagans and the loss of two hundred thousand soldiers;
isn’t this enough?When at last they were on the road again,
they went in bloodthirsty mood.
Four or five days from Antioch the small town of Ma’arrat
an-Nu’man (Marra) fell within their sights. Fifty years
previously the Persian scholar and poet Nasir Khusraw had
travelled through Ma’arrat and noticed flourishing markets
selling figs, olives, pistachios and almonds to townsfolk
whose homes were protected by stone walls and a cylindrical
column inscribed with a charm to keep away scorpions.il
When the crusaders arrived on 28 November, the citizens
rushed to the tops of the walls and began to bombard the
army beneath with a hail of ‘stones... darts, fire, beehives
and lime’, to inhibit attempts to scale and sap the defences.It worked, but

only for a time. During the next fortnight Raymond of
Toulouse’s Provencal engineers built a large, four-wheeled
mobile siege tower and worked to fill in a ditch alongside
one of the city walls, while Bohemond’s soldiers attacked
from the opposite side. On 11 December, Raymond’s tower,
along with other ladders and engines, was pushed up against
the fortifications. As the sun set, the city fell to storm. All
night a disorganized mob of ordinary infantiy ran amok
through the streets, looting houses and lighting fires to
smoke out citizens who had taken refuge in their cellars.
‘When the plunder [underground] proved disappointing,
they tortured to death the hapless Muslims in their reach,’
remembered Raymond of Aguilers.n Women and children
were massacred, and slaves were taken to be sold back in
Antioch. The author of the Gesta Francorum witnessed
carnage: ‘No corner of the city was clear of Saracen corpses,
and one could scarcely go about

the city streets except by treading on the dead bodies of the
Saracens.’ With midwinter approaching, there was little
more food to be found either inside or outside the town than
there had been at Antioch, and once again the dolorous
spectre of cannibalism awoke. ‘[Our men] ripped up the
bodies of the dead, because they used to find bezants [i.e.
gold coins] hidden in their entrails,’ wrote the author of the
Gesta Francorum. ‘Others cut the dead flesh into slices and
cooked it to eat. * Then, with their bellies full and their
appetites for butchery whetted, they set off for their next
target.
*
As the crusaders ground through Syria towards the
Lebanese coast, with crosses before them and human fat
congealing in their beards, a poet called Mu’izzi composed

verses for the Seljuq sultan Berkyaruq in Isfahan. He
implored the king to be revenged in the name of ‘the Arab
religion’ on the Latins who defiled Muslim lands. ‘You
should kill those accursed dogs and wretched creatures, the
wolves who have sharpened their teeth and claws,’ he wrote.
‘You should take the Franks prisoner and cut their throats,
with jewelled, life-devouring, blood-spurting daggers. You
should make polo balls of the Franks’ heads in the street,
and polo-sticks from their hands and feet.’as Yet the more
that the accursed Franks stormed, slaughtered, tortured,
massacred, enslaved and ate their way through the dar al-I
slam, the further receded any realistic chances of playing
ball games with their skulls. Across Syria, and especially
along the route to Jerusalem that ran by the coastal road
through the regions of Lebanon and Palestine, Seljuq emirs
and semiindependent rulers of cities caught between Seljuq
and

Fatimid influence sent tribute to the crusader princes,
negotiating to be left alone (for any crusaders who had
experience of warfare in against the taifa kingdoms of
Spain, this was a familiar course of events). Meanwhile, the
Christian princes continued to bicker among themselves:
Bohemond left the crusade on 1 March to return to Antioch
for good, while others like his nephew Tancred split into
ever-shifting political factions. Mutual suspicion festered
between the Provencal crusaders who followed Raymond of
Toulouse and the Normans and other Franks. The unity of
the previous year was evaporating. Yet they were closing in
on their target. They had covered around 2,000 miles
(3,200 km) since leaving Europe; now just 200 more (320
km) remained between them and Fatimid-held Jerusalem.
The last bastion of significant resistance to the crusaders’
march was a fortress at Arqa (Akkar), which

held out against a brutal three-month siege between
February and May 1099, during which the crusader rank
and file gorged themselves on little honey-flavoured reeds’ sugar cane - and knights sallied far and wide seeking battle
and plunder.* The ruler of Tripoli, who was lord of Arqa,
eventually wearied of seeing his men die and gave a peace
offering of 15,000 gold pieces, along with horses, mules and
rich fabrics. Elsewhere the ruler of Jubayl (Jableh) gave
5,000 gold pieces and ‘an abundant supply of wine’.p. By
Easter rumours were arriving from Constantinople
suggesting that Alexios Komnenos had finally decided to set
sail with a fleet in support of the crusade, bringing massive
reinforcements of troops, gold and supplies. He would never
appear, but even without the emperor behind them the
crusaders were relentless. It was not clear who, if anyone,
would be able to command an effective resistance.

*
In Cairo, the gold-turbanned Fatimid vizier al-Afdal was
monitoring events with interest, if not yet alarm. Unlike
Qilij Arslan, Yaghi-Siyan, Karbugha and the rest, he had not
personally encountered the resilience and peculiar good
fortune of the Franks, who were increasingly convinced that
they were protected by martial saints like St George and St
Andrew. But he was about to. During the siege of Antioch he
had agreed a non-aggression pact with the princes; now, as
they swept towards his territories, that fell apart. Dipping
his pen into his golden inkwell, al- Afdal wrote rallying
letters which were transmitted via carrier pigeon to the
rulers and faithful Muslims of Acre, Caesarea and
elsewhere. The vizier exhorted the emirs to resist with all
their might ‘a generation of dogs, a foolish, headstrong,
disorderly race’.*

This was easier said than done. During the second half of
May, Tyre, Acre, Haifa and Caesarea all allowed the
crusaders to march past with the barest minimum of
resistance. ‘People fled in panic from their abodes before
them,’ recorded Ibn al-Qalanisi.^ The army was troubled
less by Seljuq or Fatimid troops than by ‘fiery snakes’ they
encountered near Sidon; the snakes’ bites could be fatal; one
of the only known remedies was immediately to have sex
with someone, in order to ‘be released from the swelling and
the heat of the poison.’- By 2 June the crusaders had turned
inland at Arsuf and were headed for Rami a on the road
across the Judean hills to Jerusalem. All they found as they
marched were the signs of abandoned strongholds. The
Fatimids had burned the port of Jaffa (Tel-Aviv Jafo) and
left Ramla standing empty. They had effectively cleared the
path. And so, on Tuesday 7 June the unbelievable finally
happened: guards posted

on the walls of Jerusalem reported to the governor Iftikhar
al-Dawla that they had spied an army of Franks
approaching: ‘rejoicing and exultant’, weeping with joy and
singing hymns. Many were thirsty or starving, others
riddled with disease or suffering from malnutrition. The
army, reduced to no more than 15,000 fighting men, of
whom only about 1,500 were knights, was only a third the
size of that which had set out from Constantinople. It had
lost several of its most prominent leaders and those who
remained were frequently at odds. Nevertheless, the
crusaders had arrived at their destination, and the fate of the
city was about to be decided.
Jerusalem was a modestly sized but well-protected city.
Nestled in the Judean hills, on its eastern side it enjoyed the
natural defensive lie of the steep-sided Jehoshophat valley;
on this and every other side the city was also guarded by
thick walls punctuated by gatehouses,

watchtowers and a citadel known as David’s Tower (the
mihrab dawud), which overlooked the gate adjoining the
road from Jaffa. A series of moats provided further
protection on the northern side. The defences had been
improved since al-Afdal’s men had punched holes in the
walls the previous summer and Iftikhar al-Dawla had a
garrison of around 1,000 troops at his disposal to protect a
population of no more than 30,000. Besides regular militias
raised from the citizeniy, these soldiers included 400 elite
horsemen sent from Cairo by al-Afdal, which included, as
Fulcher of Chartres put it, ‘Arabs as well as Ethiopians’ (by
which he meant black Africans).- The city had its own water
supply, and Iftikhar al-Dawla had taken care to block the
wells outside the city, ensuring that the crusaders, if they did
not wish to die of thirst, would have to bring their own water
from miles away, carried in large canteens stitched together
from ox hides, or else risk

drawing it from the Pool of Siloam, which was well within
arrow range of the battlements.^ Although at several points
the city walls were overlooked by high ground from which
missiles could easily be launched into the streets, and while
it had already been conquered twice in the previous thirty
years by exactly the sort of siegecraft in which the Franks
had proven themselves deadly proficient, the governor was
assured by messengers from the vizier that he would not
have to hold out for very long before an army would come
thundering up from Egypt to his rescue, ‘to engage in the
Holy War against [the crusaders], and to destroy them, and
to succour and protect the city against them’.- All he had to
do was wait it out.
Set against this, Iftikhar al-Dawla had two troubling
considerations. The first was a point of military practicality:
the crusaders knew as well as he did that al- Afdal was
preparing a relief expedition, because captured

messengers had told them that it could be expected by the
end of July. They were making their plans accordingly. The
second was a point of motivation. Sun-weathered, parched,
diseased and weaiy the Franks may have been, but they were
now arrayed before a place they considered the object of
their pilgrimage and, cosmologically, the centre of the earth.
It was the place of Christ’s ministry, Passion, resurrection
and ascension; the burial place of the head of the first man,
Adam, and the starting point of the journeys of the apostles.
‘What other city has ever experienced such a wonderful
mysteiy, from which stemmed the salvation of all the
faithful?’ asked the chronicler Robert the Monk.** For Jews
the city was also of profound importance, as the place where
the Ark of the Covenant had once resided. To Muslims it was
the location of al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock,
where Muhammad had prayed and ascended to the heavens
to

confer with God and the patriarchs during his Night
Journey. But in July 1099 it was the Christians of the Latin
west who had made the most incredible journey to stand in
the shadow of Jerusalem’s ramparts. That would count for
much.
For the first month of the siege the defenders sat tight. All
Christian visitors and residents were expelled from the city
as soon as the Franks arrived. The crusaders were occupied
with the difficult tasks of provisioning in the near-waterless
hills and reassembling - or building from scratch - the
towers, battering rams and catapults they required to
reduce the walls. They were aided in that effort on 17 June
when a small fleet of six Genoese ships put into the remains
of the razed port of Jaffa with building supplies. The ships
were attacked by Egyptian galleys while at anchor, and the
crews were forced to burn their vessels and flee, but not
before they had unloaded valuable

supplies of wood and carpentry equipment.
By the beginning of July Frankish armies could be seen at
two key points around the city. In the south, outside the
Zion Gate, camped the Provencal army of Raymond, count
of Toulouse. Almost all the rest of the princes - the Roberts
of Normandy and Flanders, Godfrey of Bouillon and
Tancred of Hauteville - were lined up to the north, where
they were filling in moats and hammering at the walls
between the far north-east comer of the city at the top of the
valley, and the so-called Quadrangular Tower almost a mile
(1,500 metres) away to the extreme northwest. Ambushes
were set along the paths running away over the Mount of
Olives, where messengers regularly scrambled out of the
least heavily defended side of the city to take information to
the vizier in Cairo: when the Franks captured one
unfortunate errand boy, they tortured him for his
intelligence, bound him hand and foot and flung

him in the direction of the city from the leather bucket of a
trebuchet. He did not make it, crashing well short of the
walls on to a rocky outcrop, where he ‘broke his neck, his
nerves and his bones’, and died instantly.*.<
Despite these unpleasant spectacles, the defenders held
out for a month, watching the crusaders below them toil in
the heat. But on Friday 8 July, they were greeted by a new
sight, as, from the direction of the valley of Jehoshophat
appeared a religious parade of penitents. Inspired by a
visitation from the ghost of the late Bishop Adhemar and the
advice of a local hermit, a stylite who lived in ‘an ancient and
tall tower’, the crusaders had all been fasting for three
days.** Now they processed barefoot and solemn from the
Mount of Olives to Mount Sion, close to Raymond of
Toulouse’s camp. As they walked, unarmed and carrying
holy relics, Iftikhar al-Dawla’s men enjoyed a field day. On
the battlements Muslim troops gleefully

brought out crosses from within the city, spitting and
urinating on them, hanging them from miniature gallows
and dashing them to pieces against the walls. Then they took
aim with their bows and killed or wounded many of the
clerics and laymen. It was, it seemed, all too easy.
The following week, however, everything changed. It had
taken several weeks for the crusaders to assemble their
heaviest artillery, but once built it was lethal. Over the
weekend following the religious procession, the armies in
the north transported all their siege machinery to
concentrate on a half-mile (700 metre) stretch of double
walls running east from St Stephen’s gate. The following
Thursday, 14 July, an almighty battery began. Three
mangonels started the assault, forcing the defenders to
retreat from the walls. Shields of large straw-packed
cushions had been hung from the walls to deaden the impact
of trebuchet-shot, but Godfrey of Bouillon

deployed a hail of burning arrows to clear them. Then came
the sickening, percussive thud of a vast, iron-headed
battering ram of ‘horrendous weight and craftsmanship’.^
This crunched through the outer of the two walls, opening a
breach that was eventually large enough to push through
one of the crusaders’ larger siege towers.* The tower was a
wooden structure a spear’s length taller than the wall itself,
topped with a gleaming gold cross, and covered with flameretardant horse and camel skins stretched over a wicker
cage, which protected the occupants against an inflammable
concoction of sulfur, pitch and molten wax known as Greek
fire, which Jerusalem’s guards hurled in pots that ‘vomited’
flames.*?
It was now obvious that help would not arrive from Egypt
in time to defend the city. Iftikhar al-Dawla had fourteen of
his own mangonels inside Jerusalem, and he divided these
between the two vulnerable points in the

defences, which held up the crusaders’ progress for a time,
preventing them from moving their towers close enough to
the wall to allow an attempt on the ramparts. But as night
fell on Thursday 14 July, following a long day of utterly
ferocious battle, it was clear that he could not hold on much
longer. At dawn the following day the great golden- crossed
tower was finally edged into position against the inner wall
in the north-east, with Godfrey on top of it, shooting his
crossbow (to the south, Raymond of Toulouse’s men also
made contact with the stonework, but their siege engine was
burned with Greek fire). The top of Godfrey’s tower was a
perilous place to be: with a steady and increasingly
desperate rain of missiles, the Jerusalem garrison almost
brought it to the ground. They watched it lurch and nearly
topple, threatening to throw everyone aboard to their
deaths.^ A stone launched from inside the city narrowly
missed Godfrey and hit the soldier standing

next to him: ‘His skull was broken and his neck shattered,’
wrote Albert of Aachen.**
Had the tower or the prince fallen, the city might have
survived. But neither did. Inside the city a stone from a
Frankish mangonel crushed to death two women who were
said to have been attempting to cast a spell over the enemy
artillery, along with three little girls standing by them.**
High above, a sudden burst of arrows tipped with flaming
cotton pads cleared the ramparts for just long enough for a
drawbridge to be let down out of the siege tower, u The first
Frankish troops, commanded by Godfrey, poured over the
top. Soon they had fought their way down from the towers
to the city streets. White-frocked priests chanting the kyrie
eleison ran with long ladders to help the armies below the
tower surge up and over the abandoned wall. Then, the
ladders were no longer required: bolts were pulled back on
the gates, and the

whole might of the crusader army poured in. Many had
waited nearly four years for this moment. As they swarmed,
elated, into the city where Christ had died in agony for the
salvation of their sins, they made it their mission to be
revenged on every unbeliever they encountered. The vizier
al-Afdal was nowhere to be seen. His people, abandoned,
were about to be destroyed.
*
The slaughter of Jerusalem in the days following its fall to
the crusaders on Friday 15 July 1099 was one of the
atrocities of its age, an extreme example of the rights of a
victorious party to withhold mercy from the vanquished,
and a biblical wasting in keeping with other Normaninspired massacres such as William the Conqueror’s
‘harrying’ of northern England in 1069-70. As the

crusaders swooped, Iftikhar al-Dawla cut a deal to save his
own skin and those of the Egyptian forces who had survived
the defence of the ramparts. Under Raymond of Toulouse’s
protection they were rushed out of the city and escorted to
the nearest Fatimid stronghold at Ascalon. Behind them, in
Ibn al-Athir’s words, ‘the inhabitants became prey for the
sword’. ' Since the Christians had been expelled at the
beginning of the siege, eveiy inhabitant was now considered
legitimate quarry for the thousands of zealous warriorpilgrims who ran from house to house murdering and
looting for a full week. Raymond of Aguilers was among
them, and later wrote:
Some of the pagans were mercifully beheaded, others, pierced by arrows,
plunged from towers, and yet others, tortured for a long time, were burned
to death in searing flames. Piles of heads, hands and feet lay in the houses
and streets, and indeed there was a running to and fro of men and knights
over the corpses.

In scenes reminiscent of the disgraceful riots that had taken
place in the Rhineland at the outset of the People’s Crusade,
a large number of Jews were murdered; they ‘assembled in
the synagogue and the Franks burned it over their heads’.**
Thousands of Muslim citizens fled to the large raised
platform of the Temple Mount, where they took shelter in,
around and even on top of al-Aqsa mosque. Tancred of
Hauteville and another lord, Gaston of Beam, offered them
their banners as a sign of protection, but the princes had
long ago lost control of the orgy of violence. Thousands upon
thousands were killed, either by the hands of the mob or by
their own design, as they leaped from the Temple Mount in
despair to escape being tortured to death. Some were
drowned in cisterns. Babies ripped from their mothers were
smashed head-first into walls and door frames. Many
Christian chroniclers saw in this mass extermination on the
site of Solomon’s

Temple the realization of a prophecy from the Revelation of
St John. They wrote, echoing John’s words, of crusaders
riding in blood up to their knees or the bridles of their
horses.v. Naturally, alongside the killing came a frenzy of
rapine, as princes and poor pilgrims alike filled their arms
with treasure: ‘Gold and silver, horses and mules and houses
full of all sorts of goods.’ Tancred, notwithstanding his futile
concern for the well-being of the Muslim citizenry, greedily
pillaged the shrine around the Dome of the Rock (which the
crusaders called the Temple of the Lord). His personal
bodyguard spent two days ripping down ‘an incomparable
quantity of gold and silver from the walls’, an act of naked
freebooting for which Tancred was later censured.'? Across
the city in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, some pilgrims
had decided to pray, clapping and singing and chanting the
Office of the Resurrection, which was normally reserved for
Eastern All

the while their fellows enjoyed themselves putting whole
families to death, ‘so that not a suckling little male child or
female, not even an infant of one year would escape alive the
hand of the murderer’.’? The violence only abated when the
streets were so full of bodies that they had begun to stink. At
this point, priests gave the order for corpses to be dragged
outside the walls and incinerated. ‘They were burned on
pyres like pyramids and no-one save God alone knows how
many there were,’ wrote the author of the Gesta
Francoruin.^
When survivors who had managed to flee Jerusalem
reached the court of the Sunni, Abbasid caliph in Baghdad
they told a story that ‘brought tears to the eye and pained
the heart’. At Friday prayers the news was broadcast to the
faithful in the mosque: a tale of ‘the killing of men, the
enslavement of women and children and the plundering of
property that had fallen upon the Muslims in that revered

august placed To Ibn al-Athir and other scholars writing
after the event, it was clear what had brought about the
calamity: ‘The rulers were all at variance... and so the Franks
conquered the lands.«
Back in Jerusalem, the victorious crusaders took a higher
view of their conquest. ‘Omnipotent God, what deep
emotion, what joy, what grief they felt, after unheard-of
sufferings, never experienced by any army, like the tortures
of child-birth, when, like new-born children, they saw that
they had attained the fresh joys of the long- desired vision,’
rhapsodized Guibert of Nogent.« Whether they had
succeeded through political failing among their enemies,
their own heroic feats of endurance or the will of the
Almighty no one could say for sure. Whatever the case,
Jerusalem had fallen. Urban H’s mission had been
accomplished. The Franks had come to the Holy Land, and
now they were there to stay.

* During the crusaders' assaults on Antioch and Jerusalem, Tughtakin was ataheg
of Damascus, serving Alp Arslan’s grandson Duqaq. In 1104 he became ruler in
his own right.
1 The principal cause of schism in the Fatimid empire in the 1090s was a
succession dispute that followed the death of the caliph al-Mustansir in 1094.
Followers of his eldest son Nizar, who was disinherited and murdered, rejected the
authority of the new caliph, al-Musta’li. This split both dissolved Fatimid unity in
Egypt and led indirectly to the formation of a Shi’ite, Persian- origin Nizari splinter
state in Syria most commonly (if inaccurately) known as the Hashishiyya or
Assassins.
i Numerous Latin chroniclers related stories of the foulness and scarcity of the
water available at the siege of Jerusalem, which caused widespread disease and
much ill-feeling, as those collecting water charged extortionate rates to their fellow
crusaders for the privilege of drinking even a mouthful of polluted, worm-riddled
slurry.
5
To make room for the siege engine to attack the breach, the crusaders had first to
set on fire the battering ram, which had become jammed in the w’alls after doing
its job; they managed to do this despite the defenders pouring

9
Dividing the Spoils
So much for the barbarians...

Shortly before Christmas 1099 Bohemond of Antioch and
Baldwin of Edessa came down to Jerusalem to complete
their pilgrimages with a first visit to the Holy City. It was
another foul winter, and the journey of more than 250

miles (400 km) from northern Syria to Palestine brought the
familiar evil weather and perpetual lack of supplies. Fulcher
of Chartres travelled with Bohemond and Baldwin and
recorded the dismal conditions: hunger alleviated only by
eating donkey and camel meat or chewing sugar cane;
Muslim bandits lurking around the narrow paths along the
way’ to rob or kill foragers; ‘excessive cold and frequent
rainstorms’ after which ‘the heat of the sun was not
sufficient to dry our sodden clothes when another rain
would harass us for four or five days’.i It was so wet and cold
that troops died from exposure in their tents.
Along the way they met no one who would sell them food
or supplies, save the Fatimid-aligned emirs of Caesarea and
Tripoli, who traded grain and bread at extortionate prices.
And when they reached Jerusalem on 21 December their
outpourings of pious joy and relief were tempered by the
lingering sights and smells of their fellow

crusaders’ victory five months earlier. ‘What a stench there
was around the walls of the city... from the rotting bodies of
the Saracens slain by our comrades, lying wherever they had
been hunted down,’ wrote Fulcher.* Passing through the
city gates the pilgrim party were forced to cover their
mouths and hold their noses against the nauseating
miasma.
In Jerusalem they found Baldwin’s elder brother, Godfrey
of Bouillon, ruling supreme. Godfrey had been elected to
pre-eminence eight days after the city fell, on 22 July. He
declined to take the title of king, instead choosing to be
called ‘Advocate [or Defender] of the Holy Sepulchre’.
Alongside him, Arnulf of Chocques was confirmed as the
first Latin patriarch of Jerusalem on 1 August. As soon as
Godfrey was appointed, he was forced to march an army out
of Jerusalem to the Fatimid coastal redoubt of Ascalon, 45
miles (70 km) away, where the

Fatinlid vizier al-Afdal was belatedly assembling an army to
storm Jerusalem and evict the impertinent unbelievers.
Somehow, yet again, the crusaders had triumphed,
defeating a large Fatimid army in a terrible battle fought
outside Ascalon’s walls on 12 August. Al-Afdal was put to
flight and his sword was captured (naturally, this was found
to be a glorious weapon valued at sixty bezants).* ‘The battle
was terrible, but the power of God was with us,’ wrote the
author of the Gesta Francorum.* And indeed, the crusaders’
run of successes on the battlefield was starting to seem
miraculous. It was true that they had grown wily through
long experience and were hardened to extreme misery, but
now they also had in their possession a remarkable new
divine prophylactic: a shard of the True Cross. Encased in a
golden reliquary, it had been discovered by torturing the
Orthodox priests at the Holy Sepulchre who guarded it.
When carried into battle by the

patriarch, this relic - which explicitly and obviously rivalled
another portion of the Cross held in Constantinople by
Alexios Komnenos - was thought to make the crusaders
invincible to the assaults of the infidel. It did not, however,
make them impervious to the machinations of each other,
as Bohemond and Baldwin’s visit at Christmas 1099 was to
show.
*
The two princes of the northern crusader states did not
arrive in Jerusalem alone. At the start of their journey they
had collected another formidable character, by the name of
Daimbert (or Dagobert), archbishop of Pisa: a high- ranking
churchman originally from the German lands around
Mainz, whom Urban II had most likely appointed as a papal
legate.* Daimbert had been at Clermont in 1095,

and had preached the First Crusade in his Italian
archdiocese. Yet he never joined the armies of the princes.
Instead, the pope had sent him in 1098 to Alfonso VI of
Castile, to help organize new lands conquered from the
Muslim rulers in Spain on behalf of the Roman church.
According to Albert of Aachen, who regarded Daimbert with
unmasked contempt, this had been a profitable enterprise.
The archbishop, said Albert, siphoned off large amounts of
treasure presented to him by Alfonso, most notably ‘a
golden ram of marvellous and beautiful workmanship’
which was intended as a present for the pope.ii Instead of
sending this glittering trinket to Rome, Albert alleged,
Daimbert kept it for himself, and was still carrying the ram
and a cache of his Spanish treasure when he arrived in the
Holy Land with a large fleet of Pisan ships in the autumn of
1099. Along the way he had looted various Greek islands and
fought running battles against

Byzantine vessels equipped with bronze lion heads which
sprayed Greek fire from their mouths. Daimbert made
contact with Bohemond at the Byzantine city of Latakia,
which the new prince of Antioch was enthusiastically
besieging, sent his ships on to Jaffa and went south with the
delegation that appeared in Jerusalem on 21 December.
To judge by the account given by Fulcher of Chartres, the
visit of Bohemond, Baldwin and Daimbert to Jerusalem was
a peaceful, celebratory affair, in which the princes visited the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre ‘and the other holy places’,
then travelled 8 miles (13 km) south of the city to
Bethlehem. On Christmas Eve, in the large, cruciform
Church of the Nativity they joined in prayer on the spot
where the infant Christ had been placed in a manger.'
Christmas Day was spent back in Jerusalem, and at new year
the group went out of the city once again to

bathe in the River Jordan. During the first week of January
1100, they cut palm leaves from the famous trees of Jericho:
before Bohemond and Baldwin set off back north, to return
to their new homes via Tiberias and the Sea of Galilee. It
was, or appeared to be, a happy Christmas.
Yet beneath the celebrations, matters were not quite so
peaceful. In the course of his festive narrative, Fulcher noted
that while Bohemond and Baldwin were in Jerusalem,
Godfrey ‘and the other chief men’ appointed ‘Lord Daimbert
to be Patriarch in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre’. This
meant that after just six months, Arnulf of Chocques was
elbowed aside. Fulcher did not explain this abrupt change in
Jerusalem’s nascent Latin leadership. Had he done so, he
would have been forced to concede that it was in fact a coup,
orchestrated in favour of Bohemond. Seemingly from
nowhere, an outsider who had

played no part in the long march to the east had been gifted
the most prestigious new office in the Christian world. The
patriarch had of course brought treasure, Pisan warships
and the backing of Rome - but more important than any of
that was his usefulness to the artful prince of Antioch.
When Anna Komnene reflected in her chronicle on
Bohemond’s behaviour around this time, she wrote that he
was ‘not changed a jot, a man who had never learned what
it was to keep the peace... a thorough rogue’.* Certainly, he
always had an eye for his own advantage. During the
Christmas visit of 1099, Daimbert used his new patriarchal
powers to bless Bohemond in his title as prince of Antioch.
He thereby officially sanctioned on behalf of the Latin
church the blatant oath-breaking that Bohemond had
undertaken when he refused to turn the city over to
Byzantium the previous year. To reinforce the point he

also confirmed a raft of new ecclesiastical appointments in
Antioch, overriding the right of the Greek patriarch there.'*
Byzantine claims to Bohemond’s city and the state he
intended to build around it were being systematically
stripped away. Furthermore, Daimbert’s introduction as
patriarch in Jerusalem came at a direct cost to the Latins, as
he demanded control over a large swathe of the city (which
became the ‘Patriarch’s quarter’ and included the Holy
Sepulchre itself) as well as extensive rights in the port of
Jaffa. It was little wonder that, writing her chronicle many
years later, Anna Komnene gnashed her teeth at
Bohemond’s selfishness and impudence, and deplored the
depravity of his Pisan allies. ‘So much for the barbarians,’
she wrote.- Bohemond would get his comeuppance: in
August 1100 he was captured while campaigning in
Melitene (Malatya), north of Edessa on the banks of the
upper Euphrates, and taken off in chains

as a prisoner of Danishmend Ghazi, the ruler of northeastern Asia Minor who was a sometime ally of the Seljuq
petty sultan Qilij Arslan. He was only released in May 1103,
on payment of a vast ransom of 100,000 bezants. Yet this
was not the end of his career, and his troubled relations with
the Emperor Alexios were destined to continue for the rest
of the decade, giving plenty more cause for Anna Komnene’s
displeasure. If all the iniquity and duplicity of the Franks or Kelts, as she called them - could have been given a single
human form, it would have been that of Bohemond.
As a new century dawned, the map of the Holy Land and
the eastern Mediterranean was changing rapidly. In
Jerusalem, a Latin kingdom became a reality late in 1100,
when Godfrey of Bouillon died and his brother, Baldwin of
Edessa, was summoned south to celebrate a second
Christmas in Bethlehem. There on 25 December he was

crowned Baldwin I, king of Jerusalem. He was destined for
a far longer reign than his brother, who had been weakened
terribly by his arduous crusade, and perhaps had never fully
recovered from the severe injuries he sustained fighting a
bear in Asia Minor. Baldwin would rule until 1118 (his
cousin, Baldwin of Bourcq, succeeded him as count of
Edessa) and during that time he waged a steady war against
the Fatimids. This war necessitated not only defensive
actions against armies marching out of Egypt, but also
campaigns to secure further cities for Frankish rule. It was a
matter of existential importance that the crusader kingdom
expanded beyond the city of Jerusalem the narrow, perilous
corridor of land running off to Jaffa and the sea. So during
the first decade of his reign Baldwin targeted, with varying
degrees of success, Arsuf, Caesarea, Acre, Tyre, Beirut,
Sidon and Tripoli. Little by little, over the course of
Baldwin’s reign, a

genuine crusader kingdom would start to emerge.
In these campaigns Baldwin was aided by comrades old
and new. Of the princes who had set out after Clermont,
some - like Godfrey, Baldwin and Tancred of Hauteville settled in the east. Others went back to the west: Robert of
Flanders and Robert of Normandy decided to return to their
homelands, which were suffering considerably for lack of
stable lordship. A few, Bohemond among them, would
attempt to straddle the two sides of the Mediterranean,
travelling back and forth between France, the Balkans,
Byzantium and the new crusader states. And others still
tried to keep the momentum of the First Crusade alive.
Stephen of Blois had abandoned the crusade at Antioch in
1098, for which he was lambasted as ‘a scoundrel and a
wretch’ by the author of the Gesta Francorum, and he was
determined to atone for his failures Both he and Hugh of
Vermandois - along with

the irrepressible Raymond of Toulouse - joined an army of
western lords and peasants that set out to reinforce the
crusaders by marching overland from Constantinople
through Asia Minor in the summer of 1101. Their ill- starred
mission was scattered by the united armies of Qilij Arslan,
Radwan, emir of Aleppo and Danishmend Ghazi. Both
Stephen and Hugh died in the course of this campaign.
Raymond, however, stayed on in the east and worked until
his own death in 1105 to establish a fourth crusader state
between Jerusalem and Antioch, which in 1109 would
eventually become the county of Tripoli.
In western Europe, meanwhile, hundreds of crusade
survivors were staggering back to their homes - some ill,
some wounded, very few having earned more than they had
spent - carrying palm leaves and telling jaw-dropping
stories of suffering and derring-do. Some carried relics, and
scores of churches and monasteries in France,

Flanders, England, Italy and elsewhere were endowed with
fragments of stone chipped from the tomb of Christ at the
Holy Sepulchre, shavings of metal from the tip of the Holy
Lance of Antioch, splinters of the True Cross and assorted
portions of saints’ bodies, including the arm, shoulder and
rib-bones of St George, which were pilfered from a marble
chest in a monastery somewhere in Cilicia and ended up in
the abbey of Anchin in Flanders.12 But many more
crusaders brought back only mental and physical scars.
Raimbold of Caron, who fought at Antioch and claimed to
have been the first man over the walls of Jerusalem on 15
July 1099, came back with one of his hands missing, and fell
into a life of decidedly unholy violence, which eventually
earned him fourteen years of penance imposed by the
church as punishment for ordering the beating and
castration of a monk from Bonneval.

Few of these survivors wished to go back to the east, but
there were others who did. Then there were the newcomers.
Although the fall of Jerusalem had been a seemingly
miraculous triumph, it had not brought an end to the
impulses that lay behind crusading. There were plenty of
knights still travelling from the west in search of a
penitential fight against the infidel: Albert, count of
Biandrate and his brother Guy came east with the bishop of
Milan and a group of other Lombards in 1101 and was killed
fighting the Turks. An English sea captain called Godric of
Finchale joined two separate missions to the east in the
decade after Jerusalem’s fall, after which he retired back in
the west to become a hermit.
For certain families, such as the intermarried Montlheiy
and Le Puiset dynasties of central France, armed pilgrimage
to crusader states would become a tradition and a duty
passed down through the generations.^ For

other groups, such as the acquisitive and adventurous
seafaring merchants of Italian city states like Pisa, Genoa
and Venice, assisting with the survival and growth of the
crusader states became a matter not only of piety but of
hard-nosed business opportunity. The Pisan ships that had
brought Patriarch Daimbert to the east did not linger long,
but in June 1100 the doge of Venice’s son, Vitale Giovanni,
arrived via Rhodes with 200 ships, and proceeded to lend
Venetian sea power to crusader attacks on the Levantine
coast. The Genoese sent more than 150 galleys between 1100
and 1109, joining campaigns from Caesarea in the south to
Mamistra, inland in Cilicia, to the north, and keeping
detailed accounts of the politics of Jerusalem and the Holy
Land in their city annals.w
These essential contributions to stabilizing the crusader
states were undertaken with pious intent and a sensitivity to
both the wish of individual citizens to make penitential

armed pilgrimages and the wider desire of the civic
community to gain a reputation for religious deeds. Yet at
the same time, the galleys went into battle only on the
condition that their occupants were awarded lucrative
trading rights and revenues in eveiy city that was taken.
Faith and business were two sides of the same coin.*
This was no radical departure. Pisan and Genoese vessels
had been engaged in warfare against Muslim enemies since
at least 1087, when amphibious attacks on Mahdia (alMahdiyya) in Ifriqiya, undertaken primarily for commercial
advantage, had been justified as the pursuit of righteous war
against the infidel and the manifestation of ‘our Redeemer’s
most mighty hand, by which the Pisan race vanquished a
most impious people’.^ They had been granted special
trading rights for assisting crusaders since Bohemond
issued a charter privileging Genoese merchants on 14 July
1098, just one month after

the fall of Antioch.K The opportunity to buy permanent
outposts in the newly Latinized cities of the eastern
Mediterranean was too good to pass up, combining as it did
a chance to demonstrate civic piety and attachment to the
crusading movement with economic expansion. Italians
who took their crusading vows and set out to help win,
defend and man trading stations on the Syrian and
Palestinian coast would be a common sight in the crusader
east for generations to come.
*
In Sicily, Bohemond’s uncle Count Roger I, who had
steadfastly refused to be taken in by the lure of holy warfare
either in Ifriqiya or in Palestine, was coming to the end of
his reign by 1099. History was destined to recall only dimly
his wars against Muslim powers of the

Mediterranean, which paled in drama and renown next to
the business of the Jerusalem crusade. Yet in his own way,
he had achieved just as astonishing a feat.
By the turn of the century, Sicily had been wrenched
firmly and permanently from Arab rule. Malta, too, was
conquered in 1090. Roger overrode long-standing
Byzantine claims to oversee the church in his new territories
by creating a Latin ecclesiastical hierarchy that the count
himself oversaw. In 1098 Pope Urban II had taken the
unprecedented step of awarding Roger legatine status. This
meant he was permitted to appoint his own bishops - an
astounding privilege considering that investiture had been
at the heart of wars between popes and kings across the west
for decades. Having come to southern Italy as a younger son
seeking a fortune, Roger ended up the most powerful man
in that region. His son Roger II, bom at Christmas-time in
1099, grew up to

become Sicily’s first Norman king and a towering presence
in Mediterranean history during the twelfth century. In
winning a crown, he fulfilled the royal ambitions of his
father. The elder Roger died in June 1101, and was buried in
a fine tomb at the abbey of Mileto in Calabria, where above
his Romanesque marble sarcophagus was erected a canopy
made from porphyry - the purple-flecked stone that was
supposedly reserved only for use by Byzantine emperors.i*
His widow Adelaide del Vasto, who oversaw the
construction of that fine tomb, later went on to become,
albeit for a short and unhappy period, the queen consort of
King Baldwin I of Jerusalem. Whatever Roger’s reticence
about crusading, he had proven himself an important figure
in the development of the movement and the wider story of
his times.

*
Then there was Spain, where, just as in Sicily, papalsanctioned warfare against an Islamic foe had long preceded
Urban H’s crusade preaching. Here the new shape of war
that had been set in the 1080s was between rulers such as
Alfonso VI of Castile and Leon - the ‘emperor of the two
religions’ - and the Almoravids of north-west Africa. The
1090s were dominated by a long- running series of battles
over Valencia, ruled by El Cid. The struggle for Valencia was
won by the Almoravids: El Cid died in July 1099, and three
years later in 1102 his widow Jimena Diaz was counselled by
Alfonso to abandon her attempts to defend the city and its
appurtenances, burn it and retreat to fight another day.
Other than Valencia, the Almoravids won back no more
significant territories from the Christian princes of the
north, but

their dramatic arrival on the European mainland, riding
roughshod over the fractured taifa states and taking aim at
the Christian kings, had done much to advance the idea that
the perpetual boundary squabbles of the peninsula were
giving way to a cosmic, existential struggle between two
faith-defined blocs, in which there could only be a single
winner. Alfonso, for his part, lived on until 1109, when he
died while organizing the defence of Toledo, the greatest
prize of his career, from attack by the Almoravids. He was
buried at the monastery at Sahagiin, on the Way of St James,
which had been converted to Cluniac obedience under his
direction and had therefore played its own role in the spread
of ideas of Christian holy warfare and Roman expansion into
Muslim-held areas. It was an appropriate place for Alfonso
to take his rest, and the twelfth-century Tunisian legal writer
and historian Ibn al- Kardabus wrote that his death came as
a great relief to all

Muslims.’*
Thanks to Alfonso and others like him, by the dawn of the
twelfth century Spain had unquestionably come to be seen
as a major frontier of holy war between Latin Christian and
Muslim rulers. If there were any doubt that clashes in the
region were explicitly linked to the conflicts of the east, it
had been swept away in 1096 when Urban wrote to several
noblemen on either side of the Pyrenees to urge them not to
travel to the Holy Land, but rather to stay and fight the
Almoravids. ‘If any one of you... plans to go to Asia, let him
try to fulfil the desire of his devotion here,’ wrote Urban. ‘For
there is no virtue in delivering Christians from Saracens
there while exposing Christians here to the tyranny and
oppression of the Saracens.’- Besides the appeal to simple
geographical convenience, Urban added the assurance that
the same remission of sins and ‘participation in life eternal’
promised to the

eastern crusaders would greet those who fell as martyrs
while fighting in Spain. Crusading, it seemed, was not
exclusively about Jerusalem. The chronicler Guibert of
Nogent and the patriarch of Jerusalem, Daimbert of Pisa both of whom had experience of the wars against the
Almoravids before their adventures in the east - referred to
Muslim-held territories in Syria and Palestine by the generic
term ‘Hispania’. Apparently they recognized no particular
difference between the struggle against the masked Berber
zealots of northwest Africa and the taifa kings whom they
displaced in southern Iberia, the Sunni- aligned Seljuqs of
Asia Minor and Syria or the Shi’ite Fatimids of Egypt.ii
*

Whether this was all as Urban had intended at Clermont

would never be known. Nor is it recorded how the pope
responded to the news in 1099 that Jerusalem had been
conquered. A letter addressed to him in September 1099 by
Daimbert, Godfrey of Bouillon and Raymond of Toulouse
triumphantly narrated the crusaders’ escapades in ‘fulfilling
through us what [God] had promised in ancient times’. The
authors continued:
We call on you, all the bishops, devout clerics, monks and all the laity, to
glory in the marvellous bravery and devotion of our brothers, in the glorious
and very desirable reward of the Almighty, in the remission of sins which
we hope for through the grace of God, and in the exultation of the Catholic
Church of Christ and the whole Latin race, so that God who lives and reigns
for ever and ever will sit you down at His right hand.

And they requested that the pope and all the faithful
should look after veterans coming back from the campaign,
helping them to settle their debtor

Yet Urban never received the letter, and he never learned
of Jerusalem’s fall, for by the time news came back to the
west he was dead. He breathed his last on 29 July 1099, to
be succeeded by another Cluniac, who took the name
Paschal II. Paschal continued to back wars against the
‘Moabites and Moors’ in Spain, and took considerable
interest in assisting with efforts to ensure the survival of the
Christian states in the east that would come to be known
collectively as Outremer. He bickered long and hard with
Holy Roman Emperors and he tried without success to
improve relations with the Komnenoi in Byzantium. He did
not attempt to repeat Urban’s rallying ciy at Clermont indeed, it would be many years before another pope dared
call for another mission on the epic scale of the First
Crusade. But in the meantime there would be no shortage of
willing crusaders.

’ These palm leaves were highly valued by crusaders, who took them as trophies
of their victory, often carrying them back to the west to be laid upon the altars of
local religious institutions as a mark of their mission accomplished. On this see
Riley-Smith, Jonathan, The First Crusaders: 1095-1131 (Cambridge, 1997), pp.
144-5.

PART II
Kingdom of Heaven

IO

Sigurd Jerusalemfarer
Sixty ships sailed... by holy heaven's
decree.

Tall with red-brown hair, ‘not handsome, but well
proportioned’ and never inclined to speak unless he had

something important to say, Sigurd I of Norway became a
king at around the age of thirteen.! That was in 1103, the
year his father, Magnus Barelegs, was struck in the neck
with an axe by an Irishman and fell down dead, leaving the
crown jointly to the teenage Sigurd and two of his halfbrothers: Eystein, a few months older, and Olaf, who was
little more than a toddler.
Magnus - the ‘Barelegs’ sobriquet referred to his fondness
for clothing cropped short above the knee in the British
fashion - had been a stem and warlike ruler of Christian faith
but classic Viking inclination, possessed by a seafaring
wanderlust that led him to conquests around the North Sea
and beyond. When Sigurd was a child, his father had taken
him on one of his habitual long expeditions, and they had
sailed together to Orkney and the Hebrides, the Isle of Man
and north Wales. Sigurd watched as his father battled Gaels,
Manxmen and

Normans, wearing a crimson silken tunic decorated with
gold lions and swinging a sword with a hilt of walrus ivoiy
which he had given the pet name ‘Legbiter’.s
Sigurd had seen his father bum countryside, butcher men
and demand tribute from conquered islands. He had also
seen him undertake small acts of mercy, and even of piety,
as when Magnus stopped on the Holy Isle of Iona, in the
Hebrides, proclaimed peace to all who lived there and
ostentatiously refused, out of reverence, to plunder the
ancient cell of St Columba. In general, however, Magnus
preferred the battlefield to the cloister, telling his friends
that ‘one should have a king for glorious deeds, not for a long
life’.* It was abrupt but not surprising when he was cut down
in his prime while making war somewhere near
Downpatrick, Ireland, at the age of twenty-nine.
Now, all of a sudden, Sigurd and his brothers were joint
kings. The two older boys parcelled up Norway between

them and agreed to rule in tandem as they waited for Olaf to
grow up and claim his part of the patrimony. This was an
unconventional arrangement, and as soon as Sigurd was on
the threshold of manhood he began to plot his own travels
away from the congested kingdom. For him the North and
Irish Seas were not enough. In the first years of the twelfth
century travellers had begun to trickle back to Norway from
much further afield. Some had been to Palestine, others to a
place they called Miklagarth (The Great Stronghold) where
they had ‘acquired great fame and could tell of many
events’.* This was Constantinople, and it is likely that some
spoke of lucrative mercenary service in the Varangian
Guard, the foreign legion that made up the Byzantine
emperor’s elite personal bodyguard, and recruited its
members from England, the Germanic states and
Scandinavia (during the 1030s, Sigurd’s great-grandfather
Harald Hardrada had been a

commander, travelling and fighting in Sicily, Asia Minor
and Mesopotamia). Others must have seen action in the
First Crusade and the nascent crusader states. Certainly one
near neighbour, Sven of Denmark, had marched 1,500 men
across Asia Minor towards Antioch in 1097, achieving his
martyrdom rather too early when he was set upon by Qilij
Arslan’s forces; his men were routed and Sven and his wife
Florina of Burgundy were riddled with arrows.*
So the notion of Scandinavians found far from home,
fighting with and against peoples of the eastern
Mediterranean, was not entirely strange.* But in the first
decade of the twelfth century, talk of events taking place on
the other side of Christendom filled the Norwegians with
unprecedented excitement, and men across the kingdom
began to talk of travelling to the Holy Land. When he was
seventeen, Sigurd - possessed by a young man’s instinct for
adventure and, perhaps, the

generations-old Viking sense that great riches were usually
to be found across the seas - agreed to lead them. He made
a pact with his elder brother, by which Eystein agreed to rule
the whole kingdom while Sigurd took an expeditionary army
to the Mediterranean. In the autumn of 1107 Sigurd fitted
out a fleet and went to sea with, it was later reckoned,
10,000 men under his command. ‘Sixty ships sailed, gaily
planked, hence by holy heaven’s decree,’ wrote an Icelandic
skald (bard poet) called Thorarin Stuttfield.' The armada of
sixty longships - typically 30 metres (100 ft) in length, with
dragons snarling from the prow, billowing square sails and
a crew of up to sixty oarsmen in each - was a mighty and
daunting sight.?
*
Sigurd made the first stop of his journey in England,

where Harald Hardrada had contended for the throne
during the upheavals of 1066. Five decades on, the Normans
were fully in command there and one later chronicler
claimed that ‘peace remained undisturbed’.^ This was not
entirely true. William the Conqueror’s son Robert, duke of
Normandy, one of the princes of the First Crusade who had
helped take Jerusalem, had returned from the Holy Land in
1100 to find his youngest brother occupying the English
throne as King Henry I. Robert had missed his chance to
wear a crown, and in 1105-6 things got much worse. Heniy
invaded Robert’s duchy of Normandy, defeated him in battle
near Tinchebray and took him back to England as a
prisoner. When Sigurd arrived to overwinter, the crusading
hero was locked away in Devizes castle. He would see out the
rest of his life in jail, dying in Cardiff castle in 1134, by which
time he was in his eighties.

Sigurd, since he came in peace, was treated much better
than Robert. The chronicler William of Malmesbury said he
was ‘comparable to the bravest heroes’, and he was shown
the full protection of the Norman crown.* To show his
gratitude, and in keeping with his status as a pilgrim on his
way to the Holy Land, Sigurd donated vast sums to various
English churches. Then, when the wind picked up in the
spring of 1108, he left England, sailed across the Channel
and headed south. His fleet made stately progress along
France’s Atlantic coastline before rounding the Bay of
Biscay. Towards the end of summer they put into port in
Galicia, which the Norwegians knew as Jakobsland — the
land of St James, or Santiago de Compostela.
Here again they overwintered, although it was a less
peaceful stay than they had enjoyed in England. Galicia’s
ruler, Alfonso VI of Castile-Leon, had less than a year to live
and was preoccupied elsewhere in his sprawling

territories. His male heir Sancho had been killed in battle by
the Almoravids that summer, and the authority of Alfonso’s
newly designated successor, his daughter Urraca, was highly
uncertain until the king could decide upon the magnate to
whom he wished to marry her. Galician hospitality,
therefore, relied on the goodwill of the local nobility.^ An
agreement with an unnamed earl (jarl) to provide the
Norwegians with a permanent winter market fell through,
and after Christmas the northerners were obliged to forage
the countryside for sustenance, with predictable results.
There was a confrontation between the earl and Sigurd’s
men, ‘whereupon the earl fled as he had but a small force’.Sigurd plundered the earl’s castle, resupplied his army, then
set sail, heading south once again. His men now had a taste
for battle, and when they encountered their first Muslims a pirate fleet who attacked them at sea - they responded
ferociously,

seizing eight of the pirate galleys and scattering the rest.
On they went. To their left as they sailed was the county
of Portugal. This was frontier country: under Muslim rule,
but firmly in the sights of Alfonso Vi’s son-in-law Henry of
Burgundy, who was trying to extend his own, Christian
dominion in the region. The Norwegians did not pass
peacefully. According to the thirteenth-century Icelandic
poet and chronicler Snorri Sturluson, the king set upon the
Muslim-held castle at Sintra, where ‘the heathens had
established themselves and harried the Christians. He
conquered the stronghold and killed all the people in it,
because they refused to be baptized.’ Although writing far
after the events, Snorri entertained no doubts about Sigurd’s
status as a soldier of Christ, even if he had not taken any
formal crusading vow. He also noted that his hero ‘made
much booty there’.*
There was booty, too, a little further on in Lisbon (al-

Ushbuna), which had a mixed population of Christians and
Muslims. Sigurd was not the first Scandinavian warrior to
have disembarked at Lisbon with a sword in his hand: in
844 a Viking army led by a Dane named Halstein and the
Swedish king Bjorn Ironside held the city for thirteen days
on their way to an audacious attack on Seville. The
contemporary Arabic-speaking historian Ibn Idhari
imagined how they ‘filled the ocean with dark red birds, in
the same way as they had filled the hearts of men with fear
and trembling’.* Of course, there was one important
difference: the visitors of 844 had been pagan pirates,
whereas in 1109 Sigurd came as an explicitly Christian
plunderer, lauded by his contemporary, the skald Halldor
Skvaldri, for vanquishing the Thapless heathens’
After further raiding at a castle south of Lisbon and a
battle against Muslim corsairs around Norvasund - or

Gibraltar - Sigurd next hit land at the tiny, arid outpost of
Formentera in the Balearic Islands. The islands, which also
included Majorca, Menorca and Ibiza, were still an
independent taifa kingdom, for the Almoravids had yet to
cross the Balearic Sea and subjugate them. Formentera barren, sandy, and only about 30 square miles (80 sq km)
in its entirety - was occupied by black African freebooters
who ‘harried far and wide on the island’ and had created a
makeshift fortress by adding stone walls to a cave system in
the cliffs, located perhaps near the present-day Far de la
Mola in the island’s extreme east. They were not in the
slightest bit intimidated by the arrival of a band of pale
northerners at the foot of the cliffs. According to Snorri
Sturluson they ‘brought out costly stuffs and other precious
things out on the wall, shook them at the Norwegians,
shouted at them, egged them to come on, and taunted
them’.^

Come on at them they did. Obeying his father’s maxim
about glorious deeds trumping a long life, Sigurd
commanded his troops to find a path by which they could
drag two small boats to the clifftop. Once they had done so,
men piled on board, and the launches were lowered on
strong ropes down to the cave-mouths. From this position
the Norwegians unleashed a hail of stones and arrows,
forcing the defenders to retreat from their outermost wall.
Meanwhile, Sigurd led a hair-raising climb up the cliffface.
When he and his fellow climbers reached the top, they
pulled the defensive wall to pieces and lit fires that filled the
caves with choking smoke. ‘Some of the heathens lost their
lives [in the fire], others hurled themselves against the
weapons of the Norwegians; but all were either killed or
burned,’ wrote Snorri Sturluson. ‘The Norwegians took the
greatest amount of booty they had gotten on this
expedition.’i' Already, it seemed, fighting in the name of

the Lord was proving a profitable business.
*
After Formentera, Sigurd and his men spent a little time
terrorizing Ibiza. Then, in the words of Halldor Skvaldri,
they ‘crimsoned’ their spears ‘on green Menorca’, before
heading on across the sea to friendlier terrain in Sicily,
arriving in the spring of 1110.28 Here Sigurd was greeted by
a ruler with whom he had youth in common, for Count
Roger II was just fourteen years old. Unlike Sigurd,
however, Roger was not yet exercising power by himself.
Instead, Sicily was controlled by his mother, Adelaide, who,
around the time of Sigurd’s arrival, was ‘the great female
ruler, the malikah of Sicily and Calabria, the protector of
Christian faith’.«
Snorri Sturluson claimed that Sigurd and Roger

banqueted together for a full week, with the Norwegian king
being personally served at table by the young count. This
may or may not have been correct - certainly Snorri was
mistaken when he wrote that Sigurd conferred full kingship
on Roger; the Sicilian count was not elevated to a crown of
his own until 1130. Nevertheless, Sicily was a natural
stopping point for anyone travelling east by sea, and a
period of feasting and mutual celebration would have been
an understandable way for these two young rulers to pass
the time while Sigurd’s men repaired and reprovisioned
their ships. They were both members of a new generation of
warrior rulers who would have to find their place in a world
where warfare between Christian and Muslim forces would
inevitably be framed within the context of crusading, and
perhaps they discussed that fact. Or perhaps they simply
made merry amid the exotic splendour of Roger’s court.
Whatever took place between

them, for Sigurd and his band of Vikings, the Palestinian
coast was now tantalizingly close.
*
The sea lanes around Palestine were busy - and a little
perilous - during the summer of 1110. The first decade of the
twelfth century saw an influx of pilgrims from all across the
Christian world, and their vessels swelled the usual traffic of
merchants, Fatimid military patrols and pirates. One
pilgrim diary written after 1102-3 recorded the scenes in
southern Italy as pilgrims took ship to the Holy Land from
Bari, Brindisi, Barletta, Siponto, Trani, Otranto and
Monopoli: every major port on Apulia’s Adriatic coast .a*
And this was only Apulia. Sigurd would have passed dozens
more such hectic ports as he traversed the ‘Greek Sea’ - that
is, the Aegean - a route that

involved sticking close to shore and island-hopping from
the Peloponnese through the Cyclades and Dodecanese
islands, then following the coast of southern Anatolia before
crossing to Palestine via Cyprus.^ Here went a huge volume
of human traffic, with visitors descending on the eastern
Mediterranean from everywhere between the British Isles
and the Ukrainian steppe. In the days in 1110 when Sigurd
and his men sailed into view of the coast there were also
three ships carrying pilgrims from Flanders and Antwerp
and another from Byzantium loaded with ‘merchandise and
provisions’, being pursued by a Fatimid naval fleets The
crusade and its dramatic recasting of the balance of power
in Syria and Palestine had opened up tempting possibilities
for those who wished to pray, to fight, to make money - or
to do a little of all three. These were busy waters.
The first fight the Norwegians tried to pick on arriving

in Palestinian waters was with the townsfolk of Ascalon.
Despite the battle of August 1099 Ascalon remained in
Fatimid hands and it provided a haven for Egyptian ships
which could come to the aid of Muslim cities further up the
coastline that were under assault by the crusader states.
Sigurd approached Ascalon and ‘anchored in the harbour of
the town... for whole hours of the day and night in order to
see if any men from the town would meet him by land or
sea, with whom he might contrive some battle by accident
or design’, wrote Albert of Aachen. ‘But... the Ascalonites
kept quiet and did not dare to come out.» Fighting would
have to wait. With no battle on offer, Sigurd ordered his fleet
to move off north, dropping him at Jaffa before continuing
on to Acre. In Jaffa, Sigurd met King Baldwin I and the two
monarchs showered each other with kisses of mutual
respect before heading east to the Holy City.

Sigurd had the honour of being the first western king to
visit the crusader states, and he was given appropriately
royal treatment. He and Baldwin marched in splendour to
Jerusalem, accompanied by ‘all the clergy, clothed in albs
and in all the splendid dress of divine religion, singing
hymns and songs’.^ A tour of the holy sites in and around
Jerusalem followed, after which the two kings bathed
together in the Jordan. The great skald Einar Skiilason later
composed a verse to commemorate the moment:
Peaceful pilgrimage made the prince — under wide heaven
nobler lord was never known — through Land the Holy-a*

Baldwin gifted Sigurd a splinter of the Holy Cross and the
younger man promised to take it home and display it at the
tomb of St Olaf, a former Norwegian king famous for

promoting Christianity in the then-pagan realm, who was
canonized some decades later despite having led a
colourfully violent life that ended when he was murdered by
his own subjects in 1030.^ Having nevertheless agreed that
this Olaf was a man who deserved veneration with a piece of
the holiest relic in the known world, the two Christian kings
agreed that their next duty was to travel north and lay siege
to Sidon.
*
By the time of Sigurd’s arrival in the east, the crusader states
had expanded considerably. The kingdom of Jerusalem had
swollen to command more or less the entire coastline
between Jaffa and Acre, the handsome and well defended
port city which had fallen in 1104. To the north, the newly
established county of Tripoli and,

beyond it, the principality of Antioch, held virtually eveiy
major settlement between Beirut and Alexandretta.
However, between these two areas the Lebanese cities of
Tyre and Sidon were obstinately holding out. With a fleet of
warships and thousands of men under his command, Sigurd
was perfectly positioned to help bring one or more of them
under Latin rule.
According to Ibn al-Qalanisi, writing in Damascus, the
siege of Sidon lasted for forty-seven days, beginning on 19
October 1110. Sigurd’s sixty ships, ‘laden with men-at- arms’
enforced a blockade and their numbers ensured that the
Egyptian fleet, stationed 22 miles (36 km) away in the
secure port at Tyre, did not dare to venture north to tiy and
interrupt it.-: Meanwhile, from the landward side, Baldwin
made preparations for a storm of the walls. The citizens
tried to drive away the besiegers with rocks thrown by hand
and from a catapult. The Latin army’s

engineers set to work on a siege tower with pulley wheels on
its base and a webbing of ‘branches of vines, mats and damp
ox hides as a protection against missiles and Greek fire’."
When this was ready, it was wheeled up to Sidon’s walls,
allowing soldiers standing on its upper deck to shoot
crossbow bolts into the city streets below. According to Ibn
al-Qalanisi these fighters were equipped with buckets of
water and vinegar to douse themselves if they were set on
fire. Albert of Aachen heard that the citizens of Sidon tried
to burrow mines underneath the tower, but that their plan
was leaked and foiled. Eventually the besieged decided they
had had enough, and on 4 December Sidon surrendered to
King Baldwin. The garrison marched out under guarantee
of safe conduct and all those Muslims who wished to leave
were permitted to go down to Damascus. Those who stayed
behind were subjected to a

collective tribute of 20,000 dinars, which Ibn al-Qalanisi
said ‘reduced them to povertySnorri Sturluson, as always,
mentioned that Sigurd’s troops took much booty.«? They
had extracted so much plunder on their journey that when
they cruised the seas, the very sails of their ships gleamed
with costly trinkets that they had attached to advertise their
prestige.
Having helped take Sidon and made his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, Sigurd considered his mission accomplished. He
departed the crusader kingdom via Acre, stayed a while on
Byzantine Cyprus and then, in 1111, followed the shore of
Asia Minor west, all the way to Constantinople. As they
approached ‘Micklagarth’, wrote Snorri, their ships sailed in
such tight formation that they looked ‘like an unbroken
wall’.u

Alexios Komnenos, as was his wont, greeted the visitors with
open arms. Other men might have had their fill of crusaders,
for in 1107-8, while Sigurd had been tormenting Galicia, the
emperor’s old adversaiy Bohemond had marched an army
against Illyria - imperial territory in the Balkans - in an
assault Bohemond claimed as a crusade (Bohemond’s army,
raised in France, England, Italy, Germany and elsewhere,
contained at least one Norwegian, by the name of Hamundr
of Vatnsfjord). Yet for once this clash had ended in victory
for Alexios. After a heavy defeat at Dyrrhachium, Bohemond
was forced to agree a treaty by which he acknowledged
himself as the emperor’s feudal vassal and agreed that he
would respect Byzantine rights in Antioch. Anna Komnene
gleefully recorded the terms of

Bohemond’s humiliation. ‘Like a fisherman caught
unawares by a storm, [I] have learned my lesson,’ she had
him say. ‘I have regained my senses, helped not least by
[Your Majesty’s] spear-point... I undertake to arm my right
hand against all who oppose your power, whether the rebel
be a Christian or a stranger to our faith, one of those whom
we call the pagans.’ It was a resounding calamity from which
Bohemond never recovered. Six months after agreeing the
treaty of Devol, the wily old Norman died in Lombardy.
Sigurd, much to the emperor’s delight, was not another
Bohemond, and Alexios could afford to treat him
magnanimously. Snorri Sturluson wrote that Sigurd was
feted in Constantinople with a massively extravagant series
of municipal games, on which Alexios expended the
equivalent of 600 pounds of gold. He was lavished with gifts
and flattery. Then, finally, it was time to go home.

Sigurd traded his ships with Alexios for horses, and in a
mark of respect, donated the great gilded dragons from the
front of the king’s flagship to be installed in one of the
emperor’s churches. Many of the ships’ crews also chose to
linger in Byzantium and join the emperor’s service. Those
who did not joined Sigurd as he travelled overland through
Bulgaria, Hungary and the German states. He arrived home
to find his realm thriving and his people glad to see him
back. ‘It was thought that no more honorable expedition
had ever sailed from Norway,’ wrote Snorri.^ Sigurd was
still only twenty years old.
*
In his later years, Sigurd of Norway went mad. He imagined
he saw fish swimming in his bathtub and was forever after
prone to descend into bouts of manic cackling

which rendered him helpless. Despite this, he managed to
share kingship with his brothers peacefully enough, and
outlived both. It has been conjectured that he suffered some
form of post-traumatic stress disorder, but that is
unknowable. He did not deposit his fragment of the True
Cross at the revered Olafs tomb, but instead donated it to a
church of his own foundation in Kungahalla, along with an
altar-piece he had commissioned in Byzantium, which was
‘bronze and silver, beautifully gilded and set with enamel
and jewels’. * In 1135 the city, located near what is now
Gothenburg, Sweden, was sacked and burned by a pagan
people known as the Wends. By that time, Sigurd was dead,
at the age of forty, having ruled as a king for twenty-seven
years.
Sigurd’s tour through almost every comer of Christendom
between 1107 and 1111 was a journey that not only gives us a
snapshot of the Mediterranean world as it

had been altered by the armies of the First Crusade and
other Christianizing invasions in Iberia and Sicily, but also
hints at the ways in which that world - and crusading - was
about to develop during the decades to come. The
Norwegian attack on Lisbon foreshadowed a much greater
crusader assault that left the city half-ruined in 1147. On the
other side of the Spanish peninsula, Sigurd’s men had also
shown another path for enterprising Christian warriors, in
the Balearic Islands. Following the Norwegian attacks a
joint Christian army of Pisans and Catalans, with volunteers
from across the Italian city republics and southern France,
began to plot a more concerted effort to conquer the islands
and sweep away the taifa state. Between 1113 and 1115 a
series of assaults, blessed with official papal recognition
under a bull issued by Paschal II, captured all the major
cities on the islands, including Palma on Majorca. This
turned out to be futile, for in 1116

the Almoravids finally crossed the Balearic Sea and evicted
the Christian conquerors, in a move that would ensure that
the islands remained in Muslim hands for another century
and more. Yet Sigurd, with his earlier softening up of Ibiza,
Menorca and Formentera, had shown what might be done.
In Sicily, meanwhile, Sigurd had associated himself with
the growing prestige of the Norman Hauteville regime
established and secured by Robert Guiscard and Roger I. He
appears, if Snorri Sturluson can be believed, to have found
favour with the regime of Countess Adelaide and the young
Roger II, and at the same time marked out a path that would
be followed by many others after him, most notably at the
end of the twelfth century, during the crusade of Richard the
Lionheart.
When he reached the Latin states, Sigurd had
demonstrated precisely what sort of working relationship

might be established between western monarchs visiting on
a militarized pilgrimage and the kings of Jerusalem, who
would always be in need of assistance from the wider Latin
world. Sigurd’s men do not seem to have shown the same
interest in locking down permanent trading rights in the
east, in the manner of the naval adventurers from Pisa,
Genoa and Venice; their economic interests lay far away in
the North Sea and the Baltic. Nevertheless, they had shown
that the prospect of valuable plunder in the Holy Land was
achievable for those who dared to be bold. And in their
dealings with the emperor Alexios, they had suggested that
whatever rancour had been caused by the division of spoils
after Antioch in 1098, it was still possible for outsiders to be
on friendly terms with both the Latins and the Greeks of the
eastern Mediterranean. Many others would fall short of this
bipartisan ideal.
Whether Sigurd’s journey can be truly classed as a

crusade is a matter of some conjecture. By 1110 the ultimate
goal of the First Crusade had long been achieved; Jerusalem
was in Latin hands. Urban II was dead. So far as we know,
Sigurd did not take an official crusading vow. He was not
answering the call of Rome or even Byzantium, but of his
own Norwegian subjects, who rather liked the prospect of a
long-range raiding expedition in search of the ‘booty’ and
fights with ‘heathens’ that are mentioned relentlessly by the
sources recounting the adventure. The nickname he earned
for his deeds - Sigurd Jerusalemfarer (Jorsalafari) makes it
clear that reaching Jerusalem was his objective and his most
notable achievement. But did that make him a crusader or
merely an armed pilgrim?* Or would that distinction,
perhaps, not have meant very much to him?
Whether Sigurd definitively thought of himself as a
pilgrim, a pious plunderer who happened to do rather a lot

of killing, or as the leader of a mission directly analogous to
that undertaken by the first crusaders is impossible to judge
and probably inconsequential. More important is that this
king of the north felt a strong enough bond to the wars of the
southern and eastern Mediterranean to spend three years
away from home risking his life to be part of them. Sigurd’s
journey - be it pilgrimage or crusade - showed that the
events of 1095-9 had begun a process by which expanding
and defending Christian lands from Palestine to Lisbon was
becoming a corporate enterprise attractive to the whole of
western Christendom: a cause to which volunteers of all
stripes would flock, hoping to achieve bountiful reward,
whether in this world or the next.

11

Fields of Blood
Not only poor and weak people have
dangers to face...

The caliph’s wedding party in Baghdad, held during
Ramadan in March nil, was supposed to be a time of

grand public celebration. Al-Mustazhir bi-Allah was the
spiritual leader of the Sunni world and head of the Abbasid
dynasty which had occupied that office for more than 350
years. As the amir al-mum’minin (Commander of the
Faithful) his name had been read aloud at Friday prayers in
all obedient realms since his accession in 1092, and the
elegant gold dinar coins struck in Baghdad’s mint bore his
inscriptions. It was true that for many generations the
authority of the Abbasids had been crumbling, as the
practical power of sultans, emirs and warlords rose. But alMustazhir bi-Allah was still the caliph, just as the Prophet’s
father-in-law Abu Bakr had been, all those years ago. He
expected his recent marriage to be lauded in style.
His bride was Ismah Khatun, a granddaughter of the
Great Seljuq sultan Alp Arslan, daughter of Malik-shah and
sister of the current sultan, Muhammad I. Her name,

Isniah, meant ‘modesty’. Her lineage was impressive; her
character even more so. One thirteenth-century Baghdadi
scholar praised her as ‘a highly intelligent woman, an
aristocrat and a virago [whose] resolve was unswerving’.!
During the course of her life she would found one of the
world’s foremost law schools. In March nil she was coming
from Isfahan, where the couple had already been married,
to take her place in the caliph’s palace. In preparation for
her arrival Baghdad’s streets had been shut to traffic and
lavish decorations hung all around.*
After a journey of some 620 miles (1,000 km) Ismah
Khatun swept in to the city on 22 March. According to Ibn
al-Qalanisi, she entered ‘in such magnificence and with such
quantities of jewellery, moneys, utensils, carriages and
riding beasts of all kinds, furniture, varieties of gorgeous
raiment, attendants, guards, slave-girls, and followers, as
exceeds all reckoning’.* Yet at the moment

that this opulent parade arrived, all Baghdad’s carefully
choreographed
public
happiness
dissolved.
The
disturbance, as was coming quite regularly to be the case,
stemmed from the deeds of the accursed Franks.
A month before the princess’s arrival another delegation
had arrived in Baghdad. This one came from Aleppo, and in
place of camels, slave-girls and expensive baubles it was
composed of Sufis, disgruntled merchants and lawyers.
They were in Baghdad to complain at the lack of effective
support shown by the caliphs and sultan for the Muslims of
Syria, who for more than a decade had been striving,
without any meaningful success, to stop the European
unbelievers from taking their cities, storming their
fortresses, robbing their caravans, killing their neighbours
and kidnapping their wives and children. Despite dozens of
attempts to contain and repel the crusaders, by means that
included siege, battle and truce, the Franks remained,

obstinate and greedy, a menace to the faithful and a drain
on the land. Most recently King Baldwin and another of the
infidel kings - who brought with him sixty ships - had taken
and subjugated Sidon. It was not hard to imagine that great
Muslim-governed cities like Tyre, Aleppo or Damascus
might be next.
Thus animated by fear and frustration, on Friday 17
February the Aleppan protestors had presented themselves
for the first time at the sultan’s mosque in Baghdad.
According to Ibn al-Qalanisi, they
drove the preacher from the pulpit and broke it in pieces, clamoring and
weeping for the misfortunes that had befallen Islam at the hands of the
Franks... They prevented the people from carrying out the service, while the
attendants and leaders, to quieten them, promised on behalf of the Sultan to
dispatch armies^

But armies were not raised at the snap of the fingers, so

the following Friday, 24 February, the protestors did it all
again. This time the target was the palace, where the caliph’s
own mosque was vandalized: another pulpit was
demolished, another set of prayers broken up, and the
railings to the maqsura - the caliph’s private prayer
sanctum - were damaged.'.
It was common knowledge in Baghdad that Alexios
Komnenos’s envoys had made enquiries about forming an
audacious alliance between Seljuqs and Byzantines against
the Latins of northern Syria, and this fact was hurled in the
face of the authorities. ‘Are you not ashamed before God
Almighty that the Byzantine emperor shows greater zeal for
Islam than you?’ came the question from the angiy Aleppan
mob.* No answer was forthcoming. So the protestors
lingered in Baghdad a while longer. And, understandably,
when Ismah Khatun’s bridal procession arrived in the city a
few weeks later, fragrant with wealth

and finery, they lost their self-control once again. The
tranquility of the city and joy at her coming were disturbed/
wrote Ibn al-Qalanisi, tartly. The caliph was indignant and
demanded that the protestors be arrested and punished.
Sultan Muhammad, perhaps advised by his intelligent
virago of a sister, demurred. Instead he sent word around
Baghdad that all the emirs and commanders there present
should return to their cities ‘and make preparations for
setting out to the Holy War against the infidels, the enemies
of God’.’.
*
In Jerusalem, Tripoli, Antioch and Edessa the enemies of
God - or as they saw themselves, the people protected by the
grace of God and the power of his relics, including the True
Cross - had their own concerns. Although they had

made steady gains along the coastline, and were beginning
to strengthen their hold on the countryside inland, there
was a significant cost to expanding and defending the
crusader states and they were heavily dependent on support
from the western end of the Mediterranean for manpower
and supply. It was true, as the distressed citizens of Aleppo
had complained, that the Franks had seen off the assaults of
various Syrian emirs, including a major expedition led
against Edessa by Tughtakin, atabeg of Damascus, in 1110.
Yet there was always a sense, expressed by King Baldwin’s
chaplain Fulcher of Chartres, that if the Islamic world ever
saw fit to unite and attack as one, then the Franks would be
doomed. ‘It was a wonderful miracle that we lived among so
many thousands of thousands and, as their conquerors,
made some of them our tributaries and ruined others by
plundering them and making them captives/ he wrote.*

Pilgrims who travelled to the Latin states almost always
noted the parlous state of security in the Christian east.
Daniel the Abbot, a Russian clergyman who came to
Jerusalem shortly after the First Crusade on a sixteenmonth pilgrimage from somewhere north of Kiev (possibly
Chernigov), wrote in awe of the holy sites he saw and
adored, and the wide banks of the River Jordan, which
reminded him of the River Snov in his native land. But he
also warned others of dangerous Palestinian roads where
‘pagans come forth in great numbers and attack’, and the
mountainous areas around Bethlehem which could only be
explored with a Muslim guide, ‘because of the pagans, for
Saracens abound and carry on brigandage in those
mountains’. * A British pilgrim named Saewulf undertook a
similar voyage at around the same time. He suffered
shipwreck on several occasions, was attacked by Fatimid
pirates and recorded seeing the corpses of other travellers

littering the roadside through the Judean hills between Jaffa
and Jerusalem, left unburied with their throats cut by
robbers. ‘Not only poor and weak people have dangers to
face, but also the rich and strong,’ he wrote.Unfortunately for Saewulf, Daniel and their ilk, there was
only so much that Baldwin of Jerusalem and the other lords
of the crusader states could do to protect them.: After the
Aleppan protests in Baghdad of nil had stirred the caliph
and sultan into action they faced not only run-of- the-mill
brigandage and piracy, but a renewed waves of attacks from
the Seljuq empire. In the summer of Illi a coalition including
emirs from Mesopotamia and Turkish- ruled Armenia and
led by Mawdud, atabeg of Mosul, launched a successful
attack on Turbessel (Tell Bashir), close to Edessa, which
forced the ruler of the city, Joscelin of Courtenay, to pay
tribute in order to relieve his walls. The following year a
Frankish siege of Tyre, led by King

Baldwin, was defeated when the citizens burned the siege
engines, and Tughtakin threatened with a relieving army. In
May 1113 another army, composed of troops led by
Tughtakin and Mawdud, raided northern Palestine and, in a
battle fought near Tiberias on the banks of the Sea of Galilee,
briefly captured Baldwin himself, stripping him of his
weapons before the king managed to escape. Baldwin
survived but sufficient of his men were killed that, according
to Ibn al-Qalanisi, ‘the water was so mixed with blood that
the troops abstained from drinking it’.u
Yet if the Seljuqs briefly held the advantage, they could
not press their advantage home. On 2 October 1113 Mawdud
was murdered, cut down on his way to the mosque in
Damascus by a single assailant, probably a member of the
Nizari Ismaili sect known to history as the Assassins.. The
Assassins based themselves in mountain fortresses in
eastern Syria and Persia and were loathed in

equal measure by Sunni and Shi’a alike, not least because
their elite warriors trained in the art of suicide attacks,
killing prominent politicians in public, knowing that they
would themselves be tom to pieces by bodyguards or the
common mob in retaliation. This is precisely what happened
to Mawdud in Damascus. An Assassin stabbed him once in
the lower belly and once in the upper leg, so that he bled to
death within an hour, despite the best efforts of doctors to
stitch him up; the Assassin was immediately seized and
beheaded. Mawdud’s death took all the sting out of the
defeat he and his allies had inflicted on Baldwin at Tiberias;
it also heightened tensions between the Seljuq emirs. Their
infighting ultimately prevented the sultan in Baghdad from
organizing any more meaningful centrally directed attacks
on the Franks for several years. But it did not stem the rising
tide of Seljuq resistance completely. The man who
eventually

inflicted the most serious damage on the Franks was not
Sultan Muhammad, but Ilghazi ibn Artuq, the harddrinking career soldier who had been seen riding out of
Jerusalem when it fell to the Fatimids in 1098, the year
before the armies of the First Crusade arrived.
*
Since leaving Palestine Ilghazi had enjoyed a varied and
lively career in Seljuq circles, working for the sultan in
Baghdad, then taking control of the fortress town of Mardin,
roughly halfway between Aleppo and Mosul, from where he
commanded an army of Turcoman warriors recruited from
around the nearby banks of the River Tigris. This brought
him naturally into the orbit of the Latin rulers of Edessa and
Antioch. Relations were at first relatively cordial, but as the
decade drew to a close they

would clash in spectacular fashion. The focus of most of
these clashes was the city of Aleppo.
By 1119 the Aleppans who had complained so bitterly to
the caliph at the time of his wedding had received veiy little
by way of satisfaction. One of their chief antagonists was
Roger of Salerno, regent of Antioch on behalf of the
underage and absent Bohemond II, still only eleven years
old. Roger was a man cut from the same abrasive cloth as his
late kinsmen Bohemond and Tancred. He advertised his
martial prowess by minting coins bearing St George slaying
a dragon and he had been making steady progress towards
Aleppo for some time, hoping to take advantage of the
deaths, in quick succession, of the long-standing Aleppan
ruler Radwan (d. 1113) and the atabeg Lulu (d. 1117). Roger
was particularly free to act because in August 1118 Alexios
Komnenos had also died, sparking a succession battle in
Constantinople between his son John

and daughter Anna, which momentarily relieved Byzantine
pressure on Antioch from the west.? As a result, Roger had
taken control of Aleppo’s satellite castles on its northern and
western approaches - most notably Azaz, the gateway to the
city. The citizens had written to eveiy neighbouring prince
of the Muslim faith begging for assistance; according to a
later Aleppan chronicler, Ibn al- Adim, the letters that
reached Ilghazi warned of ‘incessant attacks’ by the Franks
and a ‘desperate situation’.- Although more of a self-serving
pragmatist than a zealot of the faith, Ilghazi was not content
to sit by and allow Latin armies to encroach ever further
towards his own borderlands. In alliance with his father-inlaw, Tughtakin of Damascus, he began to assemble a
massive army - one estimate put it at 40,000 strong - with
the intention of destroying ‘the factions of infidelity and
error... for the succor of the Faith and the rooting out of the
stiff-necked

misbelievers’.•*
As news of a large troop build-up began to spread, Roger
of Salerno sensed trouble. He began to raise his own army
to defend his new possessions from recapture and Antioch
from any retaliatory attack. His force included almost the
entire military strength of the principality - save for the
soldiers needed to garrison castles - along with a contingent
of several hundred Armenian mercenaries and turcopoles,
or light cavalry recruited from northern Syria and Asia
Minor. Roger’s columns mustered at Balat, near Sarmada,
on the road between Antioch and Aleppo, to await Ilghazi’s
arrival. They did not have long to wait. On 28 June the lord
of Mardin swooped.
A ferocious battle was fought that day, which would later
become known as Ager Sanguinis: the Field of Blood. It was
a thundering triumph for Ilghazi. Thousands of

Latins and Armenians were slaughtered, including Roger of
Salerno himself, who died when a sword was plunged
‘through the middle of his nose right into his brain’.*
According to Ibn al-Qalanisi, the whole affair took only an
hour, after which ‘the Franks were on the ground, one
prostrate mass, horsemen and footmen alike, with their
horses and their weapons, so that not one man of them
escaped to tell the tale’. The battlefield was strewn with dead
horses ‘stretched out... like hedgehogs because of the
quantity of arrows sticking into them’.--. According to the
Antiochene writer known as Walter the Chancellor, who was
captured and imprisoned after the Field of Blood, the
unlucky Christian survivors were either flayed and
beheaded on the spot, or bound with their hands behind
their backs and their legs in chains, ‘in the manner of dogs
tied together two by two by the neck’.* The day after the
battle the bound prisoners were marched naked beneath a

blistering sun into a nearby vineyard where a large number
were tortured before being run through with swords. Others
were taken back to Aleppo for ransom, death or sale into
slavery. It was a grim fate. And the strategic reversal was just
as bad; in the space of a morning’s work, Ilghazi had
transformed the balance of power in northern Syria..* He
celebrated with a drinking spree that lasted several weeks.*
Aleppo was saved. Antioch had lost its regent, its army and
its regional dominance.
*
The blow to the Franks was made doubly serious by the fact
that the crusaders had also lost their first king. Less than
three months before the catastrophe at the Field of Blood,
the old warrior Baldwin I had died, having suffered

on and off for many years with bouts of infection from a
wound he sustained defending the kingdom of Jerusalem in
the early years after the First Crusade. On 2 April 1118,
during an expeditionary campaign against the Fatimids in
north-eastern Egypt, the king ate a breakfast of freshly
caught fish, fell ill and died. In accordance with his deathbed
wishes, his body was disembowelled, ‘salted inside and out,
in the eyes, mouth, nostrils and ears, also embalmed with
spices and balsam, then it was sewn into a hide and wrapped
in carpets’, before being tied to the back of a horse and
rushed back to Jerusalem.^ This crude mummification,
while appropriate to his place of death, was intended to
preserve Baldwin’s body long enough for it to be buried next
to his brother Godfrey’s in the porch of the Holy Sepulchre.
It did its job; his corpse was marched through the valley of
Jehoshophat on Palm Sunday with a phalanx of soldiers
behind it, and laid to rest inside the

great church at the point that was thought to mark the foot
of Calvary.
Baldwin’s succession was not a straightforward matter.
Having preferred to share his bed with his favourite male
servants rather than any of his three wives, Baldwin left no
direct heir of the body. He also left several unhappy former
spouses, including the Armenian princess Arda, his second
wife, whom he discarded and sent to a convent, from which
she later ran away to Constantinople; and Adelaide, regent
of Sicily, whose brief tenure as Baldwin’s queen was
annulled in 1118 on political grounds, leaving the lady so
indignant that when she died soon after she bequeathed to
her son Roger II of Sicily a contempt for the affairs of
Jerusalem so fierce that he never lifted a finger during his
life to come to the crusader kingdom’s aid.- The candidates
to succeed Baldwin were his brother. Count Eustace of
Boulogne, an elderly veteran of the First

Crusade who had gone home to his western lands, and
Baldwin of Bourcq, who had been count of Edessa for nearly
two decades. The latter, who was a thousand miles closer to
Jerusalem than his distant cousin Eustace, easily won the
race. He was anointed shortly after the old king’s funeral,
and eventually crowned in a separate ceremony held at
Bethlehem on Christmas Day 1119, alongside his wife and
consort, the Armenian princess Morphia.
Baldwin II was approaching sixty at the time of his
accession, and William of Tyre, although not old enough to
have seen him in person, heard that he was ‘of striking
appearance and agreeable features. His beard, though thin,
reached to his breast; his complexion was vivid and ruddy
for his time of life... He had had much experience in the art
of war and was wise in governing his men and successful in
his campaigns.’- This experience and wisdom would be
sorely tested from the off, as he attempted to

shore up Frankish power between Antioch and Aleppo,
where Ughazi’s victory at the Field of Blood had changed the
balance of power so abruptly.*
The Field of Blood had not merely damaged the fighting
capability of Antioch and caused a major reshuffle among
the princes of the Latin east. It also struck a fierce blow to
the powerful self-assurance that had grown among the
Franks ever since their long march from Constantinople to
the walls of Jerusalem the previous century. Whereas every
success during and after the time of the First Crusade had
been interpreted as a sign of God’s manifest support for the
Latins and their exploits, now a tone of self-doubt crept in
to letters sent from crusaders to their comrades on the other
side of the Mediterranean. They

began to question their own moral conduct. Was it gluttony,
drunkenness, rampant fornication or the fondness of the
crusader-settlers for roistering in brothels that had vexed
God? It was hard to tell. Warmund of Picquiny, who was
appointed as the patriarch of Jerusalem following Baldwin
Il’s accession to the crown, wrote shortly after the Field of
Blood to his colleague in Galicia, Diego Gelmirez,
archbishop of Santiago de Compostela. A canon of the Holy
Sepulchre whom he referred to only as ‘R’ had been on a
recent diplomatic mission to Spain, and Warmund was keen
to encourage a culture of mutual prayer between the two
great shrines of western Christendom. He also wished to let
off steam. After complaining about plague, drought, locusts
and ‘innumerable grasshoppers’ who laid waste the crops in
the ground, Warmund bemoaned the fact that ‘we are
surrounded by Saracens on all sides. Babylon [i.e.

Baghdad] is to the east. Ascalon to the west. [Tyre] on the
coast. Damascus to the north... Every day we are invaded,
every day captured or slaughtered. We are decapitated and
our bodies thrown to the birds and the beasts. We are sold
like sheep. What more can I say? »
As it turned out, the patriarch could say a good deal more.
While he and Gerard, prior of the Holy Sepulchre, who cosigned the letter, claimed they were ready to die in defence
of Jerusalem and the Holy Sepulchre, they argued that it
would be much better if the people of Galicia would ‘strive
to come into the army of Christ and quickly come to our aid.
If you are not able to come yourself, send those forces you
can... With the help of God we will undo the chains of the
sins of anyone who comes to our aid as long as he
undertakes to do penance.’y Although this underscored the
continuing spiritual calculus that lay beneath the crusading
movement - military service in

return for remission of sins - it also ignored the fact that
papal fiat expressly commanded those in Spain to stay there,
rather than travelling to fight the crusade in the east. But it
was far from the last such message that crusader grandees
would send to the west during the decades that followed.
The well-being and survival of the crusader states depended
in large part on the extent to which these calls to faraway
allies were heeded.
*
In 1122 Ughazi died of apoplexy, which came as some relief
to Baldwin and his supporters. The veteran commander
may have been a sadistic dipsomaniac, but he had
masterminded the defence of Aleppo, inserting himself into
the city as its ruler in the process and putting down
rebellions as they occurred (insurgents could expect

to be blinded or lamed, to have their tongues ripped out or
their eyes burned in their heads)Despite having to contend
with attacks on his lands in northern Syria by Georgian
warriors marauding south from the shores of the Black Sea,
Ilghazi had managed still to be a bane to the Latins in Syria
for three consecutive years. ‘Like a gnawing worm he was
ever seeking whom he might injure,’ complained William of
Tyre.^ His death meant aspirations of Frankish conquest in
Aleppo could be revived once again.
However, Ilghazi’s successes outlived him, and twice in
the months following his death the Latins flirted with
outright disaster. On 13 September 1122 Joscelin, count of
Edessa (the lord of Turbussel who had succeeded Baldwin II
to the northern county) was captured by one of Ilghazi’s
nephews and erstwhile lieutenants, Balak, ‘a magnificent
and powerful prince’ who had stepped up to fill the

vacuum created by his uncle’s deaths- Ambushed inside his
own lands, Joscelin suffered the undignified experience of
being transported off to jail in the fortress of Kharput sewn
inside a camel skin. Soon even worse followed. A little over
six months later, in April 1123, Baldwin - who was acting
regent of Antioch following Roger of Salerno’s death at the
Field of Blood - was also taken prisoner. He was thrown into
the same prison as Joscelin. Balak marched to Aleppo and
stepped into his late uncle’s position as master of the city.
Baldwin was imprisoned for more than a year. He was
only released after Balak died in May 1124 - shot in the
shoulder with an arrow while organizing a siege against one
of his own rebellious emirs - and rule in Aleppo passed to
Ilghazi’s son, Timurtash, ‘a man who loved the calm and
easy life’, according to Ibn al-Athir. Timurtash preferred to
govern as an absentee lord from his

patrimonial city of Mardin.** He granted Baldwin his
freedom on the promise of paying a ransom of 80,000
dinars. Baldwin walked free, welched on the deal and began
planning to attack the very man who had freed him. A final
chance to seize Aleppo beckoned, and Baldwin tried to make
the most of it.
*
On his release from prison, Baldwin was also buoyed by the
news that Tyre, the last major coastal stronghold north of
Ascalon that remained unconquered by the crusaders, had
finally fallen to Christian rule, following an assault jointly
led by the royal constable Eustace Grenier and the doge of
Venice, Domenico Michiel. Encouraged by Pope Calixtus II
to aid the Latins of the east (and rewarded with papal
banners) the doge had equipped seventy-two ships,

packed them out with warriors who had taken the cross and
sailed them via Corfu and Cyprus to the Levantine coast,
arriving in 1123.^ The naval power of the Venetians was
renowned across the Mediterranean and the republic was
historically adept at spotting an opportunity to use it both to
advance the city’s pious reputation and to make a lot of
money. According to stories heard by William of Tyre, when
they engaged a Fatimid naval patrol near Ascalon, their
sailors fought so ferociously that they ended up ‘completely
covered with the blood of the fallen’, leaving ‘the shores... so
thickly covered with corpses thrown up by the sea that the
air was tainted and the surrounding region contracted a
plague from the putrefying bodies of the dead’.
In exchange for Venetian help in reducing Tyre, the doge
was promised vastly lucrative trading privileges: a third of
Tyre’s revenues once it fell, freedom for Venetians

who settled in the city to regulate their own weights and
measures, to establish their own churches, courts, bathhouses and mills, to enjoy immunity from virtually eveiy tax
and custom and to be assured that any Venetian residing in
Tyre would be ‘as free as in Venice itselfThe doge made such
sweeping demands because he calculated that his ships were
the key to taking Tyre - and he was right. When the Franks
and Venetians attacked, neither the Fatimids nor Tughtakin
of Damascus was willing or able to come to Tyre’s aid. On 8
July 1124 its governor, Saif al-Dawla Mas’ud, formally
handed the city over to the Franks and all able-bodied
Muslims left. ‘Its conquest greatly weakened the Muslims,’
lamented Ibn al-Athir. ‘For it was one of the strongest and
most impregnable of cities.»
Fresh from jail and encouraged by this news, in October
1124 Baldwin II arrived at the walls of Aleppo, with his

barons and men in such high spirits that they had grown
‘convinced they could take the whole of Syria’.™ Just as his
constable had done, Baldwin brought not only his own
troops, but those of a useful ally: the Shi’ite Arab lord
Dubays ibn Sadaqa, lord of al-Hilla in Iraq, who had
promised Baldwin that if the king installed him as lord of
Aleppo in place of Timurtash, he would be ‘an obedient
deputy’ to the Christian king.* In preparation for a winter
siege, Baldwin’s engineers erected semi-permanent
buildings outside the city walls and the blockade began. A
failed harvest had left Aleppo poorly prepared to resist. The
chronicler Kemal al-Din wrote that people were forced to eat
dogs and human cadavers to survive, which caused rampant
disease.*
Outside the walls, the Franks raided Muslim funeral
chapels, took coffins to repurpose as storage chests for their
camp, then goaded the citizens with the sight of their

dead relatives’ corpses being grotesquely desecrated. ‘They
tied ropes to the feet of the bodies that had not yet fallen into
decay, and dragged them in front of the Muslims, shouting
at them “Look! It’s your prophet Muhammad! Look! It’s
Ali!”’ wrote Ibn al-Adim, whose grandfather had been one
of the besieged. He also reported that one Frankish soldier
outside Aleppo took a copy of the Qur’an and tied it to his
horse’s tail so that it was regularly fouled with manure,
bringing whoops of laughter from his comrades. Whenever
the Franks captured an Aleppan Muslim, they cut off his
hands and testicles.*
Despite these elaborate rituals of depravity, which had
come to pass for routine psychological warfare, Baldwin and
his Arab allies did not manage to seize Aleppo that winter,
and in January the king was forced to abandon his efforts
when the Mosuli lord Aqsunqur al-Bursuqi (who had
succeeded the murdered Mawdud in 1113) launched a

series of raids into Antiochene lands. Unconvinced that he
could win Aleppo without losing Antioch in the process,
Baldwin withdrew, returned to Jerusalem for the first time
since before his captivity, then came north again to shore up
Antioch. There was one more clash with Aqsunqur in May
1125, but from that point onwards Frankish attempts to take
Aleppo and definitively secure their dominance in northern
Syria faded. Attentions turned instead to targets further
south, like Damascus and Ascalon.
The struggle over Aleppo, which had taken shape in the
years before the Baghdad protests of 1111, had taken nearly
fifteen years and a horrendous amount of bloodshed, torture
and slaughter to resolve in favour of little more than the
status quo ante. By 1124-5 the Franks had confirmed what
was becoming apparent even in the months after the First
Crusade: that they were resourceful enough and possessed
sufficient third-party naval power

to take control of the Levantine coastal cities from
Byzantium to the Egyptian border, but that in the absence
of the sorts of armies that had swept into the Holy Land in
1098 they were incapable of breaking major new ground in
the Syrian interior. The Fatimids, meanwhile, had been
shown to be in a decline that looked as though it would soon
prove terminal, while the Seljuqs to the east were strong but
ruinously disunited, and reliant on the efforts of charismatic
leaders like Ilghazi to make any significant incursions into
the lands of the infidel. To alter this unstable balance of
powers would take either a massive influx of new warriors
from the west on a new crusade, or the emergence of a
leader in either Cairo or Baghdad who could unite the house
of Islam in the Near East and send the perfidious Franks
back the way they came. As it happened, the century that
followed would provide both.

’ In 1111 the other rulers of the crusader states were: Bohemond II of Antioch
CBohemond of Taranto’s young son, who was served as regent by Tancred of
Hauteville and then Roger of Salerno); Bertrand, count of Tripoli (Raymond of
Toulouse’s son); and Baldwin of Bourcq, count of Edessa (the future King Baldwin
II of Jerusalem).
i The Assassins were also referred to as the Batani and the Hashishiyun, from
which their colloquial modem name derives. 'Hashishiyun’ has been construed as
a reference to the sect’s supposed fondness for smoking hashish, although this is
likely to be historical slander.
i The power struggle was won by John, who became the new emperor, and is
known as John II Komnenos. He ruled until his own death on 8 April 1143.
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A New Knighthood
More people went... than ever before,
since the time of the first crusade.

On 2 May 1125, King Baldwin II visited Acre. The fortified
seaside city, which sat on a small, rocky peninsula at the

north of the bay of Haifa, was fast becoming the most
important commercial hub in the Latin east. It was well
connected by water and land to the rest of the Latin states,
while pilgrims and merchants alike appreciated its harbour,
sheltered from the waves by artificial walls sunk into the
seabed during the rule of the ninth-century Abbasid
governor Ibn Tulun and protected from enemy shipping by
a large chain which could be drawn across the entrance at
night.’ Acre was a regular stopping point for kings of
Jerusalem, who claimed direct rule over the city and its
environs - unlike most of the rest of the kingdom, which was
granted out as feudal holdings to barons and vassals of the
crown. Along with Jaffa, Acre was the most important
entrepot to the crusader states in the twelfth century.*
During his visit to Acre, Baldwin confirmed a charter that
rewarded Domenico Michiel, doge of Venice, and his

crusader-sailors for their part in conquering Tyre the
previous year.* The sweeping privileges that had been
promised to the Venetians in return for their crusade permission to set up a profitable, self-governing Venetian
colony in Tyre and to live according to their own rules and
customs everywhere else in the Latin east - had originally
been granted by Warmund, patriarch of Jerusalem, because
Baldwin was in jail. Now the king put his own seal to the
agreement. In doing so he ensured that the affairs of the
Holy Land would be of interest to the doges and citizens of
Venice for generations to come. He acknowledged the need
to be on amicable terms, not least because after their assault
on Tyre the Venetians had sacked Byzantine towns
throughout the Aegean and Ionean Seas, launching a major
attack on Rhodes and stealing the relics of St Isidore from
Chios.: He confirmed his commitment to building a network
of overseas

supporters upon whom the kings of Jerusalem might call for
military support, and furthered a policy of managing
conquered towns by carving them up between various
colonizing powers from afar. Baldwin’s treaty with Venice
would prove to be extremely important in the history of
crusading and the crusader states - although the full
consequences would not become clear for nearly eighty
years. And tucked away at the end of the charter was another
detail that would prove similarly significant both in the
1120s and beyond. The witnesses included a man called
Hugh of Payns, the first and founding master of the Order
of the Poor Knights of the Temple of Solomon - or, for short,
the Templars.
*
Hugh of Payns originally came from the Champagne

region of France. He arrived in Jerusalem at some point
after the First Crusade, although whether he initially set out
east to fight Seljuq Turks like Ilghazi and Tughtakin, or
simply to worship and atone more peacefully for his sins, is
not quite clear. Either way, by 1119 Hugh had settled in the
Holy City, and spent most of his days in and around the
precincts of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. The
courtyards near the rotunda that enclosed Christ’s empty
tomb had been earmarked for a massive programme of
extension and rebuilding, which was eventually completed
in 1149. But in 1119 they were best known as a meeting place
for people like Hugh: pilgrim soldiers searching for a role
within the nascent crusader states.*
A group of Augustinian canons who lived at the Holy
Sepulchre were responsible for ministering to the thousands
of pilgrims who visited each year, and after

observing these black-habited priest-brothers at work,
Hugh and several others decided that they too ought to
devote their lives to a stricter, rule-bound, communal way
of life. Given their occupations as knights - trained killers
rather than learned servants of the Lord - this was an
unusual ambition. It was not, however, beyond the realm of
imagination. Close by the Holy Sepulchre stood a
Benedictine monastery known as St Mary of the Latins,
which had been established by Christians living under
Fatimid rule in the mid-eleventh century. Volunteers
associated with the monastery, living under religious vows,
staffed an auxiliary pilgrim hospital dedicated to John the
Baptist. In 1113 Pope Paschal II granted papal protection to
the brothers of this hospital, along with freedom to elect
their own leaders and considerable immunity from church
taxation.- The Hospitallers, as they became known, would
in time take on duties well beyond

their medical responsibilities. And through their voluntary
service, undertaken with pious intent for the aid of fellow
pilgrims, they presented another model of living in the east
that Hugh and his companions decided they could emulate:
one that would be true to the spirit of the first crusaders
themselves.
In 1119 this model became reality. Like the canons of the
Holy Sepulchre, Hugh and his men - there were somewhere
between nine and thirty of them - formally agreed to devote
themselves to a regimen of quasimonastic poverty, chastity
and obedience to the instruction of the patriarch of
Jerusalem, relying on charitable handouts for food and
clothing. Like the brothers of the Hospital they went out to
seek a calling among the world, helping pilgrims. Like the
first crusaders they did their duty to God with a sword in
their hands. Many years after the event, William of Tyre
wrote that the

Templars’ main duty ‘was that as far as their strength
permitted, they should keep the roads and highways safe
from the menace of robbers and highwaymen, with especial
regard for the protection of pilgrims’.* This meant
providing military escorts between Jaffa and Jerusalem and
around holy sites like Bethlehem and Nazareth, manning
patrols and skirmishing with bandits. It also meant
recruiting other like-minded men to sign up as brothers. As
the Welsh writer and courtier Walter Map put it, Hugh
decided to plead with every fighting man he encountered in
Jerusalem to ‘surrender themselves for life to the service of
the Lord’.- He may not have realized it straight away, but
Hugh had struck upon a clever, novel idea that would prove
hugely attractive across Latin Christendom.

So it was that in May 1125 Hugh appeared in Acre in the
presence and service of Baldwin II, as the king sealed his
charter to the Venetians. At this point Baldwin and Hugh
had known one another for at least six years. In 1119, when
Hugh set out on his first round of fundraising, the king had
agreed to lease him a set of apartments in al-Aqsa mosque
on the Temple Mount (the mosque was deconsecrated after
the First Crusade but had since been neglected) and granted
him revenues drawn from taxes and tolls on several villages
close to Jerusalem. It was from their residence in this
prestigious spot - associated with the long-lost Temple of
Solomon and still-extant Temple of the Lord - that Hugh’s
men earned their name. And Baldwin would remain a keen
supporter of the Templars thereafter, recommending the
new order to

princes both secular and ecclesiastic throughout
Christendom. In one letter he described the Templars as
having been ‘raised up by the Lord for the defence of the
kingdom ’.» The fact that Hugh was in the king’s company
in 1125, sufficiently trusted to be called as a charter witness,
alongside archbishops, bishops and other senior
churchmen, demonstrated Baldwin’s high regard for his
mission and his talents.
Two years later, Baldwin gave Hugh his first official
mission, when he sent the master of the Temple back to
western Europe in the company of William of Bures, prince
of Galilee, and ‘several other men of religion’. According to
William of Tyre, their overarching mission was to petition
‘the princes of the West for the purpose of rousing the people
there to come to our assistance’.^ Specifically that meant
raising troops for a major assault on Damascus, which had
by now superseded Aleppo as the

most attractive target for expansion into the Syrian
interior.^ But there were side-missions, too. William of
Bures had been asked to visit the veteran warrior Fulk of
Anjou - one of the most powerful lords in central France and offer him the hand in marriage of the king’s eldest
daughter, Melisende. Since Baldwin II had no sons, this
effectively meant recruiting Fulk to become heir to the
crown and Jerusalem’s king-in-waiting. It was a solemn task
in which Hugh of Payns would prove useful, since he knew
Fulk personally. Meanwhile Hugh himself planned to use
the opportunity of a trip to the west to attract funding,
political support and recruits to join the Templars.
*

Having set out some time around the late summer of 1127,

Hugh was welcomed home with open arms and great
generosity. Besides his personal charm, he offered a new
way to engage with the crusading movement: either by
joining an institution for perpetual crusade, or else by
sponsoring it, which allowed pious individuals to support
the war for the greater good of Christendom without actually
travelling to the east themselves. Almost as soon as he
arrived, people began giving him things. In October
Theobald IV, count of Blois awarded the Templars a house
and farmland near Provins; shortly afterwards William
Clito, count of Flanders offered tax relief on any property the
Templars acquired in his territories. This was significant
patronage, which advertised the approval of great men, and
opened up new revenue streams which would help to fund
the Templars’ mission. That it was Theobald and William
who made the grants was important: both came from
crusading families and both

men’s fathers had been princes of the First Crusade.’ Their
support for the new wave of crusading was financial rather
than personal, but that fact was most likely of little concern
to Hugh of Payns. His aim was to raise support for the
struggle in the east by any means he could.
By April 1128 Hugh was at Fulk of Anjou’s court in Le
Mans. In times past this might have been a dangerous place
to be seen: the Angevin counts liked to boast that they were
descended from the devil. Count Fulk, however, was rather
less diabolical than some of his forebears (and indeed his
descendants). A little short of his fortieth birthday, Fulk was
described by William of Tyre as ruddyfaced but ‘gentle,
affable, kind and compassionate’ (William thought these
‘unusual traits in people of that complexion’) .u Fulk’s only
real personal flaw was to be incredibly forgetful and he
never remembered a face, on occasion even forgetting his
own servants’ names.

Whether Fulk immediately recognized Hugh of Payns is
not recorded, but when the master of the Temple arrived
before him in the spring of 1128 they were renewing an old
acquaintance. Hugh had hosted Fulk in Jerusalem around
the year 1120, shortly after the Templars’ establishment,
and Fulk had duly proven a grateful early patron, sending
the brothers a stipend of 30 pounds in Angevin coin eveiy
year. Evidently, the renewal of personal relations was
successful. On 31 May, Hugh and William of Bures were
present when Fulk took the cross. Together these envoys
from the east had convinced him to set his soul, his career
and his county on a new path. Within months Fulk would be
handing over control of Anjou to his fifteen-year-old son
Geoffrey ‘Le Bel’i and moving permanently to Jerusalem.
There he would marry Melisende, becoming heir
presumptive to the crown.
Under the arrangements made for Fulk to leave Anjou,

his young son Geoffrey was married to an eligible widow
named Matilda. By right of her first marriage Matilda
claimed the honorary title of empress of Germany; by right
of blood she was heir to both the kingdom of England and
duchy of Normandy - Anjou’s neighbour and fierce rival.
Geoffrey and Matilda’s wedding took place on 17 June, and
if Hugh was present then he may have met Matilda’s father,
Heniy In any case, soon afterwards Hugh appeared in
Henry’s kingdom soliciting money and assistance, exciting
his audiences with talk of a looming new war between the
forces of Christianity and the heathen hordes, and a plan to
expand the godly kingdom of Jerusalem into new, untapped
territory.
According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the English king
devoured this news, and presented Hugh with ‘great
treasures of gold and silver’ from his Norman treasury.
When Hugh arrived in England, he was ‘welcomed by all

good men. He was given treasures by all, and in Scotland
too.’ It was a fabulously successful journey. ‘Much wealth,
entirely in gold and silver, was sent to Jerusalem,’ wrote the
chronicler, and many people also dedicated themselves to
travel back to the east to fight in the coming war. This was
not the first time that the English and Scots had committed
to crusading: a number of minor lords and knights had
travelled in the entourage of Robert, duke of Normandy in
1096, as had an unusual character called Lagmadr, king of
the Isle of Man and the Hebrides, who went to Jerusalem
and died there doing penance for blinding his brother
Harald. But it was still a period of unusual enthusiasm.
‘More people went [to the east], either with [Hugh] or after
him, than ever before since the time of the first crusade,’
wrote the chronicler.^ And the energy Hugh sparked was
not limited to the British Isles. From Flanders to Avignon,
wherever Hugh went he

managed to whip up volunteers and finance.*-- He was, in
effect, preaching a mini-crusade.
If recruiting a new heir to the crown of Jerusalem was the
most striking public achievement of Hugh’s tour of Europe,
there was, however, one more showpiece occasion left. In
1126 King Baldwin had written ahead of Hugh to vouch for
the Templars as an organization that enjoyed the royal
favour, and to encourage powerful figures to lobby Rome so
that the Templars should be granted the approval of the
pope. In January 1129 the campaign was rewarded. A church
council opened at Troyes, on the borders of France and
Burgundy, during which the Templars were granted papal
recognition, a quasimonastic code by which to live, a
uniform and a formal place within the hierarchy of the
church. On 13 Januaiy Hugh made a speech to an assembly
that included two archbishops, ten bishops and seven
abbots. He spelled out

the ideas and practices which underpinned the Templar
organization, and put them up for debate and refinement.
Within a matter of a few days the drafting process of a
formal Rule for the western church’s first official ‘militaiy
order’ had begun. The guiding hand in that process
belonged to a figure with a huge future in the crusading
movement: Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux.
*
Bernard of Clairvaux, known today simply as St Bernard,
was the most valuable patron Hugh of Payns ever found.
Bom at Fontaines-les-Dijon in the year 1090, Bernard had
at a young age decided to join a new, reforming monastic
movement known, after their mother house at Citeaux, as
the Cistercians. Rejecting the worldliness of the
Benedictines and the grandeur and pomp of the Cluniacs,

Cistercian monks devoted themselves to lives of abject,
grinding poverty and hard work, usually performed in
abbeys founded in out-of-the-way locations. They wore
white robes to symbolize their purity, and allowed
themselves virtually nothing in the way of bodily comfort.
Bernard, who founded Clairvaux abbey with twelve other
monks in 1115, was frequently ill from the exertions of his
sparse diet and uncomfortable living conditions. His main
pleasure came from composing sermons and letters telling
other people how to improve their lives - a skill at which he
was unmatched.!* Bernard’s talent as an advocate, diplomat
and political counsellor was sought by popes and kings,
although he was no snob, and never above giving his advice
to fallen young women or runaway monks. To whomever he
was writing, his opinions were highly regarded, and when
he appeared at the Council of Troyes to support Hugh of
Payns, to whom he had been

introduced by Baldwin II, it was a great coup.
The Rule of the Templars - or rather, that part of it that
came to be known as the Latin or Primitive Rule* - bore
Bernard’s unmistakable imprimatur. In Hugh’s Templars,
Bernard saw a militarized version of the Cistercians, who
could do battle with steel and mail as well as through prayer
and contemplation. The prologue to the Rule described the
Order of the Temple as a redemptive home for knights ‘who
up until now have embraced a secular knighthood in favour
of humans only, and in which Christ was not the cause’.
Within its fold these reformed knights would live a life of
monastic obedience and seriousness, in which diet was
strictly regulated and leisure time heavily circumscribed.
Uniforms were prescribed, in white or black according to the
member’s status as a knight-brother or sergeant-brother;
some years later papal permission was granted for these to
be emblazoned with a red cross.

Templars were to live only for prayer, patrolling and fighting
the infidel; frivolity was to be rejected and the company of
women, ‘through which men are accustomed often to be
endangered’, was to be shunned.^ In a different text, which
became known as De Laude, Bernard called the order ‘a new
kind of knighthood’ through which Christ would rid the
Holy Land of ‘the children of disbelief. The Templars, as he
saw it, were instituted for the purpose of seeking martyrdom
and killing infidels. ‘Surely,’ he wrote of the idealized
Templar knight, ‘if he kills an evil doer, he is not a mankiller, but an evil-killer... Should he be killed himself, we
know he has not perished, but has come safely home.’n
When the council of Troyes concluded its business, Hugh
was no longer the leader of a small volunteers corps on the
edge of Latin Christendom, but the master of an
international military order that embodied the very essence
of Christian holy war, backed

by the papacy and in large part designed by the foremost
churchman of the age.
*
If Hugh’s mission to the west had been a resounding
success, his return to the east in 1129, following the council
of Troyes, was not quite so glorious. Hugh had proven
himself adept at rallying men and soliciting valuable
support for his order. But what he could not control was the
outcome of the crusade for which he had been chief
recruiting officer. Many volunteers had signed up - plenty of
them attracted through connections to the wider Montlhery
family that counted Baldwin among its members.^ And
many travelled to the kingdom of Jerusalem (as Hugh most
likely did) in the company of Fulk of Anjou. But as the
author of the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle put it, ‘when those multitudes got there, they were
pitiably duped’.* Hugh had promised a great war. What
followed was a single, ill-starred and ultimately humiliating
campaign.
Having given up on attacking Aleppo after the debacle of
the Field of Blood, in 1125 and 1126 Baldwin II had made
probing raids on Damascus and its environs, on both
occasions deploying relatively small contingents of men
drawn from the kingdom of Jerusalem. Although during the
second of these campaigns he had drawn Tughtakin into a
confused and inconclusive battle, he had never come close
to seizing the city. The king had come to believe that the key
to doing so was to deploy an army on the scale of those that
had captured Antioch and Jerusalem a quarter of a century
previously, when he had been a young man. This, of course,
was the reason why Hugh of Payns and others had been
dispatched to the

west, and Baldwin decided to wait for their arrival before
attacking Damascus again. Indeed, he was so intent on
biding his time that he passed up the chance to attack
Damascus even when Tughtakin died on 12 February 1128,
ill and worn out by a long career in the fields Baldwin’s
decision not to exploit the transition of power to the new
atabeg, Tughtakin’s son Taj al-Muluk Buri, would look
feeble with hindsight. But at the time he was waiting until
he could put in the field what Ibn al-Qalanisi called ‘a vast
host’.- That time arrived after the arrival of Hugh and the
fresh crusaders in the late autumn of 1129.
Damascus had been described by the explorer alMuqaddasi as ‘the metropolis of Syria’, packed with palaces
and monuments dating to the age of the Umayyads, the
jewel among them being the city’s stunning eighth-century
mosque, a vast and dazzlingly beautiful building lacquered
in gold decor, which was considered to

be the fourth-holiest site in the Islamic world. The city that
spread out around it was also famously pleasant;
‘crisscrossed by streams and surrounded by trees,’ wrote alMuqaddasi, who praised the magnificent quality of
Damascene bath-houses and fountains, and the probity of
the citizens (their only serious flaw, he thought, was a
disappointing liking for tough meat and dry bread) To the
Franks, who cared little for mosques but a lot for holy relics
and strategic trading posts, it was a highly alluring prize.
Damascene markets served the silk roads that connected the
workshops of China with Byzantium and the Latin west. The
head of John the Baptist was said to have been buried under
one of the pillars in the great mosque.
In late November, Baldwin rode out with an army that Ibn
al-Athir reckoned to contain 2,000 knights and ‘infantry
beyond counting’.** Alongside him was an

impressive contingent of new crusading leaders: his new
son-in-law Fulk of Anjou, the young Bohemond II of
Antioch, who had finally arrived in 1128 to take possession
of his late father’s principality, the veteran Joscelin of
Edessa and Pons, count of Tripoli. Inside Damascus, they
knew, the new atabeg Buri had problems. A major rebellion
of Nizaris (the sect of the Assassins) living in Damascus led
to popular riots and lynchings in the streets. Crucified Nizari
corpses decorated the battlements of the city walls, while the
charred remains of the former vizier Abu Ali, who had been
beheaded for allegedly conniving with Nizaris, lay on an ashheap near the citadel. Stray dogs had been feasting on
human carrion for days.^ Those Nizaris who had managed
to flee the city had sought sanctuary with the Latins, and
signed over the nearby town of Banyas as a mark of their
good faith. It was from Banyas that the Frankish army had
advanced, setting up

camp 6 miles (10 km) south of Damascus at a place called
the Wooden Bridge, near Darayya; supposedly the point on
the road to Damascus where Saul the Pharisee had seen the
blinding light that occasioned his conversion to the
Christian apostle St Paul.^.
Thirty years previously, during the winter siege outside
the walls of Antioch, a large Frankish army had needed to
give constant thought to provisioning, which was in large
part done by foraging the nearby land. Now the Franks
before Damascus did the same. William of Bures detached a
very large contingent of knights - half the cavalry, according
to William of Tyre’s chronicle - who then splintered into
smaller raiding parties and went off to roam the countiyside
for supplies. This turned out to be a grave error. Buri was by
no means as fierce a ruler as his late father Tughtakin, but
he was alert enough to see an opportunity. He tasked a
group of ‘the doughtiest Turks of

Damascus’, along with several other contingents of allies
who had come to the city to aid in its defence, and sent them
out to engage the Frankish foragers.* They surprised the
bulk of the raiders near the village of al-Buraq and ‘made
great slaughter among them’, put William of Bures to flight
and ‘surrounded the remainder with blows of swords and
thrusts of lances and showers of arrows’ until ‘they were
prostrate on the ground and befouled with dust beneath the
horses’ feet’.^
This was a serious setback, and as it transpired, one from
which the crusaders could not recover. As they prepared to
mount a counter-attack, a storm of fog, torrential rain,
thunder and lightning blew up that churned the roads into
impassable mud. ‘The tempest had been sent upon them
because of their sins,’ sniffed William of Tyre.;* With half
the army scattered to the winds, Baldwin had no option but
a disorderly retreat. As

soon as the disaster at al-Buraq was reported, the Frankish
army burned what they could not carry and fled. Ibn alQalanisi, like William of Tyre, saw the hand of the Almighty
at work. ‘The people [of Damascus] felt secure and went out
to their farms... freed from sorrow and anxiety, and visited
by unlooked-for and undreamt of mercy and goodness from
God - to Him be praise,’ he wrote. ‘After this disaster it was
scarcely possible for the infidels to assemble in full force, so
many of their knights had perished, such numbers of their
men were destroyed and so much of their baggage was lost
*
No wonder, then, that the author of the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle passed a scathing judgement on the 1129 crusade,
summing it up as nothing but deceit and failure.

The Franks had pressed hard at both Aleppo and Damascus
during the 1120s, but even with the might of an army that
stood comparison with the great levies of the First Crusade,
they had come up short. The dream of conquering another
of the great cities under Islamic rule had not died: further
expeditions against Aleppo, Damascus and Cairo, to the
south, would continue - and the need to pick off Ascalon, the
last coastal stronghold between Egypt and Byzantium,
would not be forgotten, either. But from the 1130s,
expansion in the east slowly gave way to retrenchment, and
in the 1140s, as we shall see, retrenchment gave way to
panicked defence.
In this regard the most important development of the
1129 Damascus crusade was less the outcome of the battle
itself than the campaign of recruitment that had preceded it.
With the establishment of the Templars under Hugh of
Payns, a formal crusading institution had been created,

which gave lasting expression to the urges of young warriors
to fight penitential holy war, and perpetual connections
between the lands of the Latins in the east and west. From
the 1130s the Templars’ mission was imitated by the
Hospitallers, who added a military branch to their medical
and palliative duties. During the following decades,
Templar and Hospitaller castles, watchtowers and
commanderies (also known as preceptories, meaning
monastic-style military barracks) would spring up
throughout the crusader states, inhabited by permanent
garrisons of religious warriors, whose duties encompassed
not only protecting pilgrims but defending the Christian
Holy Land itself. Templar and Hospitaller knights and
sergeants came to be regarded as the elite units in Frankish
armies, customarily forming the vanguard and rearguard in
the field, and earning a reputation among their enemies as
‘the fiercest fighters of all the Franks’.

Meanwhile, in Europe the militaiy orders also flourished:
offered institutional support and sweeping tax relief by
successive popes, they took an active role in the crusader
wars of the Spanish peninsula, while expanding and staffing
their profit-making property networks in more peaceful
lands through the efforts of individuals who donated either
their property or their persons to the Templars or
Hospitallers in the hope of eternal reward.
While these new crusading institutions began to expand
and flourish, however, it was not entirely clear where the
future of crusading lay. After 1129 there was scant appetite
for another major expedition from west to east - for there
was, it seemed, no cause that demanded one. The
resurgence of crusading, to the east at least, would come to
depend on obvious and existential danger to the Latin
states: it would be a defensive and not an offensive tool. It
was more than a decade before such a danger reared its

head; but when it did, it was a fearsome sight, driven by a
leader as imposing as Tughtakin and Ilghazi combined.

* These attacks were an unsubtle attempt to force the new Byzantine emperor John
II Komnenos to renew a favourable trading treaty which he had cancelled
following his father’s death. They succeeded: the treaty was renewed in 1126.
i Theobald’s father was Stephen, count of Blois, scorned for abandoning the
crusade at Antioch in 1098. William’s father was Robert, duke of Normandy, who
was at this time languishing in prison in England, a captive of his own brother,
Henry I.
i aka Geoffrey Plantagenet: father of Henry II of England and founder of the
dynasty that ruled England from 1154 until 1485.
§ Over the course of Templar history the Rule would be significantly expanded
and revised, to encompass a military handbook and a large body of case studies
concerning contraventions of the Rule and the penances due to rulebreakers.

13
Melisende the Magnificent
You must set your hand to great things,
and although a woman, you must act as
a man...

In the high summer of 1131 Melisende, the eldest of

Baldwin H’s four daughters, was summoned to her father’s
deathbed. She found the old king languishing in the
patriarch’s palace in the compound of the Holy Sepulchre,
dressed as a monk. A few days earlier, when he realized he
was mortally ill, Baldwin had set aside the trappings of his
royal state and asked his servants to carry him to
comfortable lodgings as close as possible to Christ’s tomb.
He took religious vows and assumed the cowl, in the hope
of improving his chances in the afterlife. ‘He had full hope
that the One who had overcome death... would make him a
sharer in his own resurrection,’ wrote William of Tyre.i But
Baldwin had not entirely abandoned all thoughts of the
earthly realm: he had important plans for the future of his
crown and his family - as the twenty-six-year-old Melisende
was about to find out.
Melisende and her three sisters - Alice, Hodierna and
Yvette - would all in their ways become prominent in the

dynastic politics of the Latin states. Alice had married
Bohemond II of Antioch, but was now a young widow, since
Bohemond had died the previous year, aged just twentythree, while fighting the Danishmend Turks of Anatolia; his
head was lopped off in the fighting and sent as a gift to the
caliph in Baghdad. Hodierna was unmarried, but within a
few years she would become one of the pre-eminent women
of the region. The youngest sister, Yvette (also known as
Joveta) had been marked for a career in the convent, but her
life was nevertheless dramatic from its earliest years. As a
five-year-old Yvette was caught up in negotiations for her
father’s release from imprisonment at the hands of Ilghazi’s
son Timurtash; traumatically, she was taken from her home
to be kept in honourable confinement pending payment of
Baldwin’s ransom. The girls were born to testing times and
necessity made them tough. Half Frankish and, through
their late

mother Morphia, half Armenian, all four were determined
and notable women of the second generation of Frankish
settlers in the Holy Land. Their interwoven stories would
illustrate the emerging tensions and rivalries that gripped
the Latin east as the deeds of the first crusaders slipped from
living memory into the realm of histoiy and legend.
Melisende arrived at her father’s bedside in the company
of her husband Fulk and their infant son. She had married
Fulk promptly on his arrival in the Holy Land in 1129,
fulfilling the deal struck with the Angevin lord before the
Damascus crusade. The couple had promptly done their
dynastic duty and produced an heir, whom they
unsurprisingly named Baldwin. That could have been the
moment that Melisende disappeared from politics: as a
vessel for kingship to be transmitted first by marriage and
then by childbirth, her duty to the kingdom was in its
narrowest sense done. But Melisende was not one for

going quietly. Moreover, in the early twelfth centuiy queens
were enjoying a moment of brief acceptability: in England
Henry I died in 1135 leaving his crown to his daughter (and
Fulk’s daughter-in-law) Matilda; in Castile and Leon
Alfonso VI had transmitted his crown through his daughter
Urraca; in Sicily the minority of Roger II had been adroitly
managed by his mother Adelaide. Queenship did not stir
quite the same instinctive antipathy as it would later in the
Middle Ages, and in Baldwin’s mind there was much to
recommend it. So it was that Melisende, Fulk and the infant
Baldwin assembled to learn that the dying king was about to
stand his kingdom on its head.
The deal that brought Fulk to the Holy Land had been
made on the understanding that the count of Anjou was
arriving with a view to taking over the crown. Yet in his last
moments Baldwin equivocated about what that meant.

Rather than Fulk alone becoming king, he said, Jerusalem
was to be ruled by the family together: Fulk, Melisende and,
when the time came, the infant prince.^ This was not quite
the bargain struck back in the west, but the old king was
entitled to do as he saw fit. Thus he changed his mind and
promptly died, departing the world on 21 August 1131. A
little over three weeks later on 14 September - the day of
exaltation of the Holy Cross - Fulk and Melisende were
anointed and crowned together in the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre by the patriarch of Jerusalem, William of
Messines. The young Baldwin, being a minor, was not yet
included, and the tradition of crowning monarchs at
Bethlehem on Christmas Day was broken. So everything was
unusual: the venue, the date and the arrangement. Quite
how this double- and, it was envisaged, tripleheaded rule of
the Latin kingdom and its dependent states was going to
work was unclear. As Ibn al-Qalanisi wrote

from Damascus, ‘by the loss of Baldwin, [the Franks] were
thrown into discord and confusion’.*
*
Fulk acceded to the crown of Jerusalem with a clear idea of
how he intended to exercise authority. This amounted, more
or less, to a clean sweep. Writing far away in Normandy
(many hundreds of miles distant but in a territory well
acquainted with Fulk’s methods and means of government)
the chronicler Orderic Vitalis recorded the abrupt changes
brought about by Fulk’s rise:
As a new ruler he banished from his counsels the leading magnates who from the
first had fought resolutely against the Turks and helped Godfrey and the two
Baldwins to bring towns and fortresses under their rule, and replaced them with
Angevin strangers and other raw newcomers... Consequently, great

disaffection spread, and the stubbornness of the magnates was damnably roused
against the man who changed officials so gauchely. For a long time... they turned
their warlike skills, which they should have united to exercise the heathen, to rend
themselves.’

Fulk brought his own administrators, his own castellans and
his own churchmen to the east and - understandably if not
wisely - created from them an Angevin circle around the
crown that seemed to exclude older hands. He exhibited a
particular prejudice against men associated with the
Normans, be they of Normandy proper or of the Hauteville
clan of Apulia, Calabria and Sicily, which had produced
Bohemond I, Tancred and other famous crusaders. From
the start of the reign, Angevins were promoted, while
Normans and those connected to Baldwin’s Montlhery
family were let down. Most egregiously, Fulk tried to swat
aside the deathbed wishes

of his father-in-law and sideline Queen Melisende in
Jerusalem and her sister Alice in Antioch.
In 1130 Alice, newly widowed, had earned the wrath of her
father Baldwin II by asserting her right to rule the northern
principality on behalf of Constance, her two- year-old
daughter by Bohemond II. Attempting to show that she
could secure Antioch’s borders by diplomacy even if she
could not ride at the head of an army, Alice had made
overtures to the most energetic of the Seljuq leaders in the
region: Imad al-Din Zengi, atabeg of Mosul and Aleppo, a
swarthy, grey-haired soldier in his fifties who was regarded
with awe and a healthy dose of fear by enemies and followers
alike.- William of Tyre heard many years later that these
overtures included a gift of a snow- white palfrey with a
silver bridle and silk saddle-cloth.* While this ghostly steed
may have pleased Zengi, it only served to enrage Alice’s
father. He marched on Antioch,

taking Fulk with him. The city gates were thrown open by
the citizens and Alice was forced to fling herself at her
father’s feet and beg mercy. Baldwin sent her off in disgrace
to live in Laodicea and Jabala, two of Antioch’s port cities,
and took the regency of Antioch into his own hands.
As soon as Baldwin was dead and Fulk was king, however,
Alice tried her luck again. ‘An extremely malicious and wily
woman,’ tutted William of Tyre, patronizingly; but he also
acknowledged the strength of opinion that suddenly swung
behind Alice and the concerns that other nobles harboured
about Fulk at the start of his reign. The ‘Princess of Antioch’,
as she styled herself, was backed in her bid for power by both
Pons of Tripoli and a new count of Edessa, Joscelin II - both
of whom were anxious to maintain a measure of
independence over the affairs of their counties.: To bring

all three into obedience, Fulk was obliged to deploy armed
force, fighting a battle against Pons to secure the count’s
submission in Tripoli, and imposing a royal regime in
Antioch under the constable Rainaid Mazoir. This sort of
discord was highly irregular among the Latins. In
Damascus, Ibn al-Qalanisi noted with surprise that ‘fighting
had taken place between [the Franks], in which a number of
them were killed’.- Yet this was far from the end of Fulk’s
problems. Scarcely had he brought Antioch and Tripoli to
heel than he returned to Jerusalem to find more rebellion
brewing, orchestrated in favour of Alice’s elder sister: his
wife, Melisende.
It is hard to examine the events of the early 1130s without
concluding that Fulk brought many of his troubles upon
himself. Confident that Baldwin Il’s final wishes could not
be pressed upon him once that venerable old king lay cold
in a vault beneath Golgotha, he scorned

propriety, and from the start of his reign tried to freeze
Melisende out of the processes of government. But
Melisende was no doormat and she did not lack for
supporters. Fulk was rewarded for his bullish approach with
a full-blown rebellion, led by two of the leading nobles of the
Latin kingdom: the blue-blooded Hugh of Le Puiset, count
of J affa, and Romanus of Le Puy, former lord of the
Transjordan (or Oultrejordairi), lands which lay east of
Jerusalem across the River Jordan.
According to a scurrilous tale repeated several decades
later by William of Tyre, trouble began because Hugh of Le
Puiset - young, tall, handsome and an excellent swordsman
- was said to be conducting an affair with his second cousin
Melisende. ‘The count... was rumoured of being on toofamiliar terms with the queen, and of this there seemed to
be many proofs,’ wrote William, without mentioning what
any of those proofs might have been.

‘Hence, spurred on by a husband’s jealousy, the king is said
to have conceived an inexorable hatred against the man A
This was a romantic yarn, and little more than tittle-tattle.
The root cause of Hugh’s dissatisfaction was not sexual
longing for his cousin but a deep concern at the way the new
king was trampling roughshod over the interests of their
extended families and marginalizing the queen.
Matters came to a head at a gathering of the haute cour
(the high court of Jerusalem’s leading nobles) in 1134, when
a loyalist lord, Walter of Caesarea, accused Hugh in open
court of making treasonous plots against Fulk’s life. Hugh
demanded to defend his honour in hand-to-hand combat,
then failed to appear at the designated time, most likely
under pressure from his wife, Emolata, since Walter was her
son from an earlier marriage. Hugh was declared guilty in
his absence and responded in the stupidest way

imaginable: he sailed to the Fatimid city of Ascalon and
agreed a treaty that provided for Muslim assistance in taking
up arms against the king of Jerusalem. In short order
Fatimid raiding parties ‘invaded our territories with
unwonted boldness and presumption’, wrote William of
Tyre.M
Just as Princess Alice had overreached in trying to curiy
favour with Zengi, so now Hugh of Le Puiset found himself
at the mercy of his own rash mistakes and his overlord’s
anger. Fulk drove off the Ascalonites, then besieged Hugh in
Jaffa, quickly bringing him to surrender as the people of that
city declined to fight against their king. Hugh was deprived
of his county and sentenced to three years’ exile from the
kingdom. He could count himself lucky to have escaped with
his life - but only briefly. Hugh was in Jerusalem settling his
affairs before taking ship back to the west when, as he sat
playing dice one night on a street

known for its furrier shops, he was set upon by a knight from
Brittany, who stabbed him half to death. Hugh recovered
from his wounds sufficiently to leave the kingdom, but died
not long afterwards in Apulia, where King Roger II of Sicily
had granted him sanctuary and a lordship.
Now, once more, Fulk was under pressure. Denying any
part in the attack, he had the knight who wielded the blade
mutilated - although he instructed the torturers not to cut
their victim’s tongue, lest it should be said that he wished to
silence the truth. But Fulk could not forestall public opinion,
which - fairly or otherwise - blamed him for a disgraceful
attack upon a man of noble blood. Neither could he look past
the fact that his attempts to oust Melisende from an active
political role had caused trouble he could have done
without. There were enough dangers looming without
starting a civil war: the Fatimids had

demonstrated that their appetite to attack the south of the
kingdom remained undimmed; Antioch and Edessa in the
north were under growing pressure both from Zengi in
Mosul and Aleppo and the Byzantine emperor John II
Komnenos in Anatolia and Cilicia. Belatedly Fulk realized
that wrestling with his wife and her faction was a pointless
distraction from the real business of rule. In 1135 he backed
down, and agreed to rule in tandem with her, as Baldwin II
had requested. This was quite a turnaround. ‘The king
became so uxorious that, whereas he had formerly aroused
her wrath, he now calmed it,’ continued William, ‘and not
even in unimportant cases did he take any measures without
her knowledge and assistance.’*
With Melisende belatedly raised to her rightful place

beside her husband - witnessing charters, engaging in policy
and in 1136 bearing a second son, named Amalric Jerusalem took new shape. The young kingdom, in which a
second generation of colonizing Franks rubbed shoulders
with new arrivals from the west, ruling a mixed population
of Christians of all stripes alongside Jews, Arabs, Syrians
and Turks, was overhauled - in many places being literally
rebuilt from the ground up. Year by year, a new kingdom
began to emerge. Reflecting an environment in which
merchants, artisans, artists and pilgrims from Persia,
Byzantium, Egypt and all over the Mediterranean mingled,
the architecture and art produced for Melisende and Fulk
was frequently dazzling.
One of the finest examples of crusader art in the age of
Melisende was a small but stunningly formed book known
as the Melisende Psalter: a devotional manual containing a
liturgical calendar and texts of the psalms. It was the

product of a workshop in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
- commissioned perhaps as a gift from Fulk to Melisende to
soothe their marital strife - and its astonishingly lavish
production values epitomized the cross-cultural genius at
work in the crusader kingdom. The psalter, which survives
today, is a riot of colour and craftsmanship: pages of elegant
Latin text with illuminated lettering, images from the
zodiac, bright illustrations depicting the life of Christ and
gold leaf inscribed with Greek phases. The folios were bound
between delicately carved ivory covers featuring scenes from
the life of King David, tableaux of animals tearing each other
apart and soldierly figures representing the virtues violently
slaughtering others standing for the vices. The whole thing
was fastened with embroidered silk ribbon .11 Between four
and six highly accomplished artists worked on the psalter,
under the guidance of a Greek-

trained master called Basil, whose work blended Frankish,
Italian, Byzantine, Anglo-Saxon and Islamic influences, and
in whose workshop the highest standards of calligraphy,
bookbinding, metalwork, penmanship and needlework were
maintained.^
Book production was only a small part of Jerusalem’s
cultural effusion during Melisende’s time as queen.
Religious artefacts were brought from the Near East to the
Latin west by wealthy or well-connected pilgrims: around
the start of Melisende and Fulk’s reign a German monastery
in Denkendorf, which was dedicated to the Holy Sepulchre,
sent a mission to obtain splinters of the True Cross from
Jerusalem. The fragments, gifted on the authority of the
patriarch, came back to Bavaria encased in a stunning,
silver-gilt reliquary in the shape of a doublearmed cross
(known as a crux gemma), mounted with pearls, amethysts
and chippings of the precious rock of

Golgotha.* Other items to find their way back from the
crusader states included Islamic-style printed textiles, and
drinking jugs cast in the shape of fierce or fantastical beasts.
After these were imported from the Holy Land they were
often copied in Latin workshops catering to a new appetite
for exotic items from the east.*
Alongside the production of magnificent trinkets and
luxury goods began several massive building projects. Some
of these were undertaken independently of crown policy,
such as the massive expansion of the Hospital of St John
that took place between 1140 and c.1155. Much work,
however, was directly sponsored by the king and queen.
Some of Jerusalem’s covered markets were constructed
under Melisende’s direction: one close by the Hospital of St
John and the Holy Sepulchre contained three parallel
streets of cramped shops beneath vaulted passages: these
were the Street of Herbs, the Street of Bad Cooking and

the Covered Streets On the Temple Mount the Dome of the
Rock (or as the crusaders knew it, the Temple of the Lord)
was renovated and redecorated ahead of its reconsecration
as a Christian church with a chapter of Augustinian canons
in 1141. The Dome of the Rock had been badly depleted
during the First Crusade: Ibn al-Athir heard of gold and
silver candlesticks and candelabra being looted en masse in
1099 in a plunder of booty that was ‘beyond counting’.^ Now
the mosque had been converted into a church - a project that
had been started more than fifteen years previously Melisende ensured that its splendour was not neglected. She
paid special attention to new mosaics inside the shrine and
ordered an ornate wrought-iron grille to be erected around
the huge rock itself, which had been covered in marble. A
small octagonal baptistery (today the Qubbat al-Mi’raj) was
also built nearby, topped with a little dome and decorated
with

thirty-two short columns with intricately carved capitals.
Meanwhile, to the east of the Temple platform, in
Bethany, which lay a mile and a half (2.5 km) outside the city
walls on the slopes of the Mount of Olives, Melisende
founded a nunnery. For centuries this had been a pilgrimage
site associated with Lazarus, whose supposed tomb was
served by an attractive pilgrim church.i- Now a grand new
convent with a second church was raised on the site, both
for the glory of the Almighty and the comfort of Melisende’s
youngest sister Yvette, who had been professed as a nun at
the monastery of St Anne and who eventually became
abbess at St Lazarus in 1144. Melisende endowed the nuns
under her sister with sufficient revenue to make theirs the
richest monastic house in the entire kingdom. According to
William of Tyre the queen kept up a steady supply of
vestments, treasure, ‘chalices, books and other ornaments
pertaining to the service of the

church’. William, who saw the convent of St Lazarus fully
built, noted that it was protected by a strong tower ‘of hewn
and polished stone’, which made it ‘an impregnable fortress
against the enemy’.ie
It must have seemed during the 1130s and 1140s that all
Jerusalem was a building site.^ And no work was more
spectacular or important than the reconstruction of the Holy
Sepulchre. Planning must have begun in the 1130s, so vast
and complex were the proposals to reconfigure the church
at the centre of the Christian world. Although repairs to the
church after its razing by the ‘mad caliph’ al- Hakim in 1009
had resulted in a respectable site, ambitions had expanded
considerably in the first decades of Frankish occupation.
Now plans were drawn up to join up the rotunda containing
the holy tomb with the shrine built over Calvaiy and the
chapel that marked Christ’s prison. A new choir, apse and
nave were designed, along

with a series of chapels. A new dome would rise above the
choir. The tombs of Godfrey and the two Baldwins would be
visible immediately on entering the new building from its
southern courtyard. The outer doors opening out into this
courtyard would be topped with Romanesque arches typical
of the old Latin world; above the portals were to be placed
elaborate decorative stone lintels carved with images from
Christ’s Passion amid branches and leaves. The broad effect
would feel familiar to all Frankish pilgrims who had
previously trodden the path to Santiago de Compostela and
seen the numerous Romanesque cathedral complexes built
along the way.^. But the decorative detail of columns and
lintels, doorways and windows, mosaics and icons were
enthusiastically hybrid: Byzantine, Latin, Arab and Syrian
motifs and influences all muddled together to create an
exciting and unique ‘crusader’ style. It was perhaps not as
daring as the soaring

gothic school of architecture about to burst into life back in
France during the mid-twelfth century, but it was striking
enough. Work began on the huge new church during the
early 1130s and the scaffolding may still have been in place
on 15 July 1149 when a parade through the city took place to
mark fifty years to the day since it had fallen to the armies
of God.
*
While designs were drawn up for this great religious
rebuilding project, Fulk and Melisende also oversaw a castle
construction programme, with fortresses commissioned
across the kingdom of Jerusalem and beyond. A ring of
fortifications went up: some, like Ibelin, Blanchegard and
Gaza, were designed to hem in the Fatimids at Ascalon;
others guarded the borderlands of

crusader influence on the east side of the River Jordan,
others still were placed on the approaches towards
Damascus. Castles ranged from small watchtowers supplied
with water by underground cisterns to walled compounds
large enough to house patrols and raiding parties; by the
1160s they had evolved into huge concentric coastal or
hilltop fortresses which amounted to full military barracks.
One of the first castles built under Fulk and Melisende was
erected at Bayt Jibrin (Beth Gibelin/Bet Govrin), an ancient
village between Jerusalem and Hebron. William of Tyre
knew Bayt Jibrin as a strong fortress surrounded by an
impregnable wall with towers, ramparts and a moat’.- The
ruins, still visible today, bear out the description.
To solve the problem of garrisoning this militaiy outpost
far outside Jerusalem itself, in 1136 Fulk granted Bayt Jibrin
to the brothers of the Hospital of St John, who

took over its maintenance and in turn started to encourage
Frankish farming families who had come on crusade or
pilgrimage and never returned home to settle and work the
land nearby.- Its transfer to Hospitaller management
marked the beginning of the order’s transformation into a
military auxiliary force to rival the Templars.** This tactic
was by no means limited to the kingdom of Jerusalem alone.
In the county of Tripoli during the early 1140s the
Hospitallers were granted five important border castles chief among them Crac des Chevaliers, which, after its own
extensive redevelopment, came to be one of the most
imposing and iconic fortresses in the Latin east. The
Templars, for their part, took over a chain of fortresses in
Antioch - Baghras, Darbsak, La Roche Guillaume and La
Roche de Roussel - which guarded the passes into Syria that
came down from the Amanus mountains. By the end of the
twelfth century the two orders would bear the

primary responsibility for castle-guard throughout the Latin
states.
This was just as well, because guarding was what the Latin
states increasingly required. Fulk had managed to make
peace with his wife, but as his reign progressed the pressure
mounted from other quarters. High among his concerns was
the fierce Turkish general and Seljuq atabeg Zengi, steadily
increasing his power in the Seljuq empire and turning his
attentions to the possessions of the infidels by the coast.
Having expanded his authority first from Mosul to Aleppo,
Zengi pressed hard in the 1130s to take control of Damascus,
a conquest that would unite the three greatest Muslim cities
in Syria under one ruler, thereby presenting a severe and
possibly existential danger to the Latin states.
That danger was evident from the mid-H3Os. In Tripoli,
Count Pons was killed in battle against the Turks of

Damascus in 1137; during the same campaign Fulk himself
was besieged by Zengi in the city of Montferrand and was
lucky to escape alive. This brought to power a new count of
Tripoli, Raymond II, who had married Melisende’s sister
Hodiema. Raymond was young and vigorous, but his grip on
Tripoli was shaky, and he was heavily reliant on the
burgeoning military orders in taking on large swathes of his
territory, which would be heavily exposed to any potential
conquest of Damascus by Zengi.
Things were no easier in Antioch. There, Alice’s campaign
to impose herself as regent ended in a third and final failure
in 1135-6. Amid a temporary power vacuum in Antioch
caused by the death of the elderly patriarch Bernard of
Valence - one of the last of the generation of the first
crusaders - Alice once more seized power on behalf of
Constance, by now eight years old. Yet again she was
outmanoeuvred, this time by the new patriarch,

Ralph, former archbishop of Mamistra. Instead of handing
power to Alice, Ralph summoned from Europe a new prince
entirely: Raymond of Poitiers, the charming and erudite
second son of the larger-than-life troubadour duke of
Aquitaine, William IX. The old duke was one of the few
survivors of the disastrous crusade of 1101 that had been
annihilated in Asia Minor by Qilij Arslan; his son Raymond
enthusiastically took up the invitation to do better.
Raymond arrived in Antioch in 1136 and took command of
government, to be faced by two daunting problems. From
the east loomed Zengi. From the west the Byzantine
emperor John II Komnenos was taking a long- overdue
militaiy interest in Antioch and neighbouring Cilicia,
seeking to enforce the rights of imperial overlordship that
his father Alexios had claimed in 1098 but never realized.
Raymond had a reputation as an inveterate gambler

with a great fondness for shooting dice. As prince of Antioch
he would spend the next seven years playing a desperate,
high-stakes game: trying to muster Byzantine military
support against Zengi’s encroaching armies, without finding
his principality gobbled up by Byzantium in the process.
There was some relief - albeit temporary - when in early
April 1143 John Komnenos went out hunting for wild boar,
tussled with a particularly massive specimen and grazed his
hand on his own quiver of poisoned arrows. His hand
swelled alarmingly; John refused amputation despite his
doctors’ pleadings, and on the eighth day of the month he
was dead, having chosen his son Manuel to succeed him.**
But the respite was fleeting. Manuel Komnenos would prove
an outstanding emperor in the mould of his grandfather
Alexios; Raymond soon found his problems mounting
dizzyingly around him.

Back in Jerusalem, meanwhile, Melisende’s problems were
also multiplying. On 10 November 1143 she went out riding
with Fulk near Acre; as they rode, their servants’ horses
disturbed a hare in a ditch. Like all respectable aristocrats,
Fulk was addicted to slaying lower creatures, so he spurred
his horse and charged, brandishing his lance. As he
galloped, his horse stumbled, threw him off and rolled on
top of him, crushing his skulls Fulk’s brains spurted out of
his nostrils and ears. And as he departed both the kingdom
of Jerusalem and the earth, Melisende found herself finally
in possession of the regal authority to which she had clung
so tenaciously at the start of their marriage. She wailed for
her dead husband - but not for long.
Bernard of Clairvaux, never one to refrain from offering

his opinion for fear of presumption, wrote several times to
Melisende when he heard that she was widowed (the news
came to him via his uncle Andrew of Montbard, a highranking officer in the Templars). Since the old king was dead
and the elder of her two boys, Baldwin, was still a child,
wrote Bernard, ‘the eyes of all will be upon you, and on you
alone the whole burden of the kingdom will rest. You must
set your hand to great things and, although a woman, you
must act as a man.’
‘You must arrange all things prudently and discreetly,’ he
continued, ‘so that all may judge you from your actions to be
a king rather than a queen and so that the Gentiles may have
no occasion for saying “Where is the king of Jerusalem?”.’"
On Christmas Day 1143 Melisende was crowned for the
second time, amid the building site of the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem. This time her thirteen-year-old son, now

officially recognized as Baldwin III, was beside her.
Melisende’s relationship with her son would be even more
complicated than that with her husband, and the next
decade would bring to Jerusalem not only a new crusade but
a full-blown civil war. But in the context of 1143 Melisende
might have been forgiven a moment of quiet, personal
triumph. ‘She had risen so far above the normal status of
women,’ wrote William of Tyre, ‘that she dared to undertake
important measures. It was her ambition to emulate the
magnificence of the greatest and noblest princes and to
show herself in no wise inferior to them.

’ Joscelin I of Edessa died within a few weeks of Baldwin II of Jerusalem, in the
autumn of 1131. Joscelin II was his son.

14
The Swords of Our Fathers
Wi’tfi loud outcry people on every side
began to demand crosses...

In the late spring of 1145 messengers appeared in the west
from the Holy Land bearing bad news.! They came from

Jerusalem and Antioch, but the sorry tale they told
concerned the county of Edessa. The first of the crusader
states to have been established and the supplier of the first
two Latin kings of the east, Edessa had been under pressure
for years, its borderlands a target for the Turkish emirs and
atabegs of the greater Seljuq empire. For nearly half a
century it had resisted, guarded by competent Latin lords
and fortified by holy relics including the remains of Christ’s
disciples, Saints Thaddeus and Thomas. Legend held that in
the city of Edessa ‘no heretic, no Jew, no pagan can live, no
tyrant can do harm’, for as soon as the unrighteous attacked,
St Thomas would intercede so that ‘the enemy either goes
away or makes peace’.^ Now, it seemed, the blessed Thomas
was sleeping.
During the autumn of 1144 Edessa had come under
sustained attack by Imad al-Din Zengi, the fierce master of
Mosul and of Aleppo. At the end of November 1144, when

Count Joscelin II of Edessa was in his castle at Turbessel on
the far bank of the River Euphrates, Zengi had besieged his
capital. For four weeks Zengi battered the city with stones
from his mangonels. For four weeks his sappers dug tunnels
to weaken Edessa’s towers and fortifications. On Christmas
Eve the city fell, its curtain wall mined and breached. The
messengers told grave stories of the violence that had
befallen the Frankish Christians there, which was later
characterized by William of Tyre: ‘Legions rushed in
together from all directions, entered the city and put to the
sword all whom they encountered.’* Women and children
were crushed as they fled for safety in the citadel. Hugh,
bishop of Edessa, who had been leading the siege defences,
was trampled to death.
Although Zengi did not allow a massacre or a razing ‘when he had seen the city he was impressed with it and
thought that no sensible policy would permit the

demolition of such a place’, wrote the Iraqi chronicler Ibn
al-Athir - his seizure of Edessa had nonetheless struck a
severe blow against the Franks..- The whole people of
Jerusalem, said the messengers, had felt terrible pain and
the anguish of loss to the depths of their souls.* They came
to the old kingdoms of the west to beg their rulers for a
response.
*
The envoy who brought news of Edessa’s fall to the papal
court was Hugh, bishop of Jabala. Having been held up by
the winter weather, which shut the sea lanes, Hugh only
arrived in the west around May 1145. He found the papacy
in an unsettled state. Revolution on the streets of Rome had
momentarily produced a commune with its own populist
government, inspired by the radical preaching of

a canon from Lombardy called Arnold of Brescia, who
denounced church wealth and property ownership in
general. The papal court had therefore repaired 60 miles
(100 km) north to Viterbo. The pontiff who sat there on St
Peter’s temporary throne had only been elected in February.
His name was Bernardo Paganelli, and he was a former
bishop of Pisa and Cistercian monk who had taken the name
Eugene (Eugenius) III. He already had plenty on his mind.
The existence of a Roman commune stemmed largely
from the fact that for most of the 1130s the Roman church
was in schism, with an aristocratic antipope known as
Anacletus II sitting in opposition to the more widely
supported Innocent II. The antipope’s backers were a small
but belligerent party: they included Roger II of Sicily, who
traded his support for Anacletus for official blessing of his
right to call himself a king. Most of the

schismatics were brought back into obedience in 1139 at the
Second Lateran Council (which excommunicated Roger for
his impertinence). But in the mid-H4Os the wounds that
had been opened in the western church remained raw and
bloody. Eugene’s immediate predecessor, Lucius III, had
died of wounds sustained fighting in a street battle against
the schismatic communards in Rome. It was popularly said
that Eugene owed his election as Lucius’s successor to the
fact that no one else could be found who was brave or naive
enough to aspire to the papal tiara at such a daunting time.
It was incumbent on him when he had taken on the job to
find a grand project (such as a new crusade) behind which
all of western Christendom could reunite.
The unity of the western church and Rome’s occupation
by violent communards was not the only issue that gnawed
at Eugene. From France came news of rogue

preachers filling good Christians’ heads with dangerous
heresies. Most prominent and incorrigible among them was
the long-bearded, elegantly spoken demagogue Heniy of
Lausanne, a runaway monk who had been wandering
France in his bare feet for more than thirty years, urging
people to reject such familiar pillars of Christian faith as
marriage, infant baptism and the Eucharist. Henry was an
associate of the notorious Peter of Bruys, who made a name
for himself in the 1130s by chopping down crucifixes and
setting fire to them in great piles outside church doors; a
practice which earned him commensurate reward when he
was burned to death by an angry mob.? His errors lived on
through Henry, and it fell to Eugene as pope to stamp them
out.
Disquiet in the west, however, did not blind Eugene to the
woes of the east. Even before Hugh of Jabala arrived from
Antioch in the spring of 1145, Eugene had been

providing for the defence of Latin Christendom and
exploring alliances that might help strengthen Frankish
hands, both in the crusader states and in Spain, where the
war against the Almoravids continued. One of the first bulls
he issued after his coronation was Militia dei (The Army of
God), sealed in April, which confirmed and extended papal
protection for the Templars, by granting the military order
financial privileges and tax relief to help them fund their
mission. Next Eugene turned his attention to struggles
against the Almoravids in Spain, issuing letters calling for
the reconquest of Tarragona, and offering relief from
penance for any Christian warriors who assisted in the
mission by donating to the military orders. At the same
time, he was entertaining overtures from the Church of
Armenia for closer official links with the west.
In all of this, Eugene was supported by a circle of gifted

and well-educated churchmen. They included the Cluniac
abbot Peter the Venerable - a critical but highly engaged
student of Islamic text and practice, who oversaw the first
Latin translation of the Qur’an and had observed at first
hand the course of the wars in Spain - and Otto, bishop of
Freising, a former Cistercian monk with impeccable political
connections, which sprang from the fact that his halfbrother Conrad III was the king of the Germans.? None of
these, however, was so closely associated with Eugene’s
papacy as his mentor and counsellor Bernard of Clairvaux.
Eugene had first met the great Abbot Bernard around
1135 in Pisa, and the spindly, charismatic ascetic from
Clairvaux made such an impression that Eugene had shortly
afterwards taken holy orders as a Cistercian, becoming first
a brother of Bernard’s own house and later the head of the
abbey of Saints Vincent and Anastasius,

known also as Tre Fontane - the Abbey of the Three
Fountains, located among malarial marshes on the outskirts
of Rome. His elevation to the papacy was a surprise but also
triumph for Bernard and the Cistercians. Eugene was the
first member of the order to have achieved such high office,
and the first monk-pope since Urban H’s successor, the
Cluniac Paschal II.: When Bernard wrote to congratulate
Eugene, he said that ‘when I heard this my spirit came to life
within me and I cast myself prostrate on the ground in
thanks to God’.*
Eugene’s response to the news of Edessa’s fall therefore
bore the stamp of Cistercianism in general and St Bernard
in particular.*'. On 1 December 1146 the pope issued a bull
known as Quantum praedecessores, which set out his
official reaction to the troubles in the east. Quantum
praedecessores was a strident call to the faithful to rise once
again and rescue their beleaguered brothers in the

Holy Land by joining the armies of a new crusade. Eugene
drew heavily on nostalgia for the deeds of the first
crusaders, ‘the most strong and vigorous warriors of the
kingdom of the French, and also those from Italy, fired with
the ardour of love’ who assembled a great army and ‘not
without much shedding of their own blood but attended by
divine aid, freed from the filth of the pagans that city in
which it was Our Saviour’s will to suffer for us’.— Having
thus invoked Jerusalem, Eugene then recounted the fall of
Edessa, explaining that the archbishop had been killed and
‘the relics of the saints trampled under the infidels’ feet and
dispersed’. He argued that it was the righteous duty of a new
generation of Franks to
vigorously gird themselves to oppose the multitude of the infidels who are
now rejoicing in the victory they have gained over us... so that the dignity
of the name of Christ may be enhanced in our

time and your reputation for strength, which is praised throughout the
world, may be kept unimpaired and unsullied.

This was masterly rhetoric: an appeal to both the piety and
the vanity of the knightly classes, and a challenge to prove
that the world was not going soft. To fail, wrote Eugene,
would prove that ‘the bravery of the fathers will have proved
to be diminished in the sons’. Across Europe knights would
have heard the tales of the first crusaders and seen the
trophies they had brought back from the east. Churches
across the continent heaved with relics and trinkets that had
travelled west with veterans: a typical example was a
reliquary held at a church in Ardres which contained the
hairs of Christ’s beard, shavings from his cross, a piece of
the Holy Lance discovered in Antioch and relics of St
George.21 Few across the west could have failed to have
seen relics like these, and Eugene knew it. He also

understood that crusading in his time was best sold as a
family tradition - a deed that burnished lineage and gave
glorious form to the fifth commandment: honour thy father
and mother.
Yet Quantum praedecessores did more than simply tug
on heart-strings and jog memories. Just as Pope Urban II
had done in 1095, Eugene offered the faithful who heeded
his call a handsome package of spiritual benefits: Church
protection for ‘wives and children, goods and possessions’,
immunity from legal suit and relief from interest payments
on debts. Most precious of all, Eugene promised that
‘whosoever devoutly begins and completes [a journey to the
east] or dies on it will obtain absolution from all his sins of
which he has made confession with a contrite and humble
heart’. Ever the good Cistercian, he spelled out to his
audience exactly the sins from which they might need to be
relieved. Echoing closely Bernard of Clairvaux’s

words from the Rule of the Templars, Eugene drew attention
to the worldly excesses of secular knights who ‘care for
precious clothes or elegant appearance or dogs or hawks or
other things that are signs of lasciviousness... multicoloured clothes or minivers or gilded or silvered arms’. Rise
up, he exhorted them, and ‘receive the fruit of everlasting
recompense’. The bull was published on 1 December 1145
and plans were laid for a preaching tour the following
spring. By that time, however, the first and most illustrious
crusaders were already committing themselves to the cause.
*
Eleanor, duchess of Aquitaine was once said to have
described her husband King Louis VII of France as ‘a monk
and not a monarch’.- She was the tenacious,

bewitchingly beautiful and politically astute daughter of a
louche and lively southern court that sprawled inland above
the Pyrenees from the Bay of Biscay. He was a handsome
young man, long-haired and pleasant of countenance. But
priesthood and not kingship had been Louis’s ambition, and
as a boy he was sent to school in Paris to prepare for high
office in the church. Only when his elder brother Philip’s
horse tripped over a pig in the road and threw the prince to
his death was Louis taken out of his classes and installed as
heir to the Capetian crown, to which he acceded after his
father Louis Vi’s death in the summer of 1137. And while the
crown had descended upon his head, it never quite suited
him as well as a mitre or a tonsure might have done. He was
said to have loved Eleanor with childlike jealousy. Their
marriage was destined to be difficult, and would not end
well.
In December 1145, however, Eleanor was the queen and

Louis the king, and the royal couple were presiding over a
large and lavish Christmas court in Bourges. The scene was
recorded by Odo of Deuil, one of Louis’s chaplains, who
wrote a detailed chronicle of the king’s deeds in the late
1140s. According to Odo, Louis had invited ‘bishops and
magnates of the realm... in great numbers’ and planned to
reveal to them ‘the secret in his heart’.?:* And so he did. As
Louis and Eleanor presided over festive celebrations, the
king dropped some very broad hints about his interest in
eastern affairs. The way ahead was marked clearly when the
former Cistercian prior Godfrey de la Roche, bishop of
Langres, gave a bombastic sermon denouncing the
devastation of Edessa and ‘the arrogance of the heathen’,
and called upon all the great men present to show their
loyalty to the king by preparing to fight on his behalf for the
succour of all Christians.* There was much sympathetic
lamentation, recorded Odo. Something

big was brewing.
It is not clear whether Pope Eugene’s crusading bull had
reached the French court at Christmastide 1145, or whether
in turning his attentions eastward Louis was fulfilling a vow
made by his late brother Philip. Whatever the case, both the
pope and the French king saw clearly the need for a
collective response to Edessa’s fall. By the spring that
response had been properly co-ordinated. On 1 March 1146
Quantum praedecessores was re-issued, this time
addressed specifically to Louis and his subjects. As it
circulated throughout the French kingdom preparations
were made for a meeting that would closely resemble the
Council of Clermont in 1095. Two weeks before Easter
Sunday a grand assembly descended on Vezelay in northern
Burgundy. A wooden platform was erected in the fields
outside the town. On 31 March Louis VII himself stood upon
this platform wearing a crusader’s cross.

Beside him was the slender but unmistakable figure of
Bernard of Clairvaux, preparing to make the sermon of his
life.
Nothing about Vezelay was mysterious or unplanned. Just
as had been the case at Clermont fifty-one years previously,
what took place was a carefully choreographed piece of
public theatre, in which Bernard made a rousing address on
the themes already popularly promulgated by the papal bull,
and the people responded with adulation. The crowds had
assembled ready - eager, even - to be uplifted, and Bernard
gave them the performance they wanted, rousing them to a
righteous frenzy and then handing out crosses to everyone
who agreed to join King Louis on a new crusade. This
ecstatic bout of planned spontaneity was then reported by
recruiting officers and preachers far and wide throughout
the realm. ‘When heaven’s instrument [i.e. Bernard] poured
forth the dew of

the divine word... with loud outcry people on eveiy side
began to demand crosses,’ wrote Odo. ‘And when he had
sowed, rather than distributed, the parcel of crosses which
had been prepared beforehand, he was forced to tear his
own garments into crosses and sow them abroad.’* Here
indeed was a tableau with which to inspire a new adventure:
the famous abbot - ‘who bore a hardy spirit in his frail and
almost lifeless body’ - literally rending apart his clothes like
Jacob.* It began a period of intensive preparation for a
crusade led not by princes, but by kings and queens. A
popular song in Old French captured the spirit of the
moment. ‘Anyone who now goes with Louis need have no
fear of Hell, for his soul will be in Paradise with the angels
of our Lord,’ went the chorus, while a verse insisted that
‘God has organized a tournament between Heaven and
Hell’.jAfter rousing the French at Vezelay, St Bernard went off

to Flanders and the Rhineland to spread the word of the new
crusade and perform miracles. These included having a
short conversation with a statue of the Virgin Maiy and
healing several hundred people who were lame, blind or
deaf: a little girl had her withered hand healed; one man was
actually raised from the dead.* As Bernard went he kept up
his usual flood of correspondence, so that he could persuade
even where he could not preach. An epistle to the people of
England alternated between flattery and rebuke: ‘What are
you doing, you mighty men of valour?’ he asked, warning
the English of an impending threat to Jerusalem:
Will you cast holy things to dogs, pearls before swine? How great a number
of sinners have here confessed with tears and obtained pardon for their sins
since the time when these holy precincts were cleansed of pagan filth by the
swords of our fathers? ... What think you my brethren? Is the hand of the
Lord shortened... so that he must call on us, petty worms of the earth, to save
and restore him to his heritage?:*

In another missive he urged Duke Wladislaus and the
people of Bohemia to believe that a crusade was an
‘opportunity which will not come again. I ask and advise you
to put this business of Christ before everything else.’^ The
crusade, he explained, was due to set off from the west at
Easter 1147 - there was not much time to lose.
Even as Bernard preached, however, it became clear that
for some would-be crusaders, Easter 1147 could not come
quickly enough. In the months before the First Crusade,
unauthorized popular preaching and run-of-the- mill
bigotry had combined to inflame and incite large mobs who
went out to harm any non-Christians they could lay their
hands on. Then, the vigilante violence had been worst in the
Rhineland. And so it proved again half a century later.
Travelling separately from Bernard was another French
Cistercian preacher by the name of Raoul, who went on his
own demagogic perambulation up and

down the Rhine valley, whipping up enthusiasm for
crusading and folding it into old hatreds of Jews. Bernard
regarded Raoul with bridling contempt, and wrote in fuiy to
the archbishop of Mainz to complain that Raoul was ‘a
fellow without sense and void of all modesty! A fellow whose
foolishness has been set up on a candlestick for all the world
to see!1- But during the high summer of 1146 Raoul’s
powerful charisma and lamentably populist message
momentarily drowned out the abbot’s complaints. And so,
once again, the Jews of the Rhineland felt the naked fury of
the crusader hordes.
A Jewish writer, Ephraim of Bonn, kept a record of the
atrocities committed at Raoul’s urging, and recounted the
rogue preacher calling on Christians to ‘avenge the crucified
one upon his enemies who stand before you; then go to war
against the Ishmaelites’.- As a result deaths, mutilations,
blindings, beatings, home invasions

and robberies occurred in towns including Mainz, Cologne,
Speyer and Worms. Simon of Trier was decapitated by
having his head crushed in a winepress. Mistress Mina of
Speyer had her ears and thumbs cut off.^ Bernard of
Clairvaux gnashed his teeth in fury at Raoul’s rabblerousing. T find three things most reprehensible in him,’ he
wrote. ‘Unauthorized preaching, contempt for episcopal
authority, and incitation to murder.Jews were for
converting, not killing, thought Bernard. This would have
been cold comfort indeed to the victims, particularly those
tragic casualties who chose suicide over forced baptism at
the hands of a crusader gang - as did a young woman called
Gutalda of Aschenburg, who drowned herself rather than
apostasizing her faith.* But by the late autumn Bernard had
at least managed to track down Raoul in person, in Mainz.
He censured him very severely and ‘prevailed upon him to
the point where he promised

to obey and to return to his monastery’.^ Losing their
firebrand did not go down well with Raoul’s followers, who
were only dissuaded from insurrection by a grudging
respect for Bernard’s saintliness. It did, however, stall an
even worse orgy of anti-Semitic violence and stood
testament if nothing else to Bernard’s ability to command
the respect of the crusading masses as well as the great
secular lords the pope had tasked him with recruiting.
*
The greatest of those lords fell under Bernard’s spell at
Christmas 1146 in Speyer. Conrad III had been elected king
of the Germans (also known as king of the Romans) in 1138
and although he was never crowned as Holy Roman
Emperor, he was nevertheless the mightiest monarch in the
west, with his sphere of influence and

command stretching from Denmark in the north to
Lombardy in the south, and from the borders of France all
the way east to Hungary. His support for the new crusade
would amount to a significant coup. As usual Bernard of
Clairvaux proved equal to the task. According to Conrad’s
half-brother Otto of Freising, Bernard charmed the
Christmas court and ‘persuaded the king with Frederick [his
nephew] and many other princes and illustrious men to
accept the cross, performing many miracles both publicly
and privately’.*This was an extraordinary achievement, which spoke not
only to Bernard’s capacity for personally inspiring the great
and good, but also to his skills as a diplomat operating at the
highest level. The factionalism of German politics ran deep
and sour, and in order to free Conrad to leave his kingdom
on a long and dangerous journey from which there was at
best only an even chance of returning,

he had to convince many others that they should either join
the king or stand aside and let him go in peace. Most
critically this included persuading Welf VI of Bavaria Conrad’s most dangerous political opponent - that he too
should agree to travel to the east on crusade. Not only did
Bernard do so, wrote Otto of Freising, he also managed to
attract a penitent group of criminal ne’er-do-wells. ‘So great
a throng of highwaymen and robbers (strange to say) came
hurrying forward [to take the cross] that no man in his
senses could fail to comprehend that this so sudden and so
unusual a transformation came from the hand of the Most
High,’ he wrote.**
And so the stage was set. By the spring of 1147, when
Bernard began to wind down his preaching tour, he had
effectively made peace in Germany, induced two of the most
powerful monarchs in Europe to be the first royals since
King Sigurd of Norway to go crusading, charmed

knights and ordinary pilgrims seeking salvation into doing
the same, performed literally hundreds of miracles, written
as many letters, and earned such fame that he was
sometimes physically endangered by the adoring and
marvelling multitudes who turned out to see him on his
travels. The only thing he had not done was to undertake to
travel to the crusader states himself. Bernard always
maintained that Jerusalem to him lay in Clairvaux - and of
course, with his slight and deliberately weakened body he
would likely not have survived the journey east. Despite
devoting so much of his life and career to fulminating for
crusade, he would never go to glimpse the infidel at close
quarters.
Others, however, would. At Easter in 1147, by ship, on
horseback and on foot, armies of a size not raised in more
than half a century said their prayers and their farewells,
entrusted their possessions to the church and their souls

to the Almighty and began to move off to come to the rescue
of the kingdom of Jerusalem. Not all of them would arrive
there - and many of those who did took very circuitous
paths, beset with danger from enemies old and new. When
they did arrive in the east, they did not find it quite as they
had imagined. All the same, after half a century a Second
Crusade had materialized to follow in the footsteps of the
first. It had been two and a half years since Edessa had
fallen. What adventures and agonies lay ahead of these new
crusaders, God only knew.

* Only one other Cistercian would wear the tiara: Benedict XU (r. 1334-42).
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Converted or Deleted
This is an occasion for you to save your
souls and, if you wish it, acquire the best
land in which to live...

In the middle of June 1146, as northern Europe began to

stir itself for crusade, George of Antioch, the grizzled vizier
of Sicily, sailed a fleet of ships to the shores of Muslim- ruled
Ifriqiya and prepared to attack the city of western Tripoli
(Tarabalus).'- Somewhere close to his sixtieth birthday,
distinguished by his long white hair and full, straight, neatly
manicured beard, George had been the pre-eminent
minister at the court of King Roger II for nearly half his
life..- He was a financial expert and an adept administrator,
but he was nowhere more effective than in command of a
fleet of galleys. George’s honorific title - ammiratus
ammiratorum - could be translated from its Latin form as
‘emir of emirs’, although an alternative rendering was
‘admiral of admirals’During the summer of 1146 he
confronted the walls of Tripoli and considered the best way
to bring the inhabitants quickly into obedience.
George had been in these waters many times before.

Bom to a Syrian Christian family, he had trained in public
accountancy in pre-crusader Antioch and subsequently at
the Zirid court in Mahdia (al-Mahdiyya), the largest port in
Ifriqiya, which lay 370 miles (600 km) along the coast from
Tripoli. Some time shortly after 1108 he absconded and
arrived in Sicilian service, working in the cities of Messina
and Palermo, and occasionally visiting the Fatimid court in
Cairo as an envoy. From the 1120s he led raids on the coastal
towns of his former employers; in 1142, he returned to
Mahdia, sailed right into the harbour and confiscated ships
at anchor, as punishment for the Zirids’ defaults on their
debts to King Roger for shipments of Sicilian grain. Since
then he had overseen yearly attacks, plundering and
conquering strongholds including Djidjelli (Jijil), Brask
(Sidi Brahim) and the Kerkennah islands.'
The reason for the sudden wave of Sicilian aggression

was that Zirid Ifriqiya was starving and vulnerable. North
African harvests had been failing, and unrest had ripped
through the coastal cities and countryside alike. ‘Because of
starvation the nomads sought out the towns and the
townspeople closed their gates against them,’ wrote Ibn alAthir. ‘Plague and great mortality followed. The countryside
was emptied and from whole families not a single person
survived. The effects soon touched Sicily. Piracy was rife in
Ifriqiyan ports and the gold caravans that travelled to the
coast from Sudan were disrupted by general unrest.
Refugees came flooding across the Mediterranean to Sicily
in the hope of finding food and safety. Their desperate state
persuaded the king and his vizier that conquering Ifriqiya, a
deed which Roger’s father had eyed with scepticism and
caution, was now tantalizingly possible.-Tripoli was no small target, for it was defended by both

seaward and landward walls. But according to the account
given by Ibn al-Athir, the citizens made George of Antioch’s
job easy. When the Sicilian ships arrived on 15 June Tripoli
was already facing a serious crisis of internal order. The
governor, a member of the Arab clan known as the Banu
Matruh, had been overthrown in favour of a visiting
dignitary from the Almoravids, the veil-wearing, intolerant
puritans who had overrun Morocco and Muslim Spain.
Having stopped in Tripoli on his way to perform hajj at
Mecca, the Almoravid suddenly found himself defending the
city from a Sicilian fleet off the coast, while tiying to quell
rebellion in the streets. Seeing the disarray and scenting an
easy victoiy, George of Antioch sent his men to erect ladders
and scale the defences. ‘After fierce fighting the Franks took
the city by the sword,’ wrote Ibn al-Athir. The battle was
followed by ‘a bloodbath and seizure of women and
property’.*

From this point, conquest of Ifriqiya proceeded apace.
Town governors abandoned their allegiance to the Zirids of
Mahdia in favour of the Franks across the water. George of
Antioch forced the hand of those who resisted. In short
order Gabes, Susa and Sfax became formal Sicilian
protectorates. In 1148 when Mahdia itself fell, the Zirid
palaces would be looted and their riches shipped back to
Palermo.
At a time when the Second Crusade had just been called
and preachers all over western Europe were summoning
Christians to take up arms against Islamic enemies, a
campaign of conquest and tribute-taking by a Christian king
against Muslim neighbours was bound to attract notice,
even if it occurred many hundreds of miles away from the
Holy Land. When Ibn al-Athir wrote about the Sicilian
campaigns against Ifriqiya many years later, he placed them
squarely in his broader narrative of Frankish

reaction to the fall of Edessa. This was a natural enough
conclusion. That Roger and George of Antioch’s assaults
amounted at least superficially to a campaign of Christian
expansion seemed to be confirmed in 1148, when Pope
Eugene formally appointed an archbishop of Africa.
Unsurprisingly many Muslims in Ifriqiya burned with the
humiliation of being subjugated by unbelievers: after the
governor of Gabes sent an envoy to negotiate peaceful
submission to Roger, he was kidnapped by his disgusted
rivals and tortured to death, ending his days choking on his
own severed penis (the governor’s envoy, meanwhile, was
dressed in a pointed hat covered in bells, paraded about
Mahdia strapped to a camel and then stoned to death by a
mob).Despite this, however, Roger of Sicily’s attacks on Ifriqiya
did not fit neatly into Bernard of Clairvaux and Pope
Eugene’s rhetoric and theory of crusading. For one

thing, Roger himself made no serious effort to place his
African ambitions in the context of crusade preaching and
did not personally take the cross. He no doubt remembered
that at the height of the Roman church’s schism in the 1130s,
Pope Innocent II had preached holy war against Sicily and
the other supporters of Anacletus, stating that participants
would earn crusade privileges. Nor did George of Antioch’s
fleet set sail under crusader crosses, baying for blood. They
were primarily agents of a pragmatic, self-serving policy
focused on economic gain and a desire to expand Sicilian
kingship far beyond the shores of the island itself.
Nowhere was this more obvious than in Tripoli itself.
After the city fell there was the customary period of plunder.
But soon enough George of Antioch declared an amnesty,
promised to protect citizens’ property and invited those who
had fled in fear of their lives to return to

the city. A Sicilian garrison was installed, the walls
strengthened and a moat dug. Yet Tripoli was neither
occupied nor forcibly Christianized. Six months later the
Banu Matruh recognized Roger’s lordship and were
returned to power, having agreed that Muslims in Tripoli
now owed to the king of Sicily the same taxes as Muslims on
the island: the jizya and a land tax.« The Arab governor (or
wall) would henceforth wear a robe of office sent directly
from Palermo; but a balance of power sensitive to the ethnic
make-up of the population was achieved by the
appointment of a Berber chief magistrate (qadi)^ An active
policy of resettlement began, with Sicilians and others
under Roger’s rule being encouraged to cross to Ifriqiya. So
while Tripoli had been taken by a Christian fleet that
inflicted considerable bloodshed, soon enough it was back
under Islamic government and its economy was booming.
‘It quickly flourished and its affairs prospered,’

wrote Ibn al-Athir.Here, then, was a form of Christian expansion that defied
easy categorization, even against the background noise of
Second Crusade preaching. It reflected, perhaps, Roger’s
complex cultural inheritance and that of Norman Sicily at
large. Although certainly a Christian, and related by blood
to many illustrious crusaders, Roger was also strongly
influenced by Arabic and Greek culture. His royal mantle,
made in Palermo’s leading workshop to celebrate his
coronation, gave this mixed inheritance striking visual
form. A beautiful red silk garment decorated with garnets,
pearls, rubies and sapphires, it was embroidered in gold
thread with lions attacking camels - a metaphor for the
Norman victory over the Arab worlds Yet this handsome
cloak was also proudly inscribed with Kufic Arab script,
which gave the date of its creation in Islamic form (528
rather than 1133/4). When Roger occasionally issued

charters in Latin (he preferred Greek and Arabic), he was
king "by the grace of God’. But coins minted during his reign
declared him ‘powerful through the grace of Allah’. In a
contemporary mosaic (commissioned by none other than
George of Antioch) in the church of Santa Maria
dell’Ammieraglio in Palermo, Roger is depicted receiving
his crown from Christ while dressed like a Christian
emperor. Yet he generally preferred to comport himself like
an Egyptian caliph: wearing Arab dress, only showing his
face on feast days, parading with horses decked in gold and
silver before him and having a parasol borne above his head
- a distinctive symbol of specifically Fatimid preeminence.Roger’s genius, aided and abetted by George of Antioch,
was his ability to combine, into a singular Sicilian whole,
elements of all the cultures that co-existed under his
leadership. Ibn al-Athir, writing after the events, looked at

Roger and merely saw an acquisitive, piratical ‘Frank’ to be
cursed with the rest of them; but Roger was actually a very
long way from the stereotype of the zealot crusader. It was
telling indeed that he and George of Antioch limited their
assaults on the Islamic world during the 1140s to the north
African trading stations that could serve Sicily’s economy.
When the armies of the Second Crusade began to move in
mid-1147 Roger thought less of supporting their adventure
in the Holy Land than of exploiting the disruption caused by
Louis and Conrad’s march on Constantinople to plunder
Byzantine islands in the Adriatic.
*
As Roger focused his efforts on expanding Sicilian rule into
north Africa, the real crusaders beyond the Alps were

driving towards departure for the east. In a grand council
held in Chalons-sur-Marne in early February 1147 the
French and German crusade leaders decided that they
would not travel via Sicily (Conrad in particular had no wish
to deal with Roger II, whom he regarded as a deadly enemy).
Pope Eugene had called on the faithful to emulate the deeds
of their forefathers, so it was in their forefathers’ footsteps
that they would go: following the Danube through Hungary
and then traversing the Balkans to Constantinople, crossing
Asia Minor with the support of the eastern emperor Manuel
I Komnenos before descending into the crusader states via
Antioch. Planning and provisioning for this notoriously
difficult journey, along with the political preparations for
regencies in both the French and German kingdoms,
occupied the weeks leading up to Easter, the symbolic date
on which the two armies had agreed to set out.

As they plotted their route, however, a new strand to
crusading emerged. In Saxony a faction of crusaders had
come together whose motivation was no less self- interested
than Roger of Sicily’s. They too saw their opportunities
much closer to home: not among the Judean hills or on the
Aleppan plateau, but in the riverlands that fed the Baltic
Sea. Here - in what is now northern Poland and northeastern Germany - lived Slavic tribes referred to collectively,
if imprecisely, as the Wends (Wenden). The Wends were
pagans. Their deities were to be found not in heaven but in
the features of the natural earth such as oak trees, brooks
and rocks. They worshipped in timber-built temples rather
than stone churches. They sacrificed cattle and revered
inhuman idols such as the four-headed Svantovit
(Svetovid), and they did not take kindly to attempts to
baptize them into subservience. They were, in the view of a
small but significant number of Conrad’s

subjects, entirely fair game.
Just as was the case in Ifriqiya, sparring between
Christians and non-Christians in the Baltic regions had been
underway for many years before the genesis of crusading.
Since Carolingian times in the ninth centuiy armies
commanded by God-fearing lords had fought wars of
expansion into pagan territoiy and left their cultural stamp
by appointing bishops and building churches (this had been
done most successfully in Denmark, where Christianity had
been embraced in the 960s). By the eleventh century the
eastern boundaiy of Christian dominion coincided more or
less with the course of the River Elbe. Then, for a time,
missionaries rather than soldiers crossed the line into
Wendish country. But by the early twelfth century a desire
to colonize and Christianize by force was rising once again.
Around the year 1108 a Flemish clerk in the service of

Adalgod, archbishop of Magdeburg composed a document
known as the ‘Magdeburg Letter’. It made an impassioned
case for external military assistance against the Wends,
who, the letter claimed, were committing many atrocities
against good Christian folk. ‘We have been weighed down
for a very long time by the many kinds of oppressions and
disaster which we have suffered at the hands of the pagans,’
it stated.
They have profaned the churches of Christ with idolatry... they invade our
region very frequently and, sparing no one, they lay waste, kill, overthrow
and afflict with carefully chosen torments. They behead some and offer the
heads to their demons... they allow some to endure the gibbet and to drag
out a hfe that is more wretched than death... by means of gradual
dismemberment... They skin many while they are still living and, after
scalping them, they disguise themselves with their scalps and burst into
Christian territories.

Lurid accounts of blood-drinking ceremonies followed,
before the author called on his ‘dearest brothers in all of
Saxony, France, Lorraine and Flanders’ to ‘prepare holy
war... this is an occasion for you to save your souls and, if
you wish it, acquire the best land in which to live’.w The
country, he wrote, with a faint but distinct echo of the
famous biblical description of the Promised Land (Exodus
3:8) was rich in meat, honey, corn and birds ‘and if it were
well cultivated none could be compared to it for the wealth
of its produce’.^ In 1108 all this had come to nothing,
because Pope Paschal II had declined to authorize crusading
against the Wends. But nearly four decades on things had
changed.
During the early 1140s a dozen or so Christian noble
families from Saxony had begun a unilateral military push
into Wendish country to enrich themselves on colonized
land. They cut a swathe through the borderlands known as

the Saxon Limes, ousting Slavic Wagrian and Polabian
people and building fortresses to mark the extent of their
land-grab. In their wake came families of Christian settlerfarmers and teams of missionaiy priests. Wendish serfs
were driven from their lands. Wendish chiefs were forced to
accept the lordship of Christian lords like Albert the Bear,
margrave of Brandeburg..* This was in itself bad news for
the Wends. With the outbreak of crusading fervour in 11467, things got a lot worse.
In March 1147 Bernard of Clairvaux attended a meeting
in Frankfurt, convened to thrash out arrangements for
Conrad Ill’s march on the Holy Land. But far from agreeing
to join their king, however, the Saxon nobles put their case
for staying home and fighting the Wends. ‘They had as
neighbours certain tribes that were given over to the
filthiness of idolatry,’ recalled Otto of Freising, ‘and in like
manner took the cross in order to assail these races in

war.’* Recognizing that this was a considerable deviation
from the crusading mission Eugene envisioned when he
heard that Zengi had stormed the walls of Edessa, the
Saxons had come up with a new style of crusader cross: ‘not
sewn simply to their clothes, but brandished aloft,
surmounted on a wheel’.R
This was plainly unorthodox, but Bernard of Clairvaux
was never one to recoil from radical ideas. He liked what he
saw, and straight away dipped his pen to support the Saxons’
right to make holy war not on Muslims but on the Wends. In
a letter packed tightly with biblical allusion and apocalyptic
bombast, he declared that the Baltic pagans, through little
more than their existence in places that the Saxons wanted
to colonize, represented perfectly well the enemies of God,
‘whom, if I may say so, the might of Christendom has
endured too long’.i* No truce or peace was to be endured
with these people, he thundered. They

were to be battled until such time as they were either
‘converted or deleted’.* On 13 April Pope Eugene formally
agreed. He issued a bull, Divina dispensatione, permitting
the same remission of sins and spiritual benefits for fighting
in the Baltic region as accrued to those joining Conrad and
Louis. Thus, from July 1147 armies of Danes and Saxons
roared into Wendish territory and spent several months
burning temples and forcibly baptizing prisoners. They were
only partially successful: captured Slavs tended to accept
baptism with a shrug before returning to pagan ritual and
thinking no more about it; and eventually the Wendish chief
Prince Nyklot agreed to pay tribute for peace, in the sort of
deal Bernard of Clairvaux had specifically abominated.
Nevertheless, in 1147 a new front of crusading had been
opened. For the next four decades, the Wends would be
steadily pursued to the conversion or deletion that Bernard
of Clairvaux had

commanded, and their lands divided greedily between the
various Christian powers who connived at their destruction.
By the 118 os, they had effectively been wiped out. But the
appetite for Christian expansion in the Baltic, under the
guise of crusading, was not. Three hundred years of warfare
between Germanic armies and pagan tribes and kingdoms
had begun.
*
The final target of the Second Crusade was far from the
lands of the Zirids and the Wends, and further still from
Edessa and Jerusalem. Indeed, it was about as far west as
one could go in mainland Europe before being swallowed up
by the uncharted maw of the Atlantic Ocean. It was the
kingdom of Portugal. Here, once again, long-standing
warfare between Christian warriors and infidels advanced

significantly. The focus was the conquest of Lisbon - a
monumental feat attempted by crusader armies who arrived
before that unfortunate city in July 1147.
Since the time of Sigurd of Norway’s visit to Galicia in the
first decade of the twelfth century, crusaders from the north
and north-west of Christendom had been seen regularly on
the fringes of the Spanish peninsula. The region was a
natural stopping point for any seaborne travellers
journeying from north-west Europe to the eastern
Mediterranean, by simple fact of geography and the need of
thirsty sailors to resupply before heading towards the hostile
coastline of Almoravid al-Andalus. In 1112 a fleet of English
pirate-pilgrims stopped in Galicia on their way to
Jerusalem, and were co-opted into a civil war between
Urraca, daughter of the late king Alfonso VI of Castile-Leon,
and her husband, Alfonso I ‘the Battler’ of Aragon.

During the 1140s, however, the arrival of holy warriors
from the chillier parts of Latin Christendom had become a
matter of military planning rather than simple
happenstance. Their arrival was chiefly encouraged by
Afonso Henriques, the vigorous ruler of the county of
Portugal, whose sobriquets included ‘the Great’, the
‘Founder’ and ‘the Conqueror’. Afonso was a grandson of the
famous Alfonso VI through one of the old warrior's
illegitimate daughters, Theresa. The county of Portugal,
where he took sole command in 1129 when he was around
twenty years old, consisted of a large parcel of territoiy
fanning out around the coastal city of Porto (Oporto). This
was frontier country of the most precarious sort sandwiched between the Christian kingdom of Galicia above
and the realm of the Almoravids below. Afonso had high
ambitions both to expand and secure his county and to raise
its status to that of a kingdom. Both of these

objectives required outside help.
Through dogged determination and constant warring
against Muslim and Christian neighbours alike, Afonso had
managed by 1143 to have his right to a crown recognized.
His soldiers hailed him as a monarch after he destroyed an
Almoravid army on 25 July 1139; by the Treaty of Zamora of
5 October 1143 his cousin. King Alfonso VII of Leon, and a
papal delegate accepted this as political reality.. Yet building
Portugal from a parchment monarchy into a stable realm
was a more difficult matter, and it relied heavily on forcing
the Muslim-ruled cities and strongholds south of Porto into
submission.
In such a campaign Lisbon, the prosperous port 180 miles
(300 km) south of Porto, sheltered from the Atlantic 8 miles
(13 km) inside the mouth of the River Tagus was the largest,
most lucrative and most strategically important target of all.
It was a highly defensible port with

mercantile connections to west Africa and excellent links
inland through the Tagus valley. An excitable AngloNorman cleric, who has been identified as a priest called
Raol, wrote a detailed account of the battle for Lisbon in
1147, and recorded a tale that the city had been founded in
classical times by Odysseus. Raol noted that in his day it
produced a lush banquet of natural produce: fish and
shellfish, birds in abundance, citrus fruits and olives, salt
and honey, grapes and pomegranates, more figs than could
be eaten by the 60,000 families who lived there. The Tagus
spat out nuggets of gold onto its banks in the early spring,
while merchants brought plenty more from Africa
throughout the year. Lisbon was, reckoned Raol, ‘the richest
[city] in trade of all of Africa and a great part of Europe’.When the call to crusade went out in 1146, it was clear that
there would be some element to it that concerned

Spain as well as Edessa and Jerusalem. Papal confirmation
of spiritual benefits for Spanish crusaders had been issued
ever since Pope Urban’s time. The First Lateran Council,
convened by Calixtus II in 1123, stated baldly that crusading
in Spain and the east were of equivalent merit. Pope Eugene
was consistent: in April 1147 he approved a plan by Alfonso
VII of Castile-Leon and the Genoese to attack Almeria, in the
far south-east of the peninsula, voicing his enthusiasm for
fighting the infidel anywhere and everywhere.- This attack
duly took place during the summer of the same year. To a
certain constituency of crusaders both inside Portugal and
far beyond, conquering Lisbon would be a perfectly
acceptable answer to this call, and an amuse bouche before
the main task of restoring Christian dominion in Edessa. In
1142 Afonso Henriques had tried and failed to take the city
despite the aid of seventy ships ‘from the

parts of the Gauls’, ultimately bound for Jerusalem.- By
1147, however, circumstances were ripe. News from
Morocco said the Almoravid state was in grave trouble, with
their armies being crushed by those of another Berber sect,
known as the Almohads. Crusade fervour was lighting up
Europe. Now, calculated Afonso, was his moment to strike.
With this in mind, the previous year thousands of wouldbe pilgrim warriors had been stirred to action in England,
Scotland, the Rhineland, Flanders and Normandy, on the
understanding that they would take a different but
potentially more lucrative path to the Holy Land than
Conrad and Louis’s overland route. Effectively they would
mirror Sigurd’s 1107-9 expedition: plundering their way to
the Holy Land by ship on a journey through the western
Mediterranean. Many of these new crusaders, particularly
those from England, were not of high lordly

status, but middling folk with a yearning to leave a countiy
that had been torn by the civil war known as the Anarchy for
more than ten years. Only a few English leaders, like Saher
of Archel and Henry de Glanvill, were of noble status; other
captains such as Simon of Dover and the Viel brothers of
Southampton were of lowlier stock. These men had little to
mortgage to their local monastic houses in order to finance
a crusade: looting along the way was a much more attractive
- indeed, their only - option.®*
So it was that as many as 10,000 pilgrim soldiers from the
British Isles and the Low Countries set sail from Dartmouth
on the south coast of England on 23 May 1147, in a huge fleet
of 164 ships. Before they left they agreed rules among
themselves, designed to keep the peace among an army
speaking many languages and drawn from many realms.
‘They sanctioned very strict laws, such as, for example, a life
for a life and a tooth for a tooth,’ wrote

Raol. ‘They forbade all display of costly garments... They
ordained that women should not go out in public... that each
ship should have its own priest... that everyone make weekly
confession and take communion on a Sunday.» After a hairraising journey, during which many inexperienced sailors
thought they could hear sirens calling them to their doom,
on 16 June they arrived at Porto, to be met by the bishop of
that city, since Afonso himself was already marching to
Lisbon with an army that included a contingent of
Portuguese Templars. The bishop gave the crusaders a
rousing sermon. He drew on the themes of Quantum
praedecessores and praised them for leaving behind ‘the
alluring affection of wives [and] the tender kisses of sucking
infants at the breast’ to carry with them only the ‘torturing
memory of their native land’.3s Their mission, he said, was
worth every pang and heartache, for they would ‘raise up the
fallen and prostrate

church of Spain; re-clothe her soiled and disfigured form
with the garments of joy and gladness’.^
After several weeks at sea, this was just the spiritual
nourishment the crusaders needed. Refreshed and
reprovisioned, they set sail south to join Afonso at Lisbon.
They arrived at their destination amid a show of portentous
weather in which black and white clouds seemed to do battle
in the sky above them. Great cheers went up aboard the
ships: ‘Behold, God is with us! The power of our enemies is
destroyed!«
The siege of Lisbon began at the very end of June with
running battles between Muslims defending the suburbs
beyond the city walls and crusaders beaching and
disembarking their ships on the banks of an inlet in the
Tagus. It continued for three and a half months, during
which they felt the privations familiar to every generation of
crusaders before them. Ahead of serious militaiy

operations the crusade leaders agreed with Afonso a
contract that assured them of their rights to loot the city for
all its worth and take hostages for ransom, before handing
it over to the king. Then they went to work. On 1 July
infantry stormed Lisbon’s suburbs, armed with slingshots
and bows. Houses burned. Civilians fled. In the crusader
camps siege engineers - including one expert drafted from
Pisa - began constructing towers, protective shelters known
as cats and sows, and giant mangonels which, when
complete, could hammer the walls with five hundred stones
per hour.^ Miners struck ground on a tunnel to destroy the
foundations of the city walls. Serious thought was given to
building a floating fortress of towers mounted on
interconnected boats, which could attack the battlements
from the river. A nightly watch rota was established so that
the gates could be blockaded around the clock. Messengers
who snuck out were captured and

their letters confiscated, while those demoralized citizens
who came out begging for mercy and baptism were sent back
to the city with their hands cut off.
Inside the city, conditions were terrible. The collapse of
the Almoravid state and the rise of the Almohads in Morocco
meant that there was precious little hope of rescue by a
relieving army, and King Afonso had ensured that all nearby
towns had been rendered neutral, either by sending troops
there to menace them, or by negotiating truces.^ The
defenders sent repeated sorties out of Lisbon’s three main
gates to disrupt the blockade, but were driven back each
time with heavy losses. Burning siege engines was always a
reliable method of defence, but even this proved difficult, for
the engineers had built their towers to withstand flame covering them in ox hides and other fire-retardant material.
The only effective weapon in the citizens’ armoury seemed
to be strong language. From

the walls, wrote Raol, ‘they derided us and hurled many a
taunt at us, adjudging us worthy of a thousand deaths’. The
crusaders were goaded in lurid terms: ‘They taunted us with
numerous children about to be born at home in our absence,
and said that on this account our wives would not be
concerned about our deaths, since they would have bastard
progeny enough.’ The Virgin Mary was robustly slandered,
and Christ’s divine nature was made the subject of unkind
theological speculation. ‘Besides, they displayed the symbol
of the cross before us with mockery,’ wrote Raol. ‘And
spitting upon it and wiping the filth from their posteriors
with it, and finally making water upon it as something vile,
they threw it at us.’:<u
Sadly for the people of Lisbon, siege machines and stones
proved far more hurtful than words. Most decisive,
however, was the fact that very early in the siege the
crusaders seized the main warehouses containing Lisbon’s

food supplies. The besiegers were therefore blessed with ‘a
rich abundance of bread and wine and fruits’, while inside
Lisbon the only food available was ‘the refuse which was
thrown out from [crusader] ships and borne up by the waves
beneath their walls’.* As autumn set in, hunger and
hopelessness broke Lisbon’s spirit. The final assault took
place in the second half of October, when a mine brought
down 60 metres (200 ft) of one section of the city walls,
while a siege tower’s operators succeeded in lowering their
drawbridge on to another. The game was up. On 23 October
the defenders sued for peace. A short period of squabbling
over rights of plunder broke out between the English,
Flemings and Portuguese, but this was settled soon enough.
An enthusiastic sack took place, during which several
murders were committed, including that of the Mozarabic
bishop of Lisbon, who had his throat cut. Then Afonso
Henriques raised his flag over the garrison,

the central mosque was consecrated as a church and within
two days a stream of refugees was to be seen hurrying out of
the city to seek solace and a new life elsewhere in Islamic
Iberia. ‘The city was captured, the Saracens were killed, sold
and expelled and the whole city was cleansed, a [Latin]
bishop was established in the city, churches were
constructed and clergy were ordained,’ wrote a later
chronicler.* It was a formidable start to a crusade whose
main target was still around 2,500 miles (4,000 km) away.
With the onset of winter no more travel was possible, so
the English and Flemish crusaders settled down in Lisbon
and awaited the fresh winds and friendly seas of spring,
which would bear them to the Holy Land. The portents for
their journey seemed good. On the other side of the Spanish
peninsula, Almeria had fallen near- simultaneously, after a
siege directed by Alfonso VII of

Castile-Leon and his Genoese allies. In the Baltic, the Wends
were feeling the first righteous blows of a new Germanic
crusading movement. In north Africa, Sicilian fleets were
subjugating the Muslim people of Ifriqiya. Raol, the Lisbon
chronicler, reflected on the miserable fate that had
descended on the enemies of Christ. ‘As we see the city in
ruins and the castle overthrown... and as we behold their
mourning and lamentations, we are inclined to feel pity for
them in their vicissitudes... and feel soriy that the lashings
of divine justice are not yet at an end,’ he wrote.-'. But Raol’s
was a voice crying in the wilderness and his pity was in short
supply. Elsewhere the second crusaders went proudly
forward towards Edessa, with only the vengeance of the
Almighty on their minds.

- Western Tripoli {Tarabahis al-Gharb) is the city found on the coast of modernday Libya, and is not to be confused with the Syrian/Lebanese Tripoli (Tarabalus
al-Sharn) that was the capital of the crusader state of the east.
i This being said, it should be recognized that it was not until 1179 that Afonso
Henriques’s kingly status was officially endorsed by the pope.
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History Repeating
Thence arose a cry that pierced to
heaven...

On 1 December 1147 Anna Komnene turned sixty-four. She
passed her birthday at the convent of the Mother of

God Kecharitomene (‘full of grace’) in the Deuteron
neighbourhood of Constantinople. This well-endowed
nunnery had been founded by Anna’s mother as a dignified
and palatial retirement home suitable for female members
of the Byzantine royal family, and Anna had lived in it for
more than twenty-five years, having being sent there by her
brother John II Komnenos for plotting against him
following their father’s death in 1118. Although effectively
under house arrest, Anna used her time in the veil well,
establishing around her a court of distinguished scholars
who worked on Christian scripture and the writings of the
ancient philosophers. She was the equal of any of them: a
highly accomplished historian with a deep interest in
grammar and rhetoric, metaphysics and medicine, who had
read Plato and Aristotle and committed to memory large
portions of the Bible and the works of Homer.
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It was in this convent, during the mid-H40s, that Anna
began to compose her life’s great work, the Alexiad,
celebrating her father’s achievements in a grand style
reminiscent of the Greek historians of old. To assemble it
Anna drew on her own memories as a child and teenager
during Alexios’s reign, interviews with veteran soldiers, and
documents from the imperial archive.! She wrote of Alexios
and of her mother Irene, of Robert Guiscard and Bohemond
of Taranto, of Pechenegs from the north, Turks from the east
and marauding, barbarian crusaders from the west. In doing
so, she summoned back to life all the ghosts of a world from
which she was one of the few living relics.
There could have been no better time to compose such a
history than the late 1140s when, as another Greek writer
put it:

Normans and French and the nation of Gauls and whoever lived around old
Rome and British and Bretons and simply the whole western array had been
set in motion, on the handy excuse that they were going to cross from Europe
to Asia to fight the Turks... and recover the church in Palestine and seek the
holy places, but truly to gain possession of the Romans’ land by assault and
trample down everything in front of them.^

It was as if all the events of the 1090s were repeating
themselves.'
*
Anna’s nephew, the twenty-nine-year-old Byzantine
emperor Manuel I Komnenos, prepared very carefully for
the arrival of the new crusaders. Although Conrad and
Louis’s armies were treading the same roads that their
ancestors had trodden, aiming to descend upon
Constantinople before crossing Asia Minor to Antioch,

there was one crucial difference between their journey and
the First Crusade they sought to recreate. The original
armies of what Anna called the ‘Kelts’ had travelled east in
large part because Alexios had called for them. In 1147
Manuel Komnenos had made no such request. The
crusaders were coming on their own account, and
experience both past and present suggested they were not to
be trusted. For evidence, one needed look no further than
the western fringes of the empire, where in the autumn of
1147 George of Antioch was cheerfully terrorizing Greek
islands with a Sicilian fleet: capturing Corfu, kidnapping
aristocratic women from the Peloponnese for sale into
slavery, and filling his ships with treasure and stolen relics.
It was not surprising, therefore, that Manuel responded
cautiously to Conrad and Louis’s plans. He massively
renovated the city’s ancient defences: the double ring of

walls, which dated back to the time of Theodosius II in the
fifth centuiy AD, was strengthened, and the moats deepened.
Banners fluttered from the battlements, advertising the
military might and unsurpassed prestige of the empire.*
Envoys were dispatched to the frontiers of the imperial
territories to await the crusaders’ arrival and escort them
with as little disturbance as possible through the Balkans. To
Louis, Manuel wrote that ‘when I heard you were coming to
my kingdom, I gave thanks and was pleased to hear it’.* But
behind the flatteiy he was preparing for the worst.
The first crusader army to arrive was Conrad’s. The
German king set out ahead of Louis, travelled down the
Danube, and had entered Byzantine territoiy by the late
summer of 1147. He brought a very large force of perhaps
50,000 fighting men, along with thousands more nonfighting pilgrims, commanded by a group of elite German

nobles including his nephew Frederick, duke of Swabia later to be known as Frederick Barbarossa/ One Byzantine
poet, Manganeios Prodomos, demonstrating the usual
combination of moral disdain and physical revulsion
reserved by easterners for westerners, described the
Germans as ‘Gadarene swine’:: filthy, demonic and wild
with destructive intent. The poetic reference to the pigs of the Gadarenes soon
proved horribly apposite. By 7 September 1147 the German
crusaders had been herded across the western empire by
Manuel’s envoys, with only sporadic disorder along the way.
But when they arrived within two days’ march of
Constantinople, they pitched camp at the plain of
Choirobacchoi (Bahsayis), which was watered by two rivers
and lush with fodder for their horses and pack animals.
There, disaster struck. Violent storms in the night caused
the rivers at Choirobacchoi to burst their banks,

and in the flood the crusaders suffered terrible losses of
men, animals and baggage. Conrad’s half-brother Otto,
bishop of Freising described the panic in the camp. ‘You
might have seen some swimming, some clinging to horses,
some ignominiously hauled along by ropes to escape the
danger,’ he wrote. ‘A great many... were swept away by the
rush of the river, injured by the rocks, and, swallowed up by
the force of the eddies.’* The Greek chronicler John
Kinnamos, a good deal less sympathetic, concluded that ‘one
might reasonably guess that the Divinity was angry at
them’."
Manuel Komnenos had no interest in seeing Conrad’s
crusade fail on his doorstep. He had a family tie to the
German king: Conrad’s wife, Gertrude of Sulzbach, was the
Empress Irene’s elder sister.: Equally, however, he had no
great wish to see western crusaders camped en masse at the
gates of Constantinople. So once Conrad’s army

dried itself off he hurried them across the Bosphorus and
into Asia Minor. This suited Conrad, who planned,
ambitiously, to march quickly and be in Antioch by the
following springs The German king divided his forces,
sending his half-brother Bishop Otto to lead the pilgrims
along the meandering coast road through Ephesus, while he
followed the first crusaders’ route directly south-east along
the ancient Roman road past Nicaea towards Dorylaeum,
site of the great victory over Qilij Arslan in 1097. From there
he would brave the sultan’s capital of Iconium (Konya)
before heading through the mountains into northern Syria.
They struck out around 15 October.
In the time that had elapsed since the First Crusade, Asia
Minor had grown no less physically inhospitable. Nor had
the Turks become any fonder of adventurous westerners.
The sultan of Rum by this time was Qilij Arslan’s son Mas’ud
I. In the course of his long reign

(which began in 1116), he had considerably strengthened the
authority of the sultanate over areas previously under the
control of tribal chiefs.^ The Turkish tactics of deploying
light mounted archers on shoot-and-run raids, feigning
retreats to exhaust heavy cavalry and then descending with
their swords on men riding tired horses were as devastating
as ever. And as the Germans marched and rode, increasingly
uncomfortably, through the countiy around Dorylaeum,
Mas’ud was amply revenged for his father’s defeat half a
century earlier. Before the crusaders had even entered
Turkish territory, the raids began; after ten days the
Germans had suffered losses that threatened the survival of
their crusade. They were also running out of food. ‘Death
and slaughter commingled with the Franks until a vast
number of them perished,’ wrote Ibn al- Qalanisi.* Conrad
himself wrote of the Turks who ‘were unceasingly attacking
and slaughtering the common foot

soldiers’..* The king was badly injured in one attack; by the
end of the month his barons convinced him that he had little
choice but to turn his army around and head back to
Byzantine territory, where he might throw himself on the
mercy of Manuel Komnenos, and join what remained of his
army with that of Louis of France. By Christmas, the
German king was back in Constantinople.
*
Louis, his queen Eleanor of Aquitaine and the mass of
French crusaders left Europe some weeks behind the
Germans, their departure delayed until Louis had
completed a series of extravagant rituals to mark his exit
from the kingdom. During Easter Pope Eugene and Bernard
of Clairvaux joined Louis for a series of public pageants
including one on Easter Day 1147, when king and

pope worshipped together at the abbey of St Denis and
Eugene blessed an ornate new gold and jewel-encrusted
cross which had taken goldsmiths several years to construct.
On 11 June the king visited a leper colony outside the gates
of Paris to undertake the traditional task of washing the
sufferers’ feet. Later that same day, back at St Denis, Louis
formally requested the sacred oriflamme — the scarlet war
banner that symbolized Frankish kingship stretching back
to Charlemagne. This extended piece of political-religious
theatre took so long that Eleanor nearly fainted in the
summer heat. But after a fashion the king was satisfied. He
had ‘aroused great lamentation and received the blessing of
everyone’s deepest affection’.y He committed his kingdom
to the safe hands of his most trusted minister, Suger, abbot
of St Denis. Then, with Eleanor at his side, he struck out for
the east.
There may have been some French subjects who

inwardly sighed with relief when Louis finally disappeared
into the European interior, for his expedition had already
cost a fortune. France was in the grip of a long famine which
had left many of its people destitute, yet royal agents
thought only of raising money for the kingdom of
Jerusalem. Exorbitant demands had been placed on the
king’s wealthier subjects - particularly those who held high
office in the church - with requests for hundreds and even
thousands of silver marks in contributions.'- Those pious
individuals and families who wished to join the crusade
could be found selling their family heirlooms or mortgaging
their homes, farms and estates to Jewish financiers or
Christian monasteries to raise enough money to go
crusading. Despite this, the French had barely made it as far
as Hungary before Louis was writing home to Abbot Suger
and asking him to send more money. It was becoming
apparent that the crusaders had set out poorly

prepared for a journey whose hardships they had
underestimated.
They first clapped eyes on the so-called ‘Queen of Cities’
on 4 October. Successful diplomacy - which included
correspondence between Eleanor and Empress Irene ensured Louis was granted ‘a very great reception from the
emperor’.i* Constantinople’s gates were barred to the rank
and file of Louis’s army, but the king was welcomed to the
palace of Blachernae, where the astonishing sight of so
much marble and gold sent Odo of Deuil into raptures (‘its
exterior is of almost matchless beauty but its interior
surpasses anything I can say about it... I do not know
whether the exquisite art or the exceedingly valuable stuffs
endows it with the more beauty or value’).!- The monarchs
spoke publicly through interpreters, then Louis was
banqueted and given a tour of Constantinople’s holy shrines
by Manuel himself. Beneath the bonhomie,

however, tensions lingered. Odo of Deuil described the
Greeks as degenerate and womanly, ‘despicable in their
excessive debasement’, and prepared to say ‘whatever they
thought would please us, but they neither kept faith with us
nor maintained respect for themselves’.* Behind the
crusaders’ backs Manuel had agreed a ten-year truce with
Sultan Mas’ud: a prime example, thought many, of the
Byzantines’ innate treachery. But mutual suspicions and
cultural misunderstandings could not be indulged too long.
News from Asia Minor soon revealed that the crusaders had
far more serious problems.
Having shuttled his own troops across the Bosphorus and
persuaded his barons to swear an oath of fealty to the
emperor, by which they agreed not to conquer any towns
belonging to Byzantium, Louis could now contemplate his
route across Asia Minor. The sight of bedraggled Germans
returning malnourished and bloodied from their

misadventures at Doiylaeum was enough to dissuade him
from attempting to take the direct road to Antioch via
Iconium. As Conrad limped back to Constantinople to
recover from his injuries he poured out his heart to Louis in
person, bemoaning his arrogance in thinking he could
breeze past the Turks. Louis agreed to take what remained
of the German forces east under his own command, and
decided to take both armies along the winding coastal road
through Smyrna and Ephesus. This route was treacherous,
and the unarmed German pilgrims who had attempted it
under Otto of Freising had been forced back, with much
bloodshed. But there was little other choice.
It took until after Christmas for Louis’s army to pick their
way around the coast and pass out of Byzantine territory. As
soon as they did so, they came under attack. On 28 and 29
December Turkish light cavalry began to harass them in the
Maeander valley. The French knights

drove their tormentors away, fortified by the appearance
among their ranks of a ghostly ‘white-clad knight’ who
‘struck the first blows in the battle’.^ This would become a
reliable motif of crusader victories against non-Christians in
the crusader era, and the French celebrated their victoiy
with glee. But it was the last piece of divine fortune that they
enjoyed.
*
Eleanor’s famous barb that her husband was more monk
than king was given substance after the French columns
passed through Laodicea on 3 January 1148. Weeks earlier
Conrad’s brother Otto had drawn up short at this point, and
the blood of recently butchered pilgrims could still be seen,
dried where it was spilled on the rocks and roadside.Laodicea was the limit of Byzantine authority,

and even if Manuel had wished to give the Franks his fall
backing he could no longer do so. Worse, the people who
lived along the coastal roads had gone into hiding, refusing
to sell any provisions to the armies. Syria was still weeks
away, and suddenly Louis realized that it was going to be
impossible to reach it on foot. Instead he decided to head for
the coastal city of Adalia. This was an isolated Byzantine
stronghold surrounded by Turkish territory, where markets
might be found and ships chartered to transport some of the
crusaders by sea to the principality of Antioch.
The march to Adalia took fifteen days, and Turkish
attacks continued throughout. The most serious occurred
on or around 6 January as Louis’s army attempted to cross
the huge swell of Mount Cadmus (Homaz), a mountain
‘steep and rocky’, traversed at its highest point by ‘a ridge so
lofty that its summit seemed to touch heaven and the

stream in the hollow valley below to descend into hell’.^ The
plan was to cross slowly and carefully over the course of a
day; to move faster was to send horses and men tumbling to
their deaths as they slipped from the narrow paths. All the
French had to do was stand firm against Turkish sniping,
and stay together.
Unfortunately they did neither. At the head of the troops
was Louis’s standard bearer, Geoffrey de Rancon, lord of
Taillebourg and one of Queen Eleanor’s most senior vassals.
He was tasked with leading the vanguard, which would go
over the mountain first. The queen travelled in the middle
column with the baggage train, while Louis rode with the
rearguard. But communication was difficult on the
mountain, and Geoffrey was overeager. Under his command
the vanguard pushed too far ahead, and the French columns
quickly became separated. The Turks lying in wait saw their
moment and swooped. Odo of Deuil

was in the midst of the pilgrims’ column and recorded the
panic as raiders pounced and the mountainside rang with
screams of terror. ‘They thrust and slashed, and the
defenceless crowd fled or fell like sheep,’ he wrote. ‘Thence
arose a cry that pierced to heaven.’- The cries lasted all day,
until eventually the Turks retreated and left the Franks to
count their dead, who included at least half a dozen of the
king’s senior noblemen. Louis himself only escaped capture
by scrambling to safety on top of a large rock. Discipline,
such as it was, had disintegrated, and the king was forced to
sign over military command to a company of around 130
Templar knights who had been travelling with the army
since it left Paris. Only with their expert military guidance,
marshalled by a senior Templar officer named Gilbert, did
the crusaders crawl into Adalia on about 20 January. They
were a soriy sight.
The crusaders camped outside Adalia for two miserable

months, enduring storms, blizzards and irregular Turkish
attacks. The Greeks of the city showed them precious little
sympathy; they charged the king extortionate prices for food
and bargained hard for shipping, which was in any case
inadequate to the task of carrying the whole army to the
crusader states. After a while, the army simply broke up. In
early March the king and queen took the core of the army to
Antioch by ship. Some of the crusaders who remained
behind tried to continue the march overland towards
Antioch and were killed. Several thousand accepted safe
conduct
back
through
Turkish
lands
towards
Constantinople. Many more died of malnutrition or disease.
‘The flowers of France withered before they could bear fruit,’
sighed Odo of Deuil.*< Eventually, on 19 March 1148, Louis
arrived in Antioch. The Second Crusade had at last limped
to its destination, almost two and a half years after Edessa
had fallen. What exactly it could now achieve

was unclear.
*
By the time the crusaders arrived, Zengi was dead. Indeed,
he had been dead for some time. The wily old atabeg was
besieging the fortress of Qal’at Jabar, near Raqqa, on 14
September 1146 when one of his servants - named by Ibn alQalanisi as a man of Frankish origin called Yaranqash’ crept into his tent and stabbed his master to deaths The
grievance Yaranqash nursed is not known, but Zengi had
made plenty of enemies during his career, and his mamluks
- slave soldiers who attended on the atabeg's person - simply
looked the other way as he was murdered. Zengi, who was
almost as fond of alcohol as Ilghazi had been, was even
drunker than usual so could not fight back.^. Yaranqash
‘slaughtered him upon his bed’ and ran

away. He left Zengi’s armies leaderless and his supporters
in Mosul and Aleppo all in confusion. The Franks of the
crusader states cheered Zengi’s demise. William of Tyre
recorded a joke made among the Latins, who remarked on
the fact that ‘a guilty murderer with the bloody name
Sanguinus, has become ensanguined with his own blood’.^
But there was not very much time for joyful punning, for no
sooner was Zengi in his grave than up sprang an even more
dangerous new leader of the Islamic Near East.
Zengi’s second son was known as Nur al-Din. Tall,
swarthy and almost beardless, with a broad forehead and
dancing eyes, his name meant ‘Light of the Faith’. Ibn alAthir wrote paeans to Nur al-Din’s modest bearing,
intelligence and braveiy ‘of the highest order’, noting that he
would ride into battle armed with two bows and two quivers
of arrows.^ William of Tyre agreed: Nur al-Din was ‘a just
prince, valiant and wise and, according to the

traditions of his race, a religious man’. But he was also, said
William, grimly, ‘a mighty persecutor of the Christian name
and faith’.^
When Zengi’s possessions were divided between his sons,
Nur al-Din received Aleppo (another brother, Saif al- Din,
took command of Mosul, and a third, Qutb al-Din Mawdud,
became emir of Homs). As a matter of political geography
Nur al-Din took a close interest in Edessa. Straight away his
terrifying approach to rule was laid bare. On Zengi’s death
the displaced Edessan count, Joscelin II, tried to rally an
army to re-take the city, and encouraged an uprising of the
Armenian Christians who still lived there. Nur al-Din
responded with a severity equal to anything his father had
imposed: he marched troops from Aleppo to Edessa, sent
Joscelin packing, then sacked the city, destroying its
defences, killing Armenians en masse and sending captive
young women as slaves and sexual

playthings to his brothers and friends.?' The chronicler
Michael the Syrian wrote in overblown but telling terms of
Edessa’s fate, bewailing a city ‘enveloped in a black cloud,
drunk with blood’.^ There was no prospect of recovering
Edessa without western help.
One northern lord in particular had reason to hope that
the French crusaders would be useful allies. Raymond of
Poitiers had been prince of Antioch since 1136, when he
arrived to put an end to the long series of regencies there by
marrying Bohemond H’s daughter Constance. Like most
princes of Antioch, Raymond found himself in perpetual
conflict with the Byzantine empire on his western frontiers;
the fall of Edessa had sharply raised the dangers on his
eastern borders, too. His overarching goal, therefore, was to
secure this front by repelling the advances of Zengi and Nur
al-Din, then conquering Aleppo and nearby cities including
Shaizar, Hama and

Homs. A crusading army could, Raymond thought, be most
useful in pursuing this goal - and a French one even more
so, for the queen of France, Eleanor of Aquitaine, happened
to be Raymond’s niece.
The relationship between Eleanor and Raymond would
turn out to be one of the most scandalous and highly
scrutinized aspects of the Second Crusade. Raymond had
‘counted greatly on the interest of the queen’ with her
husband, wrote William of Tyre.* When the couple arrived
the prince went out of his way to fete them, with lavish
receptions, in which everything was liandled with the
greatest magnificence’.* For Eleanor, it was likely a source
of comfort to visit such a close kinsman and see the exotic
court he kept, which presented all the perfumed joys of an
eastern capital, but was populated by Occitan-speaking men
and women from her native lands in the French southwest.^ Eleanor and Louis spent ten days as

Raymond’s guests; it was a welcome contrast to the miseries
that they had endured since leaving Constantinople, and
Eleanor enjoyed herself. Very quickly, however, everything
soured.
Notwithstanding
Raymond’s
generosity,
Louis
announced shortly after arriving in Antioch that he had no
intention whatever of deploying his troops to help enlarge
the northern principality. Despite the heavy financial
exactions he had taken from his French subjects before
departing, the journey to the east had virtually bankrupted
him, and he was reduced to borrowing huge sums from the
Templars in order to keep his crusade afloat. Meanwhile,
word had arrived from further south that Conrad was finally
on his way by ship to Acre. So, far from charging off on a
campaign of conquest in northern Syria, he told Raymond,
he would be leaving for Jerusalem to fulfil his vows as a
pilgrim. He would meet Conrad in the

Holy City, take the counsel of Queen Melisende and her son
Baldwin III and make a plan of action.
Raymond was furious. ‘Frustrated in his ambitious
designs he began to hate the king’s ways; he openly plotted
against him and took means to do him injury,’ wrote
William of Tyre.* To do so he used his relationship with
Eleanor. As the queen’s later career would bear out, she was
highly independent-minded, far from a royal doormat to be
trampled by her husband. Raymond now lobbied her
assiduously to back him over Louis - and she did. As the king
left for Jerusalem, Eleanor remained in the north, where her
relationship with her uncle rapidly became the subject of
salacious gossip. ‘Contrary to her royal dignity, she
disregarded her marriage vows and was unfaithful to her
husband,’ wrote William of Tyre - a phrase that would
thereafter be used to suggest that Eleanor and Raymond
began an incestuous affair. In fact, William was almost

certainly referring to the domestic treacheiy of
disobedience, which he and stiff-necked churchmen like
him considered a sin of equal magnitude to sexual infidelity.
Either way, Raymond’s gambit failed, Eleanor’s reputation
was blackened, and for Louis the scandal in Antioch proved
to be the beginning of the end - of both his marriage and his
crusade.
*
The main military action of the Second Crusade turned out
to be as poorly conceived and badly executed as the march
that preceded it. Shortly before Easter 1148, Conrad sailed
into Acre’s splendid harbour in a fleet of triremes captained
by first-rank Byzantine naval officers, provided by the openhanded Manuel Komnenos.'-- It soon became obvious that
he had no more interest in going to war in

northern Syria than Louis. Conrad had been generously
treated in Constantinople, with civic games at the
hippodrome to entertain him and the best doctors laid on to
help with his recuperation. He was accordingly wary of any
policy that would interfere directly in the Byzantine
interests - which of course included Antioch. A choice
between helping Raymond and antagonizing Manuel was no
choice at all. So the German king went nowhere near either
Antioch or Edessa, instead heading to Jerusalem to inspect
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and take up residence in
the former al-Aqsa mosque, now the headquarters of the
Templars. There, in consultation with the Templars’ master
Everard des Barres, he concocted a plan for the Second
Crusade which bore no relation to its original purpose.
Rather than restoring Edessa or attacking Nur al-Din, the
crusaders would take aim at a different target entirely. In
late June a formal assembly

met in Palmarea to confirm the crusade’s purpose. It was
attended by all the interested parties: Baldwin, Louis,
Conrad, the patriarch of Jerusalem Fulcher of Angouleme,
Everard of the Temple and more or less eveiy major baron
and bishop from among the crusaders and the kingdom of
Jerusalem. ‘It was agreed by all that it would be best to
besiege Damascus, a city of great menace to us,’ wrote
William of Tyre. And so the die was cast.
The consequent siege of Damascus, which began on 24
July 1148, was nothing short of a fiasco. Since the campaigns
of the late 1120s Damascus had more often been allied with
the Latin states against Zengi than a hostile power, and
although Nur al-Din was feeling his way diplomatically
towards asserting his power in the city, the difficulty of
capturing such a large and proud city had been illustrated and appreciated - for many years. Nevertheless, on the first
day the crusader armies hacked

their way through large orchards on the western outskirts of
the city, fighting running battles with the citizens and troops
deployed from inside Damascus by its governor Mu’in alDin Unur. Conrad performed bravely: fighting on foot in the
German style, rather than on horseback, he was ‘said to have
slain in the most remarkable way a Turkish knight who was
making a strenuous and courageous resistance. With one
blow of his sword he severed from the body of his enemy the
head and neck, the left shoulder with the arm attached and
also a part of the side.’* Sadly for the crusaders, this was as
good as it got. They made it through the orchards to start
investing the western walls of the city with siege engines.
But on 27 July, either through poor generalship or treachery
(both were later alleged) the leaders decided abruptly to
abandon their positions and move to the opposite side of the
city, where defences were said to be lighter. Straight away,

momentum was lost. The defenders were able to reorganize
themselves and ‘the position which had been won with great
toil and loss of men was abandoned’.* Having withdrawn
from the orchards, which they had been plundering to feed
the army, the crusaders’ supply lines began to fail. Inside the
city, Mu’in al-Din Unur had appealed to Nur al-Din and Saif
al-Din to help him drive away the unbelievers. He sent word
out to the crusader camp that these dangerous brothers
were fast approaching with their askars. They would arrive
within a fortnight, he said, and if the crusaders did not
depart he would hand over the city to them for good.
The folly both of the crusaders’ goal and their strategy was
now exposed. Ibn al-Qalanisi wrote that they were shaken
by news of

the rapid advance of the Islamic armies to engage in the Holy War

against them... and they became convinced of their own destruction and of the
imminence of disaster. Having taken counsel of one another, they found no way
of escape from the net into which they had fallen and the abyss into which they
had cast themselves. <5

The only option was disorderly retreat. At dawn on 29 July
the crusaders upped camp and ran away. Their war, for
which men and women had tramped thousands of miles in
appalling conditions, spending their lives’ fortunes and
trusting their souls to God, had lasted all of five days. All
they had to show for it were the corpses of the fallen, which
emitted such a stench, wrote Ibn al-Qalanisi with
satisfaction, ‘that [they] almost overcame the birds in the
air’.w
*

Neither Louis nor Conrad was eager to stay for another
attempt at conquest. Baldwin III and the barons at the royal
court of Jerusalem had switched their attention away from
Nur al-Din and Syria to consider the merits of attacking
Ascalon, the last coastal city held by the Fatimids of Egypt.
If this fell, it was reasoned, expansion into Egypt might one
day be possible. But neither Conrad nor Louis wanted any
part in this. Conrad tarried only a short while in Jerusalem
before departing from Acre in early September. He had
barely been in the crusader kingdom for six months and he
had achieved virtually nothing, other than the fulfilment of
his pilgrimage vows. Louis remained a while longer,
indulging his true interests: not attacking dusty cities about
which he knew almost nothing and understood less, but
visiting shrines and praising Christ. At Easter 1149 he and
Eleanor, delicately reconciled after the queen’s betrayal in
Antioch,

also left for home, albeit on different ships. After a perilous
crossing, during which their vessels were separated and
Louis was caught up in a battle between the fleets of Roger
II and Manuel Komnenos, both arrived in Sicily. Eleanor
had fallen seriously ill on her voyage, and her humour was
unlikely to have been improved when word arrived from
Antioch that her uncle Raymond had been captured while
fighting Nur al-Din’s forces at the Battle of Inab. His
ambitions in Aleppo had failed in the most singular fashion
possible. Nur al-Din ordered that his head be cut off and
sent in a silver box as a gift to the caliph in Baghdad.
From Sicily, Louis and Eleanor went on, still travelling
apart, until they were eventually reunited - in person if not
in spirit - at Pope Eugene’s villa in Tusculum (Frascati),
around 12 miles (20 km) south-east of Rome. Eugene made
some futile attempts to bring them together,

offering a marital bed draped with his finest fabrics. It did
no good. Within eighteen months of their return to France
that November, their marriage had been annulled, and
Eleanor had married into another family of crusaders,
taking as her second husband Henry Fitzempress, Fulk of
Jerusalem’s grandson and the future Henry II of England.
Their children would include one of the most famous
crusader kings of all time. ‘A foolish woman,’ was William of
Tyre’s typically misogynist judgements But whatever
William thought, the truth was that Eleanor had been
surrounded by even more foolish men. The Second Crusade,
far from repeating the achievements of the first, had
succeeded only in demonstrating how extraordinary, and
perhaps unrepeatable, the events of 1096-9 had been. Far
from stalling the resurgence of the enemies of Christ, the
generation of 1147-9 had in fact hastened the collapse of the
kingdom they professed to adore. ‘Such was the

extreme arrogance in which the barbarian exulted/ wrote
Anna Komnene, who completed her Alexiad not long before
her own death in 1153.* She was writing of events that had
taken place half a century earlier, but her judgement could
have applied very well to the time at hand.

The Race for
- In the story of the Gadarene swine (Matthew 8:28-34, Mark 5:1—20, Luke
8:26—39) Jesus encountered a man possessed by a legion of demons. He exorcised
them and cast them into a herd of around 2,000 pigs, who promptly ran into the
Sea of Galilee and drowned themselves.
i Empress Irene was bom Bertha of Sulzbach and married Manuel in 1146,
changing her name to something more classically Greek.

O blind cupidity of men, worse than all
other crimes!

The twelfth Fatimid caliph of Egypt, al-Zafir, was
murdered by his lover in a house near the sword-makers’

market in Cairo when he was twenty-five years old. The
lover was an extremely handsome and unscrupulous man of
the caliph’s own age called Nasr ibn ‘Abbas, and the two men
enjoyed carousing in Cairo’s streets by night, wearing
disguises so that al-Zafir, the supreme spiritual leader of the
Ismaili Shi’ite world, would not be recognized. They were so
close that it was said they seldom spent an hour apart, and
al-Zafir had showered Nasr with extravagant gifts:
thousands of silver dinars, whole herds of camels and mules,
and luxurious, flamboyant outfits of clothing. Sadly for the
caliph, he was repaid only with ingratitude and savagery:
lured from his palace on the evening of 15 April 1154 on the
promise of a night’s feasting, he was cut to ribbons in his
companion’s sitting room, before his body was thrown down
a well, along with that of his black African manservant.?
The morning after killing al-Zafir, Nasr went to the

palace with his father, the Fatimid vizier ‘Abbas, and the two
men conducted a violent coup. Backed by armed retainers,
they pronounced al-Zafir’s brothers guilty of his murder and
set up his five-year-old son, al-Faiz, as a puppet caliph,
whose youth meant he would present no challenge to
‘Abbas’s authority. Uproar ensued. ‘There were a thousand
swords unsheathed in the palace,’ wrote the scholar and
soldier Usama ibn Munqidh, who was an eyewitness to the
grisly events.^ Heads were severed, bellies slit, and
intestines pulled out. The caliph’s brothers were summarily
executed. Many others among the palace staff and its guard
of eunuchs and African guards were also slain, and as their
blood spritzed the fine carpets, marble floors and opulent
curtains of the palace, ‘Abbas paraded around the golden
throne in triumph, carrying little al-Faiz upon his shoulders.
Then he, Nasr and their henchmen helped themselves to
‘money, jewels and

precious objects’, leaving ‘only what had no value’.* They
were - briefly - unchallenged in command of an empire. Yet
their crimes had ensured that empire’s final collapse.
*
By the 1150s the Fatimid caliphate had been declining for
decades. During its heyday in the late tenth century, Fatimid
power stretched from the Atlantic coast of north Africa to
Baghdad..* Fatimid caliphs were the guardians of Mecca,
Medina and Jerusalem, Fatimid navies dominated both the
Red Sea and the eastern Mediterranean, and Fatimid
workshops produced cloth, crystal, jewellery and ceramics
traded far and wide across the western world. Cairo (alQahira al-Mu’izziyya), established as the empire’s capital in
June 973, was endowed with the magnificent al-Azhar
university-mosque, dazzling royal

palaces, some of the greatest libraries in the world and
buzzing marketplaces which entertained trade between
merchants of the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, the transSaharan caravan routes and the fertile Nile flood-plains of
Upper Egypt. A writer who passed through Egypt at the
height of Fatimid power called the region one of ‘the wings
of the world’, and Cairo ‘the glory of Islam... the marketplace
for all mankind... the storehouse of the Occident, the
entrepot of the Orient’. Yet if there was glory, there was also
danger. The same writer warned that ‘calamities visit the
people constantly^.
By the 1150s the empire had shrunk in eveiy direction. In
north-west Africa the Almohads now held sway. Ifriqiya,
where the Fatimid dynasty was born, had been overrun: first
by Zirids, then by Sicilians; by 1160 it too would be in
Almohad hands. Seljuq sultans and emirs acting in the name
of Sunni Islam and the Abbasid caliph

had pushed the Fatimids out of the Syrian interior. The
crusaders had ejected them from Jerusalem and the coastal
cities of Palestine and the Lebanon. In 1153 the final Fatimid
naval base on the Palestinian littoral was lost, as Baldwin III
led a Frankish assault on Ascalon: a siege successfully
conducted by the combined forces of the kingdom of
Jerusalem, Templars, Hospitallers and several hundred
pilgrims who arrived with that year’s spring sailing. For the
crusaders, the fall of Ascalon completed a long-held
ambition to close off their ports to Egyptian shipping and
secure a possible bridgehead for raids on north-east Egypt
and the Nile delta. For the Fatimids it was yet another defeat
in a series stretching back nearly a century, a loss received
with much ‘grief and distress’ throughout the Muslim
world.*
Loss of territory was not the only trouble that had befallen
the Fatimids, for the caliphate had also long been

in a state of spiritual dissolution, splintering into factions
which rolled together political succession disputes with
theological debates about where and to whom lay the true
loyalty of the Ismaili Shi’ite community. Since the 1130s the
Fatimid empire had been divided between three mutually
hostile groups: the Hafizis of Egypt (so named for al-Zafir’s
father al-Hafiz); the Nizari ‘Assassins’ of Persia; and a group
known as the Tayyibis, who held sway in Yemen. Inevitably,
this extended schism had chipped away at the caliphs’
dignity and authority, and even before al-Zafir’s murder
they had been reduced to the status of trophy rulers,
perfumed and pampered in their throne rooms while the
real business of government and militaiy command rested
with their viziers. That these same viziers by 1154 saw fit to
kill caliphs on a whim was shocking - but not surprising.
Nor, then, was it so very strange that in 1154 one

revolution was immediately followed by another, as ‘Abbas
and Nasr were chased out of Cairo little more than six weeks
after they had seized control. Within days of al- Zafir’s
murder an alliance formed between his sisters and a faction
of palace eunuchs outraged at the death of their former
master. The women cut off locks from their hair and sent
them with letters summoning to Cairo a high- ranking
officer in the Fatimid army known as Tala’i Ibn Ruzzik: a
grizzled Shi’ite of Armenian descent, who was stationed at
that time in Upper Egypt. Ibn Ruzzik gathered his troops
and marched downriver towards the capital, upon which a
general revolt began among the common soldiers of Cairo,
and public order broke down. Supporters of ‘Abbas and
Nasr could barely step outside their homes without scornful
women pelting them with stones from the windows of
buildings. By the end of May ‘Abbas had concluded that he
could not safely remain, and he set out

with his son for Syria. On his way he was killed by a raiding
party of Franks, and Nasr was captured by the Templars eventually to be ransomed back to Cairo and executed for
his treachery by the women of the palace, who beat him to
death with their shoes and hung his body above one of the
city gates. Meanwhile, Ibn Ruzzik marched into Cairo. He
and his troops came dressed head to toe in black and flying
black banners above their lines. Ostensibly they did so in
mourning for the murdered caliph. But it did not pass
unnoticed that black was the colour of the rival Abbasid
caliphs of Baghdad. And so began the death-spiral of the
Fatimid caliphate which had once been one of the mightiest
powers in the Mediterranean world. Sixteen years after alZafir was hurled into a well, the last of his line would be dead
and Egypt would be in foreign hands. The only question was
- whose?

*
In 1163 Amalric, count of Jaffa and Ascalon, the second son
of Fulk of Anjou and Queen Melisende, was crowned king of
Jerusalem. His elder brother Baldwin III had died on 10
February. According to William of Tyre, who knew Amalric
well, the new king was a gruff, serious and resilient
character with a sharp memory, who was not especially well
educated, but ‘listened eagerly to histoiy and preferred it to
all other kinds of reading’.- Blond, with a receding hairline,
and prone to blubbery fatness despite his modest intake of
food and drink, Amalric had no gift for courtly small talk,
and was a poor public speaker with a slight speech
impediment. Yet the strength of his political instincts, his
curiosity about the worlds both physical and divine and his
manner of laughing - on those occasions when he was
amused - so hard that his entire body shook,

made him a strangely attractive character. His only real
vices, wrote William of Tyre, were that he seduced married
women and was immoderately interested in money.*
Amalric was crowned at the age of twenty-seven and he
turned his attention almost immediately to Egypt. It looked
plump and ripe for conquest; or, as one writer put it, ‘a
beautiful bride, led out by her attendants’, just waiting to be
carried away.* In the seven years since ibn Ruzzik had
marched on Cairo, the brittleness of Fatimid power had
become horribly obvious. As vizier, ibn Ruzzik had calmed
the immediate crises of 1154, and expended much energy
conducting raids on shipping around Frankish cities
including Tyre and Beirut. But eventually he succumbed to
the same violent forces that had first brought him to the
palace. When young al-Faiz died after an illness in 1160 he
orchestrated the accession of another child caliph, the nineyear-old al-Adid, to whom he

married his daughter. This all-too-familiar bid to arrange
politics for a vizier’s personal gain resulted in an all-toofamiliar response: in September 1161 Ibn Ruzzik was
attacked in the palace by troops of the Fatimid army’s black
African corps, known as the Sudan, who had been put up to
the job by one of the caliph’s aunts. Ibn Ruzzik was mortally
wounded, and as he was carried off to safety a major
skirmish broke out between his personal guard and the
Sudan. Fifty men were killed, and the princess who had
connived at Ibn Ruzzik’s death was strangled with her own
veil. Al-Adid remained caliph, but during the next two years
the post of vizier passed through the hands of three men:
Ibn Ruzzik’s son, then a Kurdish officer called Shawar ibn
Mujir al Sa’di (or, simply, Shawar) and finally a courtier and
chamberlain of the palace known as Dirgham. At each turn
of the wheel, the man who became vizier carried out a deadly
purge of perceived opponents in

the Fatimid army ‘to clear the land of rivals to himself.- And
with each of these purges the governing class was further
weakened. This was a state in crisis.
Amalric of Jerusalem knew exactly what stresses abrupt
re-orderings of political order could levy on a realm. Ten
years previously, he had seen his mother and brother reduce
the kingdom of Jerusalem to civil war as Baldwin, having
reached his majority, demanded to be allowed to rule as sole
king, while Melisende, splendid in her regality, refused to
hand over the reins of power. Their argument, which at one
point saw Baldwin besieging his own mother in the citadel
of Jerusalem, had only been settled after a tortuous period
of civil strife and a brief partition of the kingdom.
Melisende, like her son, was now dead.: But Amalric had
absorbed the lesson of their quarrel and as a result he
recognized his moment to launch an assault on the
fractured and fractious caliphate in Egypt. In the first

year of Amalric’s reign the vizier Dirgham decided to
withhold the financial tribute owed to Jerusalem under the
peace treaty agreed after the fall of Ascalon. The king
prepared for a full-blown invasion.
*
Amalric was not the only ruler with a greedy eye on Egyptian
affairs. In Syria, Nur al-Din had spent the 1150s rebuilding
and then expanding the coalition of Seljuq emirates that his
father Zengi had assembled, a task he undertook with
astonishing alacrity. By 1151 he had stamped out forever the
embers of crusader resistance in Edessa - whose last count
Joscelin II died, blinded and helpless, in an Aleppan prison
in 1159. Meanwhile in Antioch, Nur al-Din had killed Prince
Raymond of Poitiers at Inab in 1149, and subsequently
seized approximately

half of the northern and eastern territory belonging to the
principality, reducing it to a strip of land between the River
Orontes and the Mediterranean coasts (following Inab, Nur
al-Din demonstrated his apparent invincibility in the region
by going down to bathe at his leisure in the Mediterranean).
Within the Seljuq empire itself, Nur al- Din had joined
together Aleppo - his inheritance from Zengi - with his
younger brother’s emirate of Mosul, over which he asserted
his rights as overlord in the 1150s, and which he would
finally annex outright in 1170. Then, at last, in 1154 he added
the jewel in the crown: Damascus, which he entered on
Sunday 25 April, deposing the city’s insipid ruler, Mujir alDin, after an economic blockade followed by a short military
siege. The Damascene citizens welcomed him in. Ibn alQalanisi, weary of ‘sufferings from famine, the high cost of
food, and fear of being besieged by the Frankish infidels’,
recorded Nur al-Din’s

arrival with approval, praising the new ruler’s ‘justice and
good reputation’ and remarking favourably on his decision
to abolish taxes on melons and vegetables.Nor was this the end of Nur al-Din’s triumphs. In the late
1150s he secured a peace treaty with Manuel Komnenos to
prevent the Byzantine emperor from helping the crusaders
defend the Antiochene frontiers, and in 1160 he captured
Raymond of Poitiers’s successor as prince, the pugnacious,
larger-than-life adventurer Reynaid of Chatillon, whom he
imprisoned for what turned out to be sixteen years. By 1160
Nur al-Din controlled more of Syria than any ruler in living
memory, and had done so at the perfect moment, for in 1157
the long-reigning - and last - Great Seljuq sultan Ahmad
Sanjar died and the empire fractured into its component
pieces. Nur al-Din was therefore pre-eminent in its western
frontiers, with no sultan above him. He had completed the
annihilation of

crusader Edessa and threatened to do the same to Antioch.
His presence in Damascus put him in striking distance of
both Jerusalem and the county of Tripoli and his reputation
as a masterly strategist and pious warrior was second to
none. Apparently miraculous recovery from two bouts of
serious illness in the 1150s increased his personal
commitment to jihad, convincing him that it was God’s will
that he should reclaim crusader lands eveiywhere in the
name of Islam. For the rest of his political life Nur al- Din
would promote this idea of a united Islamic jihad against the
unbelievers to justify his policies of accruing as much
territory and power as possible in Syria and beyond - and to
use it as a distraction when that meant making war on fellow
Sunni Muslims. A minbar, or ritual pulpit, built on his
orders in the 1160s bore an inscription describing him as
‘the fighter of jihad in His [i.e. God’s] path, the one who
defends against the enemies of His

religion, the just king... the pillar of Islam and the Muslims,
the dispenser of justice to those who are oppressed in the
face of oppressors’.^ Nur al-Din correctly calculated that if
he were able to extend his power further south into Egypt,
he would completely encircle Frankish territories with his
own: a situation that would allow him to dream of ejecting
the unbelievers from Syria and Palestine once and for all. So
just as Amalric trained his sights on the rotten Fatimid
caliphate, so too did Nur al- Din. The decade that followed
eventually became a race to Cairo. It was a race neither side
could afford to lose.
*
From the beginning the struggle for Egypt was tightly
poised. Nur al-Din certainly had the tools for subjugation at
his disposal in the form of a faction of ambitious

Kurdish emirs among his army, who were straining to be let
loose on Cairo and the Nile valley, where they saw much
potential for carving out lucrative fiefdoms. Nur al- Din was
also building his personal standing in the wider world of the
Islamic Near East: he made his case as the pre-eminent
pious force in the region in 1161 when he travelled to Mecca
(across the Red Sea in the region of Arabia known as the
Hijaz) to perform hajj. Mecca was theoretically under the
guardianship of the Fatimid caliphate, but as so often, real
power lay in action and perception, not in legal detail. While
in Arabia, Nur al-Din ordered the rebuilding of the walls of
Medina; in doing so he made an emphatic statement about
his own burgeoning power.*
Amalric, for his part, could hardly claim religious
guardianship over the Muslims of Egypt and his intentions
towards the Fatimids were generally concerned with

materia] reward rather than righteousness, or ‘crusading’ in
anything but the very broadest sense. But with Ascalon in
his hands he controlled the Via Maris - the main road out of
greater Syria into Egypt - and thus presented the closest and
most obvious military threat. In September 1163, as the
fierce heat of the summer was starting to wane, he set out to
demonstrate as much. Amalric ‘descended upon Egypt with
a great host’, met Dirgham with an army in the desert and
forced the vizier back to Bilbays (Bilbeis), a fortress city 35
miles (60 km) northeast of Cairo, reinforced by Ibn Ruzzik
specifically in anticipation of a crusader king marching on
the capital. The Egyptians now panicked, fearing Amalric
‘might decide to lead his armies against the more remote
parts of the realm’, wrote William of Tyre..« They resorted
to the last and most elemental means of defence: opening
the agricultural irrigation dykes that ran away from the Nile.

This flooded the countryside, cutting off the crusaders from
Cairo with a massive natural moat. Amalric was compelled
to withdraw his army. But he would be back.
*
In Syria, meanwhile, Nur al-Din was preparing his own
foray into Egypt. Shawar, the vizier whom Dirgham had
deposed directly before Amalric’s invasion, had escaped
with his life and fled to Syria during the summer of 1163,
where he went to Damascus and begged Nur al-Din to
restore him to power. William of Tyre described Shawar as
‘wise and able... particularly farsighted’. Certainly he was a
master of making lavish promises to anyone he thought
could further his cause, usually without much care as to
whether he would be able to deliver on them. Thus in 1163
he promised Nur al-Din a third of the revenues of Egypt

and a free hand in dictating policy to the caliph if he backed
him. Nur al-Din, under no illusion as to the sort of man he
had before him, hesitated. But soon enough he decided that
the potential gains in Egypt outweighed the near-certainty
that Shawar would try to welch on the deal. He sent him
back to Egypt with the most capable and ruthless of his
generals, a Kurdish emir by the name of Asad al-Din
Shirkuh. The relationship between Shirkuh and Shawar was
to determine the fate of the Fatimid state.
Short, fat and advanced in years, with one eye milky from
cataracts, Shirkuh did not much resemble the lion his name
(Asad) suggested. But in the words of Ibn al- Athir, he was
‘the greatest and bravest emir of the state... he had such
courage and determination that he was worried by no
fear’.i* Shirkuh also hankered after Egypt’s riches, and he
would, over the coming years, press Nur al- Din repeatedly
to allow him to take personal direction

over the struggle for control there, arguing that the
Egyptians were ‘devoted to luxurious living and ignorant of
the science of war’ and easy meat for his sword.p. In April
1164 Shirkuh marched out of Syria, skirted Frankish
territory and barrelled through Egypt, heading straight
towards Cairo. When Dirgham brought an army out to meet
him, he was killed, struck down by an arrow shot from
among his own troops and left lying where he fell for two
days. On 24 May Shirkuh presented Shawar with the vizier’s
robes. In return, Shawar did precisely what Nur al- Din had
feared: he reneged on the deal. Instead of submitting the
Fatimid state to the governance of Shirkuh and his Syrian
masters, Shawar politely but firmly asked them all to go
home. When Shirkuh declined, marched to Bilbays and
bivouacked his army there, the unscrupulous vizier sent
envoys to Amalric of Jerusalem requesting militaiy
assistance in return for a large financial payment.

This willingness to turn his coat without the least
compunction was to become Shawar’s trademark, for he
knew what value Egypt held to both the crusaders and the
Syrians and he played his hand accordingly. On receiving
the call for aid, Amalric - as Shawar knew he would - sent a
large force down to besiege the Kurdish general in Bilbays.
Shirkuh was renowned even among the crusaders for his
‘great endurance under hardships’ and his ability to bear
Tiunger and thirst with an equanimity quite unusual for that
time of life’.* He lasted three months under blockade, before
eventually a truce was agreed. Amalric, his attention
required at home, stood down, and Shirkuh marched his
army in an orderly fashion back to Syria. As they left, the fat
Kurd rode among the rearguard, an iron axe grasped
defiantly in his hand. When asked if he was not afraid that
the Franks would ambush him during his retreat, he replied:
1 wish they would do so, so that you

could see what I would do. By God, I would wield my sword
and not one of our men would be killed until he had killed
several [enemies]... We would take their lands and any
survivors would perish.’*
*
For a while, however, he had to wait, as other fronts took
priority. Nur al-Din had more than Egypt alone to consider
- as did Amalric. As the crusader king was occupied at
Bilbays, Nur al-Din had struck hard further north,
annihilating an undisciplined coalition of Franks, Byzantine
troops and Armenians. At the Battle of Harim (near Artah,
between Antioch and Aleppo), this army was ‘overwhelmed
and shattered by the swords of the enemy’. Bohemond III,
prince of Antioch, Raymond III, count of Tripoli, Joscelin,
son of the last count of Edessa, the

Armenian prince Thoros II and Constantine Kalamanos,
Byzantine ruler of Cilicia, were all taken to Aleppo, ‘chained
like the lowest slaves’ and cast into prison, where they
became ‘the sport of the infidels’.^ Shortly afterwards Nur
al-Din stormed Banyas (Banias), a vital fortification on the
frontier between Damascus and the crusader cities of Acre
and Tyre. ‘These great changes and dire disasters so
seriously affected the condition of the Christians that they
were reduced almost to the last extremity,’ wrote William of
Tyre. ‘No ray of hope now remained.’*
The arrival in Jerusalem of the veteran crusader Thierry,
count of Flanders (on an unprecedented fourth expedition
to the east, his first having been in 1139) and the military
effort needed to shore up Antioch and Tripoli distracted

Amalric from Egyptian affairs. Meanwhile, Nur al-Din’s
focus on matters to the north also meant Shirkuh had to bide
his time before petitioning for the resources he needed to
head back south. By late 1166, however, Shirkuh’s
persistence had persuaded Nur al-Din to let him continue
the conquest. With his master’s blessing, Shirkuh assembled
2,000 cavalry and many more foot soldiers and in January
1167 marched once more into Fatimid territory, setting up
camp outside the walls of Cairo in the shadow of the Sphinx
and the mighty pyramids at Giza. This time he took with him
a rising star of his Kurdish entourage: his twenty-nine-yearold nephew, a former police chief from Damascus called
Yusuf ibn Ayyub.
Once again, as danger approached, Shawar called upon
his enemy’s enemy for help. As usual, crusader support
came at a price - or at least, a nominal one. Shawar promised
Amalric the extraordinary sum of 400,000 gold

dinars (1,776 kgs or 3,900 lbs of gold by weight) for his help.
To give a patina of plausibility to this ridiculous offer,
Shawar invited two Frankish envoys, Hugh of Caesarea and
a prominent Templar called Geoffrey Fulcher, to Cairo to
meet al-Adid himself. They found the young man - eighteen
years old but baby-faced, with only a light down of hair
sprouting on his chin - in a palace stocked with exotic
animals and strange birds, and thronging with eunuchs and
flunkies. Here al-Adid sat on his gold throne, hidden from
view by a curtain stitched with pearls and gold thread.Revealed with a flourish on Shawar’s command, al-Adid
gave his word that the Franks should indeed have their
bounty, if only they could save him from the Sunni menace.
Accordingly, during the early spring Amalric and a Frankish
army piled into Egypt in pursuit of the Kurds, braving fierce
storms and whirlwinds that at times forced them to
dismount and burrow into the

desert sand to survive. Fierce fighting broke out across
Egypt, with clashes far south of Cairo in al-Bilbayn (elBabein) and a gruelling siege of Alexandria on the Nile delta,
the defence of which was led by Yusuf ibn Ayyub.
Once more in 1167 the two sides fought each other to
stalemate, although when both withdrew in August it was
Amalric who had more obvious reason to be pleased, for he
left military advisors and a garrison of Frankish troops in
Cairo and secured at least the first payments of tribute from
al-Adid’s treasury. But the matter was not finished.
In 1161, when Ibn Ruzzik was dying from the wounds
inflicted by his assassins, the old vizier lamented that he
never used his forward base of Bilbays as a launch pad from
which to attack the Franks. In October 1168 his concern was
finally borne out, as Amalric, now fixed on conquest, moved
on the fortress town with a massive army drawn from all
over the crusader kingdom. This was a

significant shift in strategy, from irritant neighbour to
outright aggressor. The previous year Amalric had
contracted a marriage with Maria Komnene, daughter of
Manuel I Komnenos, and with a call on Byzantine naval
power now theoretically available to him he prepared to
throw over his obligations to his ally Shawar and complete
the job of turning Fatimid Egypt into a crusader
protectorate. Not everyone in his kingdom agreed - the
Templars in particular denounced the folly of abandoning
treaty obligations without pretext. But their opposition was
not enough. On 4 November Amalric’s army arrived at
Bilbays to find Shawar’s son Tayy commanding the garrison.
‘Do you think Bilbays is cheese for eating?’ he asked
Amalric, scornfully. ‘Yes,’ replied Amalric. ‘And Cairo is
butter A* His troops swarmed the Egyptian defences and
sacked the town mercilessly. ‘Most of the citizens were put
to the sword without regard for age or

sex,’ wrote William of Tyre. ‘If by any chance they escaped
death, they suffered loss of liberty and fell under the
miserable yoke of bondage A Then they marched on Cairo.
Shawar, falling back and trying to create a brake on
Amalric’s marauding forces, now took desperate action. He
set fire to the old part of Cairo outside the main walls, known
as al-Fustat. According to ibn al-Athir, the blaze burned
continuously for fifty-four days. But this futile and selfdestructive gesture did nothing to deter Amalric. He
promptly laid siege to Cairo proper, giving Shawar a taste of
his own medicine when he told him he would only lift the
siege on payment of 1 million gold dinars (4,400 kgs or
9,700 lbs of gold). Shawar - with little other option, although
as always, no intent of compliance, not least since many of
the taxpayers from whom he might have raised such a sum
had just seen their homes in al-Fustat burned to the ground
- agreed. Blinded by the promise of

vast riches, no matter how improbable, Amalric retreated
from Cairo and made camp while he waited for his money.
The pause proved fatal. Shawar, a double-dealer to the
last, now played his final trick. He wrote to Nur al-Din and
begged him to send Shirkuh to drive away the infidel from
his gates. Audacious as this was, he did not need to ask
twice. Nur al-Din also saw the end approaching. He
equipped Shirkuh with 2,000 cavalry from his standing
army, a huge force of infantry and 200,000 dinars to hire
mercenaries. Once more Yusuf ibn Ayyub travelled south
with his uncle, although this time unwillingly, for he was by
now enjoying high office in Aleppo, where he had become
Nur al-Din’s favourite polo partner.
In December 1168 Shirkuh, Yusuf ibn Ayyub and their
huge force entered Egyptian territory, outflanked Amalric
and bore down on Cairo. Initially the crusader king favoured
meeting Shirkuh and Yusuf ibn Ayyub in battle.

But on Christmas Day, his scouts told him of the monstrous
size of their army. Amalric had come as a conqueror, but
had been bought off with hollow promises of wealth instead
of pushing for a decisive military strike. He could now
entertain no hope of support from Shawar, while the people
of Cairo themselves were hardly likely to rise in support of
an army of unbelievers over one composed chiefly of
Muslims, Sunnis or no. The king suddenly saw that his
million dinars would not be forthcoming; and that ‘the
Turks were at hand and we must depart’.** By 2 January his
army was marching home to Jerusalem.
Shirkuh, having come so far into Egypt, and not for the
first time, now began the endgame. After the Franks left, he
set up camp outside Cairo and spent the first two weeks of
January holding a series of friendly meetings with Shawar
to negotiate a plan for stabilizing Egypt. The tone

of their conversations was unfailingly gracious and cordial:
Shirkuh remained patient while Shawar wriggled and
prevaricated over his promise to assign to Nur al-Din a third
of Egyptian revenues. But on 18 January, Shawar appeared
at Shirkuh’s camp to continue their conference, and was met
on horseback by Yusuf ibn Ayyub and an emir called Izz alDin Jurdik. They invited him for a short parlay, wrestled
him from his mount and took him prisoner. Shawar’s luck,
which he had ridden so hard for so many years, had finally
expired. His head was cut off the same day, and on Shirkuh’s
orders it was taken to the caliph’s sumptuous palace, where,
behind the pearl-and- gold curtain, it was presented as a gift
to young al-Adid himself. The caliph sent back by way of
thanks a set of vizier’s robes for Shirkuh. Outside, a mob tore
Shawar’s house to pieces. Back in Jerusalem Amalric was
left to count the cost of his failures. ‘O blind cupidity of men,

worse than all other crimes!’ wailed William of Tyre. ‘O
wicked madness of an insatiable and greedy heart!The race
for Egypt was over and the great strategic game had fallen
the way of Nur al-Din and his Kurdish proxies. The crusader
states had been founded and had thrived because of
sectarian and political division in the Islamic Near East
between Sunni and Shi’a, Syria and Egypt. Now the road
was open for one leader to draw Syria and Egypt together
under Sunni rule, and to do so under the banner of jihad: a
holy war ideology as powerful and perhaps even more
enduring than that of the Latin Christian crusade.
*
Shirkuh did not live to enjoy for very long the fruits of his
victory. In fact, his reign as vizier of Fatimid Egypt was even
shorter than that of any of the motley group - Ibn

Ruzzik, Shawar, Dirgham - who had preceded him. On 22
March 1169, just two months and five days after he had
taken Cairo, Shirkuh embarked on one of his periodic eating
binges, gorging himself on rich meats. More often than not
this gave him chronic indigestion; on this occasion it
irritated a quinsy - or infected abscess behind the tonsils the effects of which killed him. God did not smile, it seemed,
upon gloaters or gluttons. ‘When they had rejoiced in what
they had been given, we seized them suddenly,’ wrote ibn alAthir, quoting the Qur’an.^ It was an abrupt but not entirely
unexpected way for Shirkuh to depart the earth.
Shirkuh’s legacy was an odd one. He had helped to bring
one of Islam’s most famous empires to its knees, striking a
devastating blow to the security of the kingdom of
Jerusalem and glorifying the name of Nur al-Din along the
way. But most importantly, his adventures also brought to

the fore a man whose career and reputation among Muslims
and crusaders alike would eclipse his own, Nur al-Din’s and
Zengi’s combined. That man was his nephew, the Kurdish
emir Yusuf ibn Ayyub: soon to be sultan of Egypt and Syria,
destroyer of the Fatimids, nemesis of the Zengids, scourge
of the Franks and almost singlehandedly the target of many
thousands of individual crusades. He would cast a long
shadow over his age and his nickname would be
remembered for generations - indeed, centuries - after his
deeds had faded. Yusuf ibn Ayyub was better known as Salah
al-Din, a sobriquet which meant ‘the righteousness of the
faith’, but which history and legend have contracted and
mythologized as Saladin.

- Melisende died in 1161 and was buried outside the walls of Jerusalem, within
the church built over the tomb of the Virgin Mary.
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Because of Our Sins
All the kingdoms adjacent to us have
been brought under the power of one
man...

Al-Adid, last of the Fatimid caliphs, died twice in the space

of ten days. His first death occurred in a mosque in Cairo
during Friday prayers on 3 September 1171. Every Friday, in
accordance with proper Islamic practice, a preacher would
ascend the ritual pulpit (minbar) and deliver a sermon
known as a khutbah in which he offered praise to God,
blessings upon the Prophet, a spiritual message and an
invocation in the name of the ruler of the day. But in Cairo
on 3 September this ritual was rudely interrupted. Before
the preacher could begin, a visiting Persian called
Muhammad ibn-Muwaffaq - better known as ‘the Scholar
emir’ - climbed the stairs on the minbar and offered a
bidding prayer of his own, calling down blessings upon the
name of the man he considered to be the rightful caliph.!
That should have been al-Adid. But instead the ‘Scholar
emir’ uttered the name of al-Mustadi, the Abbasid caliph in
Baghdad.
This was the first time in nearly two centuries of

Egyptian history that the name of a Sunni caliph was
invoked in place of an Ismaili Shi’ite, and it should have
shaken Egypt to its foundations, for the right to be named at
Friday prayers was (like the right to mint coins) the
exclusive privilege of a caliph and head of state. To offer the
name of another was not just blasphemy - it was treason. Yet
on 3 September the mention of an Abbasid in place of a
Fatimid passed the assembled faithful by without a whisper.
‘No one expressed any disapproval,’ wrote Ibn al-Athir.;* So
on the following Friday, 10 September, the vizier of Egypt,
Saladin, commanded that al-Mustadi’s name be read in
every mosque in Cairo. Once again, wrote Ibn al-Athir, ‘no
two goats butted heads over it’.* A week later, al-Adid had
been replaced in the khutbah in every mosque in Egypt.
Everywhere, blessings rained upon the name of the Abbasid
800 miles (1,300 km) away in Baghdad. By right al-Adid
should have been

incandescent with rage and indignation. But he was past
caring. On 13 September, following a short, severe and - it
was muttered - conveniently timed illness, al-Adid died, ten
days short of his twenty-first birthday..- His physical demise
thus coincided neatly with his legal extinction, and with
him, Fatimid rule in Egypt came to an end.
After al-Adid’s death Saladin and one of his lieutenants,
an emir known as Qaraqush, rounded up al-Adid’s family in
the caliph’s palace. They told al-Adid’s eldest son, Da’ud,
that because his father had died without explicitly
designating him as heir, he could not succeed. He and his
male relatives were placed under house arrest for the rest of
their natural lives, kept well away from women to ensure
they could not produce any sons. Their servants and slaves
were dismissed or sold. Saladin sifted the caliph’s treasure
house, marvelling at jars filled with gigantic pearls and
rubies, a glorious emerald-studded

sword-hilt, archaeological curiosities like giant fish-ribs
from some long-dead behemoth of the deep, and a medicinal
drum that cured trapped wind by causing any man who
sounded it to fart..-* He organized a military parade of
Kurdish and Syrian troops through the streets of Cairo, to
offset any public dismay that might accompany al-Adid’s
funeral. He himself mourned ostentatiously and publicly.
Then he continued the task, already two years in the making,
of purging Fatimid loyalists from the Egyptian army and
bureaucracy, and turning Egypt into a base from which he
and his supporters could launch an audacious bid for
mastery of the Holy Lands and everything around them.
*

Salah al-Din Yusuf ibn Ayyub was bom in a castle in

Tikrit, no miles (180 km) upstream from Baghdad on the
banks of the River Tigris, in either 1137 or 1138.fi His father,
Shirkuh’s brother Ayyub, was a Kurd from the ancient
Armenian city of Dvin, described by ibn al- Qalanisi as ‘a
man of resolution, intelligence and knowledge of affairs’.Ayyub used his talents working for the Seljuq sultan, and
later for Zengi and Nur al-Din. He raised his sons Shahanshah, Turan-Shah, Saladin, al- Adil (also known as
Sayf al-Din or Safadin), Buri and Tughtekin - in Mosul and
Baalbek, where he was governor. Through his service Ayyub
eventually achieved considerable rank within the Zengid
military hierarchy, becoming so esteemed that he was said
to be the only man permitted to remain seated in Nur alDin’s presence. He ensured that Saladin and his brothers
grew up equipped for a similar career; by early adulthood
Saladin was a skilled horseman, adept administrator,
smooth courtier

and pious Muslim, who was assiduous with his prayers and
took pleasure in hearing daily readings from the Qur’an and
Hadith. While in his twenties Saladin demonstrated his
military competence fighting in Egypt alongside Shirkuh
and other members of what became known as the Ayyubid
clan; these included Ayyub himself and Sayf al-Din. It was a
mark of his rising reputation that he was trusted to hold
Alexandria against Amalric of Jerusalem in 1167.
Thanks to Saladin’s extraordinary achievements and his
natural talent for self-promotion, many vivid, highly skewed
pen portraits were produced during his lifetime. The most
fulsome was by the Mosuli lawyer and scholar known as
Baha al-Din Ibn Shaddad, who entered Saladin’s service as
judge (qadi) of the army in the late 1180s and penned a
soaring, heroic biography of his master at the peak of his
powers. Ibn Shaddad’s book, entitled The Rare

and Excellent History of Saladin, was intended for its
subject’s personal enjoyment: self-consciously burnishing
Saladin’s reputation as mujahid: the stick God had chosen
to flog the wretched Franks. In a long paean introducing his
work, Ibn Shaddad praised Saladin’s personal virtues: he
was impeccably pious, generous, a strict keeper of the
Ramadan fast, preternaturally hardworking, kind to
children, ‘gentle and merciful, a supporter of the weak
against the strong’, and astonishingly brave. ‘Saladin was
one of the great heroes, mighty in spirit, strong in courage
and of great firmness, terrified of nothing,’ wrote Ibn
Shaddad. ‘I have never at all seen him consider the enemy
too numerous nor exaggerate their strength.Most of all, he
wrote, Saladin was the embodiment of the righteous jihadi:

The Jihad, his love and passion for it, had taken a mighty hold on

his heart and all his being, so much so that he talked of nothing else, thought of
nothing but the means to pursue it, was concerned only with its manpower and had
a fondness only for those who spoke of it and encouraged it.*

Teasing out the facts of Saladin’s life from the sugaiy
encomia produced by Ibn Shaddad and his ilk (other proAyyubid writers included the Persian scholar Imad al-Din
al-Isfahani, Saladin’s chancellor, and the later, Damascusbased writer Abu Shama) is not easy. Certainly, when Ibn
Shaddad was writing in the 1180s, Saladin appeared indeed
to have struck heavier blows against the crusader cause than
anyone before him. He seemed by that time, even to
Christian observers, the embodiment of a divine fuiy sent ‘to
rage and exterminate the obstinate people’ of the crusader
states.- Yet clear-eyed analysts of Saladin’s career would
always be able to discern a more ambiguous reality. Saladin
fought other Sunni Muslims at least as

often as he fought Christians. He was defeated in battle as
often as he triumphed and the empire he assembled had
broken up within two decades of his death. The legend was
never the same as the man. And certainly during the 1170s,
as Saladin and the Ayyubids plotted the destruction of
Fatimid Egypt and their own path to pre-eminence, the
picture - and Saladin’s reputation as the anti-crusader ne
plus ultra - was not so clear.
*
Initially Nur al-Din gave Saladin broad licence in Egypt. He
did not demur in the summer of 1169 when the vizier moved
against factions in Cairo who threatened his rule:
assassinating the palace official Mu’tamin al-Khilafa and
then purging the 50,000-strong black Sudan corps in a hairraising two-day battle that left buildings scorched

with Greek fire and crows picking over corpses.^ He
supported Saladin with troops in the autumn of 1169 when
the Ayyubids defended Damietta against joint assault by a
Frankish army and Byzantine naval fleet. In 1171, when
news of al-Adid’s death reached Baghdad, there was
dancing in the streets. The caliph, delighted at the demise of
his heretical rival, sent Saladin and Nur al-Din black
Abbasid flags to fly in celebration, and dictated letters
bearing fulsome thanks. Al-Mustadi would no doubt have
been delighted to learn that since Saladin had received the
viziership two and a half years earlier, he had redoubled his
commitment to religious propriety, giving up wine and
adopting a conservative style of clothing.
At this point Nur al-Din, who saw himself as the sole
guarantor of Saladin’s power, boasted patronizingly that
‘Turkish arrows are the only defence against Frankish
lances’.- But as Saladin consolidated his position in Cairo

during the early 1170s - sweeping aside the Fatimid caliph,
sending lieutenants like Qaraqush to the Upper Nile,
Yemen, Ifriqiya and the Mahgreb to take command of the
trans-Saharan slave and gold caravan trails, courting the
ordinary folk of Cairo by cutting taxes, and buying the
loyalty of the reformed Egyptian army with generous grants
of farmland (known as iqta) made to troops and emirs alike
- Nur al-Din’s concerns about his upstart Kurd began to
grow.* Equally, as Saladin increased his own power, so he
became ever-more concerned that it might be taken away.
This mutual suspicion between Nur al-Din and Saladin
broke into the open when, in the months after the Fatimid
caliph al-Adid’s death, Saladin aborted a joint SyrianAyyubid attack on Frankish positions in southern Palestine.
He realized that any conquests he made in the kingdom of
Jerusalem would effectively bring him closer

to a land border with Nur al-Din’s territories in Syria. Better,
he reasoned, to keep a Frankish buffer zone between Egypt
and Syria until he was sufficiently secure that he could obey
or ignore Nur al-Din’s commands as he pleased.^ This was
certainly not the action of a dyed-in- the-wool anti-Christian
jihadi. Neither, for that matter, was it the action of a man
who stood to serve Islamic unity over his own political
ambition.
On 15 May 1174 Nur al-Din died in Damascus, having
developed a fever after a bad-tempered polo match and
refused his doctors’ requests to bleed him. Nur al-Din’s
funeral elegy, composed by Imad al-Din, deplored his death
as a catastrophe for Islam: ‘Religion is in darkness because
of the absence of his light... Let Islam mourn the defender
of its people, and Syria the protector of its kingdom and its
borders.’^ Saladin wrote that it was an ‘earthquake shock’ a particularly poignant phrase since

much of Syria had been severely damaged by one of the
largest seismic events in its histoiy just four years
previously.* This was a typical poetic obituary, of course,
but it sprang from truth. Nur al-Din’s piety was indeed
beyond reproach. He had revived almost single-handedly a
link between war against the Franks and jihad, and during
his twenty-eight years in power he had also done more than
anyone else to advance the unity and militaiy reputation of
the Muslims of the Holy Land. Even William of Tyre could
not gainsay his achievements or besmirch his character. He
would be a hard act to follow. Yet for all his supreme virtues,
Nur al-Din was still human. And when he died, he left as his
heir an eleven-year-old son, al- Salih, a situation that left the
future of his empire wide open.
To complicate matters, less than two months after Nur alDin’s death, Amalric of Jerusalem also died, following

an acute attack of dysentery. He too left an underage heir: a
thirteen-year-old who was crowned Baldwin IV. Saladin
sent cooler diplomatic courtesies to the crusader kingdom
than he had to al-Salih, and in private he gloated at
Amalric’s demise: ‘May God curse him and abandon him
and lead him to bitter punishment. V. He had every reason
to celebrate. Baldwin - Amalric’s son with his first wife
Agnes of Courtenay - was clever, energetic and of ‘a loveable
disposition’ and his manners of walking and speaking were
eerily reminiscent of his father.* But there was one crucial
difference. As the new king grew up it became apparent that
he was suffering from an incurable and hideously
debilitating form of leprosy so severe that William of Tyre
mistook it for elephantiasis.!* Baldwin’s youth, his disease,
and the abject behaviour of the adults who jockeyed for
power around him would eventually bring the crusader
kingdom to its knees.

*
In 1174, then, Saladin had a choice to make. Both the Zengid
and Latin Christian regions of the Near East were suddenly
weakened, while in Egypt he was increasingly secure. If he
wished to establish himself as the new and rightful defender
of Islam he had to decide whether to take aim directly at the
infidels in Palestine, or to focus his energies on doing what
Nur al-Din had not, and bringing Syria and Egypt together
under his own, uncontested leadership. He chose the latter.
For the next decade Saladin devoted his best efforts not to
crushing the crusader states but to asserting himself as ruler
of the emirates on their borders: Damascus, Aleppo, the
Jazira (upper Mesopotamia) and Mosul. He did not entirely
neglect war against the Christians: in the summer of 1174 he
enjoyed a pulverizing naval victory in the Nile delta

against a fleet sent against Alexandria by the new Sicilian
king William II; in 1177 he suffered an almighty reverse after
marching an army into the kingdom of Jerusalem and
encountering a smaller but more organized and determined
force of crusader knights including a large number of
Templars. In 1179 he successfully halted the construction of
a Templar castle at Jacob’s Ford, on the Via Maris between
Acre and Damascus, leaving the bodies of construction
workers lying crumpled and bloody beside their
wheelbarrows. In 1183 he tried and failed to provoke a full
muster of the kingdom of Jerusalem’s army to a pitched
battle. These were all significant clashes. But by and large,
during the first half of his career Saladin preferred to make
truces with the crusader states which freed him to afflict his
co-religionists in Syria. His main focus was not the jihad but
the decidedly less morally clear-cut task of sweeping clean
the Syrian map of Nur al-

Din’s Zengid relatives and descendants.
Little by little, Saladin began to piece together an empire.
He entered Damascus, initially to act as atabeg on behalf of
al-Salih, in 1174. During the course of the next two years he
twice defeated the combined armies of Aleppo (where alSalih had been taken following his father’s death) and Mosul
(which was ruled by one of Nur al-Din’s nephews). In 1175
he took Homs. In 1176 the governor of Aleppo agreed to
recognize him as lord in his own right; Saladin formally
annexed the city in 1183, two years after al-Salih died, aged
just eighteen. Mosul held out until 1186, but after a long
siege its ruler had submitted to Saladin’s will. By that time
the Abbasid caliph had granted him the right to call himself
sultan of Egypt and Syria. It was no empty title.
Yet the sultanate was not Saladin’s reward for smiting the
enemies of God, but rather the enemies of Saladin. In

the twelve years between Nur al-Din’s death and Mosul’s
submission the vizier-sultan expended a combined total of
around thirteen months skirmishing with the Franks and
nearly thirty-three on active military manoeuvres against
other Muslims.^ The most serious threats to his rise to
supremacy came from the Nizari Assassins (who twice came
close to killing him) and a very serious, possibly malarial,
illness during the campaign for Mosul in 1185, which caused
his doctors to despair of his life. He only barely survived the
fevers and pain, emerging emaciated and frail. Nevertheless,
he was alive, and his prestige as the effective military ruler
of the Islamic world in the Near East was at its peak.
Moreover, recovering from his fever had filled Saladin with
a desire to turn to the task he had put off for so long: the
destruction of the realms of unbelief in Jerusalem, Tripoli
and Antioch.

*
William of Tyre, writing in the 1180s, recognized the
singular danger that Saladin’s conquests in Syria presented
to the kingdom of Jerusalem. ‘In former times almost every
[Muslim] city had its own ruler,’ wrote William. ‘They were
not dependent on one another; they were rarely actuated by
the same motives but in fact, very often by those directly
opposite... But now, since God has so willed it, all the
kingdoms adjacent to us have been brought under the power
of one man.’- The sultan had created a ring of Islamic
territories around the Latin states, from which the only
escape was into the sea.
To make things worse, the Crusader states were not only
surrounded: they were riven with faction and troubled by
the sense that since the debacle of the Second Crusade, the
west had lost its appetite for large-scale crusading to the

Lord’s Sepulchre. Each spring brought boatloads of pilgrims
and warriors, it was true. The military orders were enjoying
booming membership and patronage as they took
increasing charge of defending the frontiers and fortresses
of the Holy Land. And from time to time great lords would
also arrive on private mini-crusades, such as that led by
Philip of Alsace, count of Flanders, who came to the east in
1177 to atone for the sin of having had the lover of his
adulterous wife Elizabeth beaten to death with a mace and
dumped head-first in a lavatory.- But all this was not enough
to sustain anything more than survival and periodic
retrenchment.
Although
there
had
been
numerous
papal
pronouncements of crusade since the deaths of Eugene III
and St Bernard of Clairvaux in 1153, the energy of the
crusading movement seemed to be drifting in other
directions. Crusades were authorized in Spain in 1153,

1157 and 1175, while in the same period at least six military
orders were founded and given papal permission to operate
in the Spanish peninsula, including the Order of Calatrava
(1158), the Order of Santiago (1170) and the Order of
Alcantara (around 1175). In 1171-2 Pope Alexander III had
authorized further crusading against the pagans of northeast Europe in a bull known as Non parum animus noster,
which explicitly confirmed that fighting against the heathen
in Europe would be considered a cause equally worthy to
fighting Muslims in Palestine and Syria.**
Amalric, when he was alive, had written on numerous
occasions to the ageing Louis VII of France, imploring him
to return on another crusade to recover the lands then lost
to Nur al-Din. ‘It is obvious that your kingdom is strong
enough to wrench it from the hands of the infidel and
reclaim it from God,’ he wrote. Six months later he

practically begged the French king to return: ‘Like tassels
hanging from your head-dress, we bow to your majesty... do
not hesitate to come now when Christendom’s needs are
great and its problems are many.’** Nor was he the only
plaintiff: in the 1180s the patriarch of Jerusalem, Eraclius,
wrote to all the archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, kings,
dukes, counts, ‘indeed all sons of the Holy Church who read
this letter’ warning of ‘the adversities and misfortunes which
will no doubt force us to flee and abandon Jerusalem’.*-. But
despite these repeated warnings, it seemed that a revival of
the crusading spirit of the 1140s - still less the 1090s - had
never been further away. As the Second Crusade had served
to demonstrate, it required a disaster of earth-shattering
nature to stir the western powers for the expense, pain and
uncertainty of a major joint expedition to the Holy Land.
Indeed, it was symbolic of the drifting engagement with

eastern affairs that Eraclius was roundly rebuffed when he
travelled to Europe in 1184-5, bringing with him the keys to
the Holy Sepulchre, the city of Jerusalem and the Tower of
David, to recruit a great lord to come to Jerusalem as Fulk
of Anjou once had, as an elected successor to Baldwin IV. On
29 January the patriarch laid the keys at the feet of Henry
II, the Plantagenet king of England, duke of Normandy,
count of Anjou, grandson of King Fulk, nephew of Baldwin
III and Amalric, and husband (albeit an estranged one) of a
crusader queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine.: Henry agreed to
consider Eraclius’s offer of his grandfather’s old crown, but
after consulting with all his barons and bishops, concluded
that he was more needed in his own kingdom than far away
seeking ‘the preservation of the easterners’.^ He promised
money and men, but nothing more; Eraclius was forced to
take his leave, grumbling as he went that Jerusalem would
greatly

prefer leadership to wealths
*
Henry’s refusal to take up the offer of Jerusalem’s crown left
the crusader kingdom shorn of both political direction and
military resources. The crusader states did not lack for
income - ports like Acre were thriving mercantile hubs while
the populace had been induced, more or less grudgingly in
1183, to pay a tax for the defence of the realm. What was
absent was manpower on the scale a full crusade could
provide and - more than anything else - undisputed
authority. Amalric’s reign had left Jerusalem with rival
branches to the royal family, each with its own attendant
court parties. Ambitious barons clustered around Amalric’s
first wife, Agnes of Courtenay (whom he had discarded after
his coronation on the grounds of

consanguinity), her children Baldwin IV and Sibylla and the
circle of her new husband, the intelligent, cultured and
repulsively ugly lord Reginald of Sidon. Others gravitated
towards Amalric’s second wife and queen, the Byzantine
princess Maria Komnene, who had borne the king a
daughter called Isabella and who, after Amalric’s death,
married the powerful Balian of Ibelin. Woven around these
party lines were the petty squabbles of a clutch of highranking noblemen: Raymond III, count of Tripoli; Joscelin
III of Courtenay (Agnes’s brother and putative heir to the
lost county of Edessa); Reynaid of Chatillon, whose sixteen
years in an Aleppan jail had left him with a pathological illwill towards Islam and many perceived scores to settle;
Princess Sibylla’s insipid and luckless husband, Guy of
Lusignan; and the overbearing and fanatically zealous
master of the Templars, Gerard of Ridefort. So deep ran
some of the hatreds between these

men and women that in 1186 Raymond of Tripoli actually
preferred to make a non-aggression pact with Saladin
against the crown of Jerusalem than seek common cause
with his rivals among the Franks. The tangled web of these
men’s ambitions, marriages, prejudices, personalities and
blood-feuds were not atypical of a medieval Frankish state.
But as was found at some point in almost eveiy twelfthcentury realm organized on the basis of monarchy and
military might, periods of weak kingship eventually
prompted the polity to devour itself.
The years that followed Baldwin IV’s accession were the
very definition of weak kingship. Baldwin reigned just less
than eleven years before his leprosy killed him on 16 March
1185. He presented a pitiful sight by the end: blind, terribly
disfigured, in near-constant pain and reduced to being
carried about his realm on a litter. Equally woeful was the
accession in 1185 of his sister Sybilla’s eight-year-

old son Baldwin V. This Baldwin lived only a year before he,
too, died, to be succeeded by his mother and her husband as
Queen Sybilla and King Guy, who were jointly crowned after
a poisonous elective process late in 1186. The succession of
the crown of Jerusalem since the death of Amalric thus ran:
a leper, a child and a woman married to a widely scorned
booby. The factional divisions that were deepened by Sybilla
and Guy’s coronation left the crusader states staggering
towards a civil war far more serious than that which had
erupted between Melisende and Baldwin III in the early
1150s. The only thing that prevented this war from breaking
out was the fact that a much greater crisis was looming, in
the shape of Saladin.
Saladin’s last truce with the kingdom of Jerusalem
expired on 5 April 1187. Now, in the words of the urbane
Spanish Muslim traveller Ibn Jubayr, the sultan was filled
with ‘zeal in waging holy war against the enemies of God’.^

He had no wish to make another peace, and ample excuse to
start a war, the end goal of which was to seize eveiy Frankish
castle and city possible. His casus belli presented itself most
conveniently in the form of Reynaid of Chatillon, former
prince of Antioch, who on his release from Nur al-Din’s
prison in 1176 had been given the lordship of Kerak, across
the River Jordan from Jerusalem in the region known as
Transjordan or Oultrejordain. It was from Kerak, late in
1186, that Reynaid carried out the supremely ill-advised
robbery of a rich merchant caravan making its way slowly
past his walls en route from Egypt to Damascus. Saladin
already loathed Reynaid, who had in 1182-3 sent five galleys
to plunder the coasts of the Red Sea, where they seized or
scuttled merchant ships and pilgrim boats and aimed, so it
was said, to go to Medina and steal the body of
Muhammad.^ The abominable Reynaid’s actions in Kerak
now provided ample pretext for

revenge.
*
The first major clash of forces in Saladin’s invasion of the
kingdom of Jerusalem occurred less than a month after the
truce expired, at an oasis known as the springs of Cresson
(Ain Gozeh), near Nazareth. On 1 May 1187 a group of
around 140 Christian knights, mostly Templars and
Hospitallers, charged a division of 7,000 Muslim warriors
riding under the leadership of Saladin’s son al- Afdal. The
result was a massacre from which barely a man on the
Christian side escaped, save Gerard of Ridefort, and a
handful of his companions. The master of the Hospitallers
had his head cut off, and so did all the knights of the
Temple,’ wrote one chronicler.^ This was only the
beginning.

The disaster that shook Christendom to its core occurred
at the beginning of July at the Horns of Hattin: a doublepeaked extinct volcano in Galilee around 4 miles (6 km)
from Tiberias. At the height of summer, in relentless heat,
Saladin drew into battle a Christian army composed of
virtually the entire military population of all three crusader
states, along with what remained of the Templars and
Hospitallers after Cresson. This army had been mustered
under emergency protocol known as the arriere-ban, by
which every able-bodied fighting man had been summoned
from his town or castle to defend the kingdom against
attack. Whether this army - numbering perhaps 20,000
when hired Syrian Christian mercenaries known as
turcopoles were included - would be enough was unclear.
Saladin, wrote one correspondent in the immediate
aftermath of the battle, had ‘an army whose numbers could
not be counted’.« His troops were recruited

from Egypt and the Upper Nile, Damascus, Aleppo, Mosul,
Iraq and the Jazira. The sultan was ‘eager for the victory of
Islam.’* The crusaders, for their part, were uneasily
reconciled behind the leadership of King Guy, who had only
with some difficulty managed to persuade the next most
powerful Christian lord of the region, Raymond of Tripoli,
to abandon his peace pact with Saladin and fight in the name
of the Cross. To fortify this troubled army, the Templars had
brought out from Jerusalem the relic of the True Cross that
was ordinarily kept in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and
which was customarily brought out to be paraded under
heavy guard before every major crusading army. It was the
symbol of eveiything for which the crusaders’ forefathers
had toiled some ninety years earlier. This, and the
inscrutable mysteiy of God’s will, would have to decide the
day.
Exploiting divisions among the Franks’ leaders and the

dithering of King Guy, who had been roundly criticized for
failing in the past to be sufficiently stem in dealing with the
Ayyubid menace and had therefore responded by becoming
much too reckless, on Friday 3 July Saladin lured the
crusader army into pursuing his own out of Saffuriya and
into the wilderness, towards the arid peaks of Hattin. Once
the march was set, the sultan sent troops behind the
crusader rearguard and cut off their water supply. This
forced Guy’s army to spend a day and night in broiling heat,
going increasingly mad through thirst. Then, to redouble the
agony, Saladin’s men set fire to piles of tinder-diy
brushwood and dried grass, filling the air with choking,
blinding smoke that was intended not only to be
uncomfortable but to give the infidels a taste of the hell that
awaited them. Ibn Shaddad described the trap into which
the crusader army walked: ‘They were closely beset as in a
noose, while still marching on as though being

driven to a death that they could see before them, convinced
of their doom and destruction and themselves aware that the
following day they would be visiting their graves.’™
On the morning of Saturday 4 July full battle was joined,
and despite a valiant effort the parched crusader army was
surrounded and slowly crushed by Saladin’s superior
numbers. The fighting, agreed everyone who later wrote of
the battle, was very fierce, lasting around eight hours from
daybreak until 3 p.m. The Ayyubid army used their superior
numbers to gradually hem in Guy’s divisions, raining arrows
on them through smoke from the brushwood fires and
resisting the efforts of the Frankish cavaliy to punch their
way out of the stranglehold with coordinated charges.
Steadily, as the battle went on, the Franks were pressed
backwards, separated and slaughtered until what remained
was a company of

knights penned around King Guy’s bright red tent on the
slopes of the volcano, where the royal banner fluttered
above the relic of the True Cross. There the exhausted
Frankish knights made their last stand, charging
desperately in wave after wave to try and bludgeon their way
to freedom.
Saladin’s son al-Afdal recalled some years later having
watched the final minutes of the Battle of Hattin alongside
his father, who tugged nervously at his beard with each
Frankish surge and urged his men on, crying, ‘Give the lie to
the devil!’* The sultan snapped irritably at al-Afdal for
predicting victory for the Muslims prematurely. But after a
while, the two men saw King Guy’s red tent crumple and the
king beside it surrender. The True Cross was confiscated.
Saladin dismounted his horse and threw himself on the
ground, praising God and weeping with joy. Later he wrote
to the Abbasid caliph in Baghdad, telling

him how, not for the first time, he had crushed the enemies
of Syria and the Almighty. For the Franks, defeat was all but
total. ‘Amid the noise of trumpets and the neighing of
horses,’ read a letter sent to Germany reporting the outcome
of the battle, ‘the Lord put his people to the sword.***
*
Slaughter and surrender on the horns of Hattin left the
crusader states wide open for Saladin to sweep through, as
castles stood ungarrisoned and towns were defended by
priests and women. The rank and file of the crusader army
who were not killed had been taken off in chain-gang
processions to be auctioned into a life of slavery. The leaders
who were captured and held for ransom included King Guy,
his brother Aimery, Gerard of Ridefort, and

leading barons including William, marquis of Montferrat,
Humphrey of Toron, Hugh of Jabala and Hugh of Gibelet.
Reynaid of Chatillon was taken prisoner and presented to
Saladin, who struck with his own scimitar the first blow of
Reynaid’s execution. Two hundred knight-brothers of the
Templars and Hospitallers were ritually beheaded by
members of Saladin’s religious and clerical entourage. ‘Alas,
it is impossible... to recount the numerous huge calamities
that the wrath of God has allowed us to suffer because of our
sins,’ wrote Terricus, one of the few Templar officials who
escaped the battlefield, contrary to the rule of his order
which mandated brothers fighting to the death.*
Terricus went on to describe how in the aftermath of
Hattin, Saladin’s armies were ‘like a swarm of ants covering
the whole face of the earth from Tyre to Jerusalem, even as
far as Gaza’.* Between July and

September Saladin’s armies took Gibelet, Beirut, Sidon,
Acre, Tiberias, Nazareth, Nablus, Haifa, Caesarea, Arsuf,
Jaffa, Ascalon, Lydda, Ibelin, Toron, Bethlehem and
Hebron.^ On 20 September they arrived before the walls of
Jerusalem.
The defence of the city was led by Balian of Ibelin,
husband of the queen dowager Maria Komnene. Balian was
a tenacious and powerful noble, physically distinguished by
a covering of body hair so thick that it grew like a bear’s fur.
In Jerusalem he commanded a garrison of troops that
numbered no more than few dozen experienced soldiers.
Outside the city’s walls massed an army that numbered in
the tens of thousands. From 25 September they besieged the
Holy City with the heavy machinery of ladders, siege
engines, sapping equipment and stone-throwing catapults,
concentrating their assaults from the western side in the
later afternoon, so that the

glare of the setting sun blinded the defenders manning the
walls, before moving around to the vulnerable northern side
where the first crusaders had entered in 1099.
Inside Jerusalem Christian women shaved their
children’s heads and monks processed barefoot and
penitential, as they called in desperation for the Lord to save
them. It did no good, said one Latin chronicler, for ‘the
stench of adultery, of disgusting extravagance and of sin
against nature would not let their prayers rise to God’. After
eight days of bombardment Balian of Ibelin realized the
situation was beyond saving and asked Saladin for a truce in
which the Christian citizens could ransom themselves
within fifty days and leave with their lives. On Friday 2
October - the anniversary, as the sultan believed, of the
Prophet’s Night Journey to Jerusalem in AD 621 - the keys
to the city were handed over and refugees began to stream
out of the gates. Amid cries of allahu akbar,

Saladin entered Jerusalem. The large cross that had been
erected over the Dome of the Rock was pulled down, and
straight away men went to work purifying the mosques that
had been sullied by Christian rites. A week later, at Friday
prayers on 9 October, Saladin worshipped at the Dome of
the Rock. A learned Damascene preacher called Muhyi alDin ibn al-Zaki performed the khutbah, in which he praised
Saladin as the restorer of the world and of religion, and
offered prayers for the Abbasid caliph.^
Victory was complete.

1173-4 and subsequently spent fifteen years under house arrest as punishment.
i Baldwin V was crowned as co-king in 1183 during Baldwin IVs lifetime; he
became king in his own right on the leper king’s death.

’ Eleanor of Aquitaine’s marriage to Henry II was notoriously fractious: although they produced seven adult children (five o£ whom themselves became a king or queen)
Eleanor rebelled against Henry in a civil war of
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Lionesses and Lionhearts
Some died slowly, others quickly, but all
fell victim to the same fate...

When Saladin laid siege to Jerusalem in late September 1187
an Englishwoman wearing a borrowed coat of armour

and a cooking pot for a helmet helped defend the city walls.
Margaret of Beverley had been born in the crusader
kingdom while her parents were on pilgrimage to the Holy
Land in the mid-twelfth century, but she grew up in the
north of England, helping to raise a much younger brother,
Thomas, who eventually became a Cistercian monk. Later,
when she was perhaps in her twenties, Margaret returned to
Jerusalem on pilgrimage. It was hardly a settled realm, and
through bad luck and worse timing Margaret found herself
trapped in the Holy City as the Ayyubids swept in. In years
to come she would recall the terror of the siege, during
which citizens had to scramble whatever sort of a defence
they could in the absence of able-bodied soldiers.
‘Although a woman,’ read Margaret’s account, ‘I looked
like a warrior.’i She launched missiles from a slingshot at
Saladin’s armies beneath the ramparts, and she ran back

and forth between the streets and walls fetching water for
her comrades - all the while swallowing down her fear. At
one point a rock the size of a millstone, thrown from one of
Saladin’s catapults, crashed into the city and narrowly
missed her. She was cut by shrapnel as it shattered, leaving
her with a wound so deep it scarred.= Quick medical
attention ensured the injury did not prove lifethreatening,
but when the city fell Margaret was taken captive, and
forced like the rest of her fellow Christians to buy her
freedom. The price set for a woman’s liberty under Saladin’s
truce with Balian of Ibelin was five dinars.
Margaret’s experience during the siege of Jerusalem was
similar to that of many other women during the crusades her story was unusual chiefly in the fact that it was written
down. Fighting may have been a man’s work, but Frankish
women were allowed and even expected to get their hands
dirty - or bloody.* Unfortunately for Margaret,

women were also particularly vulnerable during wartime:
liable to be taken as bounty, forced into marriage or
condemned to sexual slavery. No sooner had Margaret paid
her ransom and left Jerusalem than she was captured near
Lachis (Lachish - just over a mile (2 km) from the Jaffa
Gate) and taken prisoner again. This time there was no easy
escape. She was set to work chopping wood and gathering
stones, and she endured beatings, threats and the torment
of hard labour throughout two bitter winters. ‘If I refused I
was beaten with sticks,’ she recalled. ‘My chains rusted with
my tears.’ After fifteen months of ill- treatment Margaret
was sold to a wealthy man from Tyre, which was one of the
few crusader cities that had managed to resist Saladin..*
Margaret’s buyer in Tyre granted her freedom, as a pious act
to celebrate the birth of one of his sons. But her sufferings
were far from over. She was left penniless, dressed in rags
that barely covered her, to

wander a land in which Christian authority had collapsed.
God had forsaken the Franks - and Margaret was suffering
as much as any of them.
*
The fall of Jerusalem stunned Christendom. Even in
Byzantium, where sympathy for the Franks was not always
guaranteed, the news was received with horror. ‘Who would
not lament from the depths of his heart and soul such a
disaster?’ asked the Cypriot hermit St Neophytos the
Recluse. ‘The holy flock in that Holy Land was ousted and
the holy of holies was delivered to the dogsA It was said that
Pope Urban III fell down dead after learning of the city’s
fate.* It was left to his short-lived successor Gregory VI IL
to break the dreadful news to the princes and the people of
the west. On 29 October Gregory issued

a papal bull (known as Audita tremendi) which called upon
all men to do their duty as Christian soldiers and rally to the
defence of the east.^
[The pope] sent to all the great men of Christendom — emperors, langs,
counts and marquises - and to the knights and sergeants telling them that he
would take upon himself and acquit before God all the sins of those that
would bear the sign of the cross and go to recover the Promised Land.s

This time there could be no prevarication. The crusader
states were, perhaps for the first time in their history,
genuinely and unarguably threatened with annihilation. As
Pope Gregory put it, anyone of sane mind who does not
weep at such a cause for weeping, if not in body at least in
his heart, would seem to have forgotten not only his
Christian faith... but even his very humanity9.* The reward
on offer for individual crusaders was the

customary remission of all confessed sins, church
protection for crusaders’ families and property, and
immunity from all legal suit and interest on debts for the
duration of the crusade.From the autumn of 1187 onwards, then, preparations
began for a Third Crusade. In Germany, the sixty-five- yearold Holy Roman Emperor, Frederick I ‘Barbarossa’
(Rotbarf) - so called for his golden hair and reddish beard renewed the vow he had first made four decades previously,
when he accompanied his uncle Conrad III on the Second
Crusade. Frederick had spent nearly a quarter of a century
in conflict with the papacy, but by 1187 he was sufficiently
reconciled with Rome to embrace the sacred mission with
gusto. Henry, cardinal-bishop of Albano, a Cistercian, was
sent into Germany to rouse the people, which he did by
asking them to consider why God ‘would allow the wood of
the Cross to be carried away by

unbelievers, unless it was for Him to be crucified once
again...?’u The army that answered the call was estimated at
anywhere between 30,000 and (less plausibly) 600,000
strong.^ They set off down the Danube from Regensburg
around 10 May 1189, aiming for Hungary, the Balkans and
Constantinople. They were led by an impressive contingent
of leaders drawn from the nobility of Bavaria, Saxony,
Swabia, Austria and beyond. ‘A glorious desire now burned
bright among the most valiant of warriors for battle against
those who had invaded the holy city and the most Holy
Sepulchre of the Lord,’ wrote one chronicler. ‘That whole
vast multitude of men seemed to think of nothing except “to
live is Christ, and to die is gain”.’?*
*
As Frederick and his imperial troops mobilized, Henry II

of England - who had declined to abdicate his western crown
to assume command of Jerusalem - was now finally shamed
into taking the cross. He did so in Januaiy 1188, after
making peace with the young king of France, Philip II
‘Augustus’, who had succeeded his father Louis VII in 1180.
The two kings - perpetually at war - agreed to cease attacking
one another’s territories, and to levy on their subjects a 10
percent income tax known as the ‘Saladin Tithe’, to pay for
the relief of Christendom. Henry’s energetic and bellicose
son Richard, count of Poitou - soon to be known by his
sobriquet ‘Lionheart’ - had already taken the cross, making
his vows in November 1187, the day after he heard of the fall
of Jerusalem. As it transpired, it was Richard who came to
lead the English contingent of the Third Crusade, for on 6
July 1189 Heniy died in Chinon Castle.
As befitted both his nickname and his famous parents,

Richard was a force of nature. According to a romantic pen
portrait recorded after his death by the author of a chronicle
known as the Itinerarium Peregrinorum, Richard was ‘tall,
of elegant build; the colour of his hair was between red and
gold; his limbs were supple and straight. He had quite long
arms, which were particularly effective for drawing a sword
and wielding it.’ Riding before an army, said the same
author, Richard wore a fine red cap in the Flemish style, a
tunic of rose samite and a cloak covered with little silver
half-moons and shining suns. ‘The sight of him was a
pleasure to the eyes/* Less starry-eyed writers noted that in
fact Richard was pale- faced, carried too much fat, and
suffered with ulcers and fevers.^.-’ What everyone agreed
upon, however, was his extreme love of and talent for
warfare, into which he threw himself headlong from his
teens until his dying day. Gerald of Wales wrote that he
physically trembled with

nervous energy, ‘and his trembling makes the whole world
tremble and fear’.i* History called him to the crusade at the
right moment and Richard answered the call with all he had.
Richard was crowned on 3 September, and immediately
began a fire-sale of public offices and crown possessions to
raise crusading funds. At the same time royal officials
frantically stockpiled the necessary goods for the long
journey: hundreds of thousands of salted pig carcasses,
wheels of cheese, beans, biscuits, wineskins and barrels of
ale, fodder for horses, horseshoes and nails, arrowheads and
crossbow bolts.r Crusade preachers roamed the British Isles
targeting the most talented warriors to join the army: the
archbishop of Canterbury Baldwin of Forde raised around
3,000 men on a circuit of Wales.*
Richard’s impatience to torment the infidel rapidly
infected the English populace, and led to months of riots

against England’s Jews, which started on Richard’s
coronation day and culminated in York in March 1190 when
several hundred Jewish people were burned alive by a mob
while supposedly under royal protection in the city’s castle.
The experience of Benedict of York, who was chased through
the street by a mob, beaten up and dragged to a church to be
forcibly baptized, was commonplace.'/ ‘[The people]
dispatched their bloodsuckers bloodily to hell,’ wrote the
chronicler Richard of Devizes.This violent and bigoted response to the crusade was, if
horrifying, nonetheless in keeping with the times.
Aggression, hatred and orgiastic displays of personal and
public cruelty attached every bit as easily as piety to the
crusading muster. And in 1190 the crusading instinct,
energized by the loss of Christ’s city, ran through the
western realms like a fever. Monks were reported to be

abandoning their cowls and running away to join the army.
Laymen goaded one another into joining up. ‘A great many
men sent each other wool and distaff, hinting that if anyone
failed to join this military undertaking they were only fit for
woman’s work,’ wrote the author of the Itinerarium
Perigrinorum. ‘Brides urged their husbands and mothers
incited their sons to go, their only sorrow being that they
were not able to set out with them because of the weakness
of their sex.’- This last image - of feeble women waving their
doughty menfolk farewell - was exaggeration rather than
fact, as Margaret of Beverley’s experience showed. But it was
a powerful popular trope. A contemporary song described a
crusader’s heart breaking at the sadness of those who left
homes and lovers to join the holy war:

Good lord God, if I for you

Leave the country where she is that I love so,
Grant us in heaven everlasting joy,
My love and me, through your mercy,
And grant her the strength to love me,
So that she will not forget me in my long absences

In the summer of 1190 the time for such precious farewells
arrived, as the first part of the English fleet set sail from
Dartmouth. Their king was already on the continent with
Philip of France. On 4 July - the third anniversary of the
Battle of Hattin - the two kings and their armies departed
from Lyon, travelling separately but both heading south.
Unlike the German emperor, Richard and Philip had
decided to follow a sea route to the Holy Land. The French
headed to the port of Genoa, while Richard and his army
aimed for Marseille. They agreed to reconvene in Sicily with
their navies, and travel on from there. As the armies
marched, the ground trembled.**

In Sicily, Henry H’s youngest daughter Joanna had not seen
her brother Richard for more than ten years. He had been
raised to rule in the French and English territories of the
Plantagenet family. She was sent away at the age of eleven
to marry the Sicilian king, William II, ‘The Good’. He was
heir to his father, William I, a physically intimidating man
with a massive black beard and such strength in his
forearms that he could bend two horseshoes straight. By
contrast, William II was neither a strongman nor a fighter but he was an enthusiastic supporter of the crusading
cause.** During the 1170s William II sent ships to attack
Saladin in Alexandria and Ifriqiya; he fitted out galleys every
summer to patrol the seaways for the safety of pilgrim ships;
and after the fall of Jerusalem he instructed his grand
admiral, Margaritus of

Brindisi (the heir in spirit to Roger H’s amirratus
amirratorum George of Antioch) to take a fleet to support
the Franks holding out in isolated cities like Tyre and Tripoli
on the Palestinian coasts
By the time Richard arrived in Sicily in 1190, King William
was dead, having passed away in Palermo the previous
autumn. He and Joanna had no surviving children, so on
William’s death power had been seized by his cousin
Tancred, an illegitimate grandson of King Roger II. Tancred
was praised by one Anglo-Norman observer as ‘cunning’ or
‘farsighted’, but defamed by the Italian polemicist Peter of
Eboli, who made great play of his short stature and
unattractiveness, calling him an ‘unhappy embryo and
detestable monster’, ‘nature’s laughing stock’, a monkey
king and ‘a man that looks like a miscarriage’.^ When
Tancred seized Joanna’s late husband’s crown, he did her
the grave dishonour of confiscating the lordship of

Monte Sant’Angelo - a rich parcel of territory Joanna had
been awarded to provide her with a private income - along
with various precious items that had been gifts from her
father, including a golden table 4 metres (12 ft) long, a large
dining tent, twenty-four golden dining plates and a fleet of
warships. Unfortunately for the monkey king, Joanna’s
brother Richard did not take theft from his family lightly.
Richard crossed the Straits of Messina on 23 September,
arriving outside that city with great pomp and militaiy
circumstance. ‘The whole sea was covered by galleys full of
competent men, fighters, bold of countenance’ flying
pennons and banners, wrote the chronicler Ambroise.^
Those crusaders who had travelled to Sicily by way of the
Spanish peninsula already had blood in their nostrils,
having stopped on their journey to help the Portuguese king
Sancho I fight the Almohads, before sacking the

Christian city of Lisbon. Using the excuse of rioting by the
so-called ‘Griffons’ of Messina - Greek-speaking citizens
who took deep exception to the unruly crusaders - Richard
let his troops off the leash. On 4 October he raised his war
banner - a giant standard bearing the image of a dragon and marched against the city, reduced the gates to splinters
with a battering ram, and swept into the streets. In a matter
of hours, Richard’s men had ‘captured all the fortified places
up to Tancred’s palace’, terrifying the French king Philip,
who had arrived on Sicily ahead of Richard and was staying
in apartments nearby. Tancred and Philip could only watch,
helpless, as English banners were raised on Messina’s walls,
and engineers outside the gates started work on a wooden
fortress which they nicknamed ‘Griffon-Batterer’.^
Faced with this live military demonstration by a king who
loiew nothing better than storming cities and

overthrowing castles’, Tancred quickly repented his
misdeeds. Joanna was reunited with her brother, who sent
her to stay in Calabria while he negotiated the return of her
rightful possessions. In the end Tancred paid 567 kilograms
(20,000 ounces) of gold in compensation for the lands and
treasure he had snatched, and was allowed to keep his
throne. By Christmas Day peace had been restored
sufficiently that Richard could hold a celebratoiy feast in the
hall of ‘Griffon-Batterer’. While he overwintered in Sicily an
oracle told him he was fated to defeat Saladin and eject the
Muslims from the Holy Land. The spring sailing could not
come quickly enough.
*
Richard and Joanna left Messina to continue their journey
to ‘the abused land of God’ on 10 April 1191.^ They sailed

amid an armada refreshed by the winter break. ‘The sun had
never risen over such a rich fleet,’ wrote Ambroise, but not
everyone was happy.*.- Ten days earlier the French king
Philip Augustus had left Sicily in high dudgeon. He was
deeply perturbed by Richard’s high-handed actions in
Messina, and his ire was fuelled all the more when it
emerged that the English king had decided to cancel his
betrothal to Philip’s sister Alix. The couple had been
contracted to marry since childhood, but Richard had now
changed his mind, arranging instead to wed the Spanish
princess Berengaria of Navarre, a descendant of the great
Reconquista king Alfonso VI of Castile-Leon. Berengaria
was hand-delivered to Sicily by the elderly and magnificent
Eleanor of Aquitaine, who knew full well what it was like to
be a young bride on crusade. In repudiating Alix, Richard
made the outrageous allegation that the girl had slept with
his father, Henry II, while being raised as a

ward in the English royal household. Once more, the French
king could do little, except acquiesce and fume. But
repercussions of these romantic and political insults would
become horribly apparent as the crusade unfolded.
After leaving Sicily, storms separated the English fleet at
sea, and before long Joanna found herself the cause of
another fight. She and Berengaria had travelled east aboard
the transporter ships known as busses. After around a
fortnight at sea they put into port at Limassol on Cyprus,
only to find it already overrun with battles between the
crews of English ships that had either docked at Limassol to
take on supplies or been shipwrecked off the coast. Joanna
and Berengaria were deeply wary of disembarking in case
they should be taken prisoner by the ruler of Cyprus, Isaac
Komnenos.
The women’s caution was well founded. Isaac was
described by one English chronicler as a ‘tyrant’, ‘the most

wicked of all bad men’, who ‘surpassed Judas in
faithlessness’ and had supposedly made a pact of friendship
with Saladin sealed when the two rulers drank each other’s
bloods This was not merely the anti-Greek slander
customary to Latin writers. On the death of Manuel
Komnenos in 1180 and the accession of his fourteen-yearold son Alexios II, Byzantium had descended into a
catastrophic period of contested rule, coup, counter-coup
and foreign invasion from the Balkans to Asia Minor. Taking
advantage of this chaos, Isaac had taken command of
Cyprus and begun to rule it as an autocrat, torturing and
mutilating his people with abandon. Even Byzantine
chroniclers castigated him for his opportunism and cruelty,
describing him as a ‘hot- tempered wretch’, and a ‘hideous
and accursed lecher’ who committed ‘unjustifiable murders
by the hour’. «
When Richard landed at Limassol on 6 May to find his

crusaders skirmishing with Isaac’s troops, and his sister and
bride-to-be cowering on their ship, he wasted no time. He
stormed ashore, beginning a lightning fifteen-day campaign
in which he seized control of all of the island’s major cities
and several castles, and captured both Isaac and his
favourite daughter. The tyrant of Cyprus was clapped in
silver manacles (as befitted his pretended status of emperor)
and imprisoned for life.** The campaign was so
straightforward that Richard had time to pause in the midst
of it and marry Berengaria of Navarre. But the wedding
celebrations were brisk. Richard had not taken his
crusading vows in order to have a party on Cyprus. He made
plans to sell the island to the Templars (who in their turn
later sold it on to the exiled Guy of Lusignan, the king of
Jerusalem defeated at Hattin). Then on 7 June 1191, the
English king boarded a galley at Famagusta and cast off for
the Holy Land. Joanna and Berengaria had again gone

ahead aboard the transport ships. The first target of their
crusade lay just three days away. They were heading for the
siege of Acre.
*
By the time Richard set sail from Cyprus, Acre - which had
fallen to Saladin after the Battle of Hattin - had been under
siege by crusader forces for nearly two years. As the most
important mercantile city on the coast and hitherto the
entrepot for Italian traders and Frankish pilgrims to the
crusader states and caravan trails of the Near East it was a
prize second only to Jerusalem, and it was guarded by a
garrison of Ayyubid soldiers more than 3,000 strong, led by
Saladin’s veteran lieutenant Qaraqush. Camped on a hill
called Tell al-Ayyadiyya, a few miles to the east, was the
sultan himself, with an army that fluctuated in size

depending on how many soldiers he could keep in the field
at any one time. Between them, trying to maintain a
landward blockade of Acre in the hope of starving it into
submission, were Guy of Lusignan and an army composed
of survivors of Hattin, troops mustered from the county of
Tripoli and principality of Antioch, first responders to the
preaching of the Third Crusade and a Genoan fleet
maintaining a beachhead on a strip of coast to the north.
Guy - who had been fortunate to be ransomed by Saladin
following his capture at Hattim - had lost his wife when
Queen Sibylla died of camp fever in 1190 during the siege.
He was also at a loss as to the best way to break a siege that
had settled very early into a stalemate. He could not drive
Saladin’s relieving force away from its position, nor could he
totally maintain a sea blockade that would starve Acre into
submission. Saladin, for his part, was unable to muster
sufficient strength to scatter the besiegers, who

were reinforced periodically by shiploads of volunteers
arriving from all over Europe, including Pisans, Flemings,
Germans, Bretons, Danes, Welsh and Cornish. Yet despite
the arrival of these reinforcements, which swelled the
crusader army to around 30,000, the crusaders still lacked
sufficient numbers to both defend themselves and break
down the thick walls of Acre. Only the coming of the kings
could break the deadlock.
The first monarch of Latin Christendom to enter the fray
was supposed to be Frederick Barbarossa. His German
army, reinforced with several thousand Hungarian troops,
had made good progress along the land route through
Byzantium, scoring a major victory over the Seljuq sultan of
Rum, Qilij Arslan II, when, on 18 May 1190, they stormed
and sacked his capital of Iconium.v Yet a little over three
weeks later, on 10 June, disaster struck. While swimming in
the River Seleph (Goksu) Frederick

drowned - apparently immobilized by a heart attack or
stroke, then dragged under shallow water by the weight of
his clothing. ‘Appalling grief and lamentation, not
unmerited given the death of such a great prince, lodged in
every heart,’ wrote a German chronicler.^ Frederick’s
stunned troops carried on to Antioch under the leadership
of his son, Frederick of Swabia. There, however, calamity
struck again as ‘an unparalleled disease and pestilence
struck down absolutely everyone... Some died slowly, others
quickly, but all fell victim to the same fate’. Frederick of
Swabia was among those who perished. The army scattered
to the winds. After nearly a year on campaign, barely any of
the Germans made it to Acre. And so the siege went on.
*

Philip Augustus reached Acre before Richard, on 20 April
1191, having left Sicily early in the spring, and steered clear
of entanglements on Cyprus. He brought six ships and
numerous impressive French nobles at his back, including
the veteran Philip, count of Flanders and Hugh, duke of
Burgundy. Their arrival was most welcome to the weaiy
army outside the city walls; Philip was received, according
to one French writer, as ‘an angel of the lord’.** And,
immediately, he galvanized the siege: his engineers erected
a great battery of artillery pieces to hurl stones at Acre
around the clock; French sappers started tunnelling below
the walls and ordinary pilgrims set to work filling in Acre’s
moat with rubble, to form a platform for ladders and siege
towers. One of the most famous labourers was a Christian
woman sadly unnamed in the sources, ‘who worked without
stopping... encouraging others as she went’. According to
the melodramatic author of the

Itinerarium Peregrinorum:
While this woman was busy depositing the load of earth she had brought, a
Turkish sniper shot her with a dart [i.e. a crossbow bolt], and she fell
writhing to the ground. As she lay groaning with the violence of her pain,
her husband and many others came running to her side, and in a weak
voice she tearfully begged [them] for a favour.

She demanded that after her impending death her corpse
should be thrown with the rest of the ballast into the moat,
‘so that I can feel I have achieved something’.
Richard and the English crusaders reached Acre on 8
June, amid even greater rejoicing than had greeted Philip who briefly put propriety above personal resentment and
helped Queen Berengaria ashore. Among the rank and file
of the crusader army, trumpets, horns, pipes and comets
blared, wine was poured and songs sung. Huge bonfires
blazed in celebration. ‘All were full of hope,’ wrote

the chronicler known as Ambroise.’« And with good cause.
Richard brought twenty-five galleys, thousands of men and
barrel-loads of treasure, which he distributed liberally
among the besiegers. Even before landing at Acre his fleet
had sunk a massive Ayyubid transporter ship intending to
run the sea blockade, destroying in the process nearly 1,000
infantry, seven emirs, a huge cache of weapons, 100 camels
and 200 poisonous snakes to be deployed as biological
weapons. ‘The king was the outstanding man of his time for
bravery, cunning, steadfastness and endurance,’ wrote Ibn
al-Athir. Tn him the Muslims were tried by an unparalleled
disaster.’™ Ibn Shaddad agreed: Richard was ‘a mighty
warrior of great courage and strong in purpose’..4-_Richard’s troop surge was only slightly offset by the fact
that from the middle of June both he and Philip were laid
low by camp fever and a strange, scurvy-like condition

called ‘arnaldia’, which caused hair and fingernails to drop
out and teeth to loosen. Saladin, on hearing of this,
chivalrously sent ice and daily deliveries of fresh fruit to the
crusader camp. But his generosity was not reciprocated.
Throughout June an artilleiy battle raged, with two massive
crusader catapults - nicknamed ‘Bad Neighbour’ and ‘God’s
Stonethrower’ - battling one known as ‘Bad Cousin’,
operated by the city garrison. Sappers continued burrowing
beneath the walls, targeting a large fortification called the
Cursed Tower. Defenders on the walls burned siege engines
with Greek fire. All the while, an exchange of the usual
insults and small arms continued, in which no victory was
too petty to cheer. Ibn Shaddad reported with glee the news
that two of Joanna’s Sicilian servants - who were, like many
Sicilian palace eunuchs, secret followers of Islam - deserted
and went over to Saladin’s camp. He also recorded the
sultan’s

surprise at receiving as a trophy the wooden bow taken from
a female crusader known for wearing a striking green cloak.
While fighting off a raid by Saladin’s troops on the besiegers’
camp, she had wounded several of the sultan’s men with her
arrows before she was overpowered and killed.*
Increasingly, however, small victories were all that the
Ayyubids had to celebrate, for Philip and Richard’s arrival
meant the end to the siege was now close at hand. Under
tight naval blockade the city was beginning to starve. The
besiegers had dug in their camp so deeply, with palisades,
trenches, earthworks and armed guards, that there was no
hope of Saladin driving them away. On 3 July sappers
brought down a massive section of Acre’s walls, and the
following day the garrison sued for peace. Following eight
days of fractious negotiations, conducted against the
continuing rumble of flying masonry and the sound of

miners tunnelling beneath the Cursed Tower (which also
collapsed, on 11 July), terms were agreed. Acre was to be
handed over, the True Cross returned, several thousand
prisoners exchanged and 200,000 bezants delivered to
Richard and Philip by the sultan. The terms were sent off to
Saladin for his ratification. Meanwhile, the keys to the city
were produced. The crusader army, with hymns and
exultations on their lips, flooded in.
*
The fall of Acre in July 1191 might have been the end of the
Third Crusade; and, indeed, for many Frankish leaders it
was. Dividing the spoils of the city and restoring to the many
interested parties - Genoans, Pisans, Venetians, Templars,
Hospitallers and the rest - their possessions, districts, tax
breaks and commercial privileges was a

difficult task. Quarrels broke out among the various factions
of the army. Leopold, duke of Austria took particular offence
at his poor recompense for surviving the Germans’ crusade
to assist at Acre, and after seeing one of his banners
trampled in the mud, apparently by one of Richard’s
followers, he left Acre for his homeland, cursing the English
king all the way.
He was followed by Philip Augustus. The French king’s
stockpile of grievances had grown even higher during the
siege of Acre. He deplored Richard’s high-handedness, his
easy dispensing of patronage, his differing views on strategy
and his preference for Guy of Lusignan’s claim to be
recognized as king of Jerusalem over that of Philip’s own ally
and candidate, Conrad of Montferrat, ruler of Tyre. Enough
was enough: as Acre fell Philip decided he had more than
satisfied his crusading vow, and took his leave, returning to
France, where he planned to attend to

domestic affairs and stir up trouble among Richard’s
dominions in the west. ‘On leaving he received more curses
than blessings’, wrote Ambroise. Although many of his men
stayed, Philip had had his fill.
*
Richard did not abandon Acre. Taking a broader view of his
crusading obligations, he began to plot a campaign that
would exploit the momentum gained at Acre and push on to
recover the whole kingdom of Jerusalem. On 20 August,
having tired of waiting for Saladin to return the relic of the
True Cross, pay his bounty and ratify the peace agreed with
Acre’s garrison, Richard marched 2,600 unarmed and
bound prisoners-of-war on to the plain before Acre and
executed them all - an act of despicable cruelty, excessive
even by the standards of the day, which

even if technically legal has been described as a war crimes
Yet atrocity was part of the fabric of twelfthcentury warfare.
Saladin and many before him had sold captives into slavery
and ordered mass killings of prisoners. There was precious
little time for thoughts of human rights on either side.
After the butchery at Acre, Richard and his refreshed
army marched out of Acre and aimed south, heading down
the coast road to Jaffa, and beyond it, to Jerusalem. In the
next three weeks they inched their way 75 miles (120 km)
down the coast, provisioned and protected by their fleet on
their right flank, dodging native wildlife including
aggressive tarantulas and knight-eating crocodiles, while
fending off repeated raids and attacks from Saladin’s army,
who tracked them on their left flank. Ahead, Muslim
garrisons abandoned castles and cities and razed the
defences to render them militarily obsolete and

damagingly expensive to restore. Around the halfway point,
at Arsuf (Arsur) on the fiercely hot morning of 7 September,
the two sides contested a great pitched battle, described by
one chronicler as ‘bitter tribulation’, in which Saladin threw
all his units, including black Africans and Bedouins, against
Richard’s lines, hoping to scatter them and force a
disorderly retreat.^ But through Richard’s steadfast
leadership and a series of perfectly timed heavy cavaliy
charges, the crusaders won a resounding victory. Three days
later they liberated Jaffa and negotiations began for a truce.
Despite the long, hot, tough campaign, not everyone in
the crusader ranks favoured a negotiated peace - least of all
Joanna, who travelled by sea from Acre to Jaffa once the
latter city had been conquered. In the early stages of talks,
Richard discussed terms in person over a meal with
Saladin’s brother al-Adil (Safadin), who impressed him. A

few days later, the king suggested a deal in which Jerusalem
would remain under Ayyubid control but be opened freely
to Christians, who could worship at designated shrines and
churches, while the other Palestinian coastal towns would
be handed back to the crusaders. It would be sealed by the
marriage of al-Adil and Joanna.-< Whether Richard was
entirely serious is hard to say; Joanna was appalled. Al-Adil
and Saladin were merely amused. After six weeks of
consideration the plan fell by the wayside and peace talks
broke up.
Richard subsequently marched a crusader army on
Jerusalem twice: coming within sight of the Holy City in
December 1191 and again in the spring of 1192, concluding
on both occasions that he lacked sufficient manpower to
repeat the effort of 1099 and take the city by force. The last
stage of this campaign finally proved beyond him.
Moreover, politics among the Franks were becoming

murderous - literally so. Elections among the eastem- bom
Latin nobles to appoint a new king of Jerusalem to replace
Guy of Lusignan resulted in the choice of Conrad of
Montferrat, who was married to Amalric’s sole surviving
child, Isabella. Conrad nursed a long-standing rivalry with
Guy of Lusignan - Richard’s choice for reinstatement to the
crown - and there were many who saw the English king’s
hand at work when, a few days after Conrad’s election, the
Italian was ambushed by night and murdered by two
assailants sent by Rashid al-Din Sinan, the head of the
Nizari Ismaili Assassins, nicknamed The Old Man of the
Mountain’.
By the summer of 1192, then, Richard’s time in the east
was coming to an end. He had been away from his kingdom
for more than two years, and news from the west suggested
that his feckless younger brother John was conniving
against him with Philip of France. It was time to

go home. After a final victory over Saladin’s troops in battle
on the beaches at Jaffa, on 8 August, a truce was sealed,
under which the coastal cities between Jaffa and Acre were
returned to Frankish rule and Christian pilgrims were
granted access to the Holy City for the purposes of worship.
The new capital of the crusader kingdom would be Acre.
Economic fact thus trumped religious idealism: a
sustainable strategy for survival in the hostile territory of
the east, but a decision that would change forever the nature
of the crusader kingdom. Richard had not won back all that
had been lost, and he had not quite combined the houses of
Ayyub and Plantagenet in dynastic union - but his
intervention in the Third Crusade had still been decisive. If
nothing else, for years to come, Muslim mothers would
scare their unruly children with the dire threat that if they
did not behave, King Richard would come and get them.

On his way back to England, Richard’s missteps in the
crusader kingdom finally rebounded on him. Shipwrecked
in the Balkans, he tried to travel home incognito overland,
but was captured by Leopold of Austria, still sulking about
his treatment in Acre. Leopold handed Richard over to the
new Holy Roman Emperor Henry VI and in 1194, after more
than a year in prison, the English king was ransomed back
to his people for the massive fee of 100,000 pounds of silver.
Once released, Richard spent much of the rest of his reign
fighting Philip Augustus, their natural rivalry as rulers of
neighbouring territories heightened by the personal animus
that had germinated in Sicily and Acre.
Fortunately for Joanna and Berengaria, Richard sent
them west in a separate sailing, and they arrived safely in

Brindisi before the end of 1192, only learning of Richard’s
captivity when they paid a visit to a new pope, Celestine III,
in Rome. Following in their footsteps was another veteran
of the east: Margaret of Beverley, who had fought Saladin
with a saucepan on her head before any of the more
illustrious ladies had even dreamed of wars in the east.
Richard’s intervention in Acre and his restoration of
Christian access to the holy sites had allowed Margaret to
complete her extended pilgrimage and return with a
boatload of English pilgrims from liberated Acre. She
continued her pious travels, visiting Rome and Santiago de
Compostela before tracking down her younger brother
Thomas in his monastery at Froidmont, not far from Calais,
regaling him with her extraordinary adventures and settling
down to her own life contemplative, as a nun in the
Cistercian convent at Montreuil, later known for its
possession of the relic of the holy veil of St Veronica.

Berengaria survived Richard, seeing almost nothing of
him during the remainder of their marriage, bearing him no
children and spending much of her adulthood sponsoring
religious building projects in Le Mans. Joanna, meanwhile,
having spumed marriage to al-Adil, missed her opportunity
to be the wife of a sultan: for al-Adil ultimately succeeded
his brother as ruler of Syria and Egypt after Saladin died on
4 March 1193.1* Perhaps not entirely rueful, Joanna
remained in the west and instead married Raymond VI,
count of Toulouse, the great- grandson of the famous first
crusader of the same name who had founded the county of
Tripoli. Their short marriage produced a future count
(Raymond VII), and much excitement. Joanna had learned
a great deal from her time with her brother’s crusading
armies, and shortly after the birth of her son, in 1197, she
commanded a siege of a castle held by rebels against her
husband.

Nor was that the end of her adventures. When Richard
died besieging the castle of Chalus-Chabrol in the spring of
1199, having sustained blood poisoning after a crossbow
bolt struck him in the shoulder, Joanna, pregnant once
again, ordered the man who made the fatal shot to be flayed
alive. It was a typically Plantagenet way to signify the
affection in which she held her brother. And it was Joanna’s
last major political act. The princess herself died in childbed
in September of the same year and her remains were taken
for burial next to Richard’s, in the family mausoleum at the
abbey of Fontevrault in Anjou.

: Guy was extremely lucky to have his freedom. Saladin’s decision to release him
after Hattin was an act of low political cunning dressed up as high chivalry.
Calculating that the widely disliked Guy would cause more trouble among the
Franks as a free man than in an Aleppan jail, Saladin had let him go on the promise
that he would not attack any Muslims. Guy broke his

’ Gregory became pope on 21 October 1187 and died on 20 December of the same year. He was succeeded by Clement III.
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Consumed by Fire
There never was so great an enterprise
undertaken by any people since the
creation of the world.

Enrico Dandolo became doge of Venice in June 1192, when

e was around eighty-seven years old. Dandolo was blind,
and had been for many years. Rumour said he lost his
sight when he fell foul of the Byzantine emperor Manuel
Komnenos during a visit to Constantinople in the 1170s;
according to the whispers, the emperor had Dandolo tied
up and burned his retinas out with sunlight beamed from
polished glass. Although macabre - and given the
inventive cruelty that sometimes prevailed at the imperial
court in Constantinople, plausible - the story was not true.
During his long career in the service of the Venetian
republic Dandolo had certainly spent time around
emperors. But it was not Manuel Komnenos who had
taken his sight..- Rather, as Dandolo told the French knight
and chronicler Geoffrey de Villehardouin, he suffered a
bang to the back of his head in 1175 which caused his
vision to fail over the course of a year.* This was
inconvenient, and meant he had to be led about on his

horse, but it was not a fatal impediment to the old man’s
career.* Despite his disability and his great age, after he was
elected doge Dandolo would serve for more than a decade as
the leader of the most ambitious maritime state in the
Adriatic - a power broker who held in his hands the fate of
emperors and kings.
Venice had appeared, as if bubbling up from its lagoon at
the northern tip of the Adriatic, around the sixth centuiy AD.
By Dandolo’s day it was a proud, pious and rich aristocratic
republic, ruled by an elected doge and council and
cautiously respected by the other major powers in its
sphere: Rome, Byzantium and the Holy Roman Empire. The
city was home to 60,000 souls, living on a network of
islands clustered around the Rialto, which was bisected by
the Grand Canal and identified from afar by the handsome,
late eleventh-century basilica of St Mark, modelled on the
Church of the Holy Apostles in

Constantinople. Venice’s greatest treasure was Mark’s body
- stolen from the Egyptian city of Alexandria in AD 828 by
enterprising merchants who smuggled it past Muslim
customs officials, hidden in a barrel of pork.
In its earliest years Venice was built on salt production,
agriculture and fishing, but a spectacular boom during the
eleventh and twelfth centuries stemmed from mastering the
seas. Venetian ships - swift, sleek fighting galleys equipped
with vicious battering rams and manned by teams of thickly
muscled oarsmen, and fat, high-masted sailing ships which
moved commodities and cash from port to port - could be
seen everywhere in the Mediterranean. Like the other
northern Italian maritime powers, Pisa and Genoa, Venice
sold its military capability on the open market, trading
seaborne violence for commercial advantage. In the 1080s,
Alexios I Komnenos struck a deal in which Venetian galleys
targeted Norman

shipping, and Byzantine ports and markets were opened up
to Venetian merchants tax free.* In the twelfth centuiy
Venetian galleys patrolled the Levantine coast on behalf of
crusader kings; in 1124 crusaders from Venice helped seize
Tyre, and earned the right to establish independent
mercantile colonies in every city in the Frankish east.* The
consequent wealth and prestige thrust Venice to the fore of
European politics, a status confirmed in July 1177 when the
city hosted a spectacular peace conference between
Frederick Barbarossa and Pope Alexander III, in which the
flame-haired Holy Roman Emperor publicly bowed to kiss
the pontiff’s toes in St Mark’s Basilica. Barbarossa had
suggested Venice as a suitable venue for this pageant on the
grounds that it was ‘subject to God alone’.*
The Dandolo clan had risen in tandem with the republic,
and their success was reflected in their luxurious compound
in the centre of the Rialto, stretching away

from the bank of the Grand Canal. By Enrico’s day, the
family had served the city conspicuously for nearly two
centuries. Domenico Dandolo established the family name
in the early eleventh century through trade missions to
Byzantium, including one visit where he acquired for Venice
the relics of St Tarasios. Enrico’s father, Vitale Dandolo, had
been a close advisor and judge to the doges Vitale II Michiel
(who held office 1155-72) and Sebastiano Ziani (1172-8). His
uncle, another Enrico, was patriarch of Grado, the preeminent cleric in Venice and an energetic reformer of the
Venetian church. Both Vitale and the elder Enrico were
crusaders, who took part in the 1124 assault on Tyre.
The younger Enrico, for his part, made his name as a
diplomat. He visited Byzantium in 1171 as part of an armed
expedition that sought recompense when Manuel
Komnenos stripped Venetians of their trading rights and

imprisoned around 10,000 merchants. This was a
dreadfully ill-fated mission, which ended in disaster as the
Venetian sailors caught the plague; they limped home to
Venice, bringing the disease with them, and faced a
populace so angry that they stabbed the then-doge to death
in the streets. Dandolo, however, emerged unscathed, and
in 1174-5 he was in Egypt, first to seek a conference with
William II of Sicily, and then to explore the possibility of a
trade deal with Saladin. In the 1180s he was once again in
Constantinople, dealing with the political fallout from the
‘massacre of the Latins’: murderous rioting against wealthy
westerners, in which thousands were murdered and a papal
legate’s head was cut off and tied to a dog’s tail. Enrico may
have been sightless and elderly when he was elected doge,
but long experience and his calculating, pragmatic
demeanour suited the republic’s needs well. In his oath of
office he

promised to ‘consider and attend to and work for the honour
and profit of the Venetians in good faith and without fraud’.?
*
The first nine years of Dandolo’s reign were busy, for his
duties were many and varied: doges were expected to judge
legal cases, set economic policy, oversee foreign diplomacy
and relations with the church, and much else besides. But
even as he passed his ninetieth birthday Dandolo discharged
these duties with vigour and verve. He passed strict laws
limiting the immigration of new merchants into the
republic. He oversaw improvements to Venice’s complex
legal code. He fundamentally reformed the Venetian
coinage, introducing a new coin known as the grosso, struck
from 98 per cent pure silver.: He conducted

a steady stream of diplomatic correspondence with
successive Byzantine emperors in an attempt to restore the
working relationship that had existed decades earlier. As
the twelfth century drew to a close, Dandolo could regard
his term in charge of Venice with some satisfaction.
Business was booming, and the republic was thriving. Then,
in early 1201, six envoys from France appeared from the
passes down from the Alps, presented themselves at the
doge’s court and offered Dandolo the deal of a lifetime. And
suddenly, everything changed.
The envoys who arrived to call upon Dandolo in February
1201 represented three of the most powerful lords in
France: Theobald, count of Champagne; Louis, count of
Blois; and Baldwin, count of Flanders. One of the envoys
was Geoffrey de Villehardouin, who was selected in his
capacity as the marshal of Champagne, and kept a vivid
account of the negotiations. Their lords, said the

envoys, had been inspired by papal preachers urging a new
campaign to complete the work of the Third Crusade by
reclaiming the Holy Sepulchre and the city of Jerusalem. All
were young men: Theobald was twenty- one; Louis and
Baldwin were twenty-eight. In common with most young
men of their class, their minds were alive with the ideals of
knightly chivalry, which was flourishing in the courts and
banqueting halls of western Europe, celebrated in popular
ballads of heroes real and imaginary, ranging from King
Arthur to the first crusaders.* All came from families of
storied adventurers in the east, and all of their territories
had long been fertile recruiting grounds. Theobald could
even claim a king of Jerusalem among his siblings: his elder
brother Henry went crusading, married King Amalric’s
youngest daughter Isabella in 1192 and became the king
consort of Jerusalem until 1197, when he fell to his death
from a window at the royal palace in Acre. *

The preaching that had so excited Theobald, Louis,
Baldwin and their contemporaries and peers had been
commissioned by another youthful ruler: Pope Innocent III,
who was elected in 1198 at the tender age of thirtyseven.
Bom Lotario dei Conti di Segni, Innocent was a high-handed
aristocrat with a long-bridged nose and a neat, bushy
moustache beneath it. He was a brilliant lawyer and a gifted
theologian-philosopher. More than anything he had a gift
for persuasion - be it by cajoling or harangue - and in 1198
he used this talent to convince fighting men like Theobald,
Louis and Baldwin that they ought to be leading their
generation in a new assault on the Holy Land. In a masterly
bull published just seven months after his election, known
as Post miserabile (‘Sadly, after’), Innocent had bemoaned
in familiar terms ‘the wretched fall of Jerusalem... the
deplorable invasion of that land on which the feet of Christ
had stood... the

ignominious removal of the life giving cross’.* He had
spelled out in precise, legalistic detail all the worldly and
spiritual benefits of crusading. And, most stirringly, he
framed the call to crusade in high chivalric terms, casting
the loss of Jerusalem as a personal affront to the reputation
and honour of all vigorous young Christian warriors.
Innocent imagined intolerable slander that must have been
pouring ceaselessly from the mouths of the Ayyubids as they
celebrated their pre-eminence:
They are saying: ‘Where is your God, who can neither deEver himself nor
you from our hands? Behold! Now we have profaned your sanctuaries.
Behold! Now we have extended our hands to the things you most cherish...
Already we have weakened and broken asunder the lances of the Gauls,
baffled the efforts of the English, crushed the strength of the Germans, and...
subdued the haughty Spaniards... Where then is your God?’n

Fiction this may have been - but it was a pitch-perfect

appeal to the knightly classes of western Europe at the turn
of the century; a call that chimed perfectly with the attitudes
and obsessions prevalent among early thirteenth-century
warriors.
*
By the time the envoys of Theobald, Louis and Baldwin
arrived in Venice, momentum was gathering behind
Innocent’s call for a Fourth Crusade. Among the ordinaiy
people it was said that the devil had been bom in Babylon meaning Cairo - and that if nothing was done then veiy soon
the world would come to an end.- In France this mood was
excited further still by preachers like Fulk of Neuilly, an
unusually gluttonous priest well known around Paris, with
a talent for public speaking and miraculous deeds - or the
Cistercian Abbot Martin of Pairis, who on 3

May 1200 preached a famous sermon at the cathedral of St
Mary in Basel in Alsace in which he railed against the
domination of the Lord’s Sepulchre "by the barbarism of a
heathen people’..* Others - including Theobald and Louis had taken their crusader vows while on the field of combat,
during a tournament held by Theobald in the fields around
his castle of Ecry on 28 November 1199.2 Sworn crusaders
included the counts of Brienne, Amiens, St Pol and Perche
and the bishop of Soissons as well as dozens of barons’ sons,
adventurous knights and hundreds of lesser men.
Contingents of barons and churchmen were also beginning
to stir in the German empire, despite the fact that a German
crusade to assist in recapturing Beirut and Sidon in 1197-8
had ended in confusion, and the Holy Roman Emperor
Henry VI died while attempting to impose himself as king of
Sicily (which he claimed to rule as a result of his marriage to
the old king Roger H’s

daughter Constance), thus plunging the German empire
and its neighbours into a succession crisis that would take
decades to resolve.
However, while crusading enthusiasm was spreading, the
crusader lords had serious logistical challenges. No western
monarch deigned to lend his name to the movement: Philip
Augustus was loath to repeat his misadventures of the
previous decade; Richard the Lionheart’s successor as king
of England, his younger brother John, was far too occupied
with defending his lands on the continent from Philip’s
depredations to concern himself with the plight of the
Jerusalemites; and the Germans had lost their previous two
rulers on crusade and were now squabbling over who ought
to be king. Without the resources of a royal patron, the lords
needed to engage another wealthy European power to their
cause - ideally one with crusading experience and the

wherewithal to move troops and materiel about the
Mediterranean. They needed ships and military advisors,
which was why they had come to see Dandolo. As
Villehardouin put it: In Venice they might expect to find a
greater number of vessels than in any other port.»
The coming of the envoys gave Dandolo much to ponder.
Their proposal was alluring but dangerous. Both the
republic of Venice and the Dandolo family stood to gain
much in the way of potential plunder, mercantile advantage
and pious reputation from a crusade. But when the doge
opened talks with the envoys, the numbers they proposed
were mind-boggling. Villehardouin and his companions
spoke of raising an army of more than 30,000 fighting men.
That would mean chartering hundreds of ships - fifty galleys
and three times as many transport ships - most of which
would have to be built from scratch in the Venetian
shipyards known as the Arsenal. To crew

such a fleet would mean the mustering of half the ablebodied men of the republic. It would be by far the biggest
military contract in Venetian history, and Dandolo told the
envoys it was not something that he could simply agree to
on a whim. But he was intrigued enough to take the request
to the council, and for eight days Venice’s powerbrokers
retired to debate the cause. Eventually they came to a
decision. They would help - at the level requested assuming the people of Venice agreed.
At the end of the month 10,000 Venetians gathered in and
around the basilica of St Mark and, after hearing Mass, cried
their support for the doge and council. Venice, they agreed,
should build, supply, crew and provision the gigantic
armada, large enough to carry 33,500 crusaders and 4,500
horses to the east. They would devote to this cause not only
the shipyards at the Arsenal, but virtually the entire city’s
resources for a year. They would draw lots

to select the one man in two from the populace who would
be required to serve on board the ships. In return the
crusaders committed to pay 85,000 marks - a sum
equivalent to twice the annual revenues of the whole
kingdom of France - and grant Venice a half-share of
everything and everywhere they seized on campaign.^-.
Secret terms set the first destination of the crusade as
Alexandria in the Nile delta, on the understanding that the
wealthy city would be a soft target - Egypt was struggling
with famine and dearth brought on by five successive years
of failed Nile floods - and a sensible strategic precursor to a
push north-east into Palestine.! A date was set for the whole
army to assemble in Venice in the spring of 1202.
This was an extraordinary gamble by both sides. The
French envoys had employed at a huge cost the finest naval
power in the west and sworn on holy relics to raise

an army to fill the fleet they had chartered. Dandolo and the
Venetians had agreed to divert the entire resources of the
republic to a single military enterprise, which would either
be the most lucrative expedition since the conquest of Tyre
in 1124 or would leave the republic bankrupt. Both sides
knew how high the stakes were. When the treaty was
ratified, emotions ran high. ‘For pity many a tear was shed,’
wrote Villehardouin. ‘And straight away messengers were
sent to Rome to Pope Innocent that he might confirm this
covenant - which he veiy willingly did.’i* Meanwhile, the
Venetians set to work. The Fourth Crusade was underway.

*
After a year of frantic hammering, sawing, planing and
caulking in the Arsenal, the Venetians produced the

‘goodliest fleet that was ever yet seen’, consisting of around
200 galleys, warships and transport buses. Mass purchasing
of wine, meat, cheese and horse fodder on the markets of
Italy had filled the transporters with all the necessary
supplies. But the crusader army that began arriving in
Venice in the early summer of 1202 and set up camp on the
long sandbank known as the Lido was not the one that had
been so confidently promised. For a start, Count Theobald
of Champagne was dead, having succumbed to a fever in
May 1201. In his place, the middle-aged, northern Italian
Boniface, marquis of Montferrat had been offered, and
accepted, overall command, although he would not join the
crusade for many months. The army that did arrive
represented only a small fraction of the vast one envisaged.
Across northern France there had been a surge of activity as
men and women took the cross, stockpiled goods and
weapons,

mortgaged their lands and made gifts to local religious
houses to ask for their blessings ahead of the long and
uncertain journey.J- But the sum total of all this activity had
not even vaguely matched the bold projections made to
Venice. Not only did recruitment fall short of the huge
numbers promised; many who did take the cross decided
that navigating the Alps to muster in the lagoon was an
unnecessary chore when they could travel to Marseille,
Genoa or southern Italy and take a berth on the regular
spring sailings to Acre. Dandolo had gambled on the
crusaders keeping their side of the bargain. " They had not,
because they could not. Less than one-third of the promised
crusader army showed up; they were outnumbered two to
one by the Venetian crews. Worst of all, their leaders could
not afford to pay the full 85,000 marks contracted for the
Venetians’ efforts. They had a little over 50,000.

This was nothing short of a crisis. The Venetians had
toiled for a year, at huge cost, and were now facing ruin.
Dandolo had to act. He was acutely aware of the need to
navigate a course of action that would salvage the
impending financial disaster faced by his fellow citizens,
while also allowing the crusaders to save face by at least
leaving port. So he came up with a bold solution: as a first
stop on their journey, they would alight less than 200 miles
(320 km) from Venice itself and plunder the port of Zara.
To Dandolo and his fellow Venetians there was eveiy
reason to feel justified in this course of action. Zara (Zadar),
on the Dalmatian coast, had at one time owed tribute and
obedience to the republic, but since rebelling in the 1180s its
leaders claimed to be under the lordship of the Christian
king Emeric of Hungary. This blatant breach of loyalty,
argued Dandolo, deserved to be punished. But

for lords of the French contingent, such as Simon of
Montfort, diverting so far from the original object of the
crusade was unconscionable - not least because Emeric was
a Christian king obedient to Rome, who had himself taken
his crusader vows. Innocent had suspected that at some
point Dandolo might try to use the crusader fleet to punish
Zara, and had specifically warned him not to attempt to do
so. Now the doge was proposing direct insubordination. The
summer months - intended for a glorious assault on
Alexandria and then, God willing, Jerusalem - passed in
debate, dissent and mass boredom among the ordinary
troops. Eventually, in the first week of October, the last
possible sailing date before the seas turned impossibly
rough, the leaders realized they could prevaricate no longer.
It was a choice between sailing to Zara or going home. They
chose the lesser of the two evils. The doge took his crusading
vows in front of a large

congregation, having his cross pinned to his hat rather than
sewn on his shoulder. Some time later, to the sound of
trumpets and drums, his massive fleet, comprising fifty
large transport ships, sixty war galleys, 100 horse
transporters and many other light craft towed in their wake,
moved out of Venice onto the open sea.w Dandolo’s galley,
decked out in vermilion cloth and silver, was the very last to
leave. He was never coming home.
*
When the fleet arrived from Venice outside the port of Zara
on 10-11 November 1202 the citizens unfurled banners
bearing crosses on the walls to remind the Venetians and
French that they, too, were crusaders. Dandolo did not care.
Ignoring howls of protest from his crusader clients, he
ordered an assault. Venetian galleys

broke through the chain that secured the city’s port. Troops
disembarked and launched a catapult bombardment and set
sappers to work on the city walls. Inside Zara the citizens
panicked, begged peace terms after three days and
eventually opened the gates on condition that they would be
spared a massacre. Little blood was spilled, but when the
Venetians and the French moved in, they plundered what
they pleased before occupying half of the city each and
settling in for the winter. Dandolo would later justify his
actions in Zara as perfectly legal. The writer Gunther of Pair
is called it a ‘detestable business’.Many others agreed. When news of the crusaders’
deviation from their mission reached Innocent III, he was
enraged. In his fury he reached for the most terrible
sentence available to him: he excommunicated everyone
involved. There was bitter irony here. Every person who

had joined the crusade had done so assuming they would be
forgiven their sins; now, should they die on their journey,
they would be going straight to hell. The crusade leaders did
their best to suppress news of the pope’s pronouncement,
which would have caused mutiny among the rank and file;
envoys rushed back to the papal court to beg Innocent to
reconsider, on the grounds that ‘necessity was an
extenuating factor’.- Innocent eventually and grudgingly
agreed, but he sent stem commands that such abominable
actions should not be repeated. The crusaders, he wrote,
were henceforth ‘neither [to] invade nor violate the lands of
Christians in any manner’.- But Dandolo and the Venetians
could scarcely have cared less. When they left Zara in spring
1203 they pulled down the walls and burned everything but
the churches to the ground. Then they set out east. Yet the
armada was heading not for Acre or even Alexandria. The
target -

incredibly - was Constantinople.
Byzantine affairs, tied up with the crusading movement
since its earliest inception, had become bloody and fraught
during the 1190s. Richard the Lionheart, alighting on
Cyprus on his way to Acre in 1191, had witnessed the turmoil
spreading across the empire as rule was contested between
rival branches of the Komnenoi. Ten years later Byzantium
was as troubled as ever. In 1185, Isaac II Angelos - a minor
prince, amiable and well-meaning but best known for his
addiction to lavish building projects, perfumed baths and
expensive clothes - had seized the throne of Byzantium. For
ten years this ‘dandy [who] strutted like a peacock and never
wore the same garment twice’ held on to power, but in
March 1195 he was toppled in a coup by his elder brother
Alexios III Angelos, who had Isaac blinded and imprisoned
for life, on a simple diet of bread and wine.'

Alexios III very soon had cause to regret taking the
throne, for his reign descended into a string of crises in
which the empire was attacked at all points by the Seljuqs of
Anatolia, Hungarians, Bulgarians and Balkan peoples
known as the Vlachs. As he tried to cope with these assaults,
Isaac H’s teenage son, also called Alexios, busied himself
planning revenge. In 1201 the boy escaped the empire in
disguise and fled to the west, lodging at the court of Philip,
duke of Swabia, king of the Germans, who was married to
Alexios’s sister Irene Angelina. Alexios was no more than
nineteen years old when he fell into Philip and Irene’s orbit,
and was judged by almost everyone who met him as
hopelessly immature, easily given to frivolity and
drunkenness. Nevertheless, in Germany he had a platform
from which to engineer his uncle’s downfall, and he used it.
At Philip of Swabia’s court in 1201 he met the crusaders’
leader Boniface of Montferrat, and planted the

seed of a truly terrible idea.
As the Venetian and French crusaders overwintered in
Zara in 1202-3 they received ambassadors from Prince
Alexios, who offered an incredible deal. If they helped the
young man regain his father’s imperial throne, said the
messengers, then Alexios would place the entire Byzantine
empire under obedience to the pope, pay a fee of 200,000
silver marks, join the crusade in person or send 10,000
troops to join the eventual march on Alexandria and
maintain for the rest of his life 500 knights (a force roughly
equal to the entire mounted capability of the Templars in the
east) to defend the kingdom of Jerusalem.^ This
astonishing offer would not only solve the crusaders’
financial problems at a stroke; it would offer the real
possibility of destroying the Ayyubids for a generation.
These were, promised young Alexios, ‘the best terms ever
offered to any people’.^

Like all offers that seem too good to be true, Alexios’s deal
was a tightly wrapped package of bravado and lies. Bitter
quarrelling broke out throughout the crusading army
between those who could see this and those who would not.
The more sensible heads among the crusaders
- including Simon of Montfort and Renaud of Montmirail
- now abandoned the crusade in disgust and made their
own way to Syria. ‘It seemed to them foolish and wrong for
a small band of pilgrims... to forsake their intended holy
pilgrimage and to declare war, with its certain danger, on
such a city, so fortified and populous, in order to
accommodate a stranger,’ wrote Gunther of Pairis. ‘This war
could not be concluded without a good deal of camage on
one side and, possibly, on both.’^ But Conrad of Montferrat,
Baldwin of Flanders, Louis of Blois and Hugh of St Pol
accepted the prince’s offer, hoping that they could count on
the simple anti-Greek prejudice of ordinary

crusaders, who had long been fed a narrative of Byzantine
treachery as the source of past crusader failures, and
thought of eastern Christians as effeminate and depraved
‘scum of scum’.2- Critically, Dandolo also committed, for
little about his predicament had changed. He had invested
the fortunes of his republic so deeply into the misadventure
that he had no choice but to keep going.
On 25 April 1203 - the feast day of St Mark - Prince
Alexios arrived in Zara to join the crusade. In the early
summer he and the fleet had weighed anchor, pillaged
Corfu, rounded the Peloponnese and headed towards the
Dardanelles. As they closed on Constantinople they passed
two ships carrying ‘pilgrims and knights and sergeants’ who
had answered Innocent’s call, set off from Marseille instead
of Venice, completed their vows by fighting for a year in the
kingdom of Jerusalem and were going home. ‘When they
saw our fleet so rich and well appointed they

conceived such shame that they dared not show themselves,’
wrote Villehardouin. But his words rang veiy hollows
On 23 June the fleet arrived within view of
Constantinople, the sight of which was as magnificent as it
had always been. An awestruck Villehardouin marvelled at
the Tiigh walls and strong towers... and the rich palaces and
mighty churches’.^ The Queen of Cities had been illgoverned under the indolent regimes of the Angelos
brothers, but it was still the most enormous and stoutly
defended metropolis west of Baghdad, as well as the holiest
east of Rome, with the relics of nearly 500 Christian saints
in its many churches.^ Villehardouin realized the enormity
of what the crusaders had agreed to do. ‘No man there was
of such hardihood but that his flesh trembled,’ he wrote.
‘And it was no wonder, for there never was so great an
enterprise undertaken by any people

since the creation of the world, M
*
Having arrived at Constantinople, Dandolo advised the
crusaders not to attack immediately, but instead to wait a
while and plunder nearby islands for provisions. They took
his advice, and the next fortnight passed in a form of phoney
war. But on 10 July the great enterprise began, with an
amphibious landing from the Bosphorus and an assault on
the suburb of Gal ata, where a fortress controlled the great
chain that sealed off the Golden Hom, the inlet that
provided access to the eastern stretch of Constantinople’s
sea walls and to the landward defences running away south
from the Blachernae Palace. Armed resistance from Greek
troops sent out by emperor Alexios III quickly melted. At sea
the Venetian galleys swept

through a squadron of Greek triremes, while on land a large
division of foot soldiers and cavalry disembarked and forced
their way into Galata, where they let down the chain and
allowed the whole fleet to enter the Golden Hom. The young
pretender Alexios was paraded before the curious citizens
who peered from the top of Constantinople’s walls. The
overwhelming reaction to his arrival was scorn.
During the next week, the crusaders disembarked their
ships, built a camp and erected siege engines. Then on 17
July they began a ‘horrendous battle... fraught with
groaning on both sides’.* The French used battering rams to
smash the walls around the towering Blachemae Palace,
doing battle with native Greek soldiers, Pisan mercenaries,
and members of the Varangian Guard bearing battle-axes.
The Venetians attacked the city from the water. As they did
so, they provided one of the most famous scenes in the

history of crusading. As battle trumpets sounded, the aged,
blind Dandolo stood on the prow of his vermilion- covered
galley, with the Venetian banner showing a winged lion of
St Mark fluttering behind him. Then the galleys beached,
disgorged their crews and began an attack on the shoreline.
Meanwhile, the larger transport ships, covered with ox
hides to make them resistant to Greek fire, sailed as close as
they could to the seaward defences; they latched on to the
walls using grappling hooks, then winched scaling ladders
across from the ships’ masts to the ramparts. These formed
high, precarious ‘flying bridges’, along which attackers with
a head for heights could run and tiy to scramble on to the
city’s towers. Using these, Venetian and French troops
‘engaged the defenders on the towers and easily routed
them’.* Having secured a section of the wall, they then set
fire to the houses below it, starting a

blaze that destroyed a swathe of the northern quarter of city,
from the Blachemae Palace to the monastery of Evergetes
nearly 2 miles (3 km) away. As night fell, the city was alive
with flames, screams and angry yells of the populace,
outraged that Alexios III had not been able to defend them.
Alexios, however, decided he had seen enough. When
darkness fell, he collected 1,000 pounds of gold and as much
treasure as his servants could carry, and ran away. The veiy
next morning his blind brother Isaac was taken out of prison
and restored to the throne he had lost eight years previously.
Twelve days later, on 1 August, the crusaders sent Isaac’s son
Alexios into the city, where he was crowned co-emperor,
assuming the regnal name of Alexios TV.
The fall of Constantinople was cheered by the crusaders
as a miracle. Against all the odds, and despite their
dissensions and self-doubt, God had smiled on them.

Count Hugh of St Pol, still thinking in the chivalric terms
encouraged five years previously by Innocent III, wrote
home to boast of his achievements. ‘If anyone wishes to
serve God... and wishes to bear the distinguished and
shining title of “knight”,’ he wrote, ‘let him take up the cross
and follow the Lord, and let him come to the Lord’s
tournament, to which he is invited by the Lord himself. But
Hugh’s high spirits would soon evaporate. The crusade was
far from over.
*
Two immediate problems faced the co-emperors and the
crusaders who had restored them to power. First, the
citizens of Constantinople were close to mutiny. Second, the
imperial treasury did not contain the 200,000 silver marks
young Alexios IV had promised. It was not long

before trouble was brewing once more. On 19 August 1203
riots broke out against Latin Christians in the city, spurred
by the emperors’ desperate policy of looting churches for
religious icons and ornaments to be melted down to pay the
crusaders. In retaliation, a party of westerners, led by
Venetians, attacked a mosque that served Muslims in
Constantinople under imperial protection. Soon rioting
tinned into running street battles and once again the
crusaders chose fire as their best defence. An even bigger
conflagration was now lit which tore through the entire city,
‘from sea to sea’, destroying more than 400 acres (1.6 sq km)
of ancient temples and palaces, houses and public
monuments, marketplaces and judicial courts, and
threatening both the Hagia Sophia and the hippodrome. It
was, wrote Niketas Choniates, simply ‘horrendous’.™
Equally horrendous was the predicament in which the
new emperor Alexios IV still found himself. Unable to pay

the crusaders’ fee, yet with considerable use remaining for
their military assistance as he launched forays into the lands
around Constantinople to impose his authority on Thrace
and the wider empire, he had contracted them to remain
camped across the Bosphorus at his command until April
1204. But the longer the crusaders stayed unrewarded, the
more agitated they became. By the time winter set in,
payments to the French and Venetians had dried up and
relations had broken down completely. In a stormy meeting
held between Dandolo and Alexios at the harbour in
December 1203, the doge warned the emperor that his
ingratitude and double-dealing were leading them all into
serious trouble. Alexios tried to brush him off and Dandolo
flew into a rage. ‘We have dragged you out of the dunghill,
and into the dunghill we will cast you again!’ he shouted.*
He was not joking.
Events now moved quickly. An attempt on New Year’s

Day in 1204 to bum the Venetian fleet at harbour in the
Golden Hom made it plain that war was approaching.
Meanwhile, inside the city, opposition to the emperors who
had literally brought barbarians to the gates boiled over with
regular outrages against public order. Inside the palace an
opposition faction, including members of the Varangian
Guard, began to gather around the nobleman Alexios
Doukas ‘Mourtzouphlos’ (his nickname referring to his
oddly overhanging eyebrows). And at the end of January,
when the elder emperor Isaac died, most likely of natural
causes, Mourtzouphlos seized his moment. He and his
supporters arrested Alexios TV and threw him into the
palace dungeons, shackled by his ankles. The crusaders, led
by Dandolo, sent increasingly furious messages demanding
their wayward ally’s release and the honouring of his
obligations - ideally in the form of the 100,000 marks still
outstanding on their account. In response, on

the night of 8-9 February, Mourtzouphlos had Alexios
strangled and - according to the rumours that reached
Baldwin of Flanders in the crusader camp, personally
disembowelled the young man with an iron hook. He took
the imperial crown for himself, as Alexios V Doukas, and
sent the crusaders a blunt message. If they did not ‘depart
and vacate his land’ within a week, he would ‘slay them air.^
As emperor, Mourtzouphlos made urgent provision to
repair and improve Constantinople’s already considerable
defences, for he realized that war was now looming. Both
sides spent much of Lent arming themselves, and both
convinced themselves of the inevitability of victory. They
could do little else: with Alexios dead, the crusaders could
only extract the payments he had promised at Zara by
deadly force; Mourtzouphlos could only secure his throne by
proving he could defend the imperial capital.

The fighting began on Friday 9 April 1204. The Venetians
immediately tried to repeat the trick of scaling the city’s
walls and towers with flying bridges, but the task was not so
easy as it had been the previous year. The towers had been
reinforced, the wind blew against their ships, and from
inside the city came a barrage of Greek fire and huge rocks
hurled by catapults. It seemed there was no hope of finding
a way past. The crusaders were forced to withdraw and
regroup. During a weekend spent in camp, preachers
assured them of the righteousness of the cause. But on top
of the ramparts the Byzantine defenders ‘began to hoot and
to shout right lustily’, pulling down their trousers and
contemptuously waggling their buttocks.*
Unfortunately for the gleeful buttock-barers, on the
afternoon of Monday 12 April the wind changed direction
and their hooting abruptly stopped. Now the Venetian

crews managed to sail their ships directly up to the city
walls. Two ships - the Paradise and the Pilgrim - were
lashed together with flying bridges jutting from both their
mighty masts. At last, crusaders swarmed across. The first
man on the walls, a Venetian, was butchered by Varangian
axes. But behind him came too many attackers for the
Byzantines to hold off. As French and Venetian flags were
raised above the towers, down below a hole was punched in
the walls at a bricked-over gate. The die was cast. By the time
darkness fell, Constantinople was on the brink of collapse.
Now, not for the first time, a Byzantine emperor fled. In
the dead of night Alexios V took a fishing boat across the
Bosphorous and abandoned the city to its fate. When dawn
broke and the remaining nobles and military commanders
realized what had happened, they sent out the most senior
clergy in the city to beg for a peaceful

surrender. They were whistling in the wind. The crusaders
had come to Constantinople in search of riches. They had
camped outside its walls for nearly a year on the promise
that reward would come. Now they would embrace the
chance to plunder the richest city in the west.
Rhapsodizing about the appalling destruction that the
Venetians and French alike wrought on Constantinople
during the days after its fall on 13 April, Gunther of Pairis
wrote:
Break in! Now, honoured soldier of Christ, Break in!
Break into the city that Christ has given to the
conqueror.
Imagine for yourself Christ, seated on a gentle ass,
The King of Peace, radiant in countenance, leading
the way.
You fight Christ's battles. You execute Christ's
vengeance,
By Christ’s judgment. His will precedes your

onslaught.™

This was stirring for his audience, no doubt. But as another
chronicler, the proud Greek Niketas Choniates, watched his
city fall, he was struck by the awful banality of the sack.
There were no divine portents, he wrote: no bloody rain or
fiery stones falling from the sky. There was merely a lot of
crime. ‘On the day on which the City fell, the despoilers took
up quarters in the houses spread out in all directions, seized
everything inside as plunder, and interrogated their owners
as to the whereabouts of hidden treasures, beating some,
holding gentle conversations with many and using threats
against all.« Rape, theft, arson and sacrilege were
commonplace. Hundreds of holy relics, including a shroud
in which Christ had been wrapped, His brother’s preserved
head and the Virgin Mary’s robe were all taken as bounty.*
Among the treasures seized by

Venetian looters were four beautiful bronze horse statues,
created in the second or third century AD, which were stolen
from the hippodrome and sent back to Venice, where they
are still proudly displayed at St Mark’s Basilica. Choniates
saw his ruined neighbours standing around ‘ashen in
complexion, their faces corpse-like and their eyes
bloodshot, shedding more blood than tears’.« In the Hagia
Sophia a prostitute from the crusader camp sat in the
patriarch’s throne and danced around the altar. The capital
of Byzantium had fallen, and with it, the Greek empire itself
was no more.
*
Alexios V did not survive long after fleeing his city: in the
autumn of 1204 he was captured, blinded, brought back to
Constantinople and hurled to his death as a traitor from

the Column of Theodosios in the old Roman forum. By that
point a new emperor had been chosen: Baldwin of Flanders
was raised up as Baldwin I, the first Latin emperor of
Constantinople. Baldwin was elected after Enrico Dandolo
declined the post, and he had the modesty to try to refuse
the appointment himself. But on 16 May he was crowned. It
was scarcely an outcome he could have predicted when he
first took the cross four years earlier, but the Lord worked in
mysterious ways.
Dandolo, having turned down an imperial crown to
remain a doge, wrote to Innocent III in 1205 to recount his
version of events. Innocent, fuming but helpless, had
absolved the crusaders of their misdeeds, but Dandolo knew
the pope was not pleased that his crusade, billed as a
tournament against the infidel, had turned into a
persecution of fellow Christians. Innocent refused to let the
doge consider his crusading vow complete. In protest,

Dandolo told Innocent he had become a crusader to fight for
Jesus Christ and the Roman church, and claimed that
everything he had done between building the fleet that
transported the fourth crusaders and destroying a Christian
empire that had lasted more than 800 years had served that
aim..** He sensibly played down the fact that the Venetians
had come out very well from their rampage around the
Christian east. When the spoils of Constantinople’s plunder
were accounted, Venice had finally made its money back.*
Reflecting on the terror and the carnage, the flames and
the murder that had been inflicted on Constantinople
during the astonishing events of 1203-4, Niketas Choniates
heaped much of the blame on Dandolo’s shoulders. The
ancient Venetian was, he wrote, ‘a sly cheat who called
himself wiser than the wise and, madly thirsting after glory
as no other, he preferred death to

allowing the Romans to escape the penalty for their insulting
treatment of his nation’..*-- Choniates thought the whole
torrid affair was a secret plan concocted by Dandolo and a
cabal of villains in the Venetian lagoon as revenge for insults
dating back to the 1170s and 1180s - when many of those
who took part were still childrens
Whether this was fair or not, in the end it was hard to
judge the Fourth Crusade - forged and facilitated by Venice
and its doge Dandolo - as anything other than a disaster
which perverted every principle of the crusading movement:
carving out a new Latin state from Christian territory, doing
appalling damage to one of the greatest cities in
Christendom, dragging the reputation of crusading through
the mud and enriching rather than tormenting the
Ayyubids. As Constantinople burned, Alexandria had
remained untouched, while Damascus, according to the
Islamic chronicler Abu Shama, was

actively beautified with marble looted from churches in
Constantinople and sold to Muslim traders in Syrian and
Egyptian markets.*- True, the crusaders now had a
bridgehead from which to launch attacks on the Syrian
coastline. But for all the blood shed and the money spent,
they had singularly failed to even threaten Egypt, let alone
Jerusalem.
*
A year after the fall of Constantinople, Enrico Dandolo was
still in the new Latin empire, which was - perhaps
predictably - under attack on all sides. True to character, he
was engaged in more schemes: buying the right to conquer
the island of Crete along with handful of bad debts from
Boniface of Montferrat, and securing for Venice a handsome
share in the carve-up of Byzantium

that proceeded as the Fourth Crusade dissolved. In the
partition Venice claimed valuable properties along the
coastal littoral of Byzantium, from Durazzo to the
Peloponnese, including the islands of Corfu and Kefalonia.
Dandolo himself received the odd but not inaccurate title
of‘lord of three-eighths of the Roman empire’.
He was occupied with defending this three-eighths of an
empire, and assisting Baldwin in his wars to subdue the
enraged and exiled Greeks when he died, aged ninetyeight.
His death was agonizing: the rigours of the campaign left
him with a hernia, in which a part of his intestine dropped
and became lodged in his groin, causing a fatal infection. He
was buried in Constantinople at the Hagia Sophia - the only
person ever to be laid to rest there. The ancient doge had
ensured that his and Venice’s name would be forever
remembered in the histoiy of crusading and of the affairs of
the great Christian empire

of the east. He had bravely defied his physical disability and
his decrepitude, and his pragmatic leadership and dauntless
personal valour were beyond question. Yet in the end
Dandolo had turned his talents to a wholly disreputable end,
playing a leading part in a dreadful episode which, even by
the cruel standards of the crusading era, thoroughly
deserved the epithet levelled against it by Choniates:
outrageous’.*

’ In an age in which coins minted elsewhere in the Mediterranean world — from
the kingdoms of the west to Byzantium and the Ayyubid states — were declining
sharply in their precious metal content, the introduction of the grosso was a stroke
of economic genius, which made Venetian money the most reliable and desirable
currency for international trade.
i Despite being severely frowned upon by the church for their endemic

violence and celebration of secular vanities, tournaments were a vital expression
of knightly culture at the turn of the thirteenth century. Tournaments at this time
had romantic elements, and were lively social occasions, but they were also
dangerous affairs: full-blooded mock battles fought between huge teams of knights
ranging over miles of open countryside in which bones were cracked and lives
sometimes lost. See Barber, Richard and Barker, Juliet, Tournaments: Jousts,
Chivalry and Pageants in the Middle Ages (Woodbridge, 2000), pp. 13-27.
i Grinding a path to Jerusalem via conquests in Egypt was a policy advanced but
not realized by Richard the Lionheart. The crusaders had also to consider the fact
that the kingdom of Jerusalem had agreed a long-term truce with the Ayyubids
which technically precluded a direct assault on Jerusalem, but did not cover
crusader attacks on Egypt.
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Enemies Within
Wounds that do not respond to the
healing of poultices must be lanced with
a blade...

Far away from the fire and fury of Constantinople, in the

miserable Baltic winter of 1205-6, Albert, bishop of Riga put
on a mystery play. As a medium for spreading the word of
God among the ordinary people of Christendom, mystery
plays could be very effective. Actors took on the roles of
characters from biblical stories, and recreated the
miraculous events of divine history, accompanied by
commentary or song. Mystery plays were a colourful,
dramatic way for the illiterate masses to absorb the events
and messages of the Bible and they were popular all over
Europe. But Bishop Albert - an ambitious but incorrigibly
greedy prelate with a stronger instinct for diplomacy and
statecraft than the care of souls - saw a particular use for
them in his newly established bishopric of Riga, an ancient
trading port in Baltic frontier country: not only to entertain
and educate the faithful, but to engage those who had never
heard, or cared about, the word of Christ in the first place.

Pagan Tribes of the Baltic, c.1100

The play Albert staged in 1205-6 was for the benefit of a
pagan people known as the Livs. The Livs were part of a
large group of Finnic tribes who dwelled in a region of the
north-eastern Baltic around the Gulf of Riga, known as
Livonia (roughly equivalent to modem Latvia). According to
one Christian poet-chronicler, the Livs were "haughty
pagans’ whose great aim in life was to "take the lives and
goods of Christians’.; But another chronicler, Arnold of
Lubeck, described Livonia as "abundant in riches’ and
‘never lacking in servants of Christ and planters of the new
Church’. The unchristianized sweep of lands that lay
between the German lordships and the Orthodox Christian
realm of Rus’ - comprising modern Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania - were fertile and productive, rich in fur, wax,
timber, fish and amber, and highly attractive to enterprising
merchants and ambitious churchmen looking to expand
their dioceses. The only problem was the people

who lived there. The Livs and their neighbouring tribes - the
Letts and Estonians to the north and Selonians, Semgallians
and Lithuanians to the south - were lukewarm at best about
receiving the word of the Lord and submitting to the
taxation and discipline of the Roman church. Under duress
they might convert, if it meant saving their lives or striking
a short-term deal with Christian militias to attack a rival
tribe. But even under these circumstances the Livs would
usually renounce Christ as soon as the opportunity arose,
jumping in the closest river to wash away the stain of
baptism. Bishop Albert was determined to show them what
they were missing.
Unfortunately for Albert, his mystery play went down
badly. According to the chronicler Henry of Livonia, a
missionary-priest who wrote up his version of events in the
Baltic a couple of decades later, the story performed by

Albert’s actors was too near the knuckle for its pagan
audience’s tastes. For years, the Livs had endured annual
raids into their territory by Christian warriors from
Germany and Scandinavia, seeking to convert them at the
point of a sword. They knew that those who came to
Christianize also came to plunder, massacre, drive away
cattle, bum crops and pull down houses - and although they
fought back as ferociously as they were attacked, the
experience had been undoubtedly traumatic. Recently the
raiders had been spearheaded by rough-necked members of
a new military order called the Brotherhood of the
Knighthood of Christ in Livonia - or simply the
Swordbrothers. They had been founded by the knights of
Albert’s household in 1202. The Swordbrothers wore
uniforms modelled on those of the Templars - white mantles
emblazoned with a red cross and sword - and they lived
comparably austere lives, cohabiting in

draughty barracks, dining on cabbage and devoting their
lives to prayer and killing in roughly equal measure^
According to one disapproving writer, the Swordbrothers
were criminals ‘who expected to live on their own without
law or king’.’ Their chief purpose was to ensure the
conversion or eradication of Livs and other pagan people,
and secure under Christian rule the valley of the Dvina
(Daugava) river, which emptied into the sea at Riga. The
Swordbrothers went about their work with bloody
efficiency, grinding their way up the Dvina valley mile by
mile, bullying or bribing as they went, building hillforts and
watchtowers in anticipation of Christian colonists,
Cistercian monks and missionary priests following in their
wake.
The Livs who were persuaded to watch Bishop Albert’s
mystery play were already, therefore, ill-disposed to its
message. They especially disliked the play’s gory battle

scenes, depicting the army of Gideon fighting the
Midianites.4 This clash of swords was inspired by events
from the Old Testament Book of Judges, and it was
recreated by the bishop’s troupe with too much gusto. For
the assembled Livs, the sight of 300 holy warriors smiting
indiscriminately in the name of their God was a painful
reminder of incidents they had experienced in real life. Only
recently rumours had arrived from further south suggesting
that fifty Lithuanian women had hanged themselves in
despair after their husbands were killed by Christians.*
Panic spread, and before the play could be completed, the
audience had run away.
*
In Rome, Pope Innocent III knew little of the specifics of
mystery plays and Livs. But he understood well enough,

and approved wholeheartedly of, the fact that on the chilly
fringes of north-eastern Europe a holy war was taking place
against unbelievers. Of course, it was nothing new. Ever
since the assaults on the Wends of 1147, would-be crusaders
in northern Germany had been allowed to substitute a
difficult journey to fight Muslims in Palestine, Egypt or
Spain with battling pagans closer to home - so long as they
claimed to be defending converted Christians from
oppression.
This remained as tenuous a piece of theological
gymnastics as it ever had been, but sixty years of military
activity had been enough to justify crusading on the basis of
tradition. And one of Innocent’s first acts as pope had been
to ensure that this continued. In the first year of his papacy
he confirmed that anyone who underwent a pilgrimage to
protect newly converted Livonian Christians could consider
themselves a crusader, with all the

attendant spiritual benefits. He reconfirmed the grant in
1204 and would do so again in 1215, when he encouraged
Christians in the Baltic to sally forth ‘against the barbarians
to fight for the new plantation of the Christian faith’.!- In
1209 he wrote to King Waldemar II of Denmark, urging him
to ‘confound with their idols the filth of the pagans. Fight
this battle bravely and strongly like an active knight of
Christ.% Innocent’s enthusiastic support for crusading in
the Baltic helped foster a popular local belief that Livonia
somehow represented the promised land and was
specifically under the patronage and protection of the Virgin
Mary.« Soon reports of miracles were filtering back from the
front line of the campaign to clear, colonize and convert
pagan lands. The dead ceased to rot. The lame learned to
walk again.
In one sense the Livonian crusade, and subsequent
expeditions against the Estonians and other pagans, was

simply a small part of a long push by German, Danish and
other Scandinavian lords to extend their power over the
non-Christian Baltic lands, often at the expense of trading
rivals from Rus’ and elsewhere in the east. But in the context
of Innocent Ill’s papacy, however, repeated grants of
crusader status for warriors like Bishop Albert's Livonian
Swordbrothers represented something different and more
ambitious still. For under Innocent’s guidance, crusading
became not only a matter of defending the far- flung
boundaries between the Latin Christian world and the
realms of Islam, but as a political tool to coerce secular
rulers everywhere to do the pope’s bidding. During his
eighteen years as pope. Innocent proclaimed six crusades
and inspired a seventh. Not one of them reached
Jerusalem.^ Indeed, the most notorious of Innocent's
crusades (after the debacle of the Fourth Crusade to
Constantinople) occurred not thousands of miles away

from Rome, but in the kingdom of greater France, as church
resources were directed and Christian warriors were stirred
up against a sect known as the Albigensians, or Cathars.
*
The Cathars, unlike the Livs or the Estonians, were not
pagans. Rather, they were heretics, who in the eyes of the
church had deviated from the teachings of Christ to adopt a
foolish and perverted set of beliefs about the origins of the
world and the nature of divinity. Catharism was a Christian
dualist belief system, which held that as well as a beneficent
God there was another, evil, Creator, identified either with
Satan or the God of the Old Testament. While the good God
was responsible for all things spiritual, the cruel and sinful
physical world was Satan’s work.

Catharism sprang in part from the teachings of the Bogomil
church, which appeared in the Byzantine Balkans from the
tenth century and sent missionaries to the Rhineland,
southern France and Italy in the 114OS-6OS. But Catharism
was not simply Bogomilism in exile. By the time the heresy
put down roots in the realms of the Christian west it had
become a phenomenon peculiar to itself.
Cathars (the name derived from the Greek katharos,
meaning ‘pure’ or ‘clean’) believed that fallen angels stolen
from heaven by the evil God had been trapped in corrupt
bodies, from which they could only be released by strict
observance of Cathar doctrine and, ultimately, by partaking
in a ceremonial rite known as the consolamentum
(comforting), a form of adult baptism after which the
candidate’s soul was considered to have been freed, and he
or she became one of the priestly class

known as the perfecti (or in the case of women, perfectae).
Ordinary Cathars (credentes or believers) were expected to
live by the rites and teachings of the Cathar church, which
was as hierarchical as the Roman church, maintaining
bishop-like elders and acolytes (known as elder and younger
sons), observing rites such as confessing sins, blessing food,
preaching and prayer. Most credentes would only take the
consolamentum when they were close to death, because the
perfecti and perfectae lived intensely and impractically
ascetic lives, at least as harsh as those of the most rigorous
Cistercian monks. What little food they ate was strictly
vegetarian; they abstained from all sexual contact and
abhorred pregnancy and childbirth. They were in that sense
part of a broader movement around the turn of the
thirteenth centuiy towards orders of living that
concentrated on extreme poverty, preaching and selfdenial: other groups on the

spectrum included the Waldensians (followers of Peter
Waldo of Lyon, who were declared heretical and viciously
persecuted), the humiliati (a northern Italian order of poor
preachers who were eyed with suspicion by the church
authorities but not suppressed) and the Franciscans
(wandering friars who followed the example of the pious
merchant’s son St Francis of Assisi, and were warmly
embraced by the church after 1209).
At the core of Cathar belief was an institutionalized
disgust for the human body. The theological implications of
this made it impossible for a Cathar to believe that Jesus
Christ could possibly have been the living incarnation of the
good God; it also made taking the Eucharist impossible. This
was about as heretical as it was possible to be - and the
Cathars placed themselves even further outside mainstream
Christianity by their unconcealed contempt for the apparent
worldliness,

avarice and corruption of the Roman church, and their
forbidden penchant for translating religious texts including
the Vulgate Bible out of Latin and into vernacular tongues.
Yet this was no secret sect: Cathars pursued their errors in
plain sight, with halls of residence for perfects, study and
worship groups for credentes and graveyards for their
dead.At the Third Lateran Council - a grand parliament of the
church convened in Rome in 1179 - Catharism was described
as a loathsome heresy’, ‘wickedness’, ‘error’ and ‘sin’.y But
neither official insults nor preaching missions undertaken
by Cistercian monks had been able to prevent Catharism
taking root among ordinary people across western Europe,
particularly in regions where secular power was contested
or weak; its heartlands were the Midi and Languedoc
regions of southern France, in and around cities such as
Toulouse, Carcassonne and Albi - from

which the name ‘Albigensian’ derived.
One of Innocent’s priorities as pope was to beat
Catharism and other heresies back and restore the unity and
orthodoxy of the church. For the first five years of his reign
he kept up a relentless campaign directed at senior bishops
across the west for what he perceived as their slackness in
sniffing out heretics who were ‘entangling innumerable
people with their snares and... corrupting them with the
yeast of falsehood’.- When this did not yield acceptable
results, Innocent decided to engage the blunt instrument of
the warrior classes. He wrote in 1207 to Philip II of France,
telling him that ‘the perverseness of heresy... gives birth
continually to a monstrous brood... and a detestable
succession of criminals emerges’. He had tried, said
Innocent, to reason with the heretics. But ‘wounds that do
not respond to the healing of poultices must be lanced with
a blade’.*

Innocent’s anger towards heretics, and his frustration that
few around him seemed to share it, could be measured in a
letter he sent to the citizens of Viterbo in central Italy when
in 1205 they elected several Cathars to the city council:
If the earth should rise up against you, and the stars of heaven should reveal
your iniquity and manifest your stains to the whole world... so that not only
humans but the very elements themselves would join together for your
destruction and ruin and wipe you from the face of the earth... even that
punishment would not be sufficient. You have rotted in your sins, like a
beast in its dung... we believe the Lord himself is moved to nauseam

He sent a particularly severe missive to Count Raymond VI
of Toulouse (the great-grandson of the famous First
Crusade leader who had established the county of Tripoli

in the east) in which he lambasted the count for allowing
heresy to flourish in his territories: ‘What pride swells your
heart, what madness captures you, oh pestilent man?*
Yet until 1208 it appeared that Innocent’s was a lone
voice, crying into a heretical wilderness. Although he offered
crusade privileges to knights who would help bring justice
to Cathars and other heretics in southern France, and
passed laws in lands ruled directly by the papacy
commanding that heretics’ houses be torn down and all
their goods confiscated, the intransigence of rulers like
Raymond of Toulouse made his task impossible. Raymond
was not himself a Cathar - he was a patron of the Knights
Hospitaller and a personally orthodox follower of the
Roman rites. But many of the lesser baronial families who
made up the landed society of the county of Toulouse were
indeed either credentes or patrons of the Cathar church,

and there was very little Raymond could do to reverse this
trend, even after he was excommunicated twice, in 1207 and
1208. Raymond could not have stamped out Catharism in
Toulouse even if he had wished to do so - and he did not
appreciate the high-handed manner in which missives and
messengers from Innocent’s court tried to railroad him into
doing so.
Then, in the first days of 1208, a single violent act
provided the pope with the opening he needed. On 13
January a papal legate, Peter of Castelnau, met Count
Raymond at the abbey of St-Gilles to implore the count to
heed the papal agenda. Raymond as usual paid no attention,
and the two men quarrelled bitterly, exchanging insults
before parting. Having set out for home that evening, Peter
camped overnight by the banks of the River Rhone, around
10 miles (16 km) from St-Gilles. The next morning he had
scarcely finished hearing Mass when a

knight from Raymond’s retinue appeared, speared him
through the back with his lance and fled, leaving Peter to die
on the riverbank. It took around six weeks for the news of
this savage deed to reach Innocent in Rome, and mere days
for Innocent to declare Peter of Casteinau a martyr in the
tradition of the murdered English archbishop Thomas
Becket. The pope blamed Raymond - whom he denounced
as a servant of the devil, ‘crafty, slippery and inconstant’ directly for Peter’s death.* And from this point on
Innocent’s letters against heresy, sent to the great lords and
princes of the west, had real bite. The heretics and their
protectors had shown their true intent, he said. They were
violent, treacherous murderers, more dangerous even than
the Saracens. ‘The perverters of our souls have also become
the destroyers of our flesh,’ railed the pope. It was
incumbent on all Christian soldiers to join him in
exterminating them.

In June 1209 a crusading force gathered in Lyon. It had been
recruited by Cistercian preachers working the northern
parts of France above the River Loire, traditionally fertile
crusader country and a region geographically, culturally,
linguistically and temperamentally far removed from the
Occitan-speaking, sun-baked and sensuous Languedoc. The
army - which initially numbered perhaps 5,000 cavaliy and
twice as many others - included veterans of the Third and
Fourth Crusades, and lords such as Odo, duke of Burgundy
and Henry, count of Nevers, who, despite the fact that they
despised one another, were nevertheless two of the most
powerful noblemen in France. Both arrived with the
blessing of the French king Philip II Augustus who, since
returning from his uncomfortable experience on the Third

Crusade in 1191, had devoted his efforts to imposing the
power of the French crown on areas of the greater kingdom
where traditionally it had been weak. In 1204 he had evicted
the Plantagenet king of England, John, from almost all of
the latter’s French possessions, thereby restoring to
supervision of the Capetian crown the duchies of Normandy
and Brittany, the counties of Anjou, Maine and Touraine
and much of Aquitaine. Languedoc, and the county of
Toulouse in particular, had traditionally been another
bastion of resistance to French overlordship; in offering his
tacit support to Innocent’s crusade against Count Raymond,
Philip rightly calculated that another troublesome part of
his kingdom might be brought into line.
Unmistakable and unmissable among Philip’s vassals
who joined the crusader ranks was Simon of Montfort, ruler
of a small lordship near Paris centred on the forest of

Yvelines.i- This was the same Montfort who had taken the
cross at Theobald of Champagne’s tournament of Ecry in
1199, abandoned the Fourth Crusade in high dudgeon when
it was at Zara, and fulfilled his vows by travelling
independently to Syria to campaign against the Ayyubids.
Montfort was fanatically pious, bloody-minded and zealous,
a highly capable military leader who could galvanize men
behind him. He put the fear of God, quite literally, into his
foes. Peter of les Vaux-de-Cemay, a Cistercian monk who
knew Montfort well and joined him on his crusading
adventures, described him as ‘tall, with a splendid head of
hair and fine features... broad- shouldered with muscular
arms... agile and nimble of hand and foot, quick and active...
eloquent of speech... of impeccable chastity... eager to set
about a task, tireless in completing it and totally dedicated
to the service of God’.i« Less star-struck observers might
have added that Montfort

was stiff-necked and stubborn: a zealot and an implacable
brute, whose severity was exceptional even by the standards
of his age. Montfort also nursed an aristocratic inferiority
complex: although he was, in Peter of les Vaux- de-Cemay’s
words, ‘of illustrious birth’, the lordship of Montfort was a
second-rate patrimony at best, and his claim through his
mother to a share in the prestigious English earldom of
Leicester had proven impossible to secure, given the
fractious politics of England and France during the reign of
King John.: His piety therefore bled into a hunger for
property and noble title and he would use his part in the
Albigensian crusade to feed this craving.
On 24 June Montfort and the other crusaders, including
the papal legate Arnaud Amaury, set off down the Rhone
from Lyon into Cathar country, to teach Raymond of
Toulouse and the heretics he protected a severe lesson.

But they were disconcerted as they travelled to learn that
Raymond had pre-empted their arrival by making peace
with the pope. In a ceremony at the abbey of St-Gilles the
count had apologized for his errors. A papal legate
ceremonially whipped him on his bare back before
Raymond was paraded in public before the coffin of the
murdered Peter of Castelnau. Temporarily, at least, the
count’s willingness to humiliate himself stayed the hand of
the crusaders; they decided instead to attack Raymond’s
twenty-four-year-old nephew and neighbour RaymondRoger Trencavel, viscount of Beziers and Carcassonne.
The crusader assaults on those two cities, which began on
22 July, demonstrated what violent passions Innocent had
aroused. At Beziers the citizens refused to hand over their
Cathars, having heard of summary burnings of men and
women suspected of heresy as the army approached. So
after a short siege the town was taken by storm, and an

indiscriminate massacre ensued, in which women, children
and clergymen who had fled to the city’s churches were
pulled out from their hiding places and killed. Arnaud
Amaury reported back to Innocent that 20,000 people had
died, the vast majority of whom were plainly not Cathars.
The legate was later credited with the infamous phrase: ‘Kill
them all, God will know his own.’
After Beziers was burned to the ground, the crusaders
moved on to Carcassonne. Here Viscount Raymond-Roger
scrambled what defences he could, pulling down all the
mills in the suburbs to prevent the crusaders from making
bread to sustain themselves during a siege, and ordering
that the stalls of churches be dismantled and the wood
deployed as a barricade. But this was as much as he could
do. The crusaders arrived on 1 August and set up their
siegeworks. Seeing that resistance was hopeless, on 14
August Raymond-Roger ordered the citizens to go out and

beg for mercy, dressed humbly and penitentially in their
undershirts, while he himself surrendered. He was
imprisoned and three months later he died, still in prison,
either from dysentery or foul play.w
*
With Beziers smouldering and Carcassonne laid bare to be
ransacked, the crusaders had finally put into action all the
furious words Innocent had levelled against heresy and
Catharism during the previous decade. But the crusade was
far from over. For after the fall of Carcassonne, the
crusaders elected Simon of Montfort as ruler of RaymondRoger’s confiscated lands and the formal secular leader of
the crusade. These two posts were inextricably linked. From
this point onwards, actions against heretics and their
protectors in the Languedoc were driven by

Montfort’s agenda, which was arranged around two major
themes. The first was to inflict as much pain and terror as
possible on those who had strayed from correct religion. The
second was to subdue under his own rule the viscounty he
had snatched from the late Raymond-Roger, and then to
start expanding his power into the county of Toulouse.
Between the summers of 1209 and 1211, Montfort singlemindedly pursued both goals. Efficiency and cruelty were
his watchwords, and he was assisted in his efforts by an
artful siege engineer, William, archdeacon of Paris, a
renowned expert at building catapults.- At Minerve in the
summer of 1210 Montfort bombarded the city walls with a
catapult nicknamed ‘Bad Neighbour’ - the same name Philip
Augustus had given to his own trebuchet during the siege of
Acre in 1191. When the walls crumbled, Montfort’s army
‘burned many heretics, frantic men of an evil nature

and crazy women who shrieked among the flames...
Afterwards their bodies were thrown out and mud shoveled
over them so that no stench from these foul things should
annoy our foreign forces.’- The following spring, when
Montfort took the castle of Lavaur, one of the two authors of
The Song of the Cathar Wars wrote that ‘there was so great
a killing that I believe it will be talked of till the end of the
world’.- The lady of the castle, Girauda, a Cathar perfecta,
was thrown in a well and pelted with stones until she
drowned. Her brother Sir Aimery was hanged, along with
eighty of his knights; 400 of the supposedly heretical
townsfolk were burned to death in a meadow.^ At
Castelnaudary in September of the same year the crusaders
defeated a combined army of Raymond VI of Toulouse (who,
despite his humiliating penance in 1209, had once more
been excommunicated by the pope) and the count of Foix.
During the following year,

all over the Languedoc, castles and towns surrendered.
Viciousness now characterized the war on both sides:
defenders of the Languedoc patrolled the roads in gangs,
kidnapping stray crusaders and gouging out their eyes or
cutting off their noses. One aristocratic couple, Bernard of
Cazenac and his wife Helis, who were sympathetic to the
Cathar cause, amputated the hands and feet of suspected
Montfortian sympathizers, and cut off the nipples and
thumbs of women to render them useless either for nursing
or handiwork.-’ But these terror tactics did not dismay
Montfort. Under his command the crusaders’ numbers
ebbed and flowed with the seasons: his force was sometimes
reduced to no more than thirty knights, reliant on
freebooting for their survival. Nevertheless, he continued to
move steadily through the county of Toulouse, hunting
heretics and increasing his sphere of command. His troops
kept their spirits up by singing godly

anthems such as Veni Creator Spiritus while they besieged
and burned and bombarded. Peter of les Vaux-de-Cemay
stayed busy by compiling accounts of the miracles that
seemed to them to prove God had sanctioned their deeds.
*
By the end of 1212 Innocent III had begun to weaiy
somewhat of affairs in southern France. Despite Montfort’s
reign of terror, and his promulgation in December of the
Statutes of Pamiers - a set of laws which spelled out the
rights of the people who now lived under his command,
while instituting a form of apartheid over the conquered
lands, in which people were divided into heretics and nonheretics and governed accordingly - Catharism had not been
wiped from the earthBut the pope’s attention was beginning
to turn to other crusading

arenas. In the summer the unintended consequences of his
ceaseless crusade preaching had become apparent with the
appearance of the so-called Children’s Crusade - in fact two
separate popular movements, both of which included large
contingents of young people. In the Rhineland a charismatic
shepherd called Nicholas of Cologne whipped up thousands
of supporters and encouraged them to follow him south
across the Alps to Genoa, where he promised that the sea
would part and allow them to cross to Egypt, so that they
could convert the Muslims. Meanwhile in France, another
young village boy, the twelve-year-old Stephen of Cloyes,
raised a mob with miracle working and promised to lead
them to Jerusalem. In the end, Stephen merely herded his
followers from Paris to Marseille - a long journey, no doubt,
but not quite a trip to the Promised Land. Nicholas,
meanwhile, led nearly 7,000 people to Genoa, marching

behind a T-shaped (tau.) cross, but he was perplexed to
discover that the Mediterranean would not open up before
him. He took some of the German ‘crusaders’ to the papal
court where Innocent indulged them with an audience
before sending them home.
At the same time as this, Innocent was also occupied with
Spain and Portugal, where since early in his papacy he had
been trying to encourage the five kings of the Iberian
peninsula to band together and fight the Almohads, the
austere Berber sect from north Africa who had swept to
power in Islamic southern Spain in place of the Almoravids.
On 18 July 1195, near Calatrava (roughly halfway between
Toledo and Cordoba), the Almohad caliph Abu Yusuf Ya’qub
al-Mansur had inflicted a stinging defeat known as the
Disaster of Alarcos (al-Arak) on a combined army of
Castilian knights and members of the Spanish military
orders of Santiago and Evora.

Almohad gains were now threatening to stall, or even to
reverse the progress of the Reconquista; in the words of Ibn
al-Athir, ‘Christendom was weakened at that time and the
cause of Islam in Andalusia grew strong.’^ Impressing upon
the Christian monarchs the importance of fighting the
enemies of Christ rather than one another had proven
unexpectedly difficult, even when Innocent proclaimed that
crusade privileges were available to all who joined the
struggle. But in 1212 there was finally a breakthrough. On 16
July at the Battle of Las Navas de Tolosa (al-‘Iqab), a
combined
Castilian-Aragonese-N avarrese- Portuguese
army, reinforced with French volunteers and members of
various military orders, surprised and routed the new
Almohad caliph al-Nasir and a large expeditionary force of
Berber warriors. The caliph’s tent and battle standard were
captured, and sent to Innocent as a trophy. Al-Nasir scuttled
back to Marrakesh, where he was murdered.

Building on this success and using its momentum to rally a
fifth great crusade to the east now became the pope’s main
goal, to which end he was preparing a major new crusade
bull, which would become known as Quia major (‘How
many9).
Standing awkwardly in the way of this revival of
conventional directions of crusading - against Almohad
caliphs and Ayyubid princes - was Montfort, whose
advances in southern France had begun to vex potential
crusading allies, most notably the Aragonese king, Pedro II.
Ever hungry for supposedly heretical lands, Monfortian
forces had overrun the lordships of Foix and Comminges,
which extended into the Pyrenees and therefore owed their
allegiance to Pedro, and not to the king of France. The
Aragonese king (who also happened to be Raymond of
Toulouse’s brother-in-law) complained bitterly to Innocent,
and the pope duly tried to bring Montfort into

line, telling him and the legate Arnaud Amaury that ‘you
have extended greedy hands into lands which have no ill
reputation for heresy... it does not seem credible that there
are heretics in those places’But Monfort’s response, when it
came, was as uncompromising as ever. On 12 September
1213 he met Pedro II on the battlefield at Muret, on the
outskirts of Toulouse, defeated his army and killed him.
‘Great was the loss, the sorrow the disaster’, wrote the
author of The Song of the Cathar Wars. ‘It dishonoured the
whole
of
Christendom,
it
dishonoured
all
humanity.Montfort did not care. With Pedro dead and the
heir of Aragon, James I, a toddler, he carried on gaily where
he had left off: persecuting heretics, cannibalizing the
territories of the count of Toulouse and establishing himself
as the premier lord of the French south. Innocent, who had
by now published Quia major and was focusing on eastern
affairs, had little choice but to acquiesce.

Montfort had long since slipped out of his control.
In November 1215 Innocent convened one of the largest
ever synods of the western church: the Fourth Lateran
Council. The principal goals of this gathering were to make
arrangements for the Fifth Crusade, to reform and raise the
general standards of living among Latin churchmen, to
oppress the Jews and to order the ordinary faithful of the
church to take Eucharist and confession at least once a year.
The council also took pains to condemn heretics to
excommunication. But by this stage the pope’s own direct
interest in Catharism had cooled from the white heat of the
previous decade, and the energy of the Albigensian crusade
had been diverted well and truly behind the Montfortian
campaign of self-aggrandizement. Shortly before the
council, Montfort finalized his annexation of the bulk of the
county of Toulouse, which Innocent formally approved. In
1216 Montfort paid homage for

Toulouse to King Philip of France, thereby bringing the
greatest lordship of the French deep south into obedience to
the French crown for the first time in living memoiy. It was
a victory for both men, and one that had been secured
explicitly through the radical deployment of the holy war, as
Montfort’s friend Peter of Le Vaux-de-Cemay
acknowledged. ‘All those territories within his domains had
been won by the crusaders from the heretics and their
supporters.’^
Simon of Montfort died, appropriately enough, while
inspecting the walls of Toulouse during a siege on 25 June
1218. The city had been occupied by Raymond VI of
Toulouse’s son and successor - also called Raymond (later
Raymond VII) - who was not prepared to accept his father’s
disinheritance without a fight. As Montfort cast his eye over
the defences, a group of women operating a large catapult
inside the city took a lucky shot, and

succeeded in landing a large rock directly on Montfort’s
head. He died instantly and was buried in Carcassonne, the
site of one of his earliest operations against the Cathars..
Quite what he had achieved on behalf of the church - as
opposed to his property portfolio and reputation - was
unclear. His immediate legacy in southern France was one
of terror, endemic violence, social upheaval and a civil war
that ended with the county of Toulouse deprived of its longstanding independence and yoked to a newly assertive
French crown. The problems of heresy in the Languedoc and
beyond, however, had not gone away. Indeed, after Simon’s
death, a groundswell of resistance led by Raymond the
younger of Toulouse and inadequately resisted by Philip
Augustus’s son and heir Louis ‘the Lion’ (who acceded as
Louis VIII of France in 1223) led to many of the lands
Montfort had taken being reconquered. A long

and bitter civil war in the French south was only settled in
1229, after two full decades of bloody upheaval. And despite
this, complaints about Catharism corrupting the French
church echoed around the region for more than a century
afterwards. The movement was only truly run to ground by
the persistent efforts of the Inquisition in the fourteenth
century.
In the short term, the most striking beneficiary of Simon
of Montfort’s involvement in the Albigensian crusade was
his son and namesake, Simon of Montfort the younger, who
enjoyed a career that was in its way as dramatic as his
father’s. The younger Simon, his reputation gilded by
descent from such a famous crusader, successfully laid
claim to the earldom of Leicester, married Eleanor, sister of
the English king Henry III, and then turned rebel, leading
an uprising in England that all but deposed King Henry in
the 1260s. In the course of his political campaign

against the English crown, Simon the younger appropriated
the clothes of crusade, and had his army sew white crosses
on to their uniforms. He ended his days hacked to pieces on
a battlefield, with his severed testicles hanging from his
nose. Violence, it seemed, begat violence.
*
At the time that Simon of Montfort was crushed to death in
1218 his sponsor Innocent III had already passed on. The
pope died suddenly in Perugia on 16 July 1216, aged fiftyfive. He had done more to shape crusading than any pope
since Urban II and his broad, pluralist deployment of holy
war had radically reshaped whole regions of the Christian
world. In Spain he had galvanized the warring princes to
strike back against the Almohads. The Battle of Las Navas
de Tolosa was a blow from which Islamic Spain

did not recover, and the Reconquista began a slow but
steady path to completion. In France, Innocent’s use of
crusading against the Cathars catalyzed a radical reform of
the relations between the southern French lords and the
Capetian crown, as well as ensuring that heretic hunting
would remain a sport in the south deep into the thirteenth
century. In the Baltic, Innocent’s wholehearted approval of
crusading as a cover for German and Danish conquests in
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia ensured that paganism was
persecuted to extinction, although that effort was not
completed until the early fifteenth century. Thanks to
Innocent’s Fourth Crusade Byzantium was fatally
weakened, partitioned between the Latin empire of
Constantinople and several splinter Byzantine states whose
leaders plotted constantly to restore the empire that had
been taken from them in 1204. And in the Holy Land, the
Fifth Crusade was brewing; a general mobilization of

the west in pursuit of Jerusalem was about to begin under
the guidance of Innocent’s successor, Honorius III. For
better or worse, all this had been achieved in a papacy that
lasted just eighteen and a half years, and during which there
were many other political crises and calls on Innocent’s
attention.
Despite all his achievements, however, Innocent did not
enjoy an entirely dignified afterlife. In July 1216 the French
prelate, preacher and chronicler Jacques de Vitiy passed
through Perugia seeking an audience with the pope, only to
find him dead and lying in repose in the city’s cathedral.
Through a lapse in security, Innocent’s clothes and jewels
had been stolen by graverobbers, and the mightiest prince
of the church lay in his coffin all but naked and in the early
stages of decomposition. *<2 The only consolation was that
others were treated worse. Raymond VI of Toulouse died in
1222, still under the sentence of

excommunication. He could not be buried in consecrated
ground, so his body was kept in its coffin under a pall in the
house of the Hospitallers in Toulouse. It remained there for
more than a century, as successive popes stubbornly refused
Raymond posthumous absolution, until eventually his flesh
had been entirely eaten by rats and his coffin by woodworm.
It was a dismal end for a luckless prince. Between Montfort,
Innocent, Raymond and the countless ‘heretics’ and
crusaders who were cut to pieces in a war that disturbed
southern France for a generation, there was little to
advertise that crusading had a glorious future, either.

- Montfort was a vassal of Philip Augustus, with whom King John of England

was fighting a bitter and protracted war. Although in 1207 Simon briefly inherited
many of the lands of the earldom of Leicester, these were almost immediately
confiscated from him by John, who took the lands and their revenues for himself.
Simon’s famous son, Simon of Montfort the younger, made good the claim during
the reign of Henry EIL
i Some years later his body was removed and reburied at Montfort l’Amaury.
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The River of Paradise
All the world is warring here...

Only the gentlest breath of a summer breeze moved the
grass in the meadow outside Bedum in Frisia (modem
Netherlands) as a preacher and academic called Oliver of
Cologne gathered the townsfolk to tell them about the

coming war in the east. Thousands of men and women had
assembled, and after listening to high Mass sung, they sat
on the ground while Oliver addressed them on a theme he
borrowed from St Paul’s letter to the Galatians: ‘God forbid
that I should glory, save in the cross of Our Lord Jesus
Christ.’i
For the faithful Christians of Bedum this was something
of a treat. Oliver, aged around forty-four in that summer of
1214, was a charismatic polymath, who had served as
headmaster of Cologne’s cathedral school before going to
study at the emerging university of Paris. In time his talents
would earn him promotion to the bishopric of Paderborn
and eventually a cardinal’s hat. In 1214, however Oliver was
a recruiting officer for the Fifth Crusade. He took to his task
with aplomb, travelling busily around the towns and cities
of north-west Europe, signing up volunteers and soliciting
donations: for a mission that

would, in the words of Innocent Ill’s crusading bull Quia
major, free the Holy Land from the ‘perfidious Saracens’.^
The Nile Delta during the Fifth Crusade, 1217-21

No good crusade preacher could do his job without the aid
of signs, portents and miracles, and one reason Oliver was
so successful was that when he preached, the elements
seemed to rally behind him. As he embarked on his sermon
at Bedum a strange cloud appeared in the sky. Oliver later
recounted the event in a letter to the count of Namur. The
cloud shone, he said, ‘and on it was a white cross’. Then
came
another cross of the same colour and shape, thirdly a great cross appeared
between and above these... which had on it the form of a human body, so it
seemed, as tall as a man, naked... his head leaning on his shoulders and his
arms not stretched out straight but raised up above. There were, clearly
visible, nails through the hands and feet.'

One of the first people to spot this mysterious cloud
formation was an eleven-year-old girl who, encouraged by
her mother and grandmother, stirred up those around her

into fits of religious ecstasy. Even townsfolk who had been
in two minds about crusading were now seized with holy
fervour. ‘One of the local people rushed up to me... saying
“Now the Holy Land has been recovered/” recalled Oliver,
‘as though treating the event as a sure prophecy for the
future/* And so the people of Bedum committed themselves
to the Fifth Crusade.
*
Three years later, on 29 May 1217, pilgrims and warriors
from the Rhineland and Frisia, including those who had
taken the cross after the miracle at Bedum, finally piled on
to 300 transport ships at Vlaardingen, in southern Holland,
and prepared to depart for the east. Their crusade had been
a long time coming - so long, indeed, that Pope Innocent was
now dead. But this extended

period of preparation had always been part of the plan: to
give ample time for provisioning, recruitment and
preparation, and to allow for anticipated trouble recruiting
volunteers from France, where the Albigensian crusade was
diverting attention, and England, where a civil war between
supporters of King John and a coalition of baronial rebels
had produced years of political stagnation and crisis. But
even an unusually long delay in departing had not dimmed
the enthusiasm of the participants, whom the English
chronicler Roger of Wendover called ‘a great movement of
brave and warlike men/'. In keeping with generations of
Flemish and other northern pilgrims before them, they set
sail down the English Channel, stopping at Dartmouth to
collect English volunteers eager to escape the death-throes
of the civil war, then re-crossed the Channel and followed
mainland Europe’s Atlantic coast all the way south to the
Strait of Gibraltar, where they would

pass into the Mediterranean.
The journey was rough, and although the large ships
avoided venturing very far from the coastline into open
water, the fleet was still tossed violently around by the
weather. By the time they had rounded the Bay of Biscay,
perhaps one in ten had been scattered by storms or smashed
to pieces on rocks. Just to keep going, remembered Oliver of
Cologne, took great courage on the part of the warriors’.*
When the armada entered waters off the coast of the
Christian kingdoms of Spain and Portugal, many on board
were desperate to break the journey for a while. They
disembarked to pray at the shrine of Santiago de
Compostela, and enjoyed, even if only briefly, the sensation
of solid land under their feet.
Few voyages from north-west Europe to the Holy Land
were ever completed in one unbroken stint, so as the end of
summer approached, the fleet split up to dock before

the autumn seas grew too rough to navigate. Around onethird, mostly Frisian vessels, pressed on into the
Mediterranean to overwinter on the west coast of Italy. The
rest, around 180 of the German ships, stayed in Iberia to
overwinter on the Portuguese coast, where their crews could
swap doing battle with the waves for doing battle with the
infidel. There they followed the example of crusaders
stretching back to Sigurd of Norway in the early twelfth
century and the second crusaders of 1147, and went out to
pick a fight with the Muslims of southern Spain.
Their target was an Almohad military outpost known as
al-Qasr (Alcacer do Sal): a sturdy fortress at the mouth of
the River Sado, south of Lisbon. It had been selected by the
local bishops of Lisbon and Evora, who had noted with
satisfaction the plight of the Almohads following the Battle
of Las Navas de Tolosa, after which the Almohad caliph

Muhammad al-Nasir had been murdered and succeeded by
his ten-year-old son, known as Yusuf II. In late July the
crusaders, assisted by members of the Templars,
Hospitallers and the Iberian Order of Santiago (or St James
of the Sword), put al-Qasr under siege. After six weeks they
successfully fought off an Almohad relieving army sent west
from Seville and Cordoba. Finally, on 19 October 1217, they
accepted the defenders’ surrender. Oliver of Cologne
recorded this victory with satisfaction: ‘The Saracens were
conquered by divine strength; one of their kings [i.e. emirs]
was killed, and with him a great many were massacred or led
into captivity.’- Another correspondent told of Moorish
captives asking plaintively after the battle about a vision
they had seen of a ghostly ‘shining battle line wearing red
crosses’, which had seemed to fortify the Christian army.*
Coming five years after the Christian triumph at Las Navas
de Tolosa, the fall

of al-Qasr signalled that the age of Almohad dominance over
southern Iberia was drawing to a dose.* It also seemed to
bode well for the course of the new crusade.
*
In the early spring of 1218 the Flemish and German
crusaders left Portugal and Italy and headed on to the Holy
Land. By late April the great rounded hulks of their ships
had begun to appear on the horizon at Acre, and smaller
launches were ferrying them ashore to explore the capital of
the kingdom of Jerusalem. Arriving at this thriving port by
way of its sheltered harbour, guarded by the magnificent
palace-headquarters of the Knights Templar and
overlooked by the counting-houses and wharves of the
various Italian merchants always left an impression,
although not necessarily a positive one. The

French theologian Janies of Vitiy, bishop of Acre, described
the city at that time as ‘a monstrous dragon with nine heads
engaged in mutual conflict’, and complained bitterly about
the many faults of the people who lived there, which
included the erroneous practice of Christian circumcision,
irregular modes of confession, people making the sign of the
cross with one finger instead of three, priests with odd
haircuts, women wearing veils, fornication, domestic
violence, drug trafficking, prostitution and the prevalence of
poison manufacturers making narcotics from animal dung.James also lamented the fact that Acre and not Jerusalem
was the capital of the kingdom, and that so many holy sites
remained in Muslim hands. If only the Latin states had
4,000 good knights, he wrote, Jerusalem itself could easily
be retaken.
This was wishful thinking. And despite James’s

complaints about hygiene and public decency, it obscured
the fact that in 1217 the crusader states were militarily - if
not morally - fairly secure. True, they were much diminished
from their twelfth century extent (the kingdom of Jerusalem
no longer extended beyond the banks of the River Jordan,
and did not include the Holy City itself) but what existed was
a compact and relatively easily managed coastal littoral,
extending from Jaffa in the south to Beirut in the north, with
its capital at Acre. Its king in 1218 was a widower named
John of Brienne, a minor nobleman from Champagne, who
ruled in the name of his daughter, the five-year-old Isabella
II.- In his mid-forties at the time of the Fifth Crusade, John
was a remarkably ambitious nobleman of huge physical
bearing, skilled in the saddle but literate enough to pass his
free time writing troubadour lyrics. According to one
flattering chronicler, ‘the Saracens fled before him as if they
were facing the

Devil, or a lion appearing to devour them’.u Given the
previous standard set by monarchs that included lepers,
children and women, this was hardly a disaster.
The defence of John’s realm outside crusading periods
was chiefly the job of the military orders: Templars,
Hospitallers and a new, Germanic order established during
the siege of Acre in 1191, known as the Teutonic Knights.
Funded handsomely by their many western patrons, each of
these groups could muster around 300 highly disciplined
knights and several thousand sergeants, and they
maintained state-of-the-art castles at strategic locations
throughout the kingdom. The most eye-catching of these
was the Hospitallers’ vast hilltop militaiy compound
halfway between Tripoli and Homs, Crac des Chevaliers,
which was large enough to house 2,000 troops inside its
thick concentric walls. The combined resources and elite
training of the militaiy orders provided a

perfectly adequate force for routine defence of the kingdom,
particularly given the weakened state of the Ayyubids.
Following Saladin’s death in 1193 the Ayyubid sultanate had
fractured under the rule of various of his sons, brothers and
nephews. Syria and Egypt had returned to their more
familiar condition of weak central authority and petty
rivalries between neighbouring Islamic emirs. And Saladin’s
eventual successor as sultan, his brother al- Adil (Safadin),
was prepared to live with crusaders as neighbours, to which
end he kept the peace in a series of long-term truces,
running almost unbroken between 1198 and 1217.1 When
Innocent had launched the Fifth Crusade he had painted a
picture of the Christian kingdom in danger of imminent
extinction, facing ‘great need’, with thousands of Christians
in miserable captivity. One of the great paradoxes at the
heart of the Fifth Crusade was that, despite the urgency and
eloquence of its calling, it was

always more closely rooted in Innocent’s vision for church
reform through mass penitential pilgrimage than in the
actual political and military needs of the kingdom of
Jerusalem.
*
As Oliver of Cologne and his companions disembarked at
Acre, they learned that they were not the first crusaders to
have arrived. The previous autumn King Andrew of
Hungaiy, Leopold VI, duke of Austria and the twenty- threeyear-old Hugh of Lusignan, king of Cyprus had all visited
Acre as crusaders, arriving with a fanfare that was
unfortunately not matched by their subsequent
achievements. Although they did not lack for troops, the
three leaders - compared by a sardonic Oliver of Cologne to
the Biblical Magi - struggled for any real purpose. In

November and December 1217 they made three
unsuccessful forays into enemy territory, using one as a
chance to survey the occupied holy sites, another to launch
a fruitless attack on the fortress on Mount Tabor, and the
last to forage and raid. Al-Adil’s son al-Mu’azzam, emir of
Damascus and de facto ruler of Ayyubid Palestine, had only
the most fleeting interest in fighting them, and the folly of
their winter manoeuvring was soon exposed by the terrain
and climate. Marching was hard, and slowed by the need to
carry sick and immobile crusaders on mules and camelback. Wet, windy days and freezing nights caused deaths
from exposure. Before long, disease whipped around their
camp and at the start of 1218 Andrew of Hungaiy announced
he was leaving the crusade on the grounds of illness. He
departed at the start of January, taking with him Hugh of
Cyprus, who died a few days into the journey. All that was
left to occupy the armies and

pilgrims who had served them was the task of assisting the
Templars, who were building a massive naval fortress on the
coast at ‘Atlit, between Haifa and Caesarea. The castle,
named Castle Pilgrim (Chateau Pelerin), was one of the
finest ever constructed in the Holy Land and when finished
it effectively neutralized the threat of Mount Tabor.
Otherwise, there was little to celebrate. At such moments,
wrote Oliver, the sensible crusader could only take comfort
in the glorious inscrutability of the Almighty. ‘The eye of the
human mind,’ he wrote, ‘cannot penetrate the abysses of
divine decrees/Arriving in the aftermath of this catalogue of haplessness,
the Germans and Frisians determined to do things
differently. They spent just a month in the city, reprovisioning and repairing ships, before setting out again.
On 24 May 1218, Ascension Day, they unfurled their sails
and headed south: not for another of the Christian ports of

the kingdom of Jerusalem, but for the coast of Egypt. At a
council of war John of Brienne, Leopold of Austria, Oliver of
Cologne and others had decided that direct assault on the
Holy City was out of the question; in the words of James of
Vitry, ‘a siege of Jerusalem in the summer was impossible
because of the lack of water’. The key to Ayyubid strength,
they agreed, lay not in their holdings in Palestine, but in
their command of Egypt. ‘The Saracens derive their power
from it and they are thus able to hold its riches and our land,’
explained James of Vitry. ‘With the taking of that land, we
would easily be able to recapture the entire kingdom of
Jerusalem.’^ The plan was to land in the Nile delta and seize
the city of Damietta.
*
Damietta was one of Egypt’s three great cities, along with

Alexandria, to the west, and Cairo, around 125 miles (200
km) further up the Nile. It had only tenuous religious
significance to Christians: some thought that Moses had
originated from this port ‘on the bank of the river of
Paradise’; others believed that Christ went there with his
mother.* More significant was its role as a gatekeeper city to
one of the major eastern branches of the Nile and its status
as a wealthy trading city, in which grain, wine, oil, balsam,
huge casements of aromatic spices and many other good
things abounded.^
Besides being a glittering prize, Damietta was also a
devilishly imposing place to approach. Even getting there
was horrible. Oliver of Cologne, who had already been at sea
for many months travelling from north-west Europe,
managed to cross from Acre in three days, but others were
tossed about on the seas by a north wind, some suffering
shipwreck and drowning and others being lost at sea for

up to a month. When the crusaders did arrive in early June
they saw a city that would be as tough to take as any in the
history of crusading. It was protected on one side by the
Nile, and on the other by a saltwater lagoon called
Mansallah. To approach by land meant negotiating three
sets of walls, dozens of towers and a deep moat. In the
middle of the river on a small island stood a chain tower that
controlled access to the city by water. Around it, crocodiles
basked in the shallows: ‘They lie in wait for men and horses
and swallow whatever their teeth capture,’ wrote James of
Vitry.^ To avoid all these perils, the crusaders’ ships had to
disgorge their troops on to a spit of land that protruded from
the western bank of the river, from which Damietta could
only be seen across the water and bombarded with
trebuchet-shot from afar. An eclipse of the moon greeted
their arrival, which Oliver of Cologne interpreted as a sign
that God was preparing to abandon

the Saracens.-- But it was hard to see how this was going to
happen.
As well as planning their military operations against
Damietta, the crusaders had to consider the matter of their
own leadership. When Oliver had preached to the good folk
of Frisia four years earlier, most assumed the Fifth Crusade
would be led by the young and charismatic Frederick II
Hohenstaufen: king of Germany, heir to the crown of Sicily
and then the leading candidate for the imperial crown of the
Holy Roman Empire, which for many years had been
fiercely disputed between rival German dynasties. Frederick
took the cross in 1215 and made it clear that he wanted to go
crusading. But he made fulfilling his oath contingent on his
coronation. As long as Innocent’s successor, Honorius III,
stalled, Frederick refused to risk his neck in Damietta. The
result was impasse. So in his absence, the crusaders elected
John of

Brienne to overall command. John’s immediate task in the
summer of 1218 was how to set about breaking down
Damietta’s formidable defences.
At the end of the summer he had made a strong start,
aided handsomely by Oliver of Cologne. As well as being a
preacher, theologian and amateur astrologer, Oliver was
also a competent military engineer, and in the first months
outside Damietta he designed a floating fortress much like
those the Venetians had deployed at Constantinople in
1204. Two ships were lashed together and equipped with a
rotating flying bridge at the top of their masts. On 24
August, amid fierce fighting, scorching hails of Greek fire
and torrid conditions in the river, which was at the peak of
its annual summer flood, a crack team of Germans,
Austrians and Frisians inched this waterborne siege engine
beside the chain tower and let down the bridge for long
enough to send an invading party into the tower

itself. There, recalled Oliver later, a young Frisian - perhaps
a man whom the preacher had himself recruited - charged
at the tower guards, wielding an agricultural flail of the type
normally used for threshing grain. He ‘lashed out bravely to
the right and to the left, knocked down a certain man
holding the saffron standard of the Sultan and took the
banner away from him... O ineffable kindness of God! O
unexplainable joy of Christians!’ wrote Oliver.^ James of
Vitry gave an even more dramatic rendition of this battle: to
the sound of pilgrims weeping and praying for divine
assistance on the riverbank, he wrote, a party of just ten
crusaders braved ‘the hail of fire, swords, arrows and stones’
to bundle from ship-mast to tower, before killing 250 of its
defenders and forcing the remaining 112 to surrender.n
Either way, the tower fell, the chain was let down, and
crusader ships swept into the river and began carrying men
and munitions to new emplacements

directly outside Damietta’s walls. A week later, even better
news arrived. On 31 August the sultan al-Adil had died while
travelling from Syria to Egypt to reinforce the siege.
Suddenly the stars seemed to be aligning in favour of the
Fifth Crusade.
*
One year later, the crusaders were still outside Damietta and
spirits were beginning to sag. Although al-Adil’s death
brought jeers of satisfaction from Oliver of Cologne, who
crowed that the sultan, ‘grown old with evil days and
sickness... died and was buried in hell’, such celebrations
were short-lived.- Al-Adil’s pragmatic and intelligent son alKamil succeeded as sultan and found he had an uncommon
degree of support among his hitherto fractious brothers and
cousins, who held the various other

appanages within the Ayyubid world. There was quite an
irony here: the Fifth Crusade had been launched to exploit
divisions among the Ayyubid family, but ended up fostering
a spirit of unity unseen in the Islamic Near East since the
days of Nur al-Din and Saladin.Despite repeated amphibious assaults on Damietta’s
walls, a round-the-clock catapult barrage, and the
occasional parading of a new fragment of the Holy Cross
that had (it was said) been saved from the original lost at
Hattin, for most of 1219 it seemed that it would be
impossible for the crusaders ever to break in to Damietta.
The defenders scuttled boats in the Nile to hinder
navigation, and they poured Greek fire on to vessels that
came too near the city’s outer ramparts. In camp a winter
siege brought storms, flooding and rampant disease,
including one foul condition that caused the sufferer’s gums
to rot and their legs to break out in hideous black

sores. Many died. Some drifted away and went home. New
crusaders rotated in from England, France, Germany and
Italy - although the would-be Holy Roman Emperor
Frederick Hohenstaufen was never among them. Instead, a
papal legate, the cardinal-bishop Pelagius of Albano, arrived
to represent Pope Honorius, and soon began to irritate
many of the secular leaders of the crusade, particularly John
of Brienne, whose authority he questioned and undermined.
Then, in the spring of 1219, shocking news arrived from
Jerusalem. In late March its Ayyubid ruler, al-Kamil’s
brother al-Mu’azzam, had ordered all the city’s walls and
defensive towers to be demolished. This apparently selfdefeating move in fact meant that if the Latin army did ever
manage to seize it they would have no hope of defending it.
After the joy that greeted victory at the chain tower the
previous autumn, the siege of Damietta now

seemed to be nothing but a succession of demoralizing
defeats. All the rank and file of the crusaders could do was
shiver, labour and wait, wearily, for their enemies to either
surrender or starve.
*
Further up the river, the sultan al-Kamil spent his time
pondering the best way to try to evict the Franks from their
unwelcome position in one of his most important trading
posts. He was amused but unmoved in the summer of 1219
when there appeared from the crusader camp the peculiar
figure of Francis of Assisi: a well-to-do Italian merchant’s
son who had abandoned his worldly goods to take up the life
of a wandering preacher and had been granted official papal
permission to live according to a rule derived from strict,
simple obedience to the

teachings of the Gospels. Francis, later St Francis, was the
founder of the Franciscan order of poor (or mendicant)
friars; he had arrived at Damietta of his own accord,
claiming that he would be able to bring peace by converting
the sultan to Christianity. Having sought and been granted
an audience with al-Kamil, Francis offered to walk through
fire to prove to the sultan the power of Christ’s protection.
Al-Kamil declined, just as he declined to be baptized and
Francis was sent packing. He was fortunate to return to the
crusader camp with his head.
Shortly after Francis’s visit, al-Kamil made an audacious
offer of his own. In September 1219, with economic
conditions across Egypt deteriorating as the result of a poor
harvest, and Damietta’s citizens about to starve to death, he
sent an offer to the crusaders that - perhaps deliberately caused them much agonized debate. If the crusaders would
abandon their positions on the Nile, al-

Kamil’s envoys said, then he would cede them the city of
Jerusalem along with much of Palestine, saving only the
castles that directly overlooked the trade and pilgrim roads
linking Damascus with Cairo and Mecca. It was a tempting
offer. But there was not a consensus, and in the end, the
legate Pelagius convinced his fellow leaders that there was
more to be gained by holding on for victoiy in Damietta.
Pelagius was backed by the militaiy orders, who saw the
impossibility of holding Jerusalem - with its walls now
reduced to piles of rubble - and by Venetian advisors who
saw the commercial potential in establishing a permanent
Christian foothold in the Nile delta. Despite all the
hardships of the siege and the extraordinary allure of
regaining command of the Holy Sepulchre, the crusaders
continued to wait.
Eventually, their persistence paid off. After eighteen
months of bombardment, wrote ibn al-Athir, ‘the

surviving inhabitants were unable to hold out because they
were so few and food was impossible to obtain’.- On 5
November they left a tower unguarded and an alert party of
crusaders spotted it, pushed a ladder against the wall and
opened a gate through which the rest of the army could rush
in.
The sight that greeted them on entering Damietta was as
hideous as any they had seen. A year and a half of
deprivation and bombardment had left the city a fetid,
disease-ridden graveyard populated by skeletons and
ghosts. ‘The few Saracens still alive were too few to buiy the
many corpses that lay on the ground,’ wrote James of Vitry.
‘The smell and the polluted air were too much for most
people to bear.’ There was hardly any food to be had: only
beautiful but inedible baubles of gold and silver, silk cloth
and jewels.** However, if there was shock, there was
precious little pity. Soon enough, Christian thieves ran

around taking what they could before the official division of
spoils began. Priests took hold of starving Muslim children
and forced them to undergo baptism.
Meanwhile, the sultan, realizing that his gambit of trading
the Holy Sepulchre for the filthy lucre of an Egyptian
treasure trove had failed, retreated with his army 37 miles
(60 km) upriver in the direction of Cairo. Losing Damietta
was a major defeat, but not a fatal one, and al- Kamil still
had one option left. If he could draw the crusaders up the
Nile then it would be possible for him to goad them into a
fight that they had no possibility of winning. It would be a
gamble. But it could work - so long as he could rely on his
enemies’ divided leadership, ignorance and greed.
*

In a popular song known as the Palastinalied, composed in
Middle High German at the time of the Fifth Crusade, the
lyric poet Walther von der Vogelweide imagined himself a
pilgrim visiting the Holy Land for the first time. ‘Christians,
Jews and heathens / all say that this is their patrimony,’ he
wrote. ‘All the world is warring here’.^> In Damietta during
the year 1220, however, warring had once again abated. The
crusaders occupied the city, and Templars and Hospitallers
went out on foraging raids into the surrounding
countryside. Al-Kamil built a large military encampment at
a fork in the Nile nearly halfway to Cairo, which he later
named al-Mansurah (The Victorious’). But neither side was
in a great rush to attack the other. The sultan had just seen
the enormous effort required to storm the city. The
crusaders, commanded by the legate Pelagius, once John of
Brienne retired to Acre to govern the kingdom of Jerusalem,
knew they needed

major reinforcement if they were to continue their
campaign. Rumours abounded from far and wide of new
armies preparing to join the fight: it was said that warriors
were mustering in the Orthodox Christian kingdom of
Georgia, that a mysterious and much mythologized eastern
warrior known as Prester John was thundering across the
Asian steppe to lay waste Muslim lands, and that - most
astonishingly of all - Frederick Hohenstaufen had finally
been crowned Holy Roman Emperor and was coming to take
direct command. In the end significant reinforcements only
arrived in the spring of 1221, when John of Brienne returned
to Egypt and Frederick Hohenstaufen’s militaiy deputy
Ludwig, duke of Bavaria, arrived by ship with around 5,000
men.
By now eighteen months had passed since Damietta had
fallen, and although the legate Pelagius remained convinced
that further successes were all but guaranteed -

he had discovered in Damietta a strange Arabic text called
the ‘Book of Clement’, containing prophecies which seemed
to predict a great victory - Oliver of Cologne felt that the
crusaders’ inactivity was breeding in them sloth, vice and
godlessness. ‘No one can describe the corruption of our
army after Damietta was given to us by God,’ he wrote. ‘Lazy
and effeminate, the people were contaminated with
chamberings [i.e. wantonness] and drunkenness,
fornication and adulteries, thefts and wicked gains A*
On 6 July 1221 a large crusader army finally sallied out of
Damietta, leaving behind a small garrison and a large
number of pilgrims, and set off upriver to attack al-Kamil’s
fortress camp at al-Mansurah. They marched along the
eastern bank of the river, accompanied by a fleet of
hundreds of ships on their right-hand side. Oliver of
Cologne wrote proudly of an army so large it defied

counting: ‘The Saracens compared them to locusts because
they occupied a great amount of land.’^ By necessity they
moved only a few miles a day, and by the end of the month
they had only just passed Sharamshah, still the better part
of a week away from the sultan’s positions. Despite this slow
progress, and ominous reports from scouts and spies which
indicated that Ayyubid numbers were swelling up ahead, the
army marched in good humour. Al-Kamil’s envoys rode out
and offered the familiar terms: exchange Damietta for
Jerusalem and be on your way. Confident in their
prophesied victory and seemingly unable to comprehend
what was about to happen to them, the crusaders once again
refused. They would soon have serious cause to regret their
rashness.
In August, as happened every year except in times of
severe drought, the Nile flooded. The world’s longest river
was renowned everywhere for its annual bursting of the

banks, which unleashed tens of millions of litres of the siltrich water that had sustained great agrarian civilizations
since before the days of the pharaohs. Somehow, whether
through miscalculation, arrogance, stupidity or blind hope
that 1221 would be one of the occasional barren, floodless
years, the crusade leaders ignored this basic fact of
geography and pressed on upriver as though the Nile would
simply leave them alone. They were walking into a trap.
Ahead of them, al-Kamil’s military camp at al-Mansurah
sat on the far side of a V-shaped junction between two
branches of the river. This was easily defended at the best of
times. When the waters rose, it was unreachable. Behind
them, al-Kamil’s brothers al-Mu’azzam, ruler of Damascus,
and al-Ashraf, governor of the Jazira, slid in behind the
crusader army with forces positioned to block retreat by
land or river. By the last days of August the

crusaders’ ships had become unable to navigate the rising,
churning waters. On the riverbank, their army was trapped
in the junction opposite al-Mansurah. Then, with exquisite
timing, on the night of 26-27 August the sultan gave the
order he had prepared all along.
On that night, sluice gates, canals and irrigation ditches
along the river, designed to regulate the floodwaters, were
all thrown open, and the land on which the crusader army
stood simply disappeared, turned in a matter of hours from
rock-hard, sun-baked soil into a deep, sucking, swamp.
Those of the rank and file who were drunk or simply asleep
drowned in their tents. Panicked pilgrims and infantry who
woke and tried to scramble aboard boats overloaded them
so they sank. Camels and mules carrying weapons, treasure
and food were swept away. The waters rose waist-high in
places, and the army was trapped, in the words of Peter
Montagu, master of the Templars, ‘like fish

in a net’.?’.
It took just two days for al-Kamil’s men - divisions of
semi-naked black Ethiopian infantry and galley squadrons
pulling strongly against the river current - to convince their
snared crusader quarry to surrender and beg for terms. And
now, of course, there was no offer of Jerusalem. Instead, on
28 August Pelagius was presented with a deal under which
Damietta was to be returned to Ayyubid control and all
Muslim prisoners in Egypt, Tyre and Acre freed. In
exchange for this the Christian army would be fed and
escorted out of Egypt without ill- treatment. An eight-year
truce was agreed between the kingdom of Jerusalem and the
sultan, although this explicitly exempted the emperor
Frederick Hohenstaufen - on the understanding that the
great prince might one day actually see fit to appear in the
east. And that was it. Oliver of Cologne noted with grim
pleasure that al-Kamil

agreed to return the Jerusalem portion of the True Cross
taken by Saladin at Hattin. But in the end he never did probably because this relic had long since been lost, sold or
destroyed.
*
When the crusaders who had remained in Damietta heard
of their comrades’ fate, and discovered that they were being
evicted from their new home, they could scarcely believe it.
Oliver of Cologne had nothing but blame to heap upon them.
‘If it is asked why Damietta returned so quickly to the
unbelievers the answer is clear,’ he huffed. ‘It was luxuryloving, it was ambitious, it was mutinous. Besides, it was
exceedingly ungrateful to God and to men.’i-’ This age-old
explanation for military defeat - because of our sins - went
back to Bernard of Clairvaux’s

excuses for the failure of the Second Crusade. So it had
pedigree, if not plausibility. And Oliver’s numbed, perplexed
grief was certainly understandable. He had given nearly
eight years of his life to a cause that had promised much and
at the end delivered nothing.
Not everyone who went to Egypt on the Fifth Crusade
suffered in the same way: the English crusader Geoffrey of
Dutton, who had fought with his lord Ranulf, earl of Chester
in the early stages of the Damietta campaign, but returned
home before the disaster at al-Mansurah, brought back from
the east relics that were curing the blind and dumb in his
local monastery half a centuiy later.^ But he was lucky. The
best that could be said for those like Oliver of Cologne, who
saw the Fifth Crusade through to its wet, muddy, bitter end,
is that they had survived, thanks to the mercy of the sultan
and the forbearance of those citizens of Damietta who
restrained

themselves from exacting revenge on the crusaders as they
left. ‘And so with great sorrow and mourning we left the port
of Damietta/ wrote Oliver. ‘And according to our different
nations we separated, to our everlasting disgrace/^

’ One of Innocent’s most important contributions to the development of crusading
institutions was the provision in Quia major for those who lacked the resources or
physical strength to join a crusade army to send a substitute in their place, or make
a direct financial contribution to the crusading fund, both of which would allow
the donor to access the spiritual benefits of actually travelling to the crusading
theatre.
i John of Brienne travelled to the east in 1210 to marry Maria, the granddaughter
of Amalric I. Maria’s parents were Conrad of Montferrat - the nobleman and kingelect murdered during Richard the Lionheart’s time in the east - and Amalric’s
daughter Isabella. Maria died in 1212, shortly after her

daughter was bom, leaving John as king-regent.
i The story was somewhat different in the two northern crusader states, where the
county of Tripoli and the principality of Antioch had been embroiled in a long and
tortuous internal struggle known as the Antiochene War of Succession. In this the
fortunes of both states — and the identity of their rulers - were entangled with
those of a third Christian realm to the north: the independent, orthodox Christian
kingdom of Armenian Cilicia, which had wriggled free of the Byzantine empire to
gain its independence in the 1170s. By the time of the Fifth Crusade that conflict
had been underway, intermittently, for sixteen years, although it was limping
painfully towards a conclusion, which would be achieved in 1219 when Tripoli
and Antioch came under the joint rule of the one-eyed lord Bohemond IV, who
had at great length outfought and eventually outlived his chief rival, King Leo II
of Armenia.
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Immutator Mundi
The emperor lived and dressed totally
like a Saracen...

When the depressed and defeated crusaders trudged back
down the Nile from al-Mansurah in early September 1221,

Hermann von Salza, a middle-aged knight from a family of
very minor nobility in Thuringia in central Germany, was
one of the two men sent ahead of the army to Damietta, to
secure the city’s surrender to Sultan al-Kamil.i This was a
highly unenviable task, since it involved announcing a
catalogue of disastrous misjudgements and a humiliating
surrender, before telling colleagues who had settled
comfortably into the hard-won city that it was time to pack
up their things and get out. But there were very few people
better equipped for the job.
Von Salza was the master of the Teutonic Knights, the
newest of the military orders established to defend the
crusader states. The measured, widely travelled German
was one of the most prominent of the crusade leaders,
respected both by ordinary pilgrims and volunteers and the
other high-ranking leaders of the expedition. He was a
veteran warrior and diplomat and an affable, wise,

trustworthy and competent man, and the common
consensus was that he and his order had had a good crusade.
He travelled to Damietta with Peter Montagu, master of the
Templars. Before the Fifth Crusade Montagu would have
been very much the senior partner, a prince of the church
militant and the leader of the most famous of the military
orders. Now, though, Montagu and von Salza were peers.
And von Salza, thanks to his starring role in a losing cause,
was on his way to becoming one of the most influential
figures in the next decade of crusading history.
*
The Teutonic Order which von Salza commanded was
founded in 1190, during the Third Crusade, outside the walls
of Acre. It was therefore around a century younger than the
Hospitallers of Jerusalem (who had opened their

pilgrim hospital near the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
under Fatimid rule) and seventy years younger than the
Templars (founded in 1119) and its membership was a good
deal smaller than either of those two venerable crusading
institutions. The first movers were a group of German
knights from Bremen and Lubeck who set up a small field
hospital to treat the many pilgrims and combatants who had
fallen ill or been injured during the siege; the first master
was a wealthy Rhinelander called Heinrich Walpot, who
acquired property inside the walls of Acre once the city fell.
At first the Teutonic Order was a purely pastoral
organization whose brothers devoted themselves to saving
the lives (or easing the deaths) of other crusaders - just as
the Hospitallers had done at their inception. Since they were
German-staffed and Germanspeaking, they soon came to
the notice of powerful German patrons. One was Frederick
Barbarossa’s son

Frederick of Swabia, who was treated in the Acre field
hospital in 1190-1. He died there, but not before
recommending the excellent standard of care to his brother,
the future Holy Roman Emperor Henry VI. Heniy
responded by offering financial support to the Teutonic
Knights, and a few years later, when he sent his own band of
crusaders east (the expedition that fought at Beirut and
Sidon in 1197-8) the Teutonic Order provided basic medical
support on the ground. Innocent III granted papal approval
in 1199, along with an official rule and permission to develop
a military wing. Soon they also had a uniform: their knights
wore white mantles decorated with a black cross. Although
their international headquarters was in Acre, the Teutonic
Knights liked to call themselves ‘the Hospital of St Mary of
the Teutons in Jerusalem’. This was, plainly, a fictional
boast, and would remain so for as long as Jerusalem was
occupied by the

Ayyubids. But it was a powerful statement of intent.
Von Salza became the fourth master of the Teutonic
Knights in or around the year 1210, when he was probably
in his thirties. The order was still small: maintaining just a
dozen or so hospitals and, according to the chronicler Peter
of Dursburg, able to put no more than ten knights in the
field at any one time.* Yet von Salza’s election marked the
start of a dramatic rise in its fortunes. In the kingdom of
Jerusalem, the order steadily acquired property sufficient to
sustain a hub of support for German pilgrims in the east. In
return, pilgrims made grants of money and property to the
order in their wills. Meanwhile, von Salza pursued strategic
political connections: in 1211 he travelled to Armenia to
attend the coronation of King Leo I; the same year he sent
Teutonic brothers to Hungary to help King Andrew II
colonize the untamed frontier region of Burzenland,
Transylvania, which was menaced by raids

from the Turkic tribes known as the Cumans. The master
may have been at the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215 when
Innocent III set out detailed guidelines for the Fifth
Crusade; by the time its armies gathered, he was regarded
as one of its leaders.
Herman von Salza and the Teutonic Knights played a
critical and widely lauded role in the Egyptian crusade, all
the way from the council at Acre in 1217 that agreed to target
Damietta, to the expedition up the Nile. Barring a few
months when he left Egypt to travel to the papal court with
a status report on the conflict, the master was regularly to
be found with John of Brienne, Cardinal Pelagius, the
masters of the Templars and Hospitallers and other senior
commanders as they debated and decided strategy. During
the siege of Damietta, the Teutonic Knights were
conspicuous by their bravery and skirmished often with the
sultan’s troops. Along the way

they suffered heavy casualties, but, in a campaign
dominated by German combatants, there was no shortage
of volunteers to restock their ranks - either as fully professed
knight-brothers who took religious vows or as associate
members called confratres (these were knights who
continued to live a secular life but who fought under the
order’s banner). One of the most prestigious of these was a
knight called Litot, who helped storm Damietta’s chain
tower early in the siege. Although von Salza advocated for
the disastrous march to al-Mansurah, it was a mark of his and his order’s - otherwise exemplary conduct that he was
not tarnished by the outcome of that decision. Instead, after
Damietta was evacuated in 1221 the master returned to
western Europe, with his personal reputation intact and
even enhanced. Pope Honorius III, who had overseen the
crusade from afar, rewarded the Teutonic Knights with a
sweeping grant of financial

privileges which put them explicitly on a par with the
Templars and Hospitallers. The pope proudly called von
Salza’s order ‘new favoured Maccabees of this time...
through whom God frees the Eastern Church from the filth
of the pagans’.* And the pope was not the only man who
appreciated the job von Salza had done in Egypt. When the
master returned to Europe he fell into the service of a ruler
who would stand crusading on its head. He was the Holy
Roman Emperor, Frederick II Hohenstaufen: a king,
emperor and polymath so much larger than life that his
admirers referred to him as stupor mundi and immutator
mundi: the wonder, or transformer, of the world.
*
Frederick was a truly extraordinaiy individual. He was not
physically imposing: the Damascene preacher and

historian Sibt ibn al-Jawzi described him as red-faced, bald
and short-sighted. ‘Had he been a slave, he would not have
been worth two hundred dirhams,’ ibn al-Jawzi muttered.But what he lacked in hair and distance vision, Frederick
amply made up for in the strength of his personality,
breadth of his knowledge and extent of his imperial
ambition.
He was bom in Iesi, on Italy’s eastern coast, on 26
December 1194. A later rumour - a tall story rather than a
true one - stated that his forty-year-old mother, Constance,
queen of Sicily, had given birth in the town square, in order
to allay any doubts that the child was naturally hers.
Frederick never knew his father, the Holy Roman Emperor
Henry VI; in fact both his parents were dead before his
fourth birthday.: But he spent his life pursuing Henry’s
grand political ambition: to unite under his own command
Sicily with the Holy Roman Empire.

This prospect tormented successive popes, who abhorred
the idea of the papal states being hemmed in to the north
and south by the lands of a single ruler - particularly one
such as Frederick.
For most of Frederick’s childhood, however, the thought
of him taking command of anywhere outside his mother's
island of Sicily and its associated territories in Calabria and
Apulia looked slim. After Henry VI died the Holy Roman
Empire dissolved into a civil war between the supporters of
two adult candidates for the succession: Henry’s brother
Philip of Swabia and Otto IV of the Bavarian Welf dynasty,
a nephew of Richard the Lionheart. When Philip was
murdered at a wedding in 1208 Otto claimed the imperial
crown. By 1215, however, Otto had gravely offended Pope
Innocent III and the German princes who had elected him,
and had been defeated on the battlefield by Philip Augustus,
king of

France. He was excommunicated, deposed and sent off into
enforced exile on his estates at Brunswick, where three years
later he died a miserable sinner’s death. Into the breach
stepped Frederick, now the twenty-year-old king of Sicily.
On 25 July 1215 he was crowned king of the Germans at
Aachen, and to the surprise - either theatrical or sincere - of
the churchmen in attendance his very first act as king was to
take the cross.
Ibn al-Jawzi, as well as insulting Frederick’s physical
appearance, also wrote that he was ‘a materialist and that
his Christianity was simply a game to him’.* This was unfair.
Frederick was indeed a sincere Christian; his choice to
commit to the crusade in 1215 was made wholeheartedly and
he spent much of his life actively persecuting heretics within
his territories, as well as oppressing the ordinary Jews and
Muslims of Sicily. Yet simultaneously - and at times
paradoxically - he was a

man with an insatiable curiosity about the natural world
which extended far beyond the tenets of Christian scripture.
This inquisitiveness, which ibn al-Jawzi condemned as
materialism, combined with the fact that he grew up on
Sicily, where Greek, Hebrew, Arabic and Latin cultures
commingled more fluidly than anywhere else on earth,
meant that he ignored traditional civilizational boundaries
in a manner that scandalized stiff-necked zealots on either
side of the crusading divide. Frederick devoured learning
from wherever it came - ‘inhaling tirelessly its sweet
perfumes’, as he put it. He loved natural sciences, astrology,
logic, rhetoric, medicine, law, philosophy and mathematics.
He was a superb zoologist who kept a menagerie that
included at various points leopards, camels, elephants,
bears, a giraffe and an albino peacock, and he wrote a
definitive text on falconry entitled De arte venandi cum
avibus {On the Art of Hunting with

Birds). He was profoundly influenced by the Spanish
Muslim scholar Ibn Rushd (Averroes)’s commentaries on
Aristotle and he understood that it was impossible to
investigate fully the mysteries of the world God had created
without reference to non-Christian scholarship. Frederick
surrounded himself with Latin, Greek, Muslim and Jewish
tutors, advisors, poets, scholars and bureaucrats. Well into
adulthood, he retained a personal Arab tutor in logic, and he
corresponded with Jewish and Arab scholars in southern
Spain.* He had a natural familiarity with, and
understanding of, Islam, spoke Arabic, and liked to
advertise his magnificence in ways that could be understood
by Muslims as well as Christians: he referred to himself
more than once as ‘the fortifier of the imam of Rome’:
thereby expressing a staunchly Christian concept in terms
sympathetic to an Islamic audience.^ Frederick was, in
short, a shockingly liberal

intellectual and a bluntly pragmatic ruler. Yet these instincts
sprang not from ambivalence about faith, but rather from
intelligence, necessity, the ability to compartmentalize and
equivocate and - at root - Sicilianism. Ibn Wasil, a more
perceptive writer than ibn al-Jawzi, found Frederick ‘refined
and learned’ and ‘favourable towards the Muslims because
originally he grew up in the country of Sicily... and the
inhabitants of that island are mostly Muslims’.* Unlike ibn
al-Jawzi, Ibn Wasil did not doubt Frederick’s commitment
either to Christianity or to crusading.
*
Hermann von Salza came into Frederick’s orbit after leaving
Egypt in 1221. The latter’s absence from the Fifth Crusade the result of his attritional struggle with Pope

Honorius to find terms on which he could be crowned Holy
Roman Emperor - had caused much grumbling, and
Frederick realized he was expected to fulfil his vow sooner
rather than later.
The impediments to Frederick leaving were the complex
web of commitments that came with his imperial crown,
and the difficulty of combining the demands of empire with
rule in Sicily, which was perpetually turbulent and
demanded his personal attention. So von Salza’s task, which
he began immediately, was to help Frederick settle disputes
lingering from the recent civil war in Germany, while
maintaining smooth diplomatic channels between empire
and papacy. This was far from easy, but the job suited
Hermann’s talents. It also served his private ambition,
which was to secure continuing support for the Teutonic
Order from its two most important patrons: the emperor
and the pope. To that end, in the 1220s he was

exceptionally busy. Just as Hugh of Payns, the founding
master of the Templars, had once helped to whip up western
enthusiasm for crusading against Damascus, enriching his
order in the process, so Hermann now devoted his own
energies to ensuring that the emperor would eventually be
able to make his way to the east and pick up where the Fifth
Crusade had left off. *
To that end Hermann spent several years touring the
German states and neighbouring foreign courts, negotiating
truces with disgruntled subjects and rivals, attempting to
extract crusading oaths from imperial vassals, contracting
hired swords and commissioning troop transport ships. It
was hard going: after the Fifth Crusade there was
widespread apathy in the German sphere for any further
fights with al-Kamil. But von Salza stuck to his task. He
visited Lombardy and Sicily, and ventured as far north as
Denmark, to mollify the

belligerent king Waldemar II. He shuttled between the
imperial and papal courts, helping to calm tempers when,
having missed a departure date of 1222, Frederick
postponed his crusade once again, to 1225. And in 1225,
when Frederick requested yet another extension to his
crusading obligation (this time citing the difficulties raising
enough troops of a sufficient quality) von Salza helped
thrash out the treaty of San Germano, whereby the emperor
promised Honorius - now nearing the bottom of his deep
well of patience - that if he did not depart for the east by 1227
he would forfeit a bond of 2,800 kilograms (100,000
ounces) of gold and be excommunicated. Around this time
the business of the Teutonic Order began to suffer from von
Salza’s absence: by 1224 the brothers based in Hungary had
begun to contemplate full withdrawal from the realm, after
their relations with King Andrew broke down and von Salza
was unable to travel in

person to repair them.22 By 1226 the Teutonic Order had
left Transylvania. But the master calculated that in the long
run, bigger opportunities lay elsewhere.
*
Shortly after swearing to the terms of the San Germano
agreement, in November 1225 Frederick Hohenstaufen
married John of Brienne’s thirteen-year-old daughter
Isabella - or, as she was more properly known, Queen
Isabella II of Jerusalem. This agreement too bore Hermann
von Salza’s imprimatur. The marriage was the pope’s idea,
but its execution was no easy matter, and it occupied two
years of von Salza’s time, as he persuaded John of Brienne
that Frederick would allow him to remain in Acre as king of
Jerusalem (a bald lie, as it transpired), then supervised
negotiations for the marriage contract,

and finally sent one of the brothers of his order to bring the
girl to Italy for her marriage. Von Salza may have been
embarrassed when Frederick, upon marrying Isabella,
immediately went back on his word and insisted that John
of Brienne cede to him all his rights as king;, but any
embarrassment was assuaged when Frederick and his
young bride both made generous grants of title and property
to the Teutonic Order in the Holy Land. Frederick had acted
discourteously and even despicably towards John, but he
was within his legal rights. And as king of Jerusalem
Frederick could surely not delay his departure on crusade
any longer.
Under the treaty of San Germano Frederick
Hohenstaufen was due to set sail for Acre by 15 August 1227.
Honorius never saw him leave, for the pope died on 18
March. But his successor, the zealous and uncompromising
Cardinal Ugolino di Conti, who took the

papal name Gregory IX, watched Frederick like a hawk.
Gregory had reason to be delighted when the emperor set
out, as agreed, in the summer of 1227; but happiness tinned
to exasperation and rage when Frederick fell ill with plague
early in the journey. He had not even left the Italian
coastline before he called off his crusade once more, asked
von Salza and the duke of Limburg to take twenty galleys
and a small contingent of fighting men to Acre ahead of him,
and went to Campania to recuperate in the volcanic springs
at Pozzuoli, near Naples.
When news of Frederick’s latest diversion reached
Gregory IX he exploded in a fit of pique. The time for
excuses was now over. The treaty of San Germano called for
excommunication and the new pope wasted no time in
passing the sentence, denouncing Frederick as
‘contemptuous of all promises’ and accusing him of having
made ‘a frivolous pretence of illness’. Frederick responded

by accusing Gregoiy of being ‘totally devoted to exciting
hatred against us’.n As the two most powerful men in
western Christendom bickered with one another in public,
Hermann von Salza was making a swift crossing to Acre. He
no doubt wondered as he travelled if all his efforts had been
in vain - and whether the mercurial emperor would ever
make good on his many promises to liberate Jerusalem from
the infidel.
In the end, Frederick finally arrived in his kingdom of
Jerusalem (on what is now occasionally called the Sixth
Crusade) in late summer 1228, still excommunicated but
seemingly unworried. He had recovered from his illness,
although a few months earlier he had suffered the loss of his
young wife Isabella, who died following the birth of their son
Conrad. This fact - which further muddied the matter of
Frederick’s claim to the crown of Jerusalem - barely seemed
to faze him. He broke his journey from Italy

to Palestine with a short excursion on Cyprus where he
clashed with and insulted the most powerful eastern
nobleman in the region, John of Ibelin, bailli (or regent)
during the minority of Cyprus’s child-king Henry of
Lusignan. By the beginning of September Frederick was in
Acre, preparing to throw himself into reorganizing the
defences of the kingdom. Yet his presence, although long
anticipated, was now not universally welcomed. An
excommunicate crusader was a contradiction in terms, and
throughout Frederick’s time in the east he faced simmering
hostility from the Templars - who refused to deploy troops
any closer than a mile from his army - and the patriarch of
Jerusalem, Gerold of Lausanne, who regarded Frederick as
the devil incarnate.
Despite this rumbling of anti-Hohenstaufen sentiment,
Hermann von Salza stayed loyal to his man. During the
previous year the master had overseen early work on the

Teutonic Knights’ vast new fortress of Montfort, overlooking
Acre, built on a scale to rival the Hospitallers’ Crac des
Chevaliers and the Templars’ Chateau Pelerin. In the
autumn of 1228, however, he was at Jaffa with the rest of the
crusaders, and he was therefore able to write a firsthand
account of events for Pope Gregory IX. ‘While work [on
Jaffa’s defences) was progressing enthusiastically,’ wrote
Hermann, ‘ambassadors came and went between the sultan
of Babylon [al-Kamil) and the lord emperor, conducting
negotiations on the benefits of peace and agreements.’These discussions were carried out in a spirit of mutual
respect which unnerved many on both sides, and they
yielded a spectacular conclusion. Al- Kamil’s brother alMu’azzam was recently dead, and the sultan had moved
quickly to take control of most of Muslim-ruled southern
Palestine, including the city of Jerusalem. Holding this,
however, was not his priority; he

was much more focused on taking control of Damascus from
al-Mu’azzam’s young son al-Nasir. A familiar Ayyubid
family quarrel therefore erupted, and the sultan had no wish
to complicate matters by opening another front of dispute
with the pestilent Franks. The emperor's presence was, in
the words of the chronicler Abu al-Fida, ‘like an arrow in a
wound’.?* That arrow had to be carefully removed.
On a personal level, there was a rich understanding
between the sultan and the emperor, such as had not been
seen in the east since the days of Richard the Lionheart and
Saladin. Their relationship had been cultivated by proxy via
one of al-Kamil’s most trusted emirs, Fakhr al- Din, who had
previously visited Frederick in Sicily, where he was able to
converse directly with the emperor in Arabic. Through
Fakhr al-Din the two rulers now exchanged valuable gifts:
Frederick sent al-Kamil a set of

his own armour as a token of his peaceful intentions, and the
sultan graciously allowed Frederick to submit a list of
difficult mathematical problems for the consideration of the
finest scholars at the Ayyubid court. To the everlasting
scandal and outrage of Patriarch Gerold, al-Kamil also sent
to the emperor’s camp ‘dancing girls who sang and
juggled’.?.- Gerold complained that ‘the emperor lived and
dressed totally like a Saracen, feasting and drinking with
these dancers... the emperor’s generosity to the Saracens
was extreme, as though he was trying to buy the peace he
was not able to obtain by force or fear’.?- In fact the patriarch
was so blinded by his loathing that he was unable to see that
force and fear had seldom, if ever, been part of Frederick’s
armoury. But even he could not gainsay what flattery and a
little cultural interchange eventually achieved. On 18
February 1229 Sultan al-Kamil and Frederick, king of
Jerusalem agreed a treaty that mirrored

many of the terms offered to (and refused by) the fifth
crusaders in 1221. The city of Jerusalem - ‘the place where
the feet of Christ trod, and where the true worshippers adore
the Father’, as Frederick described it in a letter to Henry III
of England - was to be turned over to Christian rule.* So too
were Bethlehem, Nazareth and several other areas of
Palestine between Jerusalem and Acre. A ten-year armistice
was to be observed and, added Hermann von Salza, in his
account of the treaty-making, ‘there will be an exchange of
all prisoners, those taken at the fall of Damietta’. There was
a degree of ambiguity in the terms regarding the Christians’
right to rebuild Jerusalem's walls, but otherwise, wrote von
Salza, ‘it is almost impossible to describe the joy of all the
people at this proposal’ .2In fact, ‘all the people’ were not overjoyed. In fact, there
were many who were disgusted, particularly on the

Ayyubid side. Although Frederick agreed that Muslims
should be allowed to control access to the Temple Mount
(haram a-sharifi, and to worship freely at the Dome of the
Rock and al-Aqsa mosque, ibn al-Jawzi spoke for many
when he denounced Jerusalem’s abandonment as a
disgrace. He defamed the deal from the pulpit of the Great
Mosque of Damascus: ‘O shame upon the Muslim rulers!’ he
railed. ‘At such an event tears fall, hearts break with sighs,
grief rises up on high!’25 Ibn al-Athir wrote that ‘the
Muslims were outraged and found it monstrous. This
caused them to feel such weakness and pain as are beyond
description.’^ Patriarch Gerold was keen to point out all the
places that had not been handed back to Christian rule, and
he accused Frederick of ‘underhand dealings... lies, evil and
fraud’.- But none of these worthy men were able to prevent
the deal. On 18 March a triumphant (if still excommunicate)
Frederick Hohenstaufen made his way

into the Church of the Holy Sepulchre - the first Christian
king to set foot there since Guy of Lusignan before the Battle
of Hattin in 1187. The crown of Jerusalem was waiting for
him on the high altar. As he described the event to Henry III
of England: ‘We, as being a catholic emperor... wore the
crown, which Almighty God provided for us from the throne
of his Majesty.’- He did not add that he had in fact snatched
it from the altar himself and placed it on his own head,
forgoing any ritual of anointing or consecration. Then he
swept out of the church, leaving von Salza in his place to give
a lecture in Latin and German relating the many great deeds
Frederick had achieved since taking the cross at Aachen
fourteen years previously. Patriarch Gerold, who refused to
present himself before this scene, heard later that von Salza
had ‘exonerated and then exalted the emperor while
abundantly criticizing the Church’.** Whether or not this

was accurate, it was hard to deny that through diplomacy
and no little good fortune, Frederick had achieved the
greatest and least bloody crusading victoiy for generations.
*
Having secured Jerusalem and ordered its walls rebuilt,
Frederick wasted no time in returning to the west. He left
the city of Jerusalem at the end of March; on 1 May he set
sail from Acre, leaving the kingdom in the hands of baillis.
Despite his diplomatic triumph, he had no time or wish to
linger. Rumours abounded that the Templars - whose
historic headquarters at al-Aqsa mosque on the Temple
Mount had been left in Muslim hands - were plotting to have
him assassinated; during his last hours in Acre supporters
of the Ibelin faction, whom he had upset at the

start of his journey, lined the streets and pelted him with
tripe and butchers’ waste. Worse, reports were arriving from
the west that Pope Gregory, ungrateful and determined to
prove to Frederick that the power of popes overrode that of
mere emperors and kings, had licensed John of Brienne to
launch a military invasion of Sicily. By 10 June he was in
southern Italy. Von Salza was not far behind him.
Once back in the west, the Teutonic master’s first task was
to reconcile Frederick with the irascible Gregory EX and
have his sentence of excommunication lifted. At the same
time, however, von Salza had the matter of the Teutonic
Order’s future growth to consider. Frederick had given the
order generous grants in the kingdom of Jerusalem, which
would put them on a stable footing for years to come. Yet in
the east they had still to compete for resources with the older
and more established Templars

and Hospitallers. The real opportunities lay closer to home.
In 1226, following the Teutonic Knights’ disorderly
retreat from Transylvania, von Salza had teased from
Frederick an extraordinary grant known as the Golden Bull
of Rimini. This imperial decree (so named because it bore a
golden seal) granted the Teutonic Order permission to send
troops to aid the German lord Duke Conrad of Masovia, who
was fighting Prussian pagans on the fringes of his lands.
Under the Golden Bull’s terms, von Salza’s men were
entitled to seize and rule - with no oversight and no taxation
- any territory they conquered in the duke’s service. The text
specifically praised von Salza "because he is powerful in
deed and speech and he will powerfully begin and complete
the conquest for the Lord, though many have already failed
in the same business with greater labour’.** It set the order
on a new course

away from the Holy Land, and it came at an opportune
moment, given their failure to colonize Transylvania. The
Teutonic Knights had taken the first step to creating a new
crusader state in the Baltic that would survive until the
sixteenth-century European Reformation.
In 1230, von Salza’s price - or at least, his reward - for
executing the difficult business of reconciling Frederick
with Gregory was the pope’s approval of the same privileges
laid out four years earlier in the Golden Bull. Gregory did
not disappoint. On 12 September the pope issued a bull
granting the Teutonic Knights his full backing to move into
Prussia where they would fight, kill, convert and conquer
the pagans who lived there. Gregoiy reiterated the duty of
crusaders to protect pagans in the Baltic who had converted
to Christianity. But he also argued that God had put pagans
on earth specifically so that people like Hermann von Salza’s
knight-brothers

could save their own souls by killing them, ‘so they might
have a means of atonement and salvation’.** In the spring
of 1231 Teutonic brothers began what would become,
effectively, a continuous crusade against non-Christians in
the Baltic, in which they commanded ordinary volunteers
raised by Dominican preachers in the duchy of Poland and
nearby Germanic states and were eventually joined eveiy
campaigning season by knights from all over Europe in
search of adventure. Led by a senior brother called
Hermann Balk, they fought their way slowly down the valley
of the River Vistula from Chelmno (Kulm), building wooden
(and later stone) fortresses and subduing or converting
Prussian tribes.
Tension remained high between Frederick and Gregoiy
throughout the 1230s, and on each occasion that von Salza
was called upon to mediate their disputes, he came away
with further concessions for his order’s new adventures on

the Baltic fringe. Prussia - like Livonia, Lithuania and
Estonia to the north - was a land of warlike tribal peoples
whom pro-Teutonic writers like the chronicler Peter of
Dursburg called ‘primitive beyond measure’, worshippers of
base things like trees, the weather and toads.?* But it was
also a place of great bounty, and each concession von Salza
wrung from the papacy increased the potential benefit the
Teutonic Order could glean there - quite beside the spiritual
reward of crusading, which continued to be a means to wash
away one’s sins in a warm bath of unbelievers’ blood.
By the mid-i23os the Teutonic Knights were firmly
established in the Vistula valley. They had constructed forts
as far north as Elbing, and taken guardianship of a precious
relic of the True Cross, which Frederick Hohenstaufen had
obtained from Venetians and gave as a gift to von Salza.**
Theirs was not the only holy war being

prosecuted in the Germanic north - in 1232 the archbishop
of Bremen secured from Rome crusade status for a military
campaign to subdue a rebellious band of several thousand
farm workers known as the Stedingen Peasants, who were
labelled heretics for their refusal to pay church tithes and
were duly massacred by an army of crusaders in a battle at
Altenesch on 27 May 1234. But further east, among the
Prussians, the Teutonic Order was gathering momentum:
making active gains in pagan country and promoting their
self-image as a group of ‘noble persons, who had lived long
in the world and were intelligent and knowledgeable’.Gregoiy declared in 1234 that Prussia was ‘St Peter’s
Patrimony’ - implying its permanent status as an object of
crusade. The strong arm of St Peter was to be guided by the
Teutonic Knights.
This order’s burgeoning status in Prussia was reinforced
in 1237 after the Livonian Swordbrothers - the

organization established in Bishop Albert of Riga’s
household three decades earlier - collapsed amid bitter
criticism, scandal and military catastrophe. From their
beginnings the Swordbrothers had a reputation as roughriding thugs, and by 1234 complaints had reached the papal
court of them murdering rivals, desecrating Christian
corpses, conniving with schismatic Russians and pagans to
further personal feuds, killing hundreds of pagan converts,
assaulting Cistercian monks, pillaging church property and
preventing unbelievers from taking baptism so that they
could be enslaved.^ This rogue band - which in reality was
facing a crisis of recruitment and funding - was eventually
broken up after a disastrous expedition against an army of
Lithuanians and Semgallian pagans in 1236. The
Swordbrothers’ master, Volkwin, was commanding a
volunteer army around 3,000 strong when he was routed on
the banks of the River Saule. The

following year the surviving Swordbrothers were
incorporated into the Teutonic Order. Around the same
time the Teutonic Knights also absorbed another small,
local military order: the Polish Order of Dobrzyh. They were,
for the moment, ascendant.
*
The history of the Teutonic Knights in Prussia far outlived
Hermann von Salza, Gregory IX and Frederick
Hohenstaufen. The order grew fitfully, and there were
moments, particularly in the 1240s and 1260s, where it
seemed as though they would be brought down by the
demands of endless, attritional warfare on the frontiers of
Christendom. It was not only pagan enemies who troubled
them; the order’s problems were exacerbated by fierce and
often violent politicking between other Christian powers

who set their sights on prime territories in the long sweep of
the Baltic between Danzig and the lands of the Finns. Little
by little, however, the order carved out a formidable
crusader state. By 1283 they had all but conquered Prussia
and established an ordensstaat in which the knights were
sovereign, and the land was defended by powerful stone
castles. Over the course of the next half-century the
Teutonic Knights also became the dominant power in
Livonia and Estonia, and focused their crusading efforts often very brutally - against the pagan kingdom of Lithuania
and Orthodox Russian princes. Teutonic states would exist
in some form in Prussia and Livonia deep into the sixteenth
century - a very long time after the crusader states in the east
had vanished. This was an astonishing achievement which
began with Hermann von Salza, friend of emperors and
popes and one of the most quietly effective crusade leaders
of his age.

Von Salza died on Palm Sunday, 20 March 1239 at
Salerno, the most advanced medical centre in Europe,
where he had travelled to seek treatment for the illness that
ultimately carried him away. He once described himself as a
person ‘who holds dear the honour of the Church and
Empire and strives for the exaltation of both’ His ability to
do so was sorely missed after his death. Under von Salza’s
successor as master, the aristocratic Conrad von Thiiringen,
the order jettisoned its long-held position of carefully
plotted cordiality towards both emperor and pope, and
swung its weight behind Frederick - hardly a surprise since
Conrad von Thuringen was the emperor’s second cousin.
This caused them considerable political trouble in the east,
where the mere mention of Frederick’s name was enough to
send half of the barons of the crusader states into paroxysms
of fury. It also meant that, immediately upon von Salza’s
death, the order was

forced to stand shoulder to shoulder with a godforsaken
ruler. For on the very day that von Salza died Pope Gregory
once more passed the sentence of excommunication against
the emperor - this time as punishment for Frederick’s
military activity in northern Italy, where he had sent armies
against the so-called Lombard League of city states.
This time there was no calm reconciliation. The emperor
remained excommunicate when Gregory died in 1241, and
spent much of the remaining nine years of his life literally at
war with the papacy. In total he was excommunicated four
times between 1227 and his own death in 1250, and the
papal vendetta outlived him, to be continued against his son
and successor Conrad. The man who had almost singlehandedly secured the return of Jerusalem and the Holy
Sepulchre from the Ayyubids therefore died as the express
target of a crusade, which was preached against

him by bishops, Dominican and Franciscan friars and other
papal agents with every bit as much vigour as those that had
in times past been directed against faraway infidels. His
enemies, fighting on the order of the pope, were encouraged
to wear crusade crosses and allowed to commute promises
to travel to the Holy Land to stay in the west and tiy to bring
down the Holy Roman Emperor. It would be difficult to
conceive of a greater perversion of the institutions and
language of crusade than for such a war to be preached
against - to use Frederick’s own phrase - ‘the fortifier of the
imam of Rome’. No doubt, Frederick could be infuriating,
overbearing and selfserving. But crusading had come to a
strange pass when he was considered as valid a target for
Christian warriors eager to cleanse their sins as the pagans
of Livonia, Almohads of Spain and Turks, Kurds or Arabs of
the Near East.

Yet in a sense, all this mattered little, for by the time
Frederick died, to be buried in a porphyry tomb in Palermo
cathedral, an even greater menace had arisen to threaten
not only Christendom, but seemingly the entire world. From
the far east had appeared a horde of conquering barbarians
far deadlier than anything in living memory. They were the
Mongols, and their introduction to the crusading world
transformed it in a way that exceeded the changes wrought
by even the dazzling figure of Frederick Hohenstaufen and
his shrewd, dependable sidekick, Hermann von Salza of the
Teutonic Knights.

- Henry VI died on Sicily in September 1197. Constance died in November
1198.

1 John of Brienne was later compensated for losing the crown of Jerusalem when
in 1229 he was elected Latin emperor of Constantinople. He travelled to the former
Byzantine capital and was crowned in the Hagia Sophia in 1231. He died in the
city in March 1237, having during his final illness professed himself a Franciscan
friar.

Khans and Kings
From the realms of the east the cruel
beast has come...

On 9 April 1241 the bloodied warriors of a Mongol army
scoured the fields outside the town of Legnica (Liegnitz),

in Poland, rolling over the corpses of their enemies and
cutting off their ears. This simple act of mutilation helped
the Mongols tally how many men they had killed. The haul
that day had been a few thousand - enough to fill nine large
sacks - but these were merely the latest victims among a
death toll that, since the rise of the Mongol warlord Temiijin
to become Genghis Khan (Cinggis Qa’an - loosely, ‘great
leader’) some twenty-five years earlier, now numbered in
the millions.i Over that time many people had tried to stand
in the Mongols’ way, and plenty more had simply held their
hands up and surrendered. Anyone foolhardy enough to
resist usually ended up like the Christian army that now lay
earless on the Silesian soil: defeated, dead and humbled; left
to rot as a warning of the consequences of resisting the most
fearsome militaiy machine the world had ever known.

Mongols and Mamuluks, c.1260

The Battle of Legnica was part of a desperate rearguard
being fought all over eastern and central Europe in the early
1240s, as the Mongols - or, as Christian chroniclers called
them, the Tartars: - thundered west out of central Asia,
which had been falling steadily beneath their swords for the
previous two decades. Their target was the Christian
kingdom of Hungary, which marked the furthest end of the
steppe that extended almost seamlessly for more than 3,700
miles (6,000 km) from the sacred mountain of Burkhan
Khaldun, where Temiijin was said to have been bom, to the
foothills of the Carpathians.- To that end, Legnica was a
feint, designed to divert the attention of Christian warriors
including units of Teutonic Knights and Templars, and
prevent them from joining an even bloodier clash of arms
that would take place the following day at Mohi, in
Transylvania, when a larger Mongol army routed King Bela
IV of Hungary. Yet even a

feint by the Mongols felt like an all-out assault by anyone
else. The Polish commander at Legnica, Duke Heniy II
Pobozwy ‘the Pious’ of Silesia did not simply lose his ears.
He was decapitated in the Mongol camp, and his head was
taken to the nearest town on the end of a spear (his
butchered body could only be identified later when his wife
revealed that he had six toes on his left foot). Eveiy village
and farm in the area was then burned. Writing decades
later, the Polish chronicler Jan Dlugosz marvelled at the
ferocity of the Mongol army in full flow. ‘They bum, kill and
torture as they like, since none dares to stand up to them.’*
*
The Mongols’ rise had been watched in the west for many
years, first with curiosity, then trepidation and finally with

outright panic. In 1220-1, during the Fifth Crusade, the
legate Pelagius was aware via garbled gossip from his
contacts in Damietta of an eastern prince called ‘King David’
who was then cutting a swathe through Persia. Pelagius
believed, optimistically, that this King David figure could be
connected with the long-standing and veiy popular
prophecies of ‘Prester John’, a putative oriental Christian
warrior king, who since the time of the Second Crusade had
been rumoured to preside over a fabulously wealthy
kingdom in India, where he spent his time yearning to travel
abroad and join forces with other Christians to defeat
unbelievers.*
Pelagius’s understanding of King David’ was informed
principally by wishful thinking. In fact, the legate was
hearing the earliest western reports of the conquests of
Genghis Khan, who united the nomadic tribes of Mongolia
in 1207, then struck out in all directions, conquering the

Western Xia and Jin-held regions of Manchuria and
northern China, and sweeping into central Asia, heading
relentlessly west towards the Caucasus, his generals
commanding a multi-ethnic, multi-faith horde of tens of
thousands of superb horsemen, who fought with composite
bows, spears, axes and lances, and could spend months
living in the saddle and sleeping outdoors. Mongol armies
were well trained, expertly led and adept not only in siege
and field combat, but also in psychological warfare and
genocidal terrorism. The Mongols conquered by demanding
unconditional submission from their foes and massacring
entire populations at the first hint of dissent. Although they
took a surprisingly relaxed view on religion - allowing
freedom of worship throughout their territories and often
converting to local practices within a few years of arriving this marked a rare point of enlightened liberalism in the
Mongol world. Genghis Khan neatly

summed up his philosophy of war in the last year of his life
when he issued commands for dealing with the inhabitants
of a town who had defied him: ‘Kill the valiant, the bold, the
manly and the fine... and let the soldiers take for themselves
as many of the common [people] as they can lay their hands
on A This stark, binary approach - obedience or death tended to work. By the time Genghis Khan died in 1227, the
rumble of a Mongol army, its horsemen clad in long,
functional, fur-trimmed robes, rawhide skins and leather
boots, was feared across Asia. Christendom, too, was
beginning to quake.
During the 1230s the Mongols had continued to advance
west under Genghis Khan’s son Ogodei, scything through
Georgia (which they had first attacked in 1223) and
penetrating deep into the principalities of Rus’ to the north,
capturing Kiev by December 1240. By this time the western
powers had a very clear idea of whom they were

dealing with, and the Mongols’ conquests were common
knowledge as far away as Scotland.* The Holy Roman
Emperor Frederick II Hohenstaufen, appalled by the
Mongols’ deeds yet predictably fascinated by them as a
natural phenomenon, described them a few months after
the Battle of Legnica, as ‘wild, lawless and ignorant of the
laws of humanity... the men themselves are small and of
short stature... but compact, stout and bulky, resolute,
strong, and courageous... they have large faces, scowling
looks and utter horrible shouts, suited to their hearts’.- The
same year, Frederick’s arch-enemy Pope Gregory EX wrote
to churchmen all over the west warning of the existential
danger the Mongols posed. Having ‘slaked their swords with
the blood of all whom they could lay hands on’, he wrote,
they ‘now endeavour to invade the kingdoms of Bohemia
and Teutonia [i.e. the German states], desiring to lay waste
the entire land of the Christians and destroy

their faith’.* Gregory authorized preachers to offer crusader
status to all of those who rose to defend their lands against
these barbarians.
Gregory’s decision in 1241 to proclaim a crusade against
the Mongols was logical, for - Prester John fantasies
notwithstanding - the direction of Mongolian travel
appeared to be inexorably towards the heartlands of the
Roman church. Yet there was stiff competition for would- be
crusaders. At the time of the Mongols’ advance, there were
at least half a dozen other crusader wars taking place around
mainland Europe and the Mediterranean, all of which vied
for attention, recruits and resources.
In Spain, the young King James I of Aragon (son of the
unlucky Pedro II of Aragon who had been killed in battle by
Simon of Montfort during the Albigensian wars) was now
leading a vigorous campaign against the various rulers of the
collapsing Almohad state. In 1229-31 he had

taken Mallorca from the Muslim ruler of the Balearics, Abu
Yahya, following a massive amphibious invasion supported
by ships and crusaders from Genoa, Pisa, Marseille and
elsewhere. James had now set his sights on Valencia;
elsewhere on the peninsula, other Christian rulers including
Ferdinand III of Castile were also sweeping southwards,
capturing new towns and territories with every
campaigning season, including the former Umayyad capital
Cordoba, which fell in 1236. Meanwhile, there had been
crusades against heretics in Bosnia, Cathars in France,
pagans in Prussia and Livonia, and Turks who threatened
the Latin empire of Constantinople. Frederick
Hohenstaufen, who was the western prince most obviously
suited to leading resistance to the Mongols, was the least
inclined to take action, since Gregory IX had
excommunicated him and only the previous year declared
the papal war against the Hohenstaufen to be a crusade. In

one sense, the 1230s had demonstrated the absolute success
of crusading as a means for deploying church- sanctioned
military force both within and without the borders of
Christendom. But as crusading had broadened, it had also
become more thinly spread: localized and normalized.
Indeed, what saved Hungary, Poland and the lands to the
west of them after 1241 from the khans and their apocalyptic
horsemen was not Gregory’s call for crusaders to barricade
Europe against the horde; it was the weather and good luck.
An arid Hungarian summer in 1241 was followed in the
winter by extreme cold and downpours that brought about
widespread famine and made the Hungarian plains virtually
impassable to cavalry .•« This - combined with the death of
Ogodei Khan in December 1241, which demanded that many
high- ranking Mongol leaders return to the imperial capital
of Karakorum for elections - meant that in 1242 offensive

operations were abruptly halted and Europe, through God’s
providence rather than the heroic mustering of His armies
under the sign of the cross, was saved. Yet if the storm had
momentarily abated, it had by no means ended - and the
Mongols would be entangled with the crusading cause for
the rest of the thirteenth century.
*
In the crusader states of the Latin east, the Mongol menace
was well understood, although by the early 1240s it had not
yet been experienced at first hand. Rather, the problem for
the rulers of Jerusalem, Tripoli and Antioch remained as it
had been for the previous five decades: the Ayyubids. Sultan
al-Kamil died in 1238, the year before his truce with
Frederick Hohenstaufen expired. For the following five
years the course of affairs in the kingdom of

Jerusalem and beyond was therefore shaped by a long civil
war between two of al-Kamil’s relatives, competing for
outright dominance across all the family territories: his son
al-Salih Ayyub, who ruled Egypt, and his brother al- Salih
Isma’il, who ruled Damascus. For the most part the
Ayyubids in the 1240s cared more about fighting one
another than about obliterating Christendom, but there
were still occasional outbreaks of violence, answered by one
serious bout of foreign crusading, carried out by a large body
of French and English warriors who had been urged east by
one of Gregory DCs crusading bulls (Rachel suum videos),
issued in November 1234. Among this group’s most
prominent leaders were Richard, earl of Cornwall, the
brother of the English king Henry III; Simon of Montfort’s
son Amaury of Montfort; and Theobald IV, count of
Champagne, a charismatic trouvere: the northern French
version of the southern troubadour. Theobald’s

musical output included triumphant crusading songs calling
on his fellow Christians to hurry to Syria and take up arms
in the name of the Virgin Mary. His sexual conquests were
rumoured to include the queen of France, Louis VHI’s wife
Blanche of Castile.
The Barons’ Crusade, as these lords’ collective expeditions
were known, made the most of Ayyubid disharmony:
playing off the rival rulers against one another to build on
the gains that Frederick Hohenstaufen had extracted from
al-Kamil in 1229. To that end it was rather successful. By
1241 the borders of the kingdom of Jerusalem had been
extended significantly and the crusader state seemed to be
on a stronger footing than at any time since the Battle of
Hattin in 1187. Although the kingdom lacked a king Frederick Hohenstaufen’s son Conrad was occupied far
away in Europe with the family struggle against the papacy,
and would not have been

shown a very warm welcome had he arrived in the east - it
seemed that the realm was in rude health. Then, in 1244,
came calamity.
*
Among the many people displaced by the Mongols’
conquests were the Khwarazmian Turks, whose far-flung
territories extended out from greater Persia, taking in Kabul
(modern Afghanistan) in the east and the Caucasus in the
west. The Khwarazmian empire had not survived its
encounters with Genghis Khan’s horde: in 1220 the capital,
Samarkand (Samarqand, modem Uzbekistan), was
captured, the collective will of its governors and people
having been dented by reports that the Mongols had
executed one unfortunate Khwarazmian leader by pouring
molten metal into his eyes, nose and mouths The

fall of Khwarazm not only meant the destruction of one of
the largest political entities in central Asia and its
absorption into the ever-expanding Mongol world; it also
sent Khwarazmian warriors scattering away in great
numbers from the edifice as it crumbled. Bands of displaced
soldiers went north and east in search of gainful
employment, and they tended to bring devastation with
them. ‘From the realms of the east a cruel beast has come,’
wailed one Christian writer, who added that the fleeing
Khwarazmians resembled ‘dragons being dragged from
their lairs’.* These dragons landed first in northern
Mesopotamia; before long they were also breathing fire
across Palestine, with calamitous consequences for the
crusaders. In 1244 a Khwarazmian army in the pay of the
Ayyubid sultan of Egypt, Ayyub, took sudden and
devastating aim at the city of Jerusalem, the crusaders who
held it and their ally: the ruler of Damascus, Isma’il.

That summer Sultan Ayyub was preparing to fight Isma’il,
hoping to evict him from Damascus. To that end he
mustered an army at Gaza and summoned 10,000
Khwarazmian cavalry to join him. On their way south they
diverted, with Ayyub’s encouragement, to the Holy City,
which was in the hands of Isma’il’s Frankish allies. The
patriarch, Robert, bishop of Nantes, kept a doleful account
of their deeds when they arrived. Those infidel
Khwarazmians launched frequent attacks against the
almost unprotected city of Jerusalem,’ he wrote, referring to
the useless state of the walls, tom down decades earlier
under Ayyubid rule and never properly reconstructed. The
Khwarazmians descended almost unopposed, beginning a
rampage from which parts of the city would never recover.
As the Khwarazmians approached, around 6,000
Christian civilians fled in anticipation of the storm - but
almost all of them were hunted down and slaughtered in

the Judean hills. Then, on 23 August:
The Khwarazmians entered the almost empty city of the Israelites and in
front of the Sepulchre of the Lord they disembowelled all the remaining
Christians who had sought refuge inside its church. They decapitated the
priests... they laid sacrilegious hands on the Sepulchre of the Lord’s
resurrection, defiling it in many ways.rs

The marble around Christ’s tomb was either smashed or
scavenged and the tombs of all the crusader kings of
Jerusalem buried near Calvary were opened and their bones
tossed away. Elsewhere other highly revered Christian
churches and shrines received the same treatment: the
priory at Mount Sion, the tomb of the Virgin Mary in the
Valley of Jehosophat and the Church of the Nativity in
Bethlehem were all desecrated. But, wrote the patriarch,
‘these Khwarazmians were not content with all this; they
aspired to take and destroy the whole land’.*

This aspiration was not quite fulfilled, but the defeat that
followed the sack of Jerusalem was bad enough. On 4
October 1244 a Christian army including almost eveiy major
baron and all the military orders of the kingdom marched
out from Acre to take revenge on the Khwarazmians and
their Egyptian sponsors. Troops sent by Isma’il of
Damascus went with them, a fact that was later condemned
as particularly disgraceful by the Damascene preacher Ibn
al-Jawzi, who disapproved veiy strongly of Muslims
marching underneath the sign of the cross.* On 17 October
the Christians and Damascenes met the Khwarazmians and
Egyptians in battle near Gaza, at a place the crusaders knew
as La Forbie (al-Harbiyya). According to the patriarch, the
Damascenes were put to flight almost as soon as the battle
began, after which the Christians fought ‘like athletes of God
and defenders of the Catholic faith’ but were cut to pieces
nonetheless.^ Almost

every Templar, Hospitaller and Teutonic Knight on the
battlefield was killed - the Germans lost all but three men.
Knights and foot soldiers, bishops, abbots and priests were
killed and captured in their thousands; when the patriarch
escaped the battle and returned to Acre he found the entire
city in a state of ‘grief, wailing and endless suffering; there
is not a single house or person without a death to mourn’.*
It was the most devastating militaiy defeat since Hattin, and
even with the crusading effort spread thin and the Mongol
threat against eastern Europe, it mandated a familiar
response. In the summer of 1245 at the First Council of Lyon
- a church gathering that focused much of its attention on
the Mongol threat in the east and an attempt to formally
depose Frederick Hohenstaufen - the new Pope Innocent TV
announced a Seventh Crusade to revenge the losses of
Jerusalem and La Forbie. Its leader would be the first king
of France to

visit the east since Philip II Augustus left Acre in a fury in
1191: Philip’s grandson, the famously pious and literally
saintly Louis IX. He faced an almighty challenge.
*
Louis had been king of France since his accession in 1226 at
the age of twelve. In that year his father, Louis VIII, died
suddenly while taking part in the Albigensian crusade
(scurrilous tongues in France spread the lie that he was
poisoned by his mother’s lover, the trouvere crusader baron
Theobald IV of Champagne). The younger Louis therefore
grew up under the watchful eye and political regency of his
formidable mother, Blanche, who guided his education and
shaped a notably pious, charitable, well- educated and
literate man with soaring ambitions for the grandeur and
sanctity of the office of French kingship and

a vision of France as the greatest Christian kingdom in the
west.
Louis was a builder of sublime gothic churches and a
generous supporter of the poor and indigent. He was blessed
with good fortune and equally sensible judgement in
economic and political matters and he was a highly
respected international diplomat. To advertise his own
status and the glory of the French crown in 1238 he had
purchased from the creditors of the impoverished Latin
emperor of Constantinople, Baldwin II/ one of the finest
relics in the known world: Christ’s crown of thorns, which
Baldwin had pawned to merchants in Venice. Louis
redeemed this treasure - as fine as any in Constantinople or
anywhere else - at the staggering cost of 10,000 hyperpyra,
or 135,000 Parisian livres, equivalent to half the annual
revenue of the crown. He then built at further lavish expense
the Sainte Chapelle to house it. This

handsomely advertised the fact that in 1244 Louis IX was
the pre-eminent ruler in Christendom, his reputation
having long climbed past that of Frederick Hohenstaufen,
labouring under the weight of papal opprobrium.
Louis took the cross in December 1244, a bare few weeks
after the disaster at La Forbie. The immediate prompt was
his miraculous recovery from a bout of dysenteiy so severe
it almost killed him. Despite the miracle of his recovery,
Louis’s mother Blanche was appalled when she discovered
what he had done: according to the writer John of Joinville,
who wrote an intimate and vivid biography of Louis in the
early fourteenth century, drawing on his own memories of
the king, Blanche was ‘panic-stricken’, and seemed ‘as if she
would rather have seen him dead’.* But once the king had
made up his mind to go crusading, there was no dissuading
him.

Pope Innocent IV did not anticipate Louis taking his
crusade vows so promptly. Indeed, he had been thinking
that the best solution to the troubles of the Latin church in
the east lay not merely in commissioning Frenchmen, but in
persuading the Mongols that they might, after all, assume
the mantle of the fictitious Prester John and ride to the
rescue rather than the destruction of Christendom. In
March 1245 Innocent sent an ambassador, the Franciscan
friar Giovanni of Pian di Carpini, to find the new Mongol
khan Giiyug in Mongolia, where he delivered letters
scolding the Tartars for attacking Christians and suggesting
that they be baptized into the faith, on the basis that this
would then oblige them to assist the crusader states against
Ayyubids and Turks alike.
This was not in itself completely absurd - one reliable
feature of Mongolian conquest was the willingness of the
conquerors to tolerate and even take on the faiths of those

whom they subjugated. However, the high-handed tone the
pope took when writing to a ruler whose forebears had
reduced more than half of the Eurasian world to a state of
terrified obedience did not please Giiyug; still less did it
convince him to take up the cause of Christ. It would be
better, he told Innocent, if ‘you in person, at the head of the
kinglets, should in a body... come and do obeisance to us.
This is what we make known to you. If you act contraiy to it,
what do we know? God knows.’* Thus it was Louis EX and
not Giiyiig Khan who was charged with rescuing Jerusalem.
*
The course of Louis IX’s expedition to Egypt was remarkably
similar to that of the Fifth Crusade, at least in its strategic
goals and its unfortunate outcome. In the

summer of 1248 he took ship at Aigues-Mortes, a port town
purpose built for the crusade, with the sailors aboard his
fleet bellowing the ancient hymn Veni Creator Spiritus as
they caulked the doors on the horse transporters, and the
sacred French oriflamme fluttering aboard his lead ship, the
Montjoie. After leaving France, Louis went first to Nicosia
in Cyprus, where he took stock of the situation in the east.
Once on the island he was pressed to send help in all
directions: to the Syrian coast, where Sidon had recently
been lost to the Ayyubids; to Constantinople, where Baldwin
II was barely clinging to control of the city; and to Antioch,
where Prince Bohemond V found his territories under direct
threat from the Mongols who were also terrorizing his
neighbours King Hethum of Armenia and the Seljuq Turks
of Asia Minor. Against all these competing claims, Louis
chose to focus his energies on the Nile delta, still recognized
as the beating heart of Ayyubid

power. After overwintering on Cyprus, therefore, he and his
army of at least 20,000 troops sailed south in the late
spring, and made an amphibious landing at Damietta on
Saturday 5 June. John Sarrasin, the king’s chamberlain,
wrote a vivid letter home from Damietta describing the
arrival, in which he remembered knights so keen to attack
the enemy that they leaped into the sea in armour, wading
through water up to their armpits and fighting their way up
the beaches under heavy crossbow fire: ‘A dangerous and
difficult task which called for great bravery.’ Even Louis,
Sarrasin said, waded waist-deep against defenders who
‘attacked our men so furiously and ferociously that they
seemed certain to cut them to pieces’.^
After this auspicious start, things continued to go well.
Rather than sitting for a year or more outside Damietta, as
had happened in 1218, Louis’s troops broke into the city
before the weekend was over, as Damietta’s garrison

decided that they preferred the lessons of history to starving
to death and ceded the whole place to the crusaders,
retreating in time-honoured fashion up the Nile. So the
crusaders simply walked in, and Sarrasin wrote of the
strange sights that they encountered, including ‘fifty-four
Christian slaves who had been there for twenty-two years’.
Happily liberated, they told the French that ‘the Saracens
had fled... saying to one another that the swine had
arrived'.- According to an Islamic chronicler, al-Makrisi,
Sultan Ayyub was irate when he learned of the ease with
which the garrison had surrendered, and ordered fifty of the
soldiers to be strangled as punishment.- But Sarrasin also
noted that the Nile would soon be in flood, which meant that
for the French, further progress was momentarily
impossible. Louis passed the time productively, converting
mosques into churches, heavily reinforcing the city walls
and

waiting for the waters to subside. His army outside the walls
dug trenches and organized round-the-clock guard duty to
defend themselves against Bedouin raiders who cut off
Christian heads and sold them to the sultan in Cairo for ten
bezants apiece.
They finally moved out of Damietta towards Cairo on 20
November, and were almost immediately bolstered by even
more wonderful news. On 22 November Sultan Ayyub died,
having endured a lingering illness consisting, according to
al-Makrisi, of ‘a fistula and an ulcer on the lung’.- His son
Turan-Shah, governor of a minor lordship in the Jazira, was
promoted as the new sultan, but it would take him three
months to reach Egypt, and when he arrived his authority in
both the wider Ayyubid world and the palace in Cairo was
lower than that of any before him. In his absence, Ayyub’s
Turkish wife, the sultana Shajar al-Durr, was intent on
installing herself as the power

behind the throne: effectively she became the first female
ruler of the dynasty. Plotting alongside her was a faction of
the old sultan’s Mamluk (slave-soldier) bodyguard known as
the al-Bahriyya (Bahria) after the island in the Nile
opposite Cairo where they were garrisoned, who were
beginning to conceive of a full military coup to take control
of the Egyptian state. Deciding that whatever example past
crusaders had set was now overtaken by turmoil among his
enemies and the simple chaos of events, Louis - after
consulting his three brothers, Robert, count of Artois,
Alphonse, count of Poitiers and Charles, count of Anjou ordered a full advance of the crusader army and navy all the
way to the great fork in the Nile at al-Mansurah.
After a painfully slow march hampered by a stiff
headwind that made river navigation for their supply ships
almost impossible, the French camped opposite al-

Mansurah at the beginning of December, and began a siege.
Yet what was once a military camp was now a fully fortified
town; it would not be taken easily, even without the Nile in
flood. Unlike at Damietta, the garrison at al- Mansurah had
no wish to give up and run away. The French had also,
despite Louis’s normally meticulous military planning,
failed to establish secure supply lines to the rear of their
army. A slow, grinding campaign emerged, consisting of
catapult battles across the water, failed attempts by both
sides to bridge the river and storm the enemy camp, and a
dark war between spies, during which one daring Egyptian
swimmer managed to cross to the crusader camp disguised
on the water’s surface with a hollowed-out watermelon on
his head. He kidnapped a Christian soldier and dragged him
back to al-Mansurah for interrogation.'^ Epidemic disease
ripped through the crusader camp, for both sides took to
dumping human

corpses in the same waters in which the invaders were
fishing for their meals. ‘The whole army was infected with a
shocking disorder, which dried up the flesh on our legs to
the bone,’ John of Joinville recalled, adding that a secondary
symptom was ‘sore complaint in the mouth, from eating
such fish, that rotted the gums and caused a most stinking
breath. Few escaped death that were thus attacked.’^ King
Louis himself was afflicted with a recurrence of the
dysenteiy that had almost killed him in 1244, suffering so
badly that he was forced to cut a hole in his undergarments
to accommodate the unstoppable flux.
The French glimpsed triumph on 8 February when,
having finally discovered a spot to ford the river, they
mounted a surprise flanking cavalry attack on the Egyptian
camp. But after initial success, they were driven back and
dozens of men were killed, including the king’s brother
Robert of Artois. After this, there were no more

victories. Turan-Shah arrived with military reinforcements
from Syria. A blockade of the Nile downriver cut off food
supplies to the crusaders from Damietta. Rampant illness,
dwindling supplies and the joyless dirge of a military
stalemate meant that by Easter the king was ready to admit
defeat.
On 5 April a disorderly retreat down the Nile began,
which turned very quickly into a rout, as the crusader army
lost its discipline, and was harried viciously all the way by
the sultan’s troops and members of the elite Bahriyya, who
showed little mercy to anyone but the highest-ranking (and
most valuable) prisoners. On 6 April Louis, by now so weak
that he was barely able to stand, surrendered to the
pursuing army and begged for a truce on whatever
conditions the sultan chose to offer. The collective ransom
for the French monarch and others, including his brother
Charles of Anjou and the aristocratic

writer John of Joinville, was set at 800,000 bezants: a true
king’s ransom, the first instalment of which could only be
paid by appeal to the Templars in Louis’s army, who were
persuaded to open up their treasury, kept on a galley in the
Nile delta, and raid private funds they were holding in
strongboxes for other crusaders. That they were willing to
do so was a mark of the seriousness of the situation and the
impending, total failure of the crusade. Under the terms of
the agreement to free Louis, Damietta was again
surrendered, having on this occasion been held for just
eleven months.
By 6 May the city had been transferred back into Egyptian
hands and Louis was released. He sailed shortly afterwards
to Acre, remaining in the Holy Land until 1254, where he
spent much time and even more money restoring the
defences of the most important remaining cities in the
kingdom of Jerusalem, making substantial repairs to the

walls of Acre and Caesarea. Yet he could do little more than
this to advance or even affect the cause of the crusader
states. Louis had established his reputation as a king willing
to risk his kingdom and his very life in the course of the holy
war, yet it seemed increasingly impossible after the second
failure at Damietta to conceive of the Franks of the west as
anything more than a dwindling irrelevance in the eastern
Mediterranean, where the dominant powers were now the
Mongols and - as it was very soon to emerge - the Bahriyya
Mamluks, who had helped destroy the French army on the
Nile.
*
Four days before Louis paid his ransom to be released from
Egyptian captivity, the Bahriyya murdered Sultan TuranShah. They were motivated by simple self

preservation: Turan-Shah had mamluks of his own from
Syria who threatened to displace the Bahriyya in their own
capital. But whatever drove them, they ensured that the
sultan’s death was stunningly cruel. His assassins first
attempted to bum him alive with Greek fire while he was in
his tent, before cutting him down with their swords,
removing his heart and hurling his mutilated body into the
river. With this, the Ayyubid dynasty, stretching back eighty
years and eight rulers, was finished. The only question was
who would replace them.
After several tense months of jockeying for power under
the regency of Turan-Shah’s mother, the sultana Shajar alDurr, one of Bahriyya’s senior commanders, Aybeg alTurkmani, eventually took control; to secure his power in
the palace he married Shajar al-Durr. Thus, under Aybeg
and his successors there was quickly established a Mamluk
sultanate, in which the slave-soldier caste, for so

long limited to the status of bodyguards and stormtroopers,
imposed themselves as the dominant force in Egypt and far
beyond. By the time Louis left the Holy Land in 1254 the
Mamluks were fully established in Cairo and beginning to
look to further conquests in Syria.
Rising through their ranks as they did so was a young
warrior originally from a family of Kipchak Turks. He had a
striking fair complexion and a distinctive, milky, cataract in
one of his eyes - features that would come to be notorious
when he emerged as the nemesis of the Holy Land’s
crusaders, and the architect of their fatal and final demise.
His name was Rukn al-Din Baybars. His supporters called
him the Lion of Egypt; even his detractors knew him as
someone who was ‘hardy and valiant’ and ‘did an enormous
amount of harm to the Christians’.^. Even one of the most
powerful Mongol khans regarded Baybars with suspicion,
referring to the armies

he commanded as ‘Babylonian dog mice’.^ The insult was
well-earned: Baybars was part of the Mamluk force who
managed to best and drive back the Mongols as they began
to encroach on the lands of the Near East.
In the course of his life, Baybars would do what the
combined efforts of Zengi, Nur al-Din and Saladin could
not, and destroy for good the Frankish states of Syria and
Palestine. That his rise to power was made possible by a
Christian army commanded by the saintly Louis IX, which
had aimed to deliver Jerusalem back into the hands of the
righteous once and for all, was one of the crowning ironies
of the last, ragged stages in the decline of the crusader
states.

- The name Tartar (or Tatar) seems to have derived from a word used by the
Mongols to define themselves, which was deemed grimly appropriate in the west
for its similarity to the Greek-derived Latin word tartarus (the underworld).
• Baldwin II had been co-emperor with John of Brienne, and succeeded as sole
emperor on John’s death. He was chased out of Constantinople in 1261 when
Byzantine soldiers recaptured the city, and was therefore the last ruling Latin
emperor of the short-lived crusader state established by the Fourth Crusade.

25
The Enemy from Hell
They fought the holy war excellently...

Four Mongol envoys arrived in Cairo in the summer of
1260 bearing orders from their master, Hiilagii, the short,
flat-nosed warlord with a famously booming voice, who
was younger brother of the Great Khan Mongke and

commander of the Mongols’ conquests in Persia and
western Asia. The letters containing these orders, though
written in Arabic and decorated with quotations from the
Qur’an, rang with the uncompromising imperium typical of
most high-level Mongol communication.i They were
addressed to the Mamluk sultan of Egypt, Qutuz, whom the
khan scorned as a coward, and threatened with annihilation
if he did not see sense and immediately bend his knee.
‘You have heard how we have conquered a vast empire
and have purified the earth of the disorders that tainted it,’
Hulagii wrote:
You cannot escape from the terror of our armies. Where can you flee? What
road will you use to escape us? Our horses are swift, □ur arrows sharp, our
swords like thunderbolts, our hearts as hard as the mountains, our soldiers
as numerous as the sand. Fortresses will not detain us, nor armies stop us.
Your prayers to

God will not avail against us. We are not moved by tears nor touched by
lamentations. Only those who beg our protection will be safe.

Without timely and recondite submission, he told Qutuz,
Egypt would fall; just like everywhere else. ‘We will shatter
your mosques and reveal the weakness of your God and then
we will kill your children and your old men together,’
warned HiilagiU Resist, and the whole of Egypt would suffer
‘terrible catastrophes’.
There was ample evidence to suggest Hiilagu was not
joking, for in western Asia the Mongol advance did not seem
to be slowing down. In 1255 Mongol armies had ravaged
Anatolia, crushing the last vestiges of resistance by the
Seljuqs of Rum, with whom they had been at war for more
than fifteen years. In December 1256 Hiilagii’s men had
overrun Alamut, the mountain fortress that served as the
Persian headquarters of the murderous

Shi’ite sect of the Assassins. Then, in 1258, shocking news
had arrived from Baghdad, the long-standing religious
capital of the Sunni world. Mongol horsemen had arrived in
January, taken the city by siege in less than twelve days and
done irreparable damage during the ensuing sack: burning
ancient buildings and desecrating mosques, destroying
hospitals and ransacking the great library known as the
House of Wisdom, which contained the largest and most
sophisticated collection of books on earth. So many
thousands of priceless volumes and manuscripts were
thrown into the Tigris that the water was said to have flowed
black with ink. The death toll in Baghdad was at least
100,000 souls, including the Abbasid caliph himself: AlMusta’sim was rolled up inside a carpet and trampled to
death by horses, supposedly so that the ground would not
be stained by his royal blood. His ruthless execution
extinguished the Abbasid caliphate,

which had led the Sunni world for more than 500 years.-And Baghdad, wrote the chronicler Ibn Kathir, ‘which had
been the most civilized of cities, became a ruin with only a
few inhabitants, and they were in fear and hunger and
wretchedness and insignificance’.
After this show of power in Iraq, Hulagii’s armies - now
recognizing their leader as the ‘Ukhan’ and his provinces as
the ‘Ilkhanate’ - moved on towards Syrian In 1259 Hiilagii’s
general Kitbugha took aim at the Ayyubid princes who ruled
the city states of Aleppo, Damascus and the Jazira. Kitbugha
seized Aleppo by force, after which the leaders of Hama,
Homs and Damascus meekly submitted to Mongol
overlordship. The Mongols left the crusader states of the
region alone, with the exception of a single raid on Sidon,
where they destroyed the walls and took 300 prisoners.
Even so, the Christian princes Bohemond VI of AntiochTripoli, and his father-in-law,

King Hethum of Armenia, had already decided that caution
was preferable to extinction, offering tribute and allegiance
to the Mongols in return for assurances of peace. Syria
appeared to be falling with barely a whimper. Satisfied that
he could turn his attention elsewhere, Hulagii went east,
taking the majority of his troops to Azerbaijan, placing
himself closer to the Mongol capital, where a succession
crisis was building following Mongke’s death in 1259. He
had no good reason to think that Qutuz of Egypt would be
strong - or stupid - enough to resist his demands. Kitbugha
and 12,000 horsemen remained active in Syria, ready to
strike at anyone who dared flash a single defiant eye in their
direction. That, Hulagii reckoned, would be enough.
Yet in the summer of 1260 defiance was precisely the path
Qutuz chose, thanks in no small part to the influence of
Baybars, the milky-eyed leader of the elite Bahriyya

corps of Mamluks, who was a belligerent presence at the
sultan’s elbow. Qutuz and Baybars were by no means
natural allies. Their respective factions had clashed bitterly
in the ugly and violent political wrangling that dominated
the first decade of Mamluk rule in Egypt. Indeed, Baybars
and the Bahriyya had only recently returned to Cairo
following several years of indignant exile in Syria.
Nevertheless, with the very future of Islamic rule in the
eastern Mediterranean seemingly at stake, Baybars had
made his peace with Qutuz and convinced the sultan that
fire should be met with fire. So, when the Mongol envoys
presented the sultan with Hiilagu’s high-handed threats of
apocalyptic doom in the summer of 1260, Qutuz responded
with a gesture he thought the Ilkhan would understand. He
had Hulagii’s four ambassadors imprisoned, then publicly
chopped in half at the waist and beheaded. Their severed
heads were hung to rot above

Cairo’s Zuwayla gate (Bab Zuwayla'), a spot generally
reserved for the remains of common criminals. Hulagii had
reckoned Qutuz to be one of ‘a race of mamluks who fled
before our sword’. Yet the sultan - urged on by Baybars - had
declared himself ready to face the sword and take his
chances.
*
For the leaders of the crusader states, the prospect of a
military showdown between Mongols and Mamluks was an
interesting and even promising turn of events. As
Bohemond VI of Antioch had calculated, there was little
chance of the diminished Latin states standing up to
Hulagii’s armies on their own. As Thomas Agni, papal legate
and bishop of Bethlehem, wrote from Acre in the spring of
1260, the proximity of the ‘Tartars’ to the Latin

states left most of their inhabitants ‘paralyzed with fear at
the thought of the thunderous judgment of God’.* When
there was a hint of a Mongol advance on Acre, the panicked
citizens cut down trees from the orchards around the city
and pulled up gravestones to reinforce the walls. When
Kitbugha ravaged Damascus, the barons and military orders
who governed the kingdom of Jerusalem offered supplies to
the Mongol army so that Kitbugha would come no further in
their direction.- But such mollification was hardly a longterm strategy. If the Mamluks and Mongols could focus
their energies on fighting each other, reasoned the Latins,
the crusader states would be the beneficiaries.
Thus, when Qutuz led his army out of Egypt to face down
the Mongols in late July 1260, the Christian leaders in Acre
adopted a policy of studied neutrality. They permitted a
Mamluk army of around 12,000 troops,

reinforced by divisions of Ayyubids who had fled to Egypt
from Syria to escape the Mongols, to march freely through
Christian-ruled territory. When they passed by Acre itself,
the citizens even sent out supplies.* They did not go so far
as to offer Frankish military support in the form of troops to
fight under the sultan’s banner. But they prayed quietly for
a Mamluk victory all the same.
This opportunistic support for the armies of Egypt paid
off handsomely in on 3 September when Qutuz and
Baybars’s forces collided with Kitbugha’s Mongol cavalry,
supported by a ragtag of Georgians, Armenians and two
minor Ayyubid princes, on the plain near an oasis known as
‘Ayn Jalut (the ‘Springs of Goliath’), not far from Nazareth.
The two armies were roughly evenly matched in number,
but the Mamluks held an ace: Syrian spies from among
Kitbugha’s ranks told the sultan that if he attacked
vigorously, then he could rely on the two Ayyubid princes

on the Mongol side fleeing the battlefield and handing them
the advantage.
When the fighting started, that is exactly what happened.
Just as Qutuz and Baybars had been promised, the Ayyubids
fighting with the Mongol army abandoned their masters
and ran away, allowing the Mamluk army to encircle the
Mongols. Qutuz fought bravely, tearing off his helmet so his
men could see him and rallying them with cries of ‘Oh,
Islam! Ya Allah! Help your servant Qutuz against the
Mongols’’ Allah answered the call. In the heat of the battle
Kitbugha was hacked down, and his head later taken as a
trophy of war.
With the loss of their leader the Mongol army broke up
and galloped for their lives. Behind them, Baybars led the
Bahriyya for several days in pursuit of escapees, slicing to
pieces anyone they could catch and setting fire to fields to
burn alive fugitives hiding amid the reeds. When all was

done, 1,500 Mongol troops were dead, and the army
charged with holding Syria on Hiilagii’s behalf had been
scattered to the wind. The Mongol governors of Damascus
and Aleppo were easily driven away. Muslim officials who
had collaborated with Hiilagii were executed. Finally, it
appeared, the Mongols had met their match. The onslaught
of the Saracens was so great that the Tartars were unable to
withstand it,’ wrote the Frankish author known as the
Templar of Tyre’.s The Mamluks, of all people, had come to
the rescue of the Franks. But soon enough, crusader relief
would turn to the deepest consternation.
The alliance forged between Qutuz and Baybars in the
summer of 1260 had proven to be highly effective against
the Mongol threat. But it was a partnership predicated on
necessity, not affection.' And the Mamluk army had barely
left Syria before their relationship blew up. As they

marched through northern Sinai, on their way home from
‘Ayn Jalut, Qutuz and a group of emirs decided to take a
diversion from the main route of the march to hunt for hare
- one of Qutuz’s favourite pastimes. When they were at safe
distance from the army, Baybars kissed the sultan by the
hand - a pre-arranged signal for the other emirs to fall upon
him with their swords. The coup was pitiless and efficient.
Qutuz was slashed in the neck, stabbed in the body and
finished off with an arrow. Baybars looted the sultan’s body
for his royal insignia, then returned to the army’s camp to
be hailed as the new commander-in-chief. On 22 October
the army marched back into Cairo with Baybars at its head.
He took command of the citadel and announced himself
sultan and the rightful successor to the man he had just
murdered.
According to Baybars’s acolyte and personal secretary,
Ibn ‘Abd al-Zahir, the people of Cairo received their new

sultan with gladness: The hearts of the subjects were
delighted because God had entrusted their affairs to one
who would undertake the duty of the holy war, and would
command them with kindness and justice.’- This was a
blatant lie. There was in fact popular terror at the prospect
of a Bahriyya tyranny, which Baybars only allayed by
promising immediate tax cuts. It would take him months to
stabilize Cairo, secure his position as sultan of Egypt and
place Syria on a defensive footing against the Mongols. But
once he did so, it would have profound - and painful consequences for the future of the crusader states.
*
By the 1260s the Frankish lordships of the east were in a
parlous state. Territorially they had shrunk to little more

than a 10-mile (16 km) wide coastal corridor between Jaffa
in the south and Antioch’s port of St Simeon in the north.
Defence of the frontiers relied almost entirely on the
military orders and their sprawling fortresses like Montfort,
Chateau Pelerin and Crac des Chevaliers. The kingdom of
Jerusalem - now in truth a kingdom of Acre - had lacked a
resident adult king for thirty years. In 1260 the theoretical
monarch was Frederick II Hohenstaufen’s eight-year-old
grandson Conrad (technically Conrad III of Jerusalem;
better known as Conradin), but he would never visit the
Holy Land. The regency fell to the Latin kings of Cyprus, but
this was hardly a satisfactory situation. At times it was
downright absurd, as between 1258 and 1261, when the
bailli or regent, Hugh II of Cyprus, was a boy even younger
than Conradin himself. During that time power was wielded
by Hugh’s mother. Queen Plaisance - but she soon
scandalized the realm by striking up a love

affair with the wealthy warrior and jurist John of Jaffa of the
Ibelin family, who abandoned his wife and children for her.
Afflicted by this long-term crisis of leadership, the Latin
territories operated less like a feudal kingdom and more as
a collection of petty city states run by largely self- interested
barons. Government by the bailli in consultation with the
noble council known as the haute cour was no substitute for
a controlling monarchical hand of the sort that had directed
affairs during the twelfthcentury heyday of Baldwin II or
Amalric I. Inevitably, severe political divisions emerged,
which in 1256 spilled over into full-blown civil war, in the
conflict known as the ‘War of St Sabas’. After a dispute
between merchants of Genoa and Venice over the ownership
of property in Acre escalated into armed conflict, the barons,
military orders and leading merchant groups in the crusader
states split

into rival camps. The result was ferocious naval battles
between Venetian, Pisan and Genoan ships, and street
fighting in Acre and Tyre. Genoans fought Venetians,
Templars fought Hospitallers, and giant siege catapults
were deployed between the rival parties in the major cities
of the kingdom, doing ‘a lot of harm to each other, and
[knocking] down a number of houses’.n
Into this untidy, unhappy state of affairs swept Baybars.
The summer after he seized power as sultan he was
confident enough of his position in Egypt to extend his
sights further afield, beginning with Bohemond VI of
Antioch, whose temerity in allying with the Mongols before
the Battle of ‘Ayn Jalut he had not forgotten. In 1261-2 a
Mamluk army entered Syria on a tour of intimidation,
passing dangerously close to the city of Antioch itself, before
descending upon St Simeon, where, according to Baybars’s
secretary Ibn Abd al-Zahir, they

‘took the port, set the vessels on fire... captured it, slew and
took prisoners. They fought the holy war excellently.^ At the
same time he sent envoys to Constantinople to explore a
commercial treaty and non-aggression pact with a new
emperor there - Michael VIII Palaiologos, who had chased
the last resident Latin ruler, Baldwin II, out of the city in
July 1261, re-establishing Byzantine control over the ancient
capital. So although in 1261 Bohemond VI was still
technically the ruler, Baybars had deprived him of his main
trading port and taken steps to cut him off from an alliance
with the resurgent Greeks. Much, much worse was to follow.
To the south of Antioch, Baybars had inherited a long
truce between Egypt and the kingdom of Jerusalem. When
it expired in 1265 he was not inclined to extend it. There was
now serious diplomatic communication between Hiilagii
and western rulers including the papacy and the

crusading veteran Louis IX of France. In 1262 Hulagii wrote
to Louis defaming the Mamluks at length and implying that
as soon as he could be bothered, he would return to Syria to
crush them.* The thought of a joint assault on Egypt and
Syria by the Mongols of the Ukhanate and a full-blown
western crusade was the only scenario that had the power
genuinely to frighten the Mamluks. So Baybars determined
to knock out the weaker party in this potential alliance as
soon as was practically possible: showing his intent in 1263
by destroying the Church of the Holy Virgin in Nazareth
(which marked the spot of the Annunciation) and menacing
the walls of Acre with his armies. This was as much as he
could do for the time being, but he was readying himself for
the day when he could go further.
Inside his realm, Baybars had worked hard to establish
himself as a noble and charitable Muslim leader mindful

of the peaceful aspects of the jihad: building libraries,
schools, hospitals and mosques, reforming the law courts,
patronizing scientists, improving irrigation systems, coastal
defences and infrastructure, repairing iconic buildings like
the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, and ordering a new
postal system (the barid) that reduced the communication
time between Cairo and Damascus to just four days.* In
1261 he restored a Sunni Abbasid caliphate, installing a new
caliph - a very minor Abbasid aristocrat who had all the
makings of a useful puppet - with glorious ceremony in
Cairo, where he was thereafter kept under Mamluk guard,
in splendid and regal impotence. Outside the realm,
however, Baybars was, first and foremost, a warrior at the
head of a military state. From 1261 onwards he developed a
massively powerful and well-equipped expeditionary army
capable of striking hard far from home, be it against
Mongols, Ayyubids or Franks. In 1265,

when the truce with the kingdom of Jerusalem expired, the
Mamluk sultan was ready to put it to use.
*
He began his campaign in southern Palestine, marching up
from Gaza past Jaffa, and arriving in late Februaiy 1265 at
Caesarea. On the night of 26-27 February his army
surrounded the city, apparently taking the townsfolk by
surprise. The defenders on the walls immediately lost their
nerve and fled to Caesarea’s citadel, hoping that enormous
granite fortifications and sea walls strengthened at great
cost by Louis IX in the 1250s would repel Baybars for long
enough that he would lose interest. It was a vain hope.
Mamluk catapults bombarded the citadel, and Baybars
himself climbed to the top of a church tower in the city and
shot arrows at anyone from the garrison who

showed their face.r. Meanwhile, he sent light cavaliy fanning
out into the countryside to intercept any Christian relieving
forces - although they found little to intercept. Relief was not
an option; the only feasible Frankish strategy was
evacuation. On 5 March, after less than a week under siege,
the defenders piled into rescue boats and fled by sea to Acre.
They left the city to its fate. For Baybars it had all been
astonishingly easy.
When Caesarea surrendered. Baybars ordered his men to
tear the city and citadel to the ground. Unlike Saladin in the
1180s Baybars did not just want to take Frankish cities and
put them into Islamic hands. The single greatest military
advantage that the Franks had held since the collapse of the
Fatimid empire in the twelfth century had been naval
supremacy along the Mediterranean coast and their large
number of ports, into which fresh crusaders could arrive
with eveiy spring sailing from the west.* In

destroying Caesarea Baybars showed that he had
appreciated the lesson of history. He was not merely intent
on taking crusader cities; he wanted to remove the
possibility of crusading for good.
After the collapse of Caesarea, nearby Haifa surrendered
in almost identical fashion. A fortnight later Baybars’s army
appeared outside the Templars’ massive fortress of Chateau
Pelerin. This was impossible to storm; but to show the
Templars what little regard he had for their reputation
Baybars tore down the houses and other buildings that had
been erected outside the fortress walls. Then he made an
about-turn, marching back in the direction of Jaffa and
arriving on 21 March at Arsuf, which was garrisoned by the
Hospitallers. Here the defenders put up a stiff resistance to
a catapult barrage, and managed repeatedly to bum
Baybars’s siege engines. But they could not prevail for long.
By the end of April the

siege was over, and the garrison of Hospitallers were hauled
off to prison in Egypt. Then, just like Caesarea and Haifa,
Arsuf was reduced to rubble. By late May, the sultan was
back in Cairo. In less than six months he had annihilated the
three most important Frankish cities south of Acre. What
was more, the Mongols to the east were in momentary
confusion following the death of Hulagii in February, and
there was growing hostility between the Ukhanate of Persia
and the so-called Golden Horde, the huge Mongol khanate
to the north of the Black Sea. For a time the Mamluks had a
free hand.
Between 1265 and 1271 Baybars marched armies against
the crusader states virtually every year, with reliably similar
results. In the late spring of 1266 he and his emirs fanned
out, terrorizing the countryside between the shattered
remains of Arsuf and the Sea of Galilee to the north, paying
special attention to Bohemond Vi’s lands in

the county of Tripoli, before congregating for a massive, allout assault on Safad, which lay inland between Acre and
Tyre: a heavily fortified Templar redoubt the sultan
regarded as ‘a lump in the throat of Islam’.n When Safad
surrendered after a hard-fought, six-week assault, Baybars
agreed to give safe conduct to Safad’s 1,500 defenders. Once
they began to file out of the fortress he changed his mind,
and had all but two of them executed on a nearby hilltop.
Not having any naval function, Safad was left standing, and
re-garrisoned with Mamluk troops.
Now the crusaders’ miseries piled up, year after year. In
the summer of 1267 Baybars - walking with a limp having
broken his foot falling from his horse, but otherwise more
dangerous than ever - burned the harvest and cut down
orchards around Acre, ensuring a meagre winter for the
inhabitants. On 8 March 1268 he sent an army to Jaffa
securing its capitulation in a matter of hours, with the

garrison fleeing, as usual, by boat. Jaffa’s fortifications were
dismantled and the raw building materials shipped to Cairo
for use in pious building projects for the benefit of the
Muslim faithful. ‘He took the relic of the head of St George
and burned the body of St Christina,’ complained the
Templar of Tyre.* In April he oversaw the successful siege of
Beaufort, occupied by the Templars. Then he swung north,
to punish once more Bohemond VI of Antioch-Tripoli.
In 1098 the first crusaders took seven and a half months
to take Antioch from its Seljuq governor, Yaghi-Siyan; 170
years on, Baybars completed its conquest in two days. On 18
May the sultan’s men scaled the walls with ladders, while
others barred the gates to prevent anyone from escaping the
massacre. The Templar of Tyre wrote that 17,000 people
were killed and 100,000 taken captive. As prices on the
Syrian slave markets crashed, Antioch

burned: the citadel was lit up and the blaze took much of the
city with it.i*< Even as the flames raged, Baybars sent a
triumphant letter to Bohemond, who had not been present
at the siege. He mocked him for having lost his right to call
himself ‘Prince’, then described the atrocious punishment
that had befallen his city. Had Bohemond been present to
defend his people, said Baybars:
You would have seen your knights prostrate beneath the horses’ hooves,
your houses stormed by pillagers and ransacked by looters... your women
sold four at a time and bought for a dinar of your own money! You would
have seen the crosses in your churches smashed, the pages of the false
Testaments scattered, the Patriarchs’ tombs overturned. You would have
seen the Muslim enemy trampling on the place where you celebrate the
Mass, cutting the throats of monks, priests and deacons upon the altars... you
would have seen fire running through your palaces, your dead burned in this
world before going down to the fires of the next... Then you would have said
'Would that I were dust, and that no letter had ever brought me such
tidings!’^

This was more than mere rhetoric. Antioch’s days as a
leading city of the Syrian north-west were over.
*
In previous generations, this abysmal series of losses in the
crusader states would have been enough to prompt
existential panic in the west of the sort that had inspired the
Second and Third Crusades. But by the end of the 1260s the
appetite for eastern crusading was declining at the same
rapid rate as the crusader states themselves. As Baybars was
razing Christian settlements and fortresses all over the
Levant, the most active and energetic campaigning was on
Sicily, where Charles of Anjou, brother of the French king
Louis EX and a veteran of the Damietta campaign of 124950, was leading a papal- sponsored mission to drive the last
of Frederick

Hohenstaufen’s descendants out of the kingdom. In 1266
Charles led an army of crusaders who defeated and killed
Frederick’s son Manfred at the Battle of Benevento. Two
years later Charles captured Frederick’s grandson Conradin,
the sixteen-year-old titular king of Jerusalem and would-be
ruler of Sicily. Conradin was beheaded in public in Naples
on 28 October 1268, bringing to the end the Hohenstaufen
royal line, passing Sicily into French hands and marking a
new low in the steady perversion of the idea of crusading,
thanks to the relentless anti- Hohenstaufen vendetta
pursued by a long succession of popes.
There were, of course, some princes in the west who tried
to rally themselves to the defence of the east, but their
efforts were by turns ill-fated and inadequate. In 1269 a
small party of Aragonese warriors led by two royal princes
arrived by ship in Acre - but the princes came

without their king, the mighty Reconquista warrior James
I, who had been shipwrecked on his way and abandoned his
journey. In 1270, Louis IX of France stirred himself for
another tilt at the Holy Land he had attempted to leave on a
stable defensive footing during his visit of 1250-4. But Louis
was now fifty-six years old, and he was not the force he had
been in his younger days. His strategic judgement, never
especially acute, had grown even weaker. With his brother
Charles installed as king of Sicily, Louis decided to sail his
modest fleet to the Holy Land via Ifriqiya (now in the hands
of the Berber-descended Sunni dynasty known as the
Hafsids) and attack Tunis. The expedition was a fiasco, and
as Louis camped outside the city, epidemic disease ripped
through his army. Louis died of dysenteiy on 25 August
1270, supposedly uttering the word ‘Jerusalem’ before he
succumbed. His crusade broke up and his body was taken
home for burial; in Cairo, Baybars

received the news with relief and delight. Twenty-seven
years later Louis was canonized - but, holy as he was, the
great French saint-king had ultimately done precious little
to contribute to the security of the Lord’s Sepulchre.
Only in the early summer of 1271, with the arrival at Acre
of a contingent of crusaders led by the Lord Edward, heir to
the Plantagenet throne of England (the future Edward I
‘Longshanks’) and his young wife Eleanor of Castile, did the
relentless calamities inflicted on the crusader states seem to
pause. Edward was tall, physically intimidating and bloodyminded, already a veteran of a devastating civil war in
England, and he would grow up to be the finest warrior and
general of his generation. He brought with him around
1,000 men, a quarter of whom were knights. But even he was
able to do little more than staunch the bleeding. Edward
arrived in Acre too late to save a succession of the most
important crusader castles in

the east from falling. The Hospitallers’ jewel of Crac des
Chevaliers was taken in April 1271, followed in June of the
same year by Montfort, the great Teutonic Order fortress,
which stood as a monument to the golden days of master
Hermann von Salza’s rule.^i Edward’s stay in the east was
marked chiefly by Baybars’s decision in the autumn of 1271
to grant an increasingly distraught Bohemond VI of Tripoli
a ten-year truce, which in turn allowed the Mamluk sultan
to focus fully on the Mongol threat to Syria. Edward
disapproved strongly of the truce, so in May 1272 Baybars
tried to deal with the headstrong young prince by
commissioning an Assassin to creep into his bedroom and
attack him with a daggers The attack was thwarted when
Edward fought back, punched the Assassin in the face,
wrestled him to the ground and stabbed him in the head
until he was dead.^ Once he recovered from his own serious
wounds, Edward concluded that even he had seen

enough. He departed for home by the autumn of 1272, and
never came back.
*
On 30 June 1277 Baybars died in Damascus. He had gorged
himself several days earlier on his favourite drink of
fermented mare’s milk, and the hangover brought on a fatal
combination of fever and acute diarrhoea. The suddenness
of his illness (which aroused suspicions of poison) and the
upheavals caused by the transition to a new Mamluk sultan
after nearly seventeen years of unprecedentedly successful
rule meant that what remained of the crusader states were
afforded another few years of relative peace.?* Yet even
before Baybars’s death, there was a sense that the remaining
Latins of the east were preparing for the end. In 1276 Hugh
III of Cyprus,

who had been elected King Hugh I of Jerusalem after
Conradin’s execution, moved the seat of the royal court
permanently to his Cypriot estates. Behind him, leadership
in Acre was disputed by representatives of the absent
Sicilian king, Charles of Anjou, who also claimed to be the
rightful ruler of the Latin kingdom. This tortuous division of
power, and the petty squabble for denuded authority it
represented, spoke to the true state of affairs among the
Franks.
The endgame commenced twelve years after Baybars’s
death, in 1289 under the Mamluk sultan Qalawun, a veteran
of the Bahriyya who had first been taken to Egypt to train
as a slave-soldier in the great Ayyubid sultan al- Kamil’s
household. In 1289 Qalawun took aim at the city of Tripoli:
thickly walled but rotten inside with feuds between vying
factions of Genoese, Pisans, Venetians and Hospitallers.
Undermanned and disunited, the defenders

of Tripoli stood no chance when Qalawun moved against
them, and as soon as the Mamluk army arrived boats started
pulling out of the harbour to evacuate inhabitants to
Armenia. Tn the end the town was so weakened that the
Saracens took it in a single assault,’ wrote the Templar of
Tyre. ‘It lacked adequate defenders, who one by one had
abandoned the defence.The Mamluks swept in, looting,
killing and demolishing buildings. Swimmers were sent to a
little island off the shore where there was a church dedicated
to St Thomas, in which terrified civilian families were taking
refuge. The women and children were captured, and the
men were killed; their bodies were left in a pile to rot, so that
for weeks afterward ‘it was impossible to land there because
of the stench’.*-.
Once more the international response to the loss of a
major Latin town was virtually nonexistent. Twenty
Venetian galleys commissioned by Pope Nicholas IV

arrived to help defend the remaining cities of Acre and Tyre,
but they caused more harm than good. ‘By the agency of the
Enemy from Hell [i.e. Satan] the crusaders who had come
to do good and to arm themselves for the succor of the city
of Acre brought about its destruction,’ wrote the Templar of
Tyre.* In 1290 these visiting warriors were responsible for a
riot in Acre in which they massacred dozens of poor Muslim
traders selling wheat and other goods at market. When their
blood-soaked garments were taken to Qalawun in Cairo, he
declared his intention to punish Acre, and fitted out an
expeditionaiy army to take the city. In fact Qalawun died in
October 1290 before he could have his satisfaction. But he
left it to his successor as sultan, al-Ashraf Khalil, to see that
justice was served.

When al-Ashraf Khalil arrived at the gates of Acre in April
1291, his army was said to number 70,000 horsemen and
another 150,000 infantry. Even allowing for the customary
exaggeration, it was a massive force. When envoys came out
of Acre to try and assuage his wrath with gifts, he refused to
accept them, instead sending back a letter announcing his
intention to seize and destroy the crusader capital, and
reminding them that he was ‘Sultan of Sultans, King of
Kings, Lord of Lords... the Powerful, the Dreadful, the
Scourge of Rebels, Hunter of Franks and Tartars and
Armenians, Snatcher of Castles from the Hands of
Miscreants...He invested Acre with his siege engines on 5
April, and began the barrage with stonethrowers named
Ghadban (Wrathful) and al- Mansuri (Victorious) whose
giant components were

transported in one hundred wagons, and which hurled rocks
weighing up to 50 kilograms (110 lb) each.**
The sultan’s army was so vast that it could completely
encircle the landward walls of the city. The infantiy erected
temporary barricades topped with wicker screens, from
behind which they worked in four shifts around the clock to
keep up a ceaseless bombardment, while underneath them
miners tunnelled, heading for the foundations of Acre’s
main defensive towers. By night the Templars, under their
master William of Beaujeu, and various other groups of
knights attempted to sally out of the gates and cause as
much disruption in the besiegers’ camps as possible. But
they were always outnumbered, and usually forced to retreat
back into the city having taken heavy losses. This went on
for several weeks, and even when King Hugh brought
reinforcements to Acre, arriving by boat from Cyprus on 4
May, there was very

little to be done. By that time the outer of the city 5s double
walls had been mined; a few days after Hugh arrived the
largest of Acre’s towers - the Accursed Tower, or Tower of
the King - collapsed. This was a major breach, and it was
clear from this point that the city would not hold much
longer. ‘Everyone was thoroughly demoralized,’ wrote the
Templar of Tyre, who was in Acre at the time, ‘and began to
send their women and children down to the ships.’ The
weather was too bad and the seas too rough for a fast
evacuation, but this was clearly the only way that anyone
could now hope to escape Acre alive.**
Shortly before dawn broke on 18 May, Acre awoke to the
sound of a heavy drum-beat, ‘creating a terrible, terrifying
noise’.,•« Seemingly the whole might of the Mamluk army
was pressing at the walls. Led by the masters of the
Templars and Hospitallers, the citizens and all the ablebodied warriors inside the city scrambled to strap on their

armour and ran to the gates in the inner walls. But by the
time they reached them, battering rams had already broken
through, and the first Mamluk invaders were piling in.
The Templar of Tyre, who bore witness to the events that
followed, recalled thick, dense, blinding smoke that
billowed everywhere as the Mamluks hurled pots of Greek
fire at the defenders. Through this noxious, greasy smoke
came javelins and feathered arrows, striking down men and
horses on all sides. Knights ran about with their surcoats on
fire, the flames melting their skin on their faces and roasting
them where they stood. The Templar master, William of
Beaujeu, fought in the streets on horseback, but was killed
when a javelin passed through a gap in his armour below the
armpit and pierced deep into his side. His fall caused
confusion among the men around him, not all of whom
could speak the same language. A

contingent of French knights - veterans who were members
of the regiment left to defend Acre by Louis IX - put up a
brave fight, but eventually they were overwhelmed, leaving
‘many wounded and dead’.u Brave as they were, Acre’s
defenders were outnumbered by as many as ten to one. As a
seemingly endless stream of Mamluk warriors poured
through the breached gates, the fight grew hopeless. Street
by street the crusaders were driven back, first from the
walls, then from the outer suburb known as Montmusard,
until finally the fighting was concentrated on the docks.
King Hugh, along with a number of other dignitaries
including the master of the Hospitallers, took ship and
abandoned the city long before its last stand. As they sailed
out of Acre’s harbour into choppy seas, they left behind
them at the port-side ladies and burgesses and cloistered
maidens and other lesser folk, [who] came

fleeing through the streets, their children in their arms,
weeping and despairing, and fleeing to the sailors to save
them’.* There were far too few berths for so many desperate
refugees, and soon the docks were a scene of camage, as
Mamluk horsemen speared and gored those civilians they
saw no worth in taking hostage, trampling infants and riding
down pregnant women. ‘The Muslims entered Acre and
made themselves masters of it,’ wrote Abu al-Mahasin.«
The last stand at Acre took place at the Templars’ palatial
headquarters by the docks, a fiercely reinforced compound,
whose central tower was topped with four gilded, life-sized
statues of lions. Thousands of citizens crammed inside its
walls, watching the galleys taking the last of the great, the
good and the fortunate away to Cyprus, Armenia and the
bare few other safe havens on the coast. As the last of them
disappeared, so too did any

hope of escape. For ten days the Templars barred the gates
of their fortress. There were sporadic negotiations and one
bloody skirmish, in which the brothers managed to trap a
small division of Mamluk horsemen in one of their
courtyards and cut them to pieces. During that time,
however, Mamluk sappers had been digging beneath the
walls, and on 28 May they collapsed part of the wall and
stormed in. Acre’s last stand was over, and with it the fate of
the crusader states in the Near East was sealed.
In the weeks that followed Acre’s fall, the remaining
Frankish settlements along the coast were quietly
evacuated. The Templar garrison in the remarkable sea
castle at Sidon abandoned their posts and sailed for Cyprus.
Soon afterwards Beirut and Tyre were also evacuated. In
August Chateau Pelerin, the impenetrable Templar fortress
between Haifa and Caesarea, was the last place to be
abandoned. The kingdom of Jerusalem was

now a kingdom in exile on Cyprus. Antioch and Tripoli had
been wiped off the map. ‘Everything was lost,’ wrote the
Templar of Tyre, ‘so that altogether the Christians held not
so much as a palm’s breadth of land in Syria.’ The Kurdish
historian and geographer Abu al-Fida, who kept a detailed
eyewitness account of the sultan’s final campaigns against
the crusaders, noted with satisfaction the completeness of
the victory and its historic importance. ‘With these
conquests the whole of Palestine was now in Muslim hands,’
he wrote, ‘a result that no one would have dared to hope for
or desire. Thus the whole of Syria and the coastal zones were
purified of Franks... Praise be to God!’*

- A revived Sunni caliphate in Cairo was established in 1261, under alMusta’sim’s uncle, al-Mustansir II. It was largely a puppet regime, controlled by
the Mamluk sultans.
i After the Great Khan Mongke died in 1259 and the Mongol empire was gradually
partitioned, the Ukhanate became an independent entity — although the Ilkhans
did not adopt Islam until 1295.
i The choice of an Assassin to attack Edward was interesting: as well as attacking
the crusader states, Baybars had systematically reduced the Assassins’ remaining
castles in Syria, completing the job begun in Persia by the Mongols.
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Fragments and Dreams
Depart into the everlasting fire, you
accursed ones!

Marino Sanudo the Elder was a rich Venetian and an
enthusiastic man of the world.! Bom around 1270, one of

five boys in a well-to-do aristocratic family on the Rialto, he
was given the cryptic nickname ‘Torsello’ by his father, and
began to roam the Mediterranean in his teens. His ancestors
had captained galleys in famous and notorious Venetian
escapades such as the burning of Constantinople on the
Fourth Crusade; one of his forebears married into the family
of the ancient blind crusader doge, Enrico Dandolo. By the
early fourteenth century the Sanudo name was therefore
known far beyond Venice itself, and the family’s affairs
included commodity trading, estate management, shipping
and moneylending. During Marino’s lifetime aspects of
these businesses took him to the island of Naxos in the
Cyclades islands (where his cousins ruled as ‘dukes of the
archipelago’), to Negroponte (modem Chaicis, north of
Athens on the island of Euboea), to Palermo and Rome, to
Acre (before its fall to the Mamluks in 1291), to
Constantinople, Alexandria,

Cyprus, Rhodes and Armenia; even to Bruges and Hamburg
in northern Europe, where Sanudo arrived in style aboard a
Venetian state galley.^ The contacts and personal friends he
made during his travels were a roll call of the most powerful
politicians and rulers of the day: several popes, a Byzantine
emperor, the kings of France, England and Armenia, Italian
and French dukes and Flemish counts, and innumerable
legates, bishops and cardinals,*
As well as being an intrepid voyager and networker,
Sanudo was also an avid reader and self-conscious
intellectual. An excellent education meant he grew up with
a knowledge of Latin, Italian, French and Greek, and a
passionate interest in ancient writers such as Aristotle,
Plato, Cicero and Boethius, biblical commentators like Bede
and St Augustine, and chroniclers of the crusader states
including William of Tyre and James of Vitiy - who

had kept vivid, scandalous, exciting accounts of the rise and
fall of the Franks in the Holy Land. This was a stoiy that had
played out in dramatic fashion throughout Sanudo’s youth,
and one in which he felt he had an important part to play.
In 1306 Sanudo decided to combine his knowledge of the
world with his literary inclinations, and began writing a text
that would become known as the Liber Secretorum
Fidelium Crucis or The Book of the Secrets of the Faithful of
the Cross. Part handbook, part manifesto, part histoiy of the
Holy Land and part showcase for Sanudo’s extensive
reading, The Book of Secrets was researched, developed and
written over a period of fifteen years, and only completed in
September 1321, when Sanudo presented two copies, bound
in cheerful red and yellow covers, to Pope John XXII at the
papal court in Avignon..- But Sanudo’s topic was certainly
big enough to merit its

long drafting process and grand recipient: it was a plan to
launch a new crusade and win back the kingdom of
Jerusalem for the western church.
*
Plans for regaining the Holy Land were much in vogue in the
years during and after the Mamluk conquests of the
crusader states. As early as 1274 Pope Gregory X convened
a council at Lyon, where he invited free-thinking scholars
and strategists to devise ways to reverse Christian losses to
Baybars, ‘since the liberation of the said land is of concern
to all who confess the Catholic faith’.^ Following the fall of
Acre in 1291, Pope Nicholas IV repeated the request, as
would other popes after him. The result was a sub-genre of
literature consisting of crusading schemes - some
progressive, others retrograde and a few downright

harebrained. The Mallorcan mathematician Ramon Lull
advocated opening language schools to help train
missionaries in advance of a targeted elite-forces invasion
spearheaded by the military orders. The Hospitaller master
Fulk of Villaret suggested a crusade carried out exactly in the
same manner which was employed by [Pope] Urban’ meaning an invasion directly and specifically modelled on
the First Crusade.* Some writers, including the Franciscan
friar Fidenzio of Padua, excoriated the Franks of the failed
crusader states for what they viewed as womanly cowardice
and an addiction to backbiting; Fidenzio advised a new
generation of crusaders to study Mamluk methods of
warfare and spycraft and steal the best bits for themselves.*
Others advocated a new Christian super-army, to be created
through radical reform of the military orders and placed
under the stewardship of some valiant and vigorous

western prince in the role of what Lull called a bellator rex:
warrior king. There was no shortage of bright ideas,
particularly among those who had not been on crusade and
seen the challenges at first hand.
Sanudo’s plan was not shatteringly original. In fact,
strategically, it was straightforward. He promised an
economic blockade of all Muslim ports in Asia Minor, Syria,
Egypt, north Africa and southern Spain, policed by Venetian
galleys, which would inflict major commercial pain, before
a large crusading fleet would carry a 15,000- strong army to
invade the Nile delta, supported by a broad coalition of antiIslamic powers, including the Mongols and the Nubian
Christians of the upper Nile. They would fight their way
through Egypt and Palestine and reclaim the Holy Land,
which would thereafter be ‘kept in a good, quiet and
peaceful condition to the praise of God and to the honour of
the Holy Roman Church’.? Eventually,

Christian vessels would patrol the seas and control trade as
far east as the Indian Ocean. For the most part this was a
simple, if optimistic plan. But Sanudo’s selling-point was
not in his military imagination, but rather his obsession with
detail and practicalities. His Book of Secrets — which ran to
well over 100,000 words in length - was a blizzard of fine
points. Its long discourses on troop numbers, boat design,
arms purchasing and foodstuffs, detailed breakdown of
costs and the exhaustive rehearsal of historical examples
(both biblical and modem), exceeded in scope and
specificity anything produced by any other writer. Sanudo
also commissioned beautiful, detailed maps by the Genoeseborn, Venetian-based cartographer Pietro Vesconte,
including a magnificent mappa mundi showing the whole
Mediterranean theatre, five detailed sea charts detailing the
European and north African coastlines and a plan of the
landscape of the Holy Land.?

Each page of his plan was packed with the evidence of a life
spent thinking of little other than crusading and crusaders.
He made sure that copies found their way into the hands not
only of the pope, but of every significant ruler in western
Europe.
Yet for all this effort, Sanudo’s plan came to nothing.
Despite the shock of 1291, and the interest in reclaiming the
crusader states that was loudly and piously voiced at
Europe’s royal and papal courts, Sanudo’s longed-for
expedition - a ‘general passage’, as it was called in the
literature - never came to pass. For as the fourteenth
century dawned, the allure of mass crusading was dimming
rapidly. Although the Holy Land was now in Mamluk hands,
and was dangerous to Christian travellers, Jerusalem was
not closed to pilgrims, for the Mamluks were pragmatic
rather than dogmatic when it came to collecting the taxes
they charged for entiy to the city to

worship at its shrines. To that end the Holy Sepulchre was
tended by Franciscan monks, who from 1335 to 1336 had
their own monastery in the Holy City, and were officially
tolerated by the Muslim rulers. Moreover, while the
importance of taking full possession of Jerusalem was still a
matter that could stir Christian hearts, western knights who
sought penitential warfare (or indeed, any sort of warfare)
could usually find it much closer to home. New secular
conflicts - such as the so-called Hundred Years War, fought
between England and France and drawing in at various
times their neighbours in Scotland, Flanders, Aragon,
Castile, Portugal - were looming. The Reconquista
continued, as did a plethora of papal wars and battles
against the pagans of northern Europe. Crusading and
crusaders were heading in other directions.

*
For several decades even before Sanudo started writing,
crusading had been most actively pursued not in the Latin
east but in the western Mediterranean. On the Italian
peninsula and in Sicily, where for decades the papacy had
been involved in wars with neighbouring powers - most
dramatically the Hohenstaufen dynasty - the crusade had
become an almost automatic feature of warfare, reached for
not as an expression of mass penitence or for the liberation
of Christ’s patrimony, but as a means for popes to rally
troops on fixed-term contracts in which payment was made
in the remittance of penance and the remission of sins. Just
as in the twelfth century the spiritual weapons of
excommunication and Interdict were wielded almost
without a second thought by popes attempting to browbeat
secular rulers into obeying their edicts, so by the

late thirteenth century the crusade, too, had become heavily
politicized. From the 1250s onwards, crusades were not
only called against familiar enemies in the eastern
Mediterranean including the Mongols, Mamluks and
schismatic Greeks, but against papal enemies in the west.
They included Frederick’s descendants Conrad, Manfred
and Conradin of Sicily; the pro-Hohenstaufen brothers,
Ezzelino and Alberico da Romano of Padua and Verona; a
militarized colony of Muslims in Lucera in southern Italy
(described by the papal preacher as ‘snakes’ living in ‘a cave
of sins’), who had been deported from Sicily and seconded
to the Hohenstaufen armies; a group of cardinals who fell
out with Pope Boniface VIII; and even, in 1309, the republic
of Venice.-.
This scattershot approach to crusade deployment
presented any number of absurdities, and never more than
in 1284-5 when Pope Martin IV tried to punish King

Pedro III of Aragon for invading Sicily, infringing the rights
of the pope’s choice for the crown, the French prince Charles
of Valois.- Martin therefore declared a crusade against
Pedro, and corralled the support of the French crown to
attack him. For Pedro to end up as the target of a crusade
was somewhere between ironic and bizarre. As a young man
he had fought for his father James I’s armies in the wars to
strip Valencia from Muslim rule. When his father had lain
dying in 1276 Pedro had promised him that he would ‘expel
all the Moors from the kingdom of Valencia, as they are all
traitors1.- In 1281 (as a precursor to invading Sicily) he had
skirmished with Muslim forces in Ifriqiya.u Yet according to
the papal bull issued against him by Martin IV, he was not a
champion of Christendom, but a sinner and an enemy of the
church who deserved all the opprobrium of the faithful.* As
it turned out the crusade against Pedro of Aragon (which

continued from 1285 against his son Frederick, who took
over the Sicilian cause) proved unsuccessful: under the
Peace of Caltabellota of August 1302, the island of Sicily
remained in Aragonese hands while the possessions of the
kingdom on mainland Italy - known now as the kingdom of
Naples - passed to Charles. But this was hardly the point.
What was more, it was not the only time a French pope and
French prince colluded to attack, rather than back,
committed Christian crusaders whom they saw as
dangerous and expendable. In that regard, the most
shocking casualty of the years that followed the cataclysms
of 1291 were the Knights Templar.
*
After the fall of Acre and the evacuations of the last
fortresses on the crusader coast, the kings of Jerusalem

were forced into exile on Cyprus. From here the task of
reoccupying the mainland became immeasurably more
daunting than that of holding on to cities in the face of the
Mamluk onslaught, for any military campaign now had to be
based around establishing a bridgehead at which to land
troops, horses, armour, food and water, and ensuring an
unbroken supply chain by sea. But if the task was difficult,
there were still crusaders in the rump state of the Latin east
who believed it was possible, and they were led by the
military orders.
In 1300 a serious attempt was made by Amaury of
Lusignan (the brother of King Henry II of CyprusJerusalem) and the Knights Templar based on Cyprus to
force a landing at Tortosa, in the former county of Tripoli,
which had been a Templar stronghold for nearly 140 years
before its fall to the Mamluks. That November Amaury and
the Templar master, James of Molay, landed 600

troops, around a quarter of whom were Templars, at
Tortosa. Although they failed to re-take their old military
base there - they were let down by Mongols of the Ukhanate,
who reneged on a promise to support the operation - they
did manage to secure the small island of Ru’ad, just off the
coast of Tortosa. The Templars garrisoned and held Ru’ad
for about eighteen months, until the summer of 1302,
maintaining a very large presence of more than 100 knights
and thousands of mercenaries and support staff in a
fortress. Eventually, however, the fortress fell to a Mamluk
siege led by a Muslim convert from Georgia known as Sayf
al-Din Esendemiir. Almost eveiy member of the order on the
island was either killed in battle or ‘dishonourably
conducted’ to Egypt for imprisonment or sale into slavery.!*
It had been a valiant effort on the part of the Templars, but
it was nowhere near enough.

Four years later, the Templar master James of Molay had
absorbed the lesson of this defeat. He travelled back from
Cyprus to western Europe to present a plan for a new
crusade to the papal court, adamant that half-baked
invasions of the sort that had failed on Ru’ad could not offer
a realistic way back to Jerusalem. ‘A small-scale expedition
would be ineffectual, causing harm and ignominy to
Christendom,’ he wrote.* Just as Marino Sanudo of Venice
would come to believe, Molay thought that any new crusade
would have to be conceived and planned on a much grander
scale. Naturally, Molay also believed that the military orders
would have a central role to play. Yet, as it transpired, the
role of the military orders was about to change dramatically
- and in the case of the Templars, fatally.
Many of the early fourteenth-century plans for reviving
the crusades in Syria and Palestine scrutinized the role the

militaiy orders had played in the failure of the crusader
states and presented plans of reform that would render
them fit for purpose in a new era of warfare. Several
observers concluded that there was little point in
maintaining Templars, Hospitallers and Teutonic Knights
as separate entities, and argued that it would be far more
sensible to amalgamate the three - along with the various
independent orders active in Spain - to form a superorder
that would function as an international strike force. The
Mallorcan scholar Ramon Lull was one who took this view,
writing that ‘all the orders of knighthood should welcome
this step... and should anyone oppose it, he would be seen to
be neither faithful nor devout, and he should consider the
judgment on the Last Day, when the Lord Jesus Christ says:
“Depart into the everlasting fire, you accursed ones/”* His
words would prove darkly prophetic.

The pope whom James of Molay travelled to meet in 1306
was another Frenchman: the former archbishop of
Bordeaux Bertrand of Got, who had taken the papal name of
Clement V. Clement’s election to the papal throne had been
in large part thanks to political pressure exerted by the king
of France, Philip TV ‘Le Bel’, a tall, handsome, coldly callous
and fanatically pious individual whose instinctive paranoia
and appetite for the violent persecution of those he
suspected to be enemies of the French crown was eagerly
exploited by his ministers. At the time of James of Molay’s
visit to the west in 1306, Philip was encouraged by courtiers
including the brilliant but entirely unscrupulous lawyer
William of Nogaret to regard the Templars as a malign,
corrupt institution whose members engaged in secret,
blasphemous ceremonies and deserved to be thoroughly
investigated and punished with the full weight of the law.
The ultimate

purpose, for Nogaret and his associates, was to provide
justification for seizing the Templars’ assets inside the
kingdom of France and sequestering them for the French
crown, which was suffering from chronic financial
difficulties. But the casualty, at least in part, was crusading.
The supposed evidence the French amassed for the
Templars’ alleged misdeeds was a hysterical and baseless
dossier of grotesquery, charging that brothers of the order
habitually spat and urinated on crosses, denied the name of
Christ, kissed and sexually fondled one another in lewd
induction rituals and worshipped statues and idols. That
there was barely a shred of truth to any of this was
immaterial. On Friday 13 October 1307 every Templar in
France - including the master, James of Molay - was
arrested on royal warrant, imprisoned and in many cases
tortured to force them to admit to their ‘crimes’. Pope

Clement offered only limp resistance to this unilateral attack
by the French crown on an order which was ultimately
answerable to the papacy; he was forced to open an
investigation into Templar misdeeds in eveiy territory of
Christendom. This decision led to mass arrests and
interrogations of Templars in every realm from Ireland to
Cyprus, despite deep and widespread scepticism as to the
Templars’ guilt.
After a long and painfully drawn-out legal process - which
in France included one episode of mass burnings, when
several dozen brothers were sent to the stake as relapsed
heretics - at a church council in Vienne in 1311-12 the order
was formally wound up across Europe. Its members were
either pensioned off, sentenced to long jail terms, sent to live
as simple monks in non-militaiy monasteries or, in a few
cases, mostly limited to the kingdoms of the Spanish
peninsula, where the Templars

had been performing a useful function in the late stages of
the Reconquista, allowed to join other military orders such
as the Portuguese Order of Christ, established in 1319 by
King Denis I. James of Molay was burned at the stake in
Paris in March 1314, on the order of Philip IV - whose own
sudden death after a hunting accident the same year was
regarded by many as fulfilment of a curse laid upon him by
Molay as the flames consumed him. It was a pitiful end to
the celebrated order, whom the great Islamic chronicler Ibn
al-Athir had once described as sharing with the Hospitallers
the distinction of being ‘the fiercest fighters of all the
Franks’.* And it removed from the crusading sphere a force
which, if not perfect, had at least been at the fore of the most
recent concerted attempt to reverse the losses of 1291.

*
As the Templars fell, so the other two major international
military orders, who had been mainstays of the defence of
the Holy Land, were also forced to redefine their purpose in
a changing era. In both cases, this involved physical removal
from the kingdom of Jerusalem, such as it remained.
The Hospitallers were one of the major beneficiaries of
the Templars’ disgrace and fall. At the Council of Vienne in
1312 there were mutterings about the moral character of
Hospitaller members, and their supposed preference for
building fine halls and palaces over fighting the enemies of
God. Nevertheless, it was to the Hospital that most of the
confiscated Templar assets were granted, since in the view
of Pope Clement V, the Hospitallers were Tearless warriors
of Christ... ardent in their efforts to recover the Holy Land,

despising all human perils... the more plentifully they are
supplied... the more will the energy of the masters and
brothers of the Order and Hospital grow, V. Undoubtedly,
this takeover of extensive estates and commercial interests
in virtually every kingdom in the west helped secure
Hospitaller survival as a crusading institution for
generations. Yet it coincided with a far more decisive act in
Hospitaller history, as the order decamped to the island of
Rhodes, a few miles off the coast of south-west Anatolia on
the edge of the Dodecanese archipelago.
Rhodes was technically a Byzantine possession when in
1306 the Hospitaller master Fulk of Villaret decided to
attack it. In practice, however, rule on the island was
divided, between Genoan governors to whom the Byzantine
emperor had devolved power, and Turkish pirates who held
the east of the island.* It was not an easy task for the
Hospitallers to conquer the island: it required

them to make an initial foray west from Cyprus with a small
fleet, followed by a siege of Rhodes town in the north of the
island, two defensive actions against Byzantine relieving
armies and a mopping-up operation in the neighbouring
islands of the Dodecanese, supported by a small number of
crusaders from the west. But the effort was eventually
repaid as Rhodes fell - an event that briefly inspired tens of
thousands of ordinary pilgrims and poor would-be
crusaders in England, northern France and the Rhineland
to start sewing crosses to their shirts, marching about,
beating up Jews and demanding that some rich lord find
them transport to the Mediterranean so that they could take
part in the war. Very few of them made it anywhere near
Rhodes. But the Hospitallers were able permanently to
move their global headquarters there from Cyprus and to
establish a militaiy-monastic state under their own rule.
They now had a base close to the coastline

of Asia Minor and Byzantium, from which a garrison of
nearly 300 knights and thousands of sergeants and
mercenaries could conduct raids on Greek or Turkish towns
and engage in piracy - which was what, in effect, the majority
of crusading in the Mediterranean was to become during the
course of the fourteenth centuiy.
During that time they had some famous victories, the
most eye-catching being when they allied with Venice and
Cyprus to capture Smyrna (Izmir) on the Turkish coast in
1344, holding it until 1402. Rhodes also became a safe
stopping point for pilgrims who continued to attempt the
journey to Jerusalem.^ Meanwhile, further west the
Hospitallers continued, as they had done for centuries, to
play a limited role in the Spanish Reconquista.^ They would
remain entrenched on Rhodes until 1522, when it took the
great Ottoman sultan Suleiman the Magnificent six months
and 400 ships to evict them, after which they

set up on Malta, which they ruled until the arrival of
Napoleon Bonaparte in 1798. The Hospitallers were in this
sense one of the greatest survivors of the crusading era: an
institution that had been in Jerusalem even before the First
Crusade, and which maintained a role in Christian holy war
until long after the end of the Middle Ages. At the same time,
however, their changing focus and sphere of operations was
an indicator of the steady fragmentation and weakening of
the crusading movement as the prospect of regaining the
kingdom of Jerusalem itself began to fade.
*
Like the Hospitallers, the Teutonic Order also thought
better of headquartering on Cyprus after 1291. Following a
brief period in which they were based in Venice, the
Teutonic Knights focused their attentions solely on

completing the Christianization of the Baltic, the task that
had occupied them for much of the thirteenth century. Like
the Hospitallers on Rhodes, the Teutonic Order had every
incentive to combine fighting the heathen with securing
themselves within a realm which would afford them
political independence and protection, should it be needed.
At the time of the proceedings against the Templars, Pope
Clement V also launched an investigation into alleged
Teutonic misdeeds in Livonia, where they were said to have
been colluding with pagans and abusing local churchmen.
From 1309 the order was commanded from Marienburg
(Malbork, in modem Poland), a massive waterside fortress
on the bank of the River Volnat. This, and scores of other
similar strongholds, became the basis for the Teutonic
Order’s own monastic-military state which, by the end of the
fourteenth century, had expanded from Danzig (Gdansk) in
the south-west to the furthest

northern reaches of Estonia.
This process of colonization had been born out of the
Teutonic Order’s involvement in crusading, and their
expansionist policies could still be dressed up as wars to
defend Christians and purify the land in the name of Christ.
But after 1386, their pagan neighbours effectively
disappeared: Jogaila, the last pagan grand duke of
Lithuania, unified his duchy with the kingdom of Poland
and converted to Catholicism. In 1410 this doughty ruler
(now known by his Christian name of Wladyslaw II Jagiello)
crushed the Teutonic Knights at the Battle of Grunwald (also
known as the Battle of Tannenberg), and the heavy
reparations imposed on the knights marked the beginning
of a long, slow decline in their state, which eventually ceased
to exist in the sixteenth century. Although some recruits
who fought with the Teutonic Knights at Grunwald claimed
crusader status, the reality

was that any serious crusading purpose had long since
drained away from them.
The extinction and emigration of the military orders from
the ramp of the Latin east in the early fourteenth century
mattered, because, when combined with the steady
devaluation of the crusade by popes who weaponized it
against their political enemies, it marked the departure from
the most significant and symbolic theatre of crusader
activity of the institutions most capable of waging
permanent, penitential war against the ruling Muslim
powers in Syria and Palestine. Self- evidently, crusading had
since at least the 1120s (and arguably since its veiy
inception) had many other manifestations beyond the
struggle for Jerusalem. But once it was shorn of that central,
galvanizing purpose, crusading at large began to lose any
remaining sense of overall cohesion, along with its capacity
to unite the major

powers of the Christian west behind a single, cosmic goal.
Periodically in the fourteenth century there were exciting
clashes between coalitions of Christian powers and Muslim
or other infidel enemies: naval victories by the so- called
crusade leagues of Venice, Cyprus and Hospitaller Rhodes,
or the sack of Mamluk Alexandria by an armada under Peter
I of Cyprus in 1365. But when set alongside the massive
expeditions of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, which
had travelled with the leading monarchs or aristocrats of the
west in command, the crusades of the fourteenth century
were small beer indeed, and had little or no lasting effect on
the region at large.
The truth was that without the focus of Jerusalem and the
Latin crusader states, it was inevitable that crusading would
fragment into a reactive, disparate sideshow, with a
distinguished history but diminishing in importance to
kings and ordinary believers alike. As that happened,

raising huge, multi-national military campaigns to seize
faraway lands for the greater glory of Christendom ceased to
be realistic. They were merely the object of pipe dreams and
quixotic schemes, conceived by well-meaning but ultimately
misguided men like Marino Sanudo of Venice, the architect
of a brilliant but entirely imaginary militaiy campaign that
was, even when it was written, a relic of a bygone day.

- From 1309 until 1376 the papacy resided in Avignon rather than in Rome.
i The wars over Sicily that followed the destruction of the Hohenstaufen male line
ran for twenty years, having their origin in a rebellion against French rule in
Palermo on Easter Monday 1282. They are generally known as the Wars of the
Sicilian Vespers.

27
Brave New Worlds
There could be no more honourable
expedition than one in the service of
God...

In the spring of 1390 Henry Bolingbroke, the twenty-

three-year-old first cousin of the king of England, gathered
together a hundred friends and retainers and went across
the Channel to fight in a jousting competition. The
tournament they attended was held just outside the Englishheld town of Calais at a place known as Saint- Inglevert, and
had been announced by heralds with great fanfare the
previous autumn in a deliberate attempt to stir the hearts
and the collective pride of the young, status- obsessed
aristocratic circles in which men like Bolingbroke moved.
The host was a French knight of almost exactly
Bolingbroke’s age called Jean II le Meingre, a self-styled
paragon of chivalry better known as ‘Boucicaut’. The prizes
on offer were priceless: honour, glory and ‘a reputation for
dauntlessness’.?
Merely to exchange lance-blows with Boucicaut was a sign
of noble worth. Since the age of twelve the Frenchman had
been fighting all over Europe, battling

Burgundians in Normandy, Englishmen in Brittany and
Gascony, and insurgent Flemings in Flanders. He had joined
the perpetual crusade in the Baltic, fighting alongside the
Teutonic Knights against Lithuanian pagans in Prussia. He
had visited Constantinople and travelled as a pilgrim to
Mamluk-held Jerusalem. He had even been to Damascus,
where one of the French king’s relatives, the count of Eu,
had been detained during his own pilgrimage; Boucicaut
remained there for three months as a voluntary hostage
while the count’s release was negotiated. The young man
was, said an admiring contemporary biographer, ‘finelooking... amiable, affable and jovial, a little on the swarthy
side, and with a high-coloured complexion which suited
him’; so brave that his attendants sometimes had to restrain
him for his own safety, and so strong that he could ‘do a
somersault fully armed except for his bascinet [helmet] and
dance

equipped in a coat of mail’.? The tournament he had
organized at Saint-Inglevert was characteristically bold
spirited. Boucicaut and two of his worthiest friends had set
up in a field and decorated a giant elm tree with shields
bearing their coats of arms. They swore to fight anyone who
rode up to the elm and laid down a challenge by hitting one
of the shields with a weapon. Once the challenge was
accepted, each knight could ride five tilts with a lance
against Boucicaut or one of his companions. It would be a
fine horseman indeed who had the skill to topple any of
them.
Bolingbroke’s journey to joust with Boucicaut at SaintInglevert - on which he was accompanied by more than 100
other English knights - was approved and paid for by his
father, John of Gaunt, one of the richest magnates in
western Europe. Much of Gaunt’s wealth was inherited: he
was the uncle of King Richard II and as duke of Lancaster

held more lands in England than anyone except the king
himself. Plenty more, however, had been won on a recent
military campaign that was - technically - a crusade. During
the 1380s Gaunt had spent four years fighting on the Iberian
peninsula to seize the Castilian crown on behalf of his
second wife, Constance, the eldest daughter and heiress of
the Castilian king Pedro the Cruel. The profits of this
crusade were what paid for his son’s adventures.
That Gaunt had been fighting Christians on his so-called
crusade - men loyal to his rival Castilian claimant John of
Trastamara - and not Spanish Muslims, who now ruled
nothing more in Spain than the denuded southern emirate
of Granada, did not seem to matter veiy much. In the late
fourteenth century the papacy was in schism, and between
1378 and 1417 there were two (and at one stage, three) rival
popes, based in Avignon and Rome. This meant that

a war such as Gaunt’s could easily be awarded crusade
status, since he was a follower of the Roman pope. Urban VI,
and John of Trastamara of the Avignon antipope, Clement
VII. Urban was just as happy as any of his predecessors to
weaponize the crusade for the purpose of church politics. So
Gaunt had gone crusading for a crown, and although he did
not succeed, when in 1388 he signed a truce that married his
daughter Catherine to John of Trastamara’s son, he had
received so much Spanish gold that forty-seven mules were
required to transport it all back to England.* Vastly enriched
and proud of the crusader status that enhanced his own
prestige, Gaunt determined that his son Bolingbroke should
follow in his footsteps.
As well as funding his son’s jaunt to Boucicaut’s jousting
match, Gaunt had written ahead to request that he run ten
tilts instead of the standard five, so that he could learn as

much as possible from so fine a knight. He was no doubt
proud to discover afterwards that by popular consensus
Bolingbroke acquitted himself famously. Several
chroniclers noted that of all the Englishmen at the
tournament he jousted best.^ What was more, his combat
against Boucicaut, fought with proper lances, rather than
the blunted sort sometimes permitted in jousting to reduce
injuries, was also excellent preparation for the next stage of
his expedition. For after Saint-Inglevert, Heniy had decided
that, like his father, he would burnish his chivalric
reputation by going on crusade.
*
Bolingbroke’s initial choice of crusading destination was
north Africa, where the French king’s brother-in-law Louis
II, duke of Bourbon - Boucicaut’s own mentor - was

preparing a naval assault against Islamic Berber pirates in
Mahdia for the benefit of Genoese merchants. However,
owing to uneasy relations between the English and French
crowns, Bolingbroke was refused safe conduct through
French territory to Marseille, where he planned to take ship.
Instead, he turned his attention north-east, to Prussia. In
the summer of 1390 he travelled to the Baltic, again
accompanied by a retinue of several dozen other
enthusiastic young Englishmen, to seek out the Teutonic
Knights and spend a time alongside them fighting the pagan
Lithuanians.:
The one chief obstacle to Bolingbroke’s crusading
ambitions in north was that, as we have seen, the Baltic
region’s pagan-in-chief, Jagiello of Lithuania, had four
years previously converted to Christianity in order to take
command of the kingdom of Poland. When he arrived in
Prussia, therefore, Bolingbroke found himself in the

unfortunate situation of having a joined a crusade that had
recently been deprived of its main target. This was far from
ideal, and in earlier times would have rendered the entire
crusade defunct. But to late fourteenth-centuiy adventurers
like Bolingbroke, the crusade was primarily a vehicle for
glamorous feats of arms, and although expressing personal
piety was an important factor, the enemy was to a certain
degree immaterial. And fortunately for the young
Englishman, in 1390 Teutonic Knights had not ceased
fighting in Lithuania altogether. They had embroiled
themselves in a dispute among Jagiello’s relatives over who
should serve as his deputy. With this political cover,
operations could continue as usual, for there remained
plenty of ordinary Lithuanians who persisted in their old
pagan beliefs and practices and were ripe for correction. So
Bolingbroke and his men were able to enjoy themselves
after all. They joined an attack on

Vilnius, the capital of the unreconstructed pagan region of
Samogitia (Zemaitija), serving between August 1390 and
March 1391 with extravagantly bloody results. According to
a newsletter received by the English ‘Westminster’
chronicler, Bolingbroke and his companions played a full
part in a summer siege, and helped take Vilnius ‘with fire
and steel’, killing or capturing 4,000 people and fighting
with ‘great distinction’.*
Afterwards they celebrated long and hard. Since the
winter was not cold enough for fighting - the marshy terrain
of Samogitia known as ‘the Wilderness’ did not freeze
sufficiently that year to ride warhorses across it - they spent
the dark, cold months drinking wine, playing dice and
carousing in the city of Konigsburg, spending large sums of
John of Gaunt’s money on pagan prisoners- of-war whose
conversion to Christianity Bolingbroke could consider
himself to have personally sponsored.* Only in

April the following year did they return to England, talking
up their achievements and showing off their trophies of war,
which included fine birds of prey, an elk and a bear, and
many tall stories - which grew all the taller as they were
retold for nearly two decades afterwards.
*
In 1392 Bolingbroke went back to Prussia for another tilt at
the infidel, but on this occasion he was disappointed to find
that there really was no crusading on offer. Instead of
heading home, however, he followed the example of
Boucicaut: Bolingbroke converted his crusade into a
pilgrimage and turned his sights east. For the next ten
months he and a small band of servants and followers
(including a fixer by the name of Jacob and a private
trumpeter called Crakyll, who announced their arrival in

new towns) made their way through central Europe to
Venice.- There they collected money from his father’s
financial contacts, chartered ships and sailed to the
Hospitallers’ island of Rhodes. Then they travelled on to
Jaffa - abandoned to the Mamluks more than a centuiy
previously - before continuing overland along the ancient
pilgrim roads through the Judean hills to Jerusalem. So,
unlike the most famous crusader among his Plantagenet
forebears, Richard the Lionheart, Bolingbroke actually
visited Christ’s Sepulchre, now tended by Franciscan
monks. After a short stay, he retraced his steps, returning to
England in July 1393 with even more exciting stories than
he had brought from Prussia two years previously, as well as
even more exotic animals: an ostrich, a parrot and a leopard
he had acquired on Cyprus.*
Bolingbroke was now twenty-six years old, and if he was
not a crusader as it might have once been understood, his

youthful exploits meant that he was now one of the most
experienced and well-travelled knightly noblemen in the
realm, with a chivalric reputation second to none. And his
hard-won reputation for martial valour as well as probity of
character and devotion to his faith served him well. Six and
a half years later, a political revolution swept through
England: Bolingbroke deposed his cousin Richard and took
the throne in his place, as Henry IV. Although the events
that propelled him to this high office were violent, contested
and traumatic, there were few who would not have agreed
that Bolingbroke, the crusader, had the character of a king.
*
While Bolingbroke was on his path to a throne, Boucicaut
was also taking great strides through his world. After the

tournament at Saint-Inglevert was over (and following a
diversion to Paris to be ‘feted and honoured by the ladies’),
he too had served in Prussia with the Teutonic Knights.' This
was in fact his third crusade to the Baltic, and this fact was
noted approvingly in the French court. After performing
‘deeds so admirable that he was universally praised’,
Boucicaut was summoned to meet King Charles VI at Tours
and granted the title of marshal of France, one of the two
most senior military ranks in the realm. It was an office that
would keep him occupied for the rest of his days - not only
fighting the English, against whom the Hundred Years War
continued sporadically to flare up, but also in the crusading
realm. A new war against the Turks was calling. And in 1396,
Boucicaut agreed to join it. That spring he travelled to
eastern Europe with many other ‘knights and squires...
young lords of the blood royal, and many barons and
noblemen [who] wished to avoid

idleness and use their time and effort in the pursuit of
chivalry’. They all believed, according to Boucicaut's
contemporary biographer, ‘that there could be no more
honourable expedition than one in the service of God’.Although none of them knew it, they were joining what was
perhaps the last great crusading army of the Middle Ages,
raised from western Christendom to do battle with the
forces of Islam.
The enemy they sought was a new Turkish power that
would soon become the Ottoman empire. The Ottomans - so
named for their first leader Osman I - were a group of ethnic
Turks who had carved out a small territory in Asia Minor in
the 1290s during the final collapse of Seljuq rule, itself the
result of repeated Mamluk and Mongol assaults; 100 years
on, the Ottomans had expanded to become the dominant
power in Asia Minor.. In the 1360s they crossed the
Bosphorus and began to make conquests in the

Balkans, forcing the Bulgarian tsars to pay tribute and
taking over Serbia.
The Ottomans’ apparently unstoppable rise left the
Byzantines in Constantinople under perpetual siege,
clinging to only the barest patches of territory outside the
city and with Turkish units stationed semi-permanently
outside their walls. It also posed a serious threat to the
territorial integrity of Hungary and Poland. Accordingly,
King Sigismund of Hungary appealed to other Christian
powers for their assistance in protecting his borders. He
found willing ears in Venice and Genoa, both of which
perceived a significant threat to their own trading power as
a result of Ottoman expansion in the islands and ports of the
eastern Mediterranean. The Roman pope, Boniface IX,
preached resistance to the Ottomans as a crusade, and the
Avignon pope, Benedict XIII, followed suit. In France and
England the elderly soldier and writer Philip of

Mezieres lobbied for the establishment of a knightly
crusading society which he called the New Order of the
Passion, and pestered European rulers with his treatises in
favour of war in the east.- All of this crusade enthusiasm
coalesced at an opportune moment. A temporary truce in
the Hundred Years War, and political turmoil in France
following the collapse into insanity of Charles VI, meant that
for knights like Boucicaut the moment was right to rally,
heroically, to the defence of Christendom.- The response to
the crusade preaching of 1396 was the closest thing to a
traditional, ‘general passage’ crusade that had been seen
since the thirteenth century.
The outcome of the campaign against the Ottomans,
however, was also squarely in the thirteenth-centuiy
tradition. During the early spring of 1396 a large army
amassed in Hungary and was joined by hundreds of western
knights and thousands more foot soldiers from

France, Burgundy, Poland, Bohemia and the German
kingdoms. Around 15,000 crusaders set out from the
Hungarian capital of Buda and travelled down the Danube
towards Bulgarian territory, where the Ottoman sultan
Bayezid I had conquered a number of towns and
fortifications. The one they chose to try and re-take was the
fortress at Nicopolis (Nikopol). In early September, they
pitched camp, laid a siege and began mining the walls. For a
little over a fortnight everything looked promising. Then, in
the words of Boucicaut’s biographer, ‘the malice of Fortune’
turned upon the crusaders.- Sultan Bayezid arrived with a
force at least equal in size to that of the Christians, and at a
pitched battle fought on 25 September, he routed them
completely. Divisions between the Hungarian and French
contingents in the army led to chaos on the battlefield, and
French losses in particular were dreadful, with a large
number of esteemed lords

killed, including the admiral of France, Jean of Vienne.
Boucicaut was captured, and forced to watch as thousands
of lower-ranking French warriors were stripped to their
undershirts and beheaded with scimitars. He was held
captive in Asia Minor until late June 1397, when envoys
from the duke of Burgundy arrived to agree a ransom
payment of 200,000 florins, advanced to the sultan by
Venetian bankers. Boucicaut was relieved to be freed, but
the disgrace to French chivalry inflicted at Nicopolis was
considerable. The chronicler Jean Froissart compared the
defeat to the legendary disaster at Roncesvalles in AD 778,
when all twelve great peers of France had died campaigning
for Charlemagne against Muslims below the Pyrenees.^ ‘It
inspired pity to hear the bells ring out across all the
churches in Paris where Masses were sung and prayers said
on behalf of the dead,’ wrote Boucicaut’s biographer. ‘And
all who heard them fell to prayer and to

grieving.’K.
*
Once Boucicaut had recovered from the traumatic
experience of life in an Ottoman prison, he soon resumed
his self-consciously heroic career, and war against Turks
and other eastern Mediterranean powers continued to be a
dominant theme. As his contemporary Henry Bolingbroke
took command of England in the upheaval of 1399,
Boucicaut was attempting to defend Constantinople against
the Ottomans. The next year he established the Order of the
White Lady of the Green Shield, a charitable jousting society
whose members vowed to fight for the defence of widows
and orphans who had lost their menfolk at Nicopolis. After
the French effectively annexed Genoa in 1401, Boucicaut
became governor, and

subsequently spent the rest of the decade skirmishing fairly
indiscriminately with Venetians, Ottomans and Mamluks
around Cyprus and the coasts of Asia Minor and Syria. He
sacked Beirut in 1403, although the main victims of his
attack were Venetian merchants who were trading in the city
and who lost large quantities of stock. In 1407 he tried to
organize an assault on the Egyptian city of Alexandria, but
was thwarted by the lack of political support from the king
of Cyprus. The following year he fought an exciting naval
battle with four north African galleys in waters between
Genoa and Provence. He was never idle.
Yet if Boucicaut’s enemies included Muslims from
traditional theatres of crusading, Boucicaut himself was
hardly a crusader in the old-fashioned sense. When his
admiring biographer set out at length those features of his
personality that spoke most strongly to his piety, the

examples he gave included almsgiving, compassion for the
poor and weak, diligent prayer, regular pilgrimage and
observation of church fast-days, a refusal to use foul
language or blasphemous oaths, and a strict abstinence
from gambling, drinking strong alcohol, eating spicy food
and ogling women.* Slaughtering unbelievers in the name
of Christ and his patrimony did not merit a mention. And,
perhaps appropriately, Boucicaut did not end his days
fighting for Jerusalem or anywhere else in the Holy Land.
Rather, on 25 October 1415, he led the French vanguard at
the Battle of Agincourt, where, in another calamitous rout,
he was taken captive by the English, and died a prisoner- ofwar in Yorkshire, aged fifty-six, on or around 25 June 1421.
There was perhaps just the faintest irony in the fact that the
man who enforced his long, final captivity was England’s
commander at Agincourt, King Henry V, who in 1413 had
succeeded to the English throne after the death

of his father, Heniy Bolingbroke.
*
The passing of Bolingbroke and Boucicaut’s generation of
chivalric crusaders did not quite mark the end of crusading.
Nor did the end of the great schism in the western church,
which was healed in 1417 when the papacy was reunified and
settled on Martin V. Tensions and rivalries which ultimately
sprang from the schism evolved in central Europe into a
series of wars in Bohemia, in which followers of the church
reformer Jan Hus were pursued for many years by a rolling
alliance of forces from within the Holy Roman Empire and
beyond, including members of the Teutonic Order and - in
1427 - one of the late Henry Bolingbroke’s half-brothers,
Cardinal Henry Beaufort, bishop of Winchester. But for
English and

French crusaders at least, the fifteenth century undoubtedly
saw a marked decline in crusade enthusiasm, if not crusade
rhetoric. Well into the sixteenth centuiy kings such as Henry
VIII of England, Francis I of France and Charles V, king of
Spain and Holy Roman Emperor, continued to talk in
grandiose terms about raising Christian armies to fight the
perfidious Turk. But more often than not this was an idea
proposed for show, during peace negotiations between these
perpetually warring nations: a platitudinous project that
would only notionally have the power to unite Christian
princes and force them to desist from attacking one another.
In reality the emergence of the nation state and the bitter
rifts that developed out of the Reformation ensured that
western talk of crusading in this age became little more than
hot air and diplomatic posturing.
In eastern Europe the story was somewhat different, for

here the Ottoman threat continued to loom large during the
fifteenth century. There was a significant setback for the
Ottomans in Asia Minor in 1402, when an army under
Sultan Bayezid I (the victor of Nicopolis) was crushed by
forces under Timur the Lame (Tamerlane), the leader of a
revived Mongol empire in central Asia. But by the middle of
the century the Ottomans were once again the dominant
power from the Balkans to northern Syria. By 1526 they had
also conquered the Mamluk state and extended their rule
throughout Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Egypt and the
Hijaz in western Arabia. Their presence in the eastern
Mediterranean naturally brought them into regular conflict
with the Christian rulers of that region. In 1453 the
Ottomans finally conquered Constantinople after a fiftythree-day siege, snuffing out the Byzantine empire for good
and killing the last emperor, Constantine XI Palaiologos - a
victory that sparked a predictable crisis of

conscience across Christendom, and associated crusade
proclamations. Crusaders from Hungary and Serbia were
soon forced to defend Belgrade from the Ottomans, while
for many years afterwards naval fleets who fought with
Ottoman sailors around the islands of the eastern
Mediterranean also flew crusading banners. It was
inevitable that, given the long history of the region, any
clashes between Christian and Islamic powers in this
context would automatically be associated with the crusade.
But in reality, by the time Jerusalem fell to Ottoman rule in
1517 - to be transformed and rebuilt on a spectacular scale
in the years that followed by the great sultan Suleiman the
Magnificent - crusading was no longer a serious
phenomenon. It was little more than a slogan.

*
If any one event could be said to mark the end of the
crusading era, it was not the fall of Constantinople or
Jerusalem. Rather, it took place in Granada, in southern
Spain, on 2 January 1492. Since the Battle of Las Navas de
Tolosa in 1212, which had shattered the Almohad empire’s
grip on Spain, Islamic power on the Iberian peninsula had
been waning, and by the middle of the thirteenth century,
the only bastion of Muslim power on the mainland was the
emirate of Granada. This was a shadow of the once-mighty
Spanish caliphate, and although Granada was
geographically sheltered by the Sierra Navada, and
connected to the Islamic world of north Africa via Gibraltar,
the emirate’s rulers, known as the Nasrid dynasty, generally
paid financial tribute to the kingdom of Castile to be left to
their own devices.

In the 1480s, however, the Nasrids of Granada fell under
the stern gaze of a powerful new force in Spain: the joint
monarchy of King Ferdinand II of Aragon and Queen
Isabella I of Castile: the so-called ‘Catholic Monarchs’,
whose marriage united the two great Christian kingdoms of
Iberia. Together Ferdinand and Isabella made it their
devout mission to push the final vestiges of Muslim rule
from Spain. After ten years of campaigning, they had
brought Granada to its knees, and the last emir, Muhammad
XII (Boabdil) formally surrendered the keys to the
Alhambra palace to Ferdinand and Isabella before leaving
his kingdom with a sigh for a life of exile in Morocco. During
the years that followed Spanish troops swarmed across the
straits to north Africa, harassing cities and conquering
useful outposts as far south as the Canary Islands. The
Reconquista was over.-'

*
Watching events at the Alhambra on 2 January 1492 was a
Genoan explorer called Cristoforo Colombo, or, as histoiy
would come to known him, Christopher Columbus. 1 saw
your Highnesses’ banners victoriously raised on the towers
of the Alhambra, the citadel of that city, and the Moorish
king come out of the city gates and kiss the hands of your
Highnesses,’ he later wrote, addressing Ferdinand and
Isabella.^ Plainly, it was a sight that stirred his heart. Later
the same month Columbus acquired from the Catholic
Monarchs a commission to sail in search of a new sea route
that would take him westward around the globe to the far
east, and, as he put it, constitute a holy mission ‘see these
parts of India and the princes and peoples of those lands and
consider the best means for their conversion’.
Although Columbus made it plain that his chief goal in

undertaking such an ambitious mission was profit, he was
also explicit about the godly rationale for his journey, which
chimed with all the patterns of thought that had been
developed out of the crusading movement. Even the flattery
he piled upon his royal sponsors belied four centuries of
crusader zealotry. ‘Your Highnesses as Catholic princes and
devoted propagators of the holy Christian faith have always
been enemies of the sect of Muhammad and of all idolatries
and heresies...’» On Saturday 12 May 1492, five months after
the Alhambra fell, Columbus set out from Granada, charted
a course south to the Canary Islands, then on 3 August
struck out into the Atlantic Ocean.
On 4 March 1493 he returned, his boats limping home
through the last gales of a ‘cruel storm’, and coming into
port in the mouth of the River Tagus at Lisbon. He brought
with him strange people, unseen exotic objects

and tales of the immense riches that lay in the lands he had
seen: the Americas. The sheer quantities of spices, gold and
slaves that might be taken there almost defied his powers of
description, as did the number of heathen souls whom he
thought could be converted to Christianity. Announcing his
return, he wrote to recommend that Ferdinand and Isabella
should hold great celebrations and render solemn thanks to the Holy Trinity
with many solemn prayers, for the great triumph which they will have, by
the conversion of so many peoples to our holy faith and for the temporal
benefits which will follow, for not only Spain, but all Christendom will
receive encouragement and profits

Needless to say, Columbus’s journey in 1492 changed the
world. His announcement of new territories full of things to
trade or steal, and teeming with people to subjugate,
convert or kill, helped to usher in a new phase of global

history. After Columbus, the future for Europe lay to the
west, not the east. And gradually, all the energy, excitement
and terrible, merciless, zealotry that had inspired previous
generations to make perilous journeys to the Holy Land
flooded back, as Christian adventurers fell over themselves
to strike out in the opposite direction. It had taken a long
time, but at last the realms of western Christendom had
found their new Jerusalem.
They swarmed across the sea there in their thousands, as
though God himself had willed it.

- By tradition, foreign crusaders collaborated with the Teutonic Knights for
seasons of winter and summer warfare against the Baltic pagans. These campaigns
were known as reysen (or Reisen).

i The Mongol Ilkhanate, which claimed overlordship over Asia Minor in the
middle of the thirteenth century, had by the 1350s broken up and collapsed.

Epilogue: Crusaders 2.0
The battle of Islam and its people
against the crusaders and their
followers is a long battle.

At lunchtime on 15 March 2019 a lone gunman drove to the
Al-Noor mosque in Riccarton, a suburb of Christchurch,
New Zealand. On arrival, he left his car, walked calmly into
the mosque and began shooting. He

used weapons including a semi-automatic shotgun and a
semi-automatic rifle mounted with a strobe light, and he
wore a helmet fitted with a webcam, from which he
streamed his actions on Facebook Live. In just six minutes
the gunman killed more than forty people. He then got back
in his car and drove to the Linwood Islamic Centre, a few
miles away on the other side of town. There, he killed
another seven people before once again driving away. He
was eventually apprehended and arrested while on his way
to a third place of Muslim worship. Before he was stopped,
he analyzed his performance aloud to his online audience.
‘There wasn’t even time to aim,’ he said. ‘There was [szc] so
many targets.’
The man arrested and charged with the Christchurch
mosque shootings was a twenty-eight-year old Australian
called Brenton Tarrant. At the time of writing, legal
proceedings against Tarrant in New Zealand were

ongoing, but millions of people around the world had
viewed images of the Christchurch shootings and read an
explicatory manifesto apparently written by Tarrant, which
was posted on various websites shortly before the attacks
began and emailed to several dozen recipients, including the
office of New Zealand’s Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardem.
The manifesto was titled ‘The Great Replacement’, and its
author described himself as an ‘eco-fascist’ and ‘ethnonationalist’. He also cast himself as a warrior in a centuriesold conflict between Christians and Muslims. He expressed
numerous extreme white-supremacist sentiments and
called his shootings ‘revenge against Islam for 1300 years of
war and devastation that it has brought upon the people of
the West’. He made references to historical conflicts
between Christian and Islamic powers in the Balkans and
beyond. These ranged from the eighth

to the nineteenth centuries; some were battles from the
medieval crusades. On one of his rifle cartridges he had
daubed the name ‘Bohemond I of Antioch’. Another slogan,
alluding the Third Crusade, read ‘Acre 1189’. He named one
of his rifles ‘Turkofagos’, meaning Turk-eater. The
manifesto claimed that a group called ‘the reborn Knights
Templar’ had given their blessing for the attacks and it
praised the far-right mass murderer Anders Behring
Breivik, who killed seventy-seven people on the Norwegian
island of Utoya in 2011 (Breivik claimed around the time of
his own trial to be a member of a revived Templar order in
which, he said, his codename was Sigurd, after the crusader
king Sigurd I ‘Jerusalemfarer’). At one point the author of
the Christchurch manifesto quoted Urban Il’s sermon at
Clermont that launched the First Crusade in 1095. ‘ASK
YOURSELF, WHAT WOULD POPE URBAN DO?’ he

wrote.
Although he did not use the word, he plainly saw himself
as a twenty-first-century crusader.^
*
Historians, almost universally, regard the crusades as being
over. When exactly they came to an end is a matter of
historical discussion and debate. Some give the terminus ad
quem as the fall of Acre and the collapse of the crusader
states in Palestine and Syria in the summer of 1291. Others
look, as I have done in this book, to the end of the
Reconquista in 1492. The broadest-minded might string the
story of crusading out until 1798, when Napoleon Bonaparte
ejected the Knights of St John from Malta during his
expedition to Egypt, where he conquered Alexandria.
Consensus on the matter is hard to come by,

and there are plausible arguments for adopting any one of
these dates. In general, however, scholars agree that ‘real’
crusading is a thing of the past. Long gone are the days when
the Catholic Church actively sought to raise armies to
conquer and kill non-Christians on the promise of spiritual
salvation. Our world is almost unrecognizably different
from that of Godfrey of Bouillon, Richard the Lionheart,
Zengi and Saladin. The conflicts of the Middle Ages are not
ours. That world is gone.
Yet the reasoned views of historians are not shared by
everyone. Indeed, there exist today plenty of extremists both Christian and Muslim - who believe crusading is still
an important concept that can (or should) continue to define
modern-day relations between the two faiths. The crusades
are not, to their minds, a mere metaphor or even an
inspiring example for a macabre form of historical reenactment. They are a real, ongoing phenomenon: a war

to be fought from the Middle East and north Africa to the
streets of western cities: London, New York, Paris, Berlin,
Madrid, Christchurch.
Even a cursory glance at the most notorious terrorist
attacks of the twenty-first centuiy confirms this attitude to
be thriving. In February 1998 Osama bin Laden, the leader
of the terrorist network known as al-Qaeda, and several
fellow radicals from Egypt, Pakistan and Bangladesh, called
publicly for jihad against ‘Jews and Crusaders’, whose
‘crimes and sins’ on the Arabian peninsula, they said, ‘are a
clear declaration of war on Allah, his messenger, and
Muslims’.# Six months later the United States embassies in
Dar es Salaam (Tanzania) and Nairobi (Kenya) were
attacked with truck bombs, causing more than 200 deaths.
On 11 September 2001 an even more spectacular series of
attacks occurred in New York and Washington DC. The
World Trade Center and part of the

Pentagon were destroyed using hijacked aircraft, at the cost
of thousands of lives.
Five days after the 9/11 atrocities, then-President George
W. Bush stood on the South Lawn of the White House and
told the American people and their allies that ‘this crusade,
this war on terrorism, is going to take a while’.* This was a
calamitous misjudgement, and although Bush was careful
not to repeat his reference to the crusades during the
remainder of his presidency, he was never allowed to forget
it. In response, bin Laden demanded that Muslims
worldwide defend themselves against ‘the American
crusade’ and he referred to Bush as ‘the Chief Crusader...
under the banner of the cross’.* As the United States and
allies including Britain prepared to invade Iraq in 2003, bin
Laden repeated his invocations against ‘crusaders’ fighting
a ‘crusade war... primarily aimed at the people of Islam’.-In 2005, he accused Bush’s

advisors Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld of having
previously destroyed Baghdad to a greater extent than the
Mongol leader Hiilagii in 1258.
Following bin Laden’s death, the al-Qaeda offshoot
Islamic State (IS) and their self-appointed ‘caliph’ Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi took on the leadership of global Islamist terror,
and they continued to refer to western Christian powers as
‘crusaders’, characterizing their attacks on western targets
as acts of war justified by the necessity of resisting ‘crusader’
aggression. Bush’s successor, President Barack Obama,
occasionally attempted to respond with a subtler reading of
history; he pointed out during a prayer breakfast in 2015
that ‘during the Crusades and the Inquisition, people
committed terrible deeds in the name of Christ’.* But this
did him no good whatever. IS pubheations, including the
organization’s official magazine, Dabiq, simply described
Obama as the new

crusader-in-chief, and referred to the victims of terrorist
attacks such as the 7 July 2005 London Tube and bus
bombings as ‘crusaders’. It was not hard to work out why.
There was simply too much propaganda value in suggesting
a perpetual crusade, connecting all perceived western
iniquities in the modem world with the actions of the Franks
as long as nine centuries ago.
*
Of course, al-Qaeda and IS did not invent the idea of coopting crusader memories for their own ends. In October
1898 Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany rode around Jerusalem
on a white horse, wearing absurd cod-medieval costume, as
though he were the reincarnation of Frederick II
Hohenstaufen in 1229 (he later laid a large bronze wreath
with a pompous Arabic inscription on Saladin’s

tomb in Damascus).
Nearly two decades later, in December 1917, towards the
end of the First World War for which the kaiser was largely
responsible, Jerusalem fell to an assault by troops of the
British empire. In contrast with the kaiser, the British
general Edmund Allenby entered Jerusalem on foot. He
most likely did not say, as has been often reported, that ‘the
wars of the crusades are now complete’. But the jingoistic
British press immediately said it for him. The British
government, sensitive to the fact that perhaps 100 million
Muslims lived in the empire, had warned sternly but vainly
of ‘the undesirability of publishing any article, paragraph or
picture suggesting that militaiy operations against Turkey
are in any sense a Holy War, a modern Crusade, or have
anything whatever to do with religious questions’. The fact
that they needed to make such a proclamation obviously
showed how prevalent the

attitude was. And soon after Jerusalem fell, the same
government ignored its own advice, when the Department
of Information commissioned a propaganda film about the
campaign against Ottoman Turkey entitled ‘The New
Crusaders’.?.
To rehearse the myriad uses and misuses of crusading
memory in the last hundred years would take up more space
than remains here. It would necessitate ranging from the
Battle of Tannenberg of 1914 - seen by many in Germany as
revenge for a defeat of the Teutonic Knights by Poles and
Lithuanians in roughly the same region in 1410 - to General
(later. President) Dwight D. Eisenhower’s insistence that
the campaign he led to liberate Europe from the Nazis in
1944 was ‘a great crusade’. It would require us to analyze
crusade appropriation ranging from the late American
evangelist Billy Graham’s ‘crusade’ preaching tours to the
former

British Prime Minister David Cameron’s fatuous
proclamation in 2015 of a ‘national crusade to get new
homes built’. It would, in short, be well beyond the scope of
this work.
So I shall finish, instead, with a personal anecdote. A little
over a month after the attacks on the two Christchurch
mosques, on Easter Sunday (21 April) 2019, a number of
bombs were detonated in churches and hotels on the island
of Sri Lanka, killing more than 250 people, most of them
Christians. I was on holiday with my family in Sri Lanka at
the time, having finished writing the main text of the book
that you are now reading. Besides being very troubled by the
devastating loss of life, we were personally alarmed to learn
that one of the hotels in which we had planned to stay - The
Shangri-La Colombo - had been attacked by a suicide
bomber, who detonated a powerful device in one of the hotel
restaurants during a

breakfast buffet. Had the attack occurred twenty-four hours
later, we might well have been maimed or killed, although
the disquieting sense of a near-miss was nothing when
compared to the losses of those who were less fortunate than
we were.
In the days that followed, news stations worldwide
reported that the Sri Lanka bombings were carried out by
two local Islamist groups who claimed allegiance to IS. Even
before reading the statements issued by these groups, I
knew what they would say. And sure enough, in claiming
overarching responsibility for the blasts, IS explained that
their operatives had targeted ‘churches and hotels in which
citizens of the Crusader coalition were present’, and
‘detonated their explosive vests on the Crusaders’ who were
‘celebrating their infidel holiday’. A video sent to the media
outlet Asia Times gloated: ‘O Crusaders... This bloody day is
our reward to you.’* In all

the time I had spent researching and writing this book, I had
never seriously thought that I Qet alone my young
daughters) was a crusader, or even a crusader citizen. Now,
suddenly and quite dramatically, I saw that in some sense,
we were.
The week after the Sri Lanka attacks, the IS leader Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi released a propaganda video - the first
time he had been seen by the general public in five years. AlBaghdadi spoke approvingly of the carnage in Colombo and
urged more attacks elsewhere. Echoing President Bush in
September 2001, he said that ‘the battle of Islam and its
people against their crusaders and their followers is a long
battle’.
He was wrong and he was right. The crusades are over.
But so long as there are crusaders - real or imaginary - in the
world, the war goes on and on.

Plate Section

1.

The Crusader World

A typical thirteenth-century mappa mundi shows Jerusalem as the centre of
the world. As the place of Christ’s ministry, death and resurrection, there was
nowhere with greater power over the medieval Christian imagination. Freeing
Jerusalem from Muslim rule was the ultimate target of the First Crusade.
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Mappa Mundi, medieval map, c.1265 / DEA Picture Library / Getty Images.
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2.

Alexios Komnenos

The Byzantine emperor Alexios I Komnenos is seen here with his son John
and wife Irene Doukas. Alexios’ decision to summon western military aid
against his Turkish enemies was a driving force behind the First Crusade.
Missing from this family portrait is Alexios’ brilliant daughter, Anna
Komnene, author of the Alexiad.
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The Coronation of Emperor Alexios I Komnenos (eleventh century) / DEA
Picture Library / Getty Images.

3.

Pope Urban II

Drawing together spiritual arguments about the possibility of salvation

through fighting Christ’s enemies with the great political considerations of his
day, Urban II launched the First Crusade in 1095. Once a Cluniac monk.
Urban is pictured here blessing the altar at Cluny Abbey during his crusade
preaching tour.
Consecration of the Abbey of Cluny by Pope Urban II in 1095, c.1189 /
Universal Images Group / Getty Images.

4- Peter the Hermit

This charismatic preacher was one of the first leaders of a crusading army. His
followers caused violent unrest across the Rhineland and, later, in the
Byzantine empire. According to Anna Komnene, the residents of
Constantinople gave him the scornful nickname ‘Koukoupetros’: Peter the
Cuckoo.
Peter the Hermit, miniature from Egerton Manuscript (thirteenth century) /
DEA Picture Library / Getty Images.

5- Crusader pogroms

The militant ideology of the crusades had terrible consequences for Jewish
people in Europe. During the the First Crusade there were massacres of Jews
in cities including Worms and Mainz. Sickening pogroms also took place in
England around a century later, during preparations for the Third Crusade.
Manuscript illumination taken from a French bible, c.1250 / Granger
Historical Picture Archive / Alamy Stock Photo.
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6.

Dorylaeum

Despite the many privations of the First Crusade, the main armies led by the
western 'princes’ won a series of extraordinary battles. One of their most
famous triumphs came at Dorylaeum in Asia Minor on 1 July 1097, when they
routed the armies of Qilij I Arslan.
The Battle of Dorylaeum, French manuscript illumination (fourteenth
century) / Granger Historical Picture Archive / Alamy Stock Photo.

7.

Church of the Holy Sepulchre

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre remains one of the great landmarks of
Jerusalem. A church has existed in some form on the site since the fourth
century, covering both Calvary, where Christ was crucified, and the empty
tomb from which he rose. To worship at the Holy Sepulchre was the ultimate

The Church of Holy Sepulchre, 2014 / Frederic Soltau / Getty Images.

8.

Alfonso VI of Castile and Leon

Crusading was never directed exclusively towards the eastern Mediterranean.
Conflict between Christian and Islamic rulers in Iberia provided another
arena for penitential Christian warfare. Alfonso VI, known as El Bravo, was
one of the early leaders of what became known as the Reconquista.
Alfonso VI of Castile and Leon / The Picture Art Collection / Alamy Stock
Photo.

9- Roger II of Sicily

The first crowned king of Sicily (shown here in a mosaic in Palermo) ruled
over a realm in which Arab, Greek and Latin Christian influences all
intermingled. Roger’s father was credited (dubiously) by one Muslim
chronicler as having been the first person to suggest a crusade to Jerusalem.
Roger El of Sicily / Public domain.

10. The marriage of Fulk of Anjou and Melisende

Fulk, count of Anjou, was headhunted from western Europe to become king of
Jerusalem after the death of Baldwin II. His wedding to Baldwin’s daughter

Melisende is pictured here in a late medieval illumination. The marriage was
uneasy at first, as Melisende refused to be sidelined from politics by her
husband.

1

Marriage of Fulk of Anjou and Queen Melisende / Bibliotheque National,
Paris / Bridgeman Images.

11. Crac des Chevaliers

Built by the Knights Hospitaller in the county of Tripoli, Crac des Chevaliers
guarded the approach to that crusader state from the Syrian city of Homs. Its
massive walls and vast size made it a formidable part of the crusaders'
defensive network. The castle could garrison several thousand men. It was
captured in 1271 by the Mamluks.

j

12. Nur al-Din’s minbar

This ritual pulpit, or minbar, was built in Aleppo on the orders of Nur al-Din,
and later installed by Saladin in Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa mosque. It was
considered a masterpiece of medieval Islamic art, inscribed with Arabic
calligraphy and complex geometric patterns. The original minbar was
destroyed by arson in the 1960s but has since been rebuilt.
Wooden minbar, from Mosque of Nur al-Din, Hama, Syria / B. O’Kane /
Alamy Stock Photo.

13-

Eleanor of Aquitaine

This composite image shows (left) Eleanor of Aquitaine marrying Louis VII of
France in 1137 and (right) Louis departing on crusade ten years later. Eleanor
joined her husband on his treacherous overland journey to the east, which
ended in scandal and military failure. Their marriage was annulled not long
after their return home.
Marriage of Eleanor of Aquitaine and Louis VII in 1137, Chronique de St Denis
/ Universal History Archive / Bridgeman Images.

14-

Muslim Spain

The Torre del Oro in Seville was begun in the 1220s when the city was ruled
by the Almohads. It was a chain-tower, which allowed Seville’s governors to
block access to the city via the Guadalqivir river. The upper elements of the
tower were added after Seville fell to Christian rule in the late Reconquista.
The Torre del Oro, Seville / Public Domain.

15-

The True Cross

This ornate reliquary contains a supposed fragment of the True Cross on
which Christ died. Many such relics of the Cross existed during the crusading
period; the most famous was that kept in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. It
was seized by Saladin at the Battle of Hattin and disappeared forever.
The Reliquary of the True Cross / Werner Forman / Getty Images.

16.

Saladin

During his meteoric career Saladin rose from relative obscurity to become
sultan of Egypt and Syria. Fervently committed to the cause of jihad, his
greatest victory over the crusaders of the Holy Land came in 1187, when he
obliterated a Frankish army at the Battle of Hattin and returned Jerusalem to
Muslim rule.
Portrait of Sultan Saladin, Cristofano Dell’Altissimo, 1556-1558 / Heritage
Images / Getty Images.

17.

Richard the Lionheart

One of the most prominent leaders of the Third Crusade, the warlike Richard I
of England arrived in the crusader kingdom in 1191 and reversed many of
Saladin’s gains. He never recaptured Jerusalem but still left an indelible mark
on crusading history and lore.

Tomb of Richard the Lionheart / Brian Harris / Alamy Stock Photo.

18.

The siege of Acre-

After Jerusalem was lost, Acre became the capital of the crusader realm. The
siege to liberate it from Saladin in 1189—91 is shown here: the machine
outside the city walls is a trebuchet, or giant catapult, capable of hurling huge
stones and other missiles over long distances.
The Siege of Acre / Pictures from History / alcg-iniages.

19- Hermann von Salza

Along with the Templars and Hospitallers, the Teutonic Knights were an
important military order of religious warriors who dedicated their lives to
fighting crusades. Hermann von Salza, shown here, was one of their most
successful leaders: politically shrewd and a tireless diplomat, on easy terms
with popes and Holy Roman Emperors alike.
Hermann Von Salza (seventeenth—eighteenth century) / The Picture Art
Collection / Alamy Stock Photo.
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20. Innocent HI

Under Innocent’s papacy crusading was turned against perceived enemies of
the Roman Church wherever they appeared. Heretics in France, pagans in the
Baltic and Greek Christians in the Byzantine empire all became targets.
Innocent did more to shape the crusade movement than any pope since Urban
II.
Portrait of Pope Innocent III, c.1219, detail from Subiaco Monastery, Italy /
Leemage / Getty Images.

21. The conquest of Constantinople

In 1204 Venetian and French crusaders burned and sacked the Byzantine
capital, Constantinople. This fiasco was embarrassing to the papacy and did
absolutely nothing to advance the crusading cause in the Holy Land. The
Byzantine empire never recovered.

The Siege of Constantinople, David Aubert (fifteenth century) / Public
Domain.

22-

Enrico Dandolo

The doge of Venice was blind and around 90 years old when he served as a
leader of the Fourth Crusade. He was buried in Constantinople at the Hagia
Sophia.
Grave marker of Enrico Dandalo, Hagia Sophia, Istanbul / Public Domain.

Mediterranean.
A Venetian Galley, Conrad Griinenberg (fifteenth century) / Public Domain.

23-

Venetian sea-power

Venice emerged during the crusading era as a dominant power in the western
world, in large part thanks to the galleys built in the city’s shipyards. Powered
by sail and oar, they could transport goods, cash and troops all across the

The Siege of Damietta, Matthew Paris, (thirteenth century) / TopFoto.

24-

Damietta

This detail from Matthew Paris’ chronicle shows knights in combat at
Damietta during the Fifth Crusade. Paris was kept informed of events in the
Nile Delta by regular updates sent by leading crusaders to the English royal
court.

scientific research. They negotiated a peace settlement that placed Jerusalem
back into Christian hands from 1229 to 1244.

r

Frederick II and the Sultan of Jerusalem, from the Chronicles of Giovanni
Villani, Italy (fourteenth century) / De Agostini Picture Library / Bridgeman
Images.

25. Frederick Hohenstaufen and al-Kamil

The Holy Roman Emperor and sultan of Egypt enjoyed a close diplomatic
relationship thanks to Frederick’s broadminded interest in Arab culture and

26. Louis EX

The saint-king of France was an enthusiastic, if not a very successful crusader.
He was evacuated and ransomed after a disastrous crusade up the Nile in
1249, and died while on a second crusade, to north Africa in 1270. Louis
explored an alliance with the Mongols against the Mamluks, although this too
came to nothing.
A portrait of Louis IX, from the Bible of St Louis (thirteenth century) / Public
Domain.

“zrj. Mongols

Arriving from the east in the middle of the thirteenth century, the Mongols
were a formidable addition to the crusader world. Crusades were raised to try
and stop them advancing through eastern Europe; they were also courted as
potential allies in the Holy Land. Mongol warriors are seen here attacking
Baghdad in 1258.
The Siege of Baghdad by the Mongols, c.1303 / The Picture Art Collection /
Alamy Stock Photo.
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28. Mamluks vs Mongols

The Mamluks were a slave-soldier caste who rose to take control of Egypt in
1250. Their rivalry with the Mongols came to a head at the Battle of Ayn Jalut
in 1260. The Mamluks routed the Mongol army, then set about invading and
dismantling the crusader states.

The Battle in the valley of El Khaznadar (fourteenth century) / Universal
History Archive / Bridgeman Images.

29- The walls of Acre

This romanticized painting shows Acre falling to a Mamluk army in 1291,
which in hindsight marked the end of the crusader states in Syria and
Palestine. Overstretched and overwhelmed, the crusaders evacuated Acre
amid much bloodshed and retreated to a ghost kingdom on Cyprus.
Guillaume de Clermont defending Acre, Dominique Louis Papety, 1845 /
Chateau de Versailles, France / Bridgeman Images.

merchant Marino Sanudo the Elder.
Portolan chart of western Europe and the Mediterranean, Pietro Vesconte,
c.1320—1325 / British Library / © British Library Board / Bridgeman Images.

30. Crusade revival

During the fourteenth century numerous schemes were hatched to return to
the Hol)' Land and take back the lost crusader states. This map, by Pietro
Vesconte, accompanied one such plan, by the Venetian statesman and

31- Boucicaut

The self-styled greatest knight of his age, Jean II le Meingre, aka Boucicaut,
crusaded against pagans with the Teutonic Knights and made a devotional
pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Crusading by his time had become just one element
in the broader culture of aristocratic piety and chivalry.
Marshal Boucicaut and Saint Catherine, from the Master of the Hours
(fifteenth century) / De Agostini Picture Library / Bridgeman Images.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Cast of Major
Characters
Adelaide del Vasto, regent of Sicily (d. 1118). Wife of
Roger I of Sicily, regent for Roger II and briefly queen
consort of Jerusalem after her marriage to King Baldwin I.
Adhemar, bishop of Le Puy (d. 1098). One of the first
men to take the cross at Clermont; represented Urban II as
papal legate during the First Crusade.

Afonso Henriques, king of Portugal (d. 1185). First
king of Portugal, assisted in his conquest of Lisbon in 1147
by crusaders travelling to join the Second Crusade.
Al-Adid (1151-71). Fourteenth and last Fatimid caliph,
appointed aged nine in 1160, and deposed after Shirkuh and
Saladin took control of Cairo.
Al-Adil (1145-1218). Also known as Sayf al-Din or Safadin.
Leading emir during the Third Crusade, his marriage to
Joanna of Sicily was briefly mooted. Succeeded his brother
Saladin as sultan and continued the Kurdish Ayyubid
dynasty’s hold over Egypt and Syria.
Al-Ashraf Khalil (d. 1293). Mamluk sultan who
completed the destruction of the crusader states of the Near
East by successfully besieging Acre in 1291.

Al-Kamil (d. 1238). Ayyubid sultan of Egypt. Succeeded his
father al-Adil in 1218 at the beginning of the Fifth Crusade.
Friendly with Frederick Hohenstaufen, with whom he
brokered a deal to return Jerusalem to Christian rule in
1229.
Al-Mu’tamid (d. 1095). Third and last taifa king of Seville.
Wrote poetry and embraced sensory pleasures at his court.
Defeated by Alfonso VI of Castile-Leon, he invited the
Almoravids of Morocco into his kingdom, who deposed him.
Al-Salih Ayyub (1205-49). Son of al-Kamil. Ayyubid
sultan of Egypt at the outset of Louis DCs crusade to
Damietta. Allied with Khwarazmian Turks to destroy
crusader army at the Battle of La Forbie in 1244.

Al-Salih Isma’il (d. 1245). Brother of al-Kamil; Ayyubid

emir of Damascus. Allied with the crusaders at the Battle of
La Forbie.
Al-Zafir (1133-54). Fatimid caliph murdered by his male
lover in a palace coup: an act that destabilized Egypt and
helped prepare the way for Ayyubid conquest.
Albert, bishop of Riga (d.
1229). Pioneering
churchman in the early stages of the Baltic crusades. The
unruly military order known as the Livonian Swordbrothers
formed among the knights of his household.
Alexios I Komnenos (1048-1118). Byzantine emperor
whose long reign saw assaults on the empire by Seljuq Turks
in Asia Minor and Normans including Robert Guiscard in
the Balkans. His appeal to western rulers for militaiy
assistance was a major factor in the launch of the

First Crusade.
Alexios IV Angelos (d. 1204). Byzantine emperor who
sought aid of the Fourth Crusade to depose his uncle Alexios
III and install himself and his father, Isaac II Angelos, as coemperors.
Murdered
during
the
conquest
of
Constantinople.
Alfonso VI ‘El Bravo’ (d. 1109). Christian king of Leon,
Castile and Galicia; waged war on Muslim taifa kingdoms
early in the Reconquista and claimed title of ‘emperor of the
two religions’.
Amalric I, king of Jerusalem (1136-74). Podgy, gruff,
highly effective king of Jerusalem after the death of his
brother Baldwin III in 1163. Attempted to invade and
subjugate Fatimid Egypt, but failed, leaving crown of
Jerusalem to his leper son, Baldwin IV.

Anna Komnene (1083-1153). Author of the great
Byzantine history the Alexiad, an exculpatory account of the
reign of her father, Alexios I Komnenos, as emperor. Fierce
critic of the Franks and particularly of Bohemond of
Taranto.
Baldwin II, king of Jerusalem (d. 1131). Also known as
Baldwin of Bourcq; became count of Edessa and
subsequently king of Jerusalem. Twice captured in battle.
Left the throne to his daughter Melisende and her husband,
Fulk, count of Anjou.
Baldwin III, king of Jerusalem (1130-63). Bloodyminded ruler of the kingdom of Jerusalem; the son of Fulk
of Anjou and Queen Melisende. Struggled against his
mother for independent rule in the early 1150s. Led
campaign that captured Ascalon in 1153.

Baldwin IV, king of Jerusalem (1161-85). King of
Jerusalem who succeeded his father Amalric I. Afflicted
with severe and progressive leprosy which crippled and
eventually killed him.
Baldwin EX, count of Flanders (1172-1205).
Aristocratic leader of the Fourth Crusade, who was elected
as first Latin emperor of Constantinople after the city fell to
Frankish and Venetian attack in 1204.
Baldwin of Boulogne (d. 1118). Princely leader of the
First Crusade, along with his brother Godfrey. Established
the county of Edessa in 1098. Subsequently became first
crowned king of Jerusalem, as Baldwin I.
Baybars (d. 1277). Also known as Rukd al-Din. Fearsome
Mamluk sultan who fought at ‘Ayn Jalut, murdered his
predecessor, Qutuz, and masterminded campaigns against

the crusader states.
Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153). Cistercian abbot and
inveterate lobbyist of popes and kings who played a critical
role in crusade preaching before the Second Crusade.
Helped compose rule for the Knights Templar in 1129.
Canonized as St Bernard in 1174.
Bohemond of Taranto (d. 1111). Norman leader of the
First Crusade who became the first Latin prince of Antioch,
and pursued a lifelong feud with the Byzantine emperor
Alexios Komnenos.
Bohemond VI of Antioch-Tripoli (1237-75). Prince of
Antioch and count of Tripoli from 1251. Allied with Mongols
and was punished with loss of Antioch to the Mamluks.

‘Boucicaut’ (1366-1421). Also known as Jean II Le
Meingre. Famous knight and marshal of France. Fought in
numerous late medieval crusades.
Conrad III, king of Germany (1093-1152). First
Hohenstaufen king of Germany (but never crowned Holy
Roman Emperor). Took a large army on the Second
Crusade, establishing a major crusading tradition in the
Hohenstaufen line.
Daimbert, archbishop of Pisa (d. 1105). Churchman
from Mainz involved in crusader wars in Spain and the east.
Briefly appointed patriarch of Jerusalem in aftermath of the
First Crusade.
Domenico Michiel (d. 1129). Doge of Venice between 1118
and his death. Led the Venetian expedition that helped
conquer Tyre in 1124, establishing strong Venetian

presence in the crusader states.
Edward, The Lord (1239-1307). Future Edward I of
England. Travelled to Acre in 1271-2. Frustrated by truce
with the Mamluks, he narrowly escaped murder by an
Assassin.
Eleanor of Aquitaine (1122/4-1204). Queen of France by
her first marriage to Louis VII. Travelled east on the Second
Crusade, during which her marriage to Louis broke down.
Rumoured to have slept with her uncle, Raymond of
Poitiers, prince of Antioch. Subsequently divorced Louis
and married Henry II, king of England.
Enrico Dandolo (d. 1205). Blind and elderly doge of
Venice and leader of the Fourth Crusade. Largely
responsible for conquest of the Christian cities of Zara and
Constantinople.

Eugene III, Pope (d. 1153). Cistercian monk and protege
of Bernard of Clairvaux. Became pope in 1145, and was
responsible for calling the Second Crusade with the bull
Quantum praedecessores.
Ferdinand II of Aragon (1452-1516) and Isabella I of
Castile (1451-1504). The ‘Catholic Monarchs’, whose
marriage effectively united Christian Spain. War against the
last emir of Granada effectively ended the Reconquista.
Sponsored Christopher Columbus on his 1492 expedition to
the New World.
Francis of Assisi (d. 1226). Italian friar who founded the
Franciscan Order and was widely admired for his simple
piety and embrace of Christ-like poverty. Appeared in Egypt
during the Fifth Crusade attempting to convert al- Kamil to
Christianity.

Frederick II Hohenstaufen (1194-1250). Holy Roman
Emperor who combined rule in Germany, northern Italy
and Sicily. Led crusaders to the Holy Land in 1220s but was
excommunicated four times, and had numerous crusades
preached against him during his wars with the papacy.
Fulk of Anjou (1092-1143). Powerful lord of central
France who travelled east to become king of Jerusalem by
marriage to Baldwin H’s daughter Melisende.
Genghis Khan (d. 1227). Bom Temujin, founder of the
Mongol empire which expanded to encompass vast
expanses of the far east, central Asia and the Middle East,
and threatened eastern Europe. Succeeded by his son
••
Ogodei.
George of Antioch (d. 1151/2). Admiral and advisor to

King Roger II of Sicily. Syrian-born Greek Orthodox
Christian who terrorized the Greek islands and north Africa
in the 1140s, at the time of the Second Crusade.
Godfrey of Bouillon (1060-1100). Duke of Lower
Lorraine and prominent leader of the First Crusade. Elected
first ruler of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem but refused the
title of king. Succeeded by his brother Baldwin.
Gregory EX, Pope (d. 1241). Elected pope in 1227;
pursued a long feud with Frederick Hohenstaufen,
excommunicating him before his arrival in the Holy Land.
Established the Inquisition to deal with heresy.
Guy of Lusignan (d. 1194). Married to Sibylla, daughter of
Amalric, king of Jerusalem. Led Franks to militaiy
catastrophe at Hattin. After Sibylla’s death took over

kingdom of Cyprus, purchased from the Templars.

move into the Baltic region.

Henry Bolingbroke (1367-1413). Future Henry IV of
England. Son of John of Gaunt, whose Spanish wars were
dubiously classified as crusades. As a young man, fought
alongside Teutonic Knights in Prussia, and went on
pilgrimage to Jerusalem.

Honorius III, Pope (1150-1227). Succeeded Innocent III
in 1216 and saw through plans for the Fifth Crusade.
Attempts to encourage his protege Frederick II
Hohenstaufen to take command proved futile.

Henry H, king of England (1133-89). Plantagenet king
of England. Married the crusader queen Eleanor of
Aquitaine. Father of Richard the Lionheart. Declined the
crown of Jerusalem shortly before the disaster of Hattin.
Took the cross but died before fulfilling his vow.
Hermann von Salza (d. 1239). Master of Teutonic Order
and skilled diplomat. Among the leaders of the Fifth
Crusade. Accompanied Frederick Hohenstaufen to the Holy
Land in 1228-9. Masterminded Teutonic Order’s

Hugh of Payns (d. 1136). First master of the Knights
Templar. Established the order around 1119 and appealed
successfully for recognition from the papacy and Christian
monarchs. Helped recruit for the unsuccessful 1129 crusade
against Damascus.
Hiilagu Khan (d. 1265). Grandson of Genghis Khan and
founding ruler of the Hkhanate of Persia. Conquered
Baghdad in 1258 and explored the possibility of diplomatic
alliance with crusaders via letters to Louis EX of France.

Ibn al-Athir (1160-1233). Iraqi scholar and historian, and
author of one of the most famous and detailed Islamic
chronicles of the crusades, The Perfect Work of History (alKamilfil ta’rikh).

Ilghazi (d. 1122). Turkish general, politician and notorious
drunkard. Seljuq governor of Jerusalem before its fall to the
Fatimids in 1098. Won a famous victory over crusader
forces at the Battle of Ager Sanguinis in 1119.

Ibn al-Qalanisi (d. 1160). Muslim chronicler, poet and
public servant based in Damascus. Lived through the First
Crusade and was an eyewitness to many subsequent events.
Author of The continuation of the Damascus Chronicle:
Mudhayyal Ta’rikh Dimashq.

Imad al-Din Zengi (d. 1146). Fierce Turkish warrior who
became atabeg of Mosul and Aleppo. Conquered Edessa in
1144, provoking the Second Crusade. His successors,
including his son Nur al-Din, are referred to as the Zengids.

Ibn Hamdis (d. 1133). Arab Sicilian poet. Fled Sicily
following Norman conquest and took up a position at the
court of the Sevillan taifa king al-Mu’tamid. Fled Seville
following Almoravid invasion and died in Majorca.
Ibn Ruzzik (d. 1161). Vizier of Fatimid Cairo following the
assassination of caliph al-Zafir in 1154.

Innocent III, Pope (1161-1216). Vastly powerful and
influential medieval pope, responsible for preaching the
Fourth and Fifth Crusades, and extending crusading far
beyond its traditional remit.
Isaac Komnenos (1155-95). Rogue member of the
broader Byzantine Komnenoi dynasty who seized

independent power in Cyprus in the 1180s but was deposed
and imprisoned by Richard the Lionheart.
Ismah Kha tun (d. 1142). Patron of scholars in Isfahan and
wife of the Abbasid caliph al-Mustazhir. Renowned as highly
intelligent and resolute.
Joanna, queen of Sicily (1165-99). Younger sister of
Richard the Lionheart, rescued from Sicily during the early
stages of the Third Crusade. Suggested briefly as potential
wife of al-Adil to create a crusader-Ayyubid dynastic union.
John of Brienne (d. 1237). French knight who became
king of Jerusalem (1212-25), on behalf of his daughter Queen
Isabella II. Leader of the Fifth Crusade, and Latin emperor
of Constantinople (alongside co-emperor Baldwin II).

Joscelin I, count of Edessa (d. 1131). Also known as
Joscelin of Courtenay. Lord of Turbessel and subsequently
count of Edessa. Took part in wars against Ilghazi and other
Turkish emirs during the 1110s and 1120s.
Joscelin II of Edessa (d. 1159). Fourth and last Frankish
count of Edessa, expelled from his city when it fell to Zengi.
Later captured, blinded and imprisoned by Nur al-Din.
Louis VII, king of France (1120-80). Monk-like king of
France who led one of the major contingents of the Second
Crusade. Enthusiastic crusader, but poor generalship
exposed during the march from Constantinople across Asia
Minor.
Louis IX, king of France (1214-70). Pious French king
who collected relics, sponsored gothic building projects

including Saint-Chapelle and led an ill-fated crusade to
Damietta and Palestine from 1248. Attempted to pursue
alliance with Mongol leaders. Died near Tunis on another
crusade in 1270. Canonized as St Louis.
Malik-Shah I (1055-1092). Sultan of the greater Seljuq
empire and sometime collaborator with Byzantine empire.
Death precipitated a crisis in Byzantium: this encouraged
the appeal to the west which became the First Crusade.
Manuel I Komnenos (1118-80). Byzantine emperor and
grandson of Alexios I Komnenos. Allowed armies of the
Second Crusade to pass through his territories.
Margaret of Beverley (d. c.1215). English pilgrim who
fought in Saladin’s siege of Jerusalem, and was
subsequently sold into slavery, freed and left Holy Land with
returning warriors of the Third Crusade. Her crusade

memoir is a vivid if idealized rendering of her adventures.
Melisende, queen of Jerusalem (1105-61). Daughter
and heir of King Baldwin II of Jerusalem, who oversaw a
magnificent building programme in and around Jerusalem.
Ruled jointly with her husband, Fulk, and then with her son
Baldwin III. Relations were difficult with both.
Nur al-Din (1118-74). Son of Zengi and one of the most
formidable Islamic leaders of the crusading era. United
major Syrian cities under his leadership. Framed opposition
to the Franks of the Holy Land as an expression of jihad, a
theme adopted later by Saladin.
Odo of Deuil (1110-62). Chaplain to Louis VII on the
Second Crusade, his chronicle, written for the benefit of
Louis’s chief minister Abbot Suger, is a major source for

the French contribution to the expedition.
Oliver of Cologne (1170-1227). Also known as Oliver,
bishop of Paderborn. A high-ranking preacher and leader of
the Fifth Crusade, responsible for recruiting volunteers and
designing military equipment. Kept a detailed chronicle of
the crusade.
Otto of Freising (1114-58). Bishop, chronicler and halfbrother of Conrad III. Travelled on the Second Crusade and
kept a vivid record of events from a German perspective.
Pelagius, Cardinal (d. 1230). Bishop of Albano and papal
legate during the Fifth Crusade who clashed with the
aristocratic leaders and favoured the disastrous decision to
march up the Nile in 1221.

Peter the Hermit (d. 1115). Charismatic preacher from
Amiens in northern France. Raised the doomed, early
populist contingent of the First Crusade (the ‘People’s
Crusade’) and remained a member of the leadership group
thereafter.
Philip II Augustus (1165-1223). King of France from 1180
until his death. Took part in the Third Crusade, helping
recapture Acre from Saladin. Left in disgust after spats with
Richard the Lionheart.
Qilij I Arslan (1079-1107). Sultan of the lesser Seljuq
sultanate of Rum (Asia Minor) at the time of the First
Crusade.
Qutuz (d. 1260). Mamluk sultan of Egypt who commanded
an army to victory over the Mongols at the Battle of ‘Ayn
Jalut. Murdered by Baybars.

Raymond IV, count of Toulouse (d. 1105). Southern
French lord also known as Raymond of Saint-Gilles. Took
the cross at Clermont. Prominent leader of the First Crusade
and subsequently first count of Tripoli.
Raymond VI, count of Toulouse (1156-1222).
Descendant of the First Crusade leader Raymond IV.
Married Joanna, queen of Sicily following her return from
the Third Crusade. Later attacked by Simon of Montfort and
the Albigensian crusaders.
Raymond of Poitiers (d. 1149). Prince of Antioch from
1136 until his death at the Battle of Inab fighting forces loyal
to Nur al-Din. Rumoured to have seduced his niece, Eleanor
of Aquitaine, during her visit to the crusader states on the
Second Crusade.
Reynaid of Chatillon (d. 1187). Pugnacious French

knight who joined the Second Crusade, became prince of
Antioch, but was imprisoned by Nur al-Din for sixteen years.
Later raided Red Sea ports and robbed Muslim caravan
trains, provoking Saladin into punitive raids on kingdom of
Jerusalem.
Richard the Lionheart (1157-99). King of England from
1189 until his death. Most prominent leader of the Third
Crusade, during which he clashed repeatedly with Philip II
Augustus and established a (much mythologized) rivalry
with Saladin.
Robert Guiscard (d. 1085). Norman adventurer.
Conquered parts of southern Italy and attacked Byzantine
territory in the Balkans. Father of the first crusade leader
Bohemond I, prince of Antioch.
Robert II, count of Flanders (d. 1111). Princely leader

of the First Crusade. His father, Robert I, had been on
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, met Alexios Komnenos and gave
military aid to the Byzantine empire. Prominent at most
major campaigns of the First Crusade.
Robert, duke of Normandy (d. 1134). One of the
princely leaders of the First Crusade. Son of the Norman
king of England William the Conqueror. His absence on
crusade meant he missed his chance to claim his father’s
throne. Nicknamed ‘Robert Curthose’.

Sicily. Ambivalent towards crusaders of the kingdom of
Jerusalem after his mother, Adelaide del Vasto, was rejected
as the wife of Baldwin I of Jerusalem.
Saladin (1137/8-93). Also known as Salah al-Din Yusuf ibn
Ayyub. Kurdish soldier who rose to become sultan of Syria
and Egypt. Destroyed a Frankish army at Battle of Hattin
(1187) and returned Jerusalem to Islamic control. Provoked
Third Crusade and earned a legendaiy reputation among
Muslims and Christians alike.

Roger I of Sicily (d. 1101). First Norman count of Sicily,
brother of Robert Guiscard and father of the first Sicilian
king, Roger II. Credited with first suggesting Christian
conquest of Jerusalem in a colourful (if muddled) anecdote
related by Ibn al-Athir.

Shawar (d. 1169). Egyptian vizier from 1162 until his death.
Attempted, unsuccessfully, to play off the crusader kingdom
of Jerusalem against Nur al-Din and his Kurdish generals,
Shirkuh and Saladin, who eventually murdered him.

Roger II of Sicily (1095-1154). First crowned king of

Shirkuh (d. 1169). Also known as Asad al-Din.

Gluttonous, hardbitten Kurdish general in the service of Nur
al-Din. Masterminded annexation of Fatimid Egypt. Uncle
of Saladin.
Sibylla, queen of Jerusalem (d. 1190). Daughter of
Amalric I. Her husband. Guy of Lusignan, became king of
Jerusalem through marriage and oversaw defeat to Saladin
at the Battle of Hattin.
Sigurd I of Norway (1090-1130). Viking king of Norway;
visited the kingdom of Jerusalem in c.1107-11 and helped
Baldwin I take the city of Sidon. Later nicknamed Sigurd
Jerusalemfarer.
Simon of Montfort (d. 1218). French lord who took part
in the Fourth Crusade, but abandoned the Venetian fleet at
Zara. Later led Albigensian Crusade against Cathars in
southern France. Father of Simon of Montfort the

younger, English nobleman and rebel against Henry III.
Stephen, count of Blois (d. 1102). Prominent leader of
the First Crusade. Wrote vivid letters from Syria to his wife,
Adela. Scorned for abandoning the crusade at Antioch;
returned to the east on further campaigns before his death.
Tancred of Hauteville (d. 1112). Bohemond of Taranto’s
nephew and fellow princely leader of the First Crusade.
Regent of the principality of Antioch during Bohemond’s
absence/imprisonment. Ralph of Caen’s Gesta Tancredi
describes his crusading deeds.
Tancred, king of Sicily (1138-94). Illegitimate grandson
of King Roger II of Sicily who seized the Sicilian throne after
the death of his cousin William II. Mistreated William’s
widow, Joanna, and was severely punished by

Richard the Lionheart. Nicknamed the ‘Monkey King’.
Tughtakin (d. 1128). Atabeg of Damascus and important
military leader in the wars between the first generation of
crusaders and the emirs of the great cities of Syria.
Turan-Shah (d. 1250). Son of al-Salih Ayyub and shortlived final Ayyubid sultan of Egypt. Murdered in a palace
coup by Bahriyya Mamluks.
Urban II, Pope (d. 1099). Bom Odo of Lagery, a monk at
the abbey of Cluny and follower of the reforming Pope
Gregory VII. Launched the First Crusade at Clermont in
November 1095, but died before the fall of Jerusalem was
known in the west.
William of Tyre (d. 1186). Scholar and historian born in
Jerusalem. Educated in the west, but returned to the

crusader states, becoming archbishop of Tyre. His chronicle,
the History of Deeds Done Beyond the Sea, is a major source
for events in the Latin east in the twelfth century.
Yaghi-Siyan (d. 1098). Seljuq emir in command of Antioch
at the time of the First Crusade. Abandoned city to the
crusaders in 1098 and was murdered during his flight.

Appendix 2: Kings and
Queens of Jerusalem
Godfrey of Bouillon:
Baldwin I
Baldwin II
Fulk and Melisende
Baldwin III and Melisende
Baldwin III
Amalric I
Baldwin IV
Baldwin IV and Baldwin V

1099-1100
1100-1118
1118-1131
1131-1143
1143-1153
1153-1163
1163-1174
1174-1183
1183-1185

Baldwin V
Sibylla and Guy of Lusignan
Guy of Lusignan
Isabella I and Conrad of Montferrat
Isabella I and Henry of Champagne
Isabella I and Amalric II
Maria I
Maria I and John of Brienne
Isabella II and John of Brienne
Isabella II and Frederick II Hohenstaufen
Conrad IIConrad III (aka Conradin)
Hugh I
John II
Henry IL

1185- 1186
1186- 1190
1190-1192
1192 11921197 11971205 12051210 12101212 12121225 12251228 12281254 12541268 12681284
1284- 1285
1285- 1324

- Never crownied; used title 'prince and defender of the Holy Sepulchre’.
- Power exercised by Frederick II Hohenstaufen until 1243 and later by other
regents.
' Titular only from 1291.

Appendix 3: Popes
Antipopes have been excluded from this table
Urban II
Paschal II
Gelasius II
Calixtus II
Honorius II
Innocent II
Celestine II
Lucius II
Eugene III

1088-1099
1099-1118
1118- 1119
11191
124
1124-1130
1130-1143
1143- 1144
1144- 1145
1145- 1153

Anastasius IV
Adrian IV
Alexander III
Lucius III
Urban III
Gregory VIII
Clement III
Celestine III
Innocent III
Honor ius III
Gregory IX
Celestine IV
Innocent IV
Alexander VI
Urban IV
Clement IV
Gregory X
Innocent V
Adrian V

1153- 1154
1154- 1159
1159-1181
1181-1185
1185-1187
1187 11871191 11911198 11981216 12161227 12271241 1241
1243-1254
1254-1261
1261-1264
1265-1268
1271-1276
1276 1276

John XXI
Nicholas III
Martin IV
Honorius IV
Nicholas IV
Celestine V
Boniface VIII
Benedict IX
Clement V
John XXII

1276- 1277
1277- 1280
1281-1285
1285-1287
1288-1292
1294 12941303 13031304 13051314 13161334

Isaac II Angelos and Alexios IV 1203-1204
Angelos
Alexios V Doukas ‘Mourtzouphlos’

Appendix 4: Emperors
Byzantine Emperors
Alexios I Komnenos
John II Komnenos
Manuel I Komnenos
Alexios II Komnenos
Andronikos I Komnenos
Isaac II Angelos
Alexios III Angelos

1081-1118
1118-1143
1143-1180
1180-1183
1183-1185
1185-1195
1195-1203

1204

Latin Emperors of Constantinople
Baldwin I
Henry I
Peter I
Robert I
John I and Baldwin II
Baldwin II

1204-1205
1206-1216
1217-1219
1221-1228
1229-1237
1237-1261

Byzantine Emperors (Restored)
Michael VIII Palaiologos
Andronikos II Palaiologos
Andronikos III Palaiologos
John V Palaiologos

1261-1282
1282-1328
1328-1341
1341-1376

John V Palaiologos and John VI
Kantakouzenos
Andronikos IV Palaiologos
John V Palaiologos (restored)
John VII Palaiologos
John V Palaiologos (restored)
Manuel II Palaiologos
John V Palaiologos
Constantine XI Palaiologos

1347-1354
1376-1379
1379-1390
1390
1390-1391
1391-1425
1425-1448
1449-1453
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